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FOREWORD

Few institutions created by man—with the exception of accom-

pHshments in the field of atomic energy—have been shrouded in

so much mystery and secrecy as the fabulous and legendary French

Foreign Legion—la Legion fitrangere!

Hundreds of books and even more articles have been written

about this "Army of Phantoms/' as the Legion once was called.

Invariably the respective authors have claimed to have, at last,

disclosed the "truth" about the Foreign Legion and to lift the

century-old veil of mystery and secrecy.

As a result of all these multiple attempts to bring the Foreign

Legion out of hiding, the picture thus created in the public mind

has been pitifully distorted. Unfortunately, this picture is as far

removed from the actual truth as our solar system is from the dis-

tant worlds beyond the reach of our telescopes.

I am only too willing to admit that to record the truth about the

Legion is a tall order. There is no written history of the Foreign

Legion which can be used as a basis or starting point. The govern-

ments of France—however different they may have been in their

poHtical and social conceptions—were unanimous in one respect:

they have never opened the official records of the Foreign Legion

to any outsider, be he a Frenchman or not.

To write about the Legion is a task which requires a strange

combination: research and personal experience. While most of the

authors of books on the Legion have actually served in its cadres,

they nevertheless appear to have been incapable of evaluating the

situation as a whole. The internal system within this giant military

body has been deliberately and intentionally established in such a

way as to prevent the individual Legionnaire from gaining too

much insight. This is understandable in view of the large number
of nationahties represented in the Legion; nationalities, which at
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one time or another have been, or were hable to become, enemies

of France.

A Legionnaire hves in a small world. He cannot see beyond his

tiny orbit regardless of how many years he has spent in the Legion.

His knowledge of his environment is limited and this also applies

to the authors of autobiographical accounts who, themselves, have

been soldiers of the Legion.

To find the truth one has to read everything ever written on the

subject; one has to compile thousands of pieces of information,

incidents and happenings. Still, this is not good enough. In order to

be able to separate truth about the Legion from the imagined, to

sort facts from fiction, one has to have been a Legionnaire.

I have tried to comply with the first requirement. It was quite a

task to collect the material. Despite the great number of books

written on the Foreign Legion I soon found out that nine out of

ten of them were out of print, forgotten and lost. But pubhc
libraries, second-hand book stores and private collectors have

yielded a good number of those I needed.

As far as the second requirement is concerned, I can say with

great pride that I have served in the Legion Etrangere, which I

joined at the outbreak of World War II as a volunteer "for the

duration." In my opinion this experience qualifies me to screen the

facts since, as I have pointed out before, I, Hke many thousands of

others before me, have shivered in the ice-cold nights of the desert,

or cursed my fate under the merciless sun of Africa while the sharp

pain of dysentery cut viciously through my inflamed bowels.

On the following pages I have tried to give the facts on the

Legion Etrangere. If it is not the complete truth then I can only say

in all modesty that it is as close to the truth as anyone will ever

come.

W. K.
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PART I





* CHAPTER 1

C'EST LA LEGION

Mercenaries

For many decades, in a tranquil corner of Marseilles, away
from the noise and hustle of the busy docks, the massive stone

walls of Fort St. Jean emerged abruptly from the water.

Today, the old fort does not stand any more; the Germans,

when they occupied France during the last war, razed it to-

gether with countless other structures considered of military

or strategic value. A century or so ago, Fort St. Jean was de-

signed to protect the entrance to France's most vital port in

the Mediterranean; the evolution in warfare since then had

made the powerful stone structure obsolete. In the style of old

soldiers it had been pensioned ojff and transformed into a de-

pot for the Legion Etrangere.

However, Fort St. Jean was never an ordinary army depot.

It was a "Depot de Passage," and became France's gate for her

colonial soldiers—a hostel where they waited until a troop ship

carried them off to the far-away garrisons of Africa, French

Indo-China or Madagascar. Since its destruction, Fort St.

Jean's duties were taken over by its twin, Fort St. Nicolas

which, somehow, has weathered the storm of the second

World War.

A history of the French Foreign Legion cannot be written

without assigning Fort St. Jean its proper place within its

framework. As long as it existed it was much too important a

segment of Legion life to be brushed aside with a few words.
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Many thousand Legionnaires have passed through the ancient

fort with mixed feehngs because they saw in it an important

milestone in their hves. There, the last link with their past was

severed while a new road opened before their eyes. A brand-

new road, to be sure, but a road which stretched far out into a

very uncertain future. "For a few it is the gate to the Legion of

Honor," states a former Legionnaire in his autobiography, "for

the majority the gate to suffering and misery and sickness, to

a nameless grave in the hot sands of Africa."^

On the whitewashed walls of Fort St. Jean's main dormitory

there was an inscription, signed by General de Negrier, who
had the reputation of having been the only Legion commander
who understood the minds of his men. The inscription was in

French, the official language of the Legion, and that was just

as well. It prevented the majority of the foreign recruits, un-

familiar with French anyway, from understanding the sen-

tence and grasping its meaning. Quite a few would have

changed their minds then and there had they been able to

realize its significance.

"Vous etes Legionnaires pour mourir, et je vous envoie la

ou Ton meurt!" said the inscription.

This is a simple and laconic statement. Translated into Eng-

lish it means that one became a Legionnaire only in order to

die, and that he, the general, would see the Legionnaires were

sent where they would die.

As cruel as this mentality may seem, it nevertheless repre-

sents the true spirit of the Legion, accepted simultaneously by
officers and simple soldiers. Nobody ever took exception to the

idea that joining the Legion was the equivalent of hazarding a

death sentence. This kind of detached fatalism can only be

explained by the fact that most of the men signing up for serv-

ice in the Legion Etrangere, for some powerful personal rea-

sons, did not consider their lives as important as the average

mortal does. Death, or rather the possibility of near death, did

not impress them.
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The men who passed through Fort St. Jean were volunteers,

as are the men who pass through Fort St. Nicolas today. Many
tales and stories about recruits shanghaied into the Legion, or

tricked into signing the contract while under influence of alco-

hol, have been circulated over more than a century. There is

very little truth in these tales. Nobody was ever forced or

tricked into signing up as the result of a deliberate recruiting

policy on the part of the Legion; whoever joined the Corps did

so of his own volition with no other pressure than that of his

own personal and intimate reasons.

In this connection it is interesting to observe that most

writers on the subject of the Foreign Legion, in their memoirs

or autobiographies, mention a sort of cooling-off-period, sug-

gested by the recruiting ofiicer, whenever a recruit presents

himself as desiring to join the Legion. The officer insists in all

cases that the would-be soldier return to the office after a few

hours, during which he could think about the step he was

about to take. In many instances, the recruits were even told

to come back the next day after a good night's sleep.

The American, Russell A. Kelly, in his "Letters of a Legion-

naire,"^ writes in this respect that "the officers were agreeable

but evinced no desire to urge us to enlist, and they informed

us of the old rule of the Legion, that an applicant will not be

examined or accepted until the day following his application."

The Englishman, George Mannington, who wrote an inter-

esting book about his experiences in the Legion where he

served just prior to the turn of the century,^ gave a more lively

account of the recruiting officer's attitude. When Mannington

told the Major in the Bureau de Recrutement that he had come
to enlist in the Legion, the good officer banged his fist on the

desk.

"Sacre bleu!" he shouted. "The Legion . . . hard work . . .

hard knocks . . . hard discipline . . . and no thanks. And how
does it end? Your throat cut by some thieving Arab if you have

luck; if not, wounded, and then his women make sausage meat
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of you. In Tonquin the same sort of thing—only worse, with

fever and sunstroke into the bargain. A bad business!"

After that he interviewed Mannington and sent him away
with the well meant advice to "come and see me tomorrow if

you still feel the cravings for a military career."

But neither the cooling-off-period, nor General de Negrier's

sinister warning prevented men from going through with their

intention to enlist. The official figures on the Legion have

never been disclosed, but the number of volunteers since the

Legion's inception must be well over a million and maybe a

multiple of this figure. Never well paid, never well treated,

subjected to a discipline often far more severe than that prac-

tized in the prisons of our civilized countries, the volunteers

for the Legion nevertheless sold five years of their lives to the

French Republic—they became mercenaries.

The dictionaries define mercenaries as soldiers offering

themselves to any army, alien or not, which may hire them,

solely for motives of personal gain. Such soldiers, serving alien

countries for pay, were used from the very earliest times. In

401 B.C. more than 10,000 Greeks fought in the Persian army

under Cyrus, against his brother Artaxerxes, and even the all

powerful Romans conducted most of their conquering wars

with the help of foreign soldiers.

For reasons never too clearly defined, the French have al-

ways employed large numbers of hired soldiers. In the year

886, their king, Charles le Gros, had a body guard of foreigners

and in the frequent wars between France and England in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, mercenaries formed the

major part of both armies. England hired 20,000 Hessians for

a very large sum of money from the Prussian Landgrave Fred-

erick II to assist in the war against the American colonies.

These were the troops so decisively defeated by Washington

at Trenton on Christmas Night of 1776. Through the ages, to

be a paid soldier has been a profession just like any other trade.

Mercenaries under the name of "Condottiere" played an im-
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portant part in Italy's history from the middle of the thirteenth

to the middle of the fifteenth century.

History books are filled with the accomplishments of these

bands of men of all nationalities, who, defying danger and

death, roamed Europe over many centuries, fighting and curs-

ing, drinking, gambling and plundering, never too tired to

chase a skirt—daring, courageous and tough. Money, posses-

sions or earthly treasures meant little to those men who lived

from one day to the other. It was the adventure, the fight, the

adversity which lured them, and above all, the open road.

So for centuries these colorful bands of mercenaries per-

formed the task which today is performed by the large na-

tional armies, which are based predominantly upon universal

conscription. However, in all countries of the world profes-

sional soldiers still form the hard core of the respective na-

tional army. In most regular armies oflficers and non-coms are

career soldiers.

The only pure strain of mercenaries kept alive despite this

fundamental change in the structure of great armies is the

strain of mercenaries serving under the red-green flag of

the Legion Etrangere. From the day of the Legion's incep-

tion the Legionnaires have commanded both respect and fear

in the true tradition of their roving forefathers. This is best

illustrated by Rosen^ as he describes the arrival of the first

contingent of Legionnaires in North Africa around 1831:

"About 4000 men took the oath of allegiance on the French

colors in Marseilles and embarked for Africa. The French

troops there turned up their noses at these tattered soldiers,

and the hostile Arabs called them mockingly 'the Bedouins

from France' (the Arabs who had established themselves in

the towns used to despise the vagabond Bedouins ) , because

they were so poor and ragged. The newcomers, however,

plundered with such voracity as to astonish even the French

troops, who were anything but scrupulous, and they were

capital fighters into the bargain."
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This is the heritage handed down to each new generation

of soldiers in the Foreign Legion. There is no money in the

Legion; the Legionnaire is still, and has always been, a poor,

hard-working devil, reduced to the bare necessities of life,

whose reward is not cash but, in the majority of cases, death.

Death is ever-present in the Legion. It may be a bullet which

takes the life of the nameless soldier, or it may take one of

many other forms: typhoid, dysentery, malaria, venereal dis-

ease, a vicious climate, to name only a few. There is little

chance of escape. No matter how lucky he may be in combat,

how skilled he may seem in dodging bullets, somewhere there

is a shallow hole in the sand waiting for the Legionnaire—

a

nameless grave, covered by a rock never heavy enough to pro-

tect his remains from the hungry beasts of the desert.

The Legionnaire is conditioned for death. It is part of his

training and he dies well. No other corps in the military his-

tory of the world has sustained such bloody and heavy losses

as the Legion Etrangere. A Legionnaire's life is cheap. There

are no relatives to ask questions and the war ministry is not

interested. A name crossed off a list, a perfunctory funeral, if

the situation permits. That's all!

General de Negrier, who, to all appearances, was a poet in

his off-duty-hours, once expressed this situation very clearly:

"II y a des soldats qui save se battre—le Legionnaire sait

mourir!" Some soldiers know how to fight—the Legionnaire

knows how to die!

As strange as it sounds. General Negrier hit on the truth.

The Legion, in every campaign, of which there have been a

good many, has shown a remarkable and amazing disregard

for human life. Apparently the Legionnaire is really ready and

willing to die without any fuss and drama.

Captain Pierre O. Lapie, in his book With the Foreign

Legion at Narvik,^ mentions in the course of a short historical

survey the famous battle of Camerone. This battle took place

during the disastrous expedition to Mexico in 1863 in which
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the Legion played a predominant role. A detachment of 60

men, holding a strategically important crossroad, rather than

surrender to the overwhelming force of 2000 Mexican irregu-

lars, fought on until the last man had been killed.

"The Battle of Camerone," writes Lapie, "was typical of all

battles of the Legion; a distant country; a dangerous expedi-

tion; a withdrawal to be covered; and men who fought a des-

perate rearguard action perishing with the old cry on the lips

:

Vive la Mort!"

Colonel Maire, who commanded the second Regiment of

the Legion, in his Souvenirs^ states repeatedly that his advice

to his men before they went into action was to save the last

bullet for themselves.

It is, therefore, no wonder that the losses of the Legion have

always been heavy. Kelly,^ during World War II, wrote to

his parents back in the States that "our company had had 55
men left of a full company of 250," and shortly before he him-

self died from injuries received in battle, he reported that his

regiment was sent to the rear for reorganization. "Only 700 of

the 4000 who had gone into action answered the rollcall . . .
!"

This is the reward which the fabulous mercenary of the

Legion Etrangere may expect—not gold—but death.

General de Negrier knew his business!

An army is forged

While every military organization throughout the world

cherishes its history and is proud of its accomplishments from

its very inception, there is no recorded history of the "Legion

fitrangere" in existence. Even the Encyclopedia Britannica,

usually so diligent with details, limits information on the sub-

ject to a scant 36 words.

This is a curious and peculiar situation especially in view

of the fact that the most famous military personalities of

France were, at one time, commanders of the Legion: Mac-
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Mahon, who became Marshall and later on president of the

Republic, Canrobert, Chanzy, deNegrier, Serviere, RoUet,

and many more names as dear to the Frenchman as his daily

aperitif. France, without any doubt, owes her colonies and

overseas possessions to the soldiers of the Legion, who liter-

ally conquered every square foot of terrain at the price of their

blood. The Corps has covered itself—in the eyes of every

Frenchman as well as the peoples of the world—with everlast-

ing glory; yet the Legion has no written history!

Curiously enough, even the historians cannot agree as to the

exact time when the Legion was first organized. The birth of

the fabulous regiment is as shrouded in mystery as most of its

subsequent campaigns. The Legion—to use a modern term-

has always operated behind an iron curtain.

There is only one plausible explanation for this otherwise

incomprehensible veil of secrecy. The governments of France,

throughout the years of the Legion's existence, have deliber-

ately and intentionally suppressed the publication of every-

thing liable to give publicity to the Legion. This, most cer-

tainly, has been done for political and diplomatic reasons, be-

cause in European political life the Legion Etrangere has al-

ways been a very touchy subject for more reasons than one.

A large faction of patriotic Frenchmen did—and still does-

object violently to the use of foreigners in the French army.

Several countries as well, especially Germany, have attacked

the French governments time and again on the same grounds.

Germany, incidentally, claimed good reason for her critical

attitude because the majority of Legionnaires has always been

furnished by German elements. The French, who have a repu-

tation for settling diplomatic trouble subtly and skilKuUy,

have managed to avoid the issue whenever it threatened to

explode. Every time the situation has become critical they

have imitated, successfully, the antics of the ostrich, and bur-

ied their heads in the sand, pretending that by the simple ex-

pedient of ignoring it the problem had ceased to exist. Sim-
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ilarly, publications pertaining to the matter of the Legion have

been kept at a minimum. Hence the official blackout on infor-

mation about the Legion.

Unimpressed by national and international controversies,

however, the Legion itself has accepted the loth of March,

1831, as the Corps' official birthday. On that day, King Louis

Philippe, in a royal decree, sanctioned the incorporation of the

then existing bands of mercenaries in France in a military body

under the name of the "Legion Etrangere" after the pattern of

the Legion d'Hohenlohe, w^hich fought at the time of the

Restoration.

These bands of mercenaries were remnants of the Napole-

onic wars. Napoleon Bonaparte's military exploits had at-

tracted a great number of foreign adventurers and seekers of

fortune, who fought under his banner for many years. The
Emperor made good use of this legion of foreign soldiers and

he frequently acknowledged their great worth to him. After

the end of Napoleon Bonaparte's reign several large groups

of foreign soldiers remained in France.

King Louis Philippe, concerned about the heavy losses sus-

tained by French troops in Algeria, accepted the proposal of

a Belgian adventurer who called himself Baron de Boegard,

to use these foreign troops for service in Africa.

The plan suited the King although his generals neither liked

the idea too much nor did they have any sympathy for the

suave Baron who, meanwhile, had assumed the title of lieu-

tenant-general, but they did not offer any active resistance.

Boegard, with royal permission, collected around him a band
composed of the doubtful characters of all nations and finally

succeeded in persuading the military authorities that this

ragged, rough and hungry bunch of soldiers of fortune would

make excellent fighters in Algeria where continual fighting

had decimated the regular French troops posted there. The
royal edict of March loth, 1831, completed the transaction

and made the foreigners soldiers of the French Empire.
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Shortly after, the first contingent of 4000 men crossed over to

Africa and what impression they made there has already been

described.

The early feats of the newly established regiment are known
only tlirough odd brief statements recorded here and there,

with little actual detail. Most of it is hazy and blurred in retro-

spect. But what has come to light in a rather spotty and spas-

modic way is as explosive and impressive as all the Legion's

moves since. From the first day on, the regiment's history has

been written in blood. The way the men behaved imder fire

caused a sensation the world over, and the manner of their

dying was unprecedented. From the first day their losses were

inhumanly heavy.

The Legion s losses have always been the most remarkable

fact in the regiment's history and more space will be gi\en

later to this phenomenon. Whatever detrimental can be said

about the Legionnaires and their individual qualities—or

rather lack of individual qualities—from the point of view of

a bourgeois, one thing is sure : they knew how to die and they

always fought with an almost fatalistic disregard for their own
lives. This is the madness of the Legion. Time and again, a

company which had entered battle in full strength returned

decimated to a quarter or even less of its original effective.

And what is still more surprising—the men didn't even see any-

thing abnormal in such events.

Searching back over a period of more than a hundred years

we find that the spotlight of our investigation first falls on an

episode which took place shortly after the birth of the regi-

ment and which illustrates the then existing conception tliat

mercenaries were the personal property of the King. In a move
which can only be compared to the practices of slave traders,

Louis Philippe, short of funds, loaned the Legion to the Queen

Regent Cliristine of Spain to fight against the Carhsts. The

sum the King was supposed to receive in consideration for

tliis transaction was said to be enormous, but unfortunately
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the Monarch never did collect I To add injury to insult, 3500
of the 4000 Legionnaires who went to Spain, found death in

the rocky and waterless plateaus of the country. Only 500 re-

turned to Algeria, half starved, sick and in rags. This first

recorded campaign of the Legion and its disastrous conclusion

became a typical pattern for the subsequent campaigns of this

regiment of beggars and heroes.

After this miscarried expedition to Spain the Legion did not

rest long. New recruits joined by the hundreds. As a matter of

fact, there has never been a time when there were not at least

two men applying for service for every man killed in action.

The ranks were filled up again and now started a period for the

Legion such as no regiment in the world has ever experienced.

Algeria was conquered after long and strenuous fighting. In

the battles of Constantine, M'Chounesh, Zaatcha and many
others, the ranks were decimated time and again. Patiently the

Legion waited until new recruits had taken the place of the

killed and then forged ahead again and again. The siege and

the ensuing see-saw battle of Constantine which finally sealed

Algeria's fate cost the Legion many thousand dead and many
more incapacitated.

When the fight was finally over the pacification of the coun-

try began. The astonished world saw that the Legion's mission

did not stop at the end of the battle. It was then the Legion-

naires showed their real value as peacemakers. This "scum of

humanity" as they were frequently called, discarded the rifle

and started on a construction task which put in the shadow

even the efforts of the Egyptian pyramid makers. They be-

came pioneers, laborers, road and city builders. There is no

city in French North Africa in which the first European build-

ings were not built by Legionnaires. They built garrisons and

roads, railways and schools, they dug wells and they planted

trees in an attempt to push back the ever-attacking sand dunes

of the Sahara desert. The mercenaries of the Foreign Legion,

under the burning sun of Africa, in constant danger of Arab
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sniper's bullets, thirsty, dirty, underfed and subjected to a

merciless discipline, became the builders of an empire.

This work of peace was interrupted when the regiment was
sent to Russia by Napoleon III. It was the first unit to come
under fire in the battles of the Alma and Inkerman. Proudly,

General Canrobert cited his men for bravery several times.

They besieged Sebastopol, cordially hated by the Russians

who feared the "leather-bellies" as they called the Legion-

naires because of the big African cartridge pouches worn in

front of the body. Again the Legion's losses were heavy; half

of the effective of 4000 men remained in Russia.

Hardly back from Crimea, the regiment had to suppress a

bloody rebellion which had broken out in Algeria, fostered by
independent Arab tribes whose chiefs had taken advantage of

the regiment's absence. Their wounds still bleeding, the Le-

gionnaires marched again. This was the famous Arab expedi-

tion during which the battle of the Ischeriden forced the tribes

of Beni-Jenni, Beni-Raten, and the Beni-Amer into submission.

Many hundred more Legionnaires joined the ranks of the

dead.

Rosen,^ commenting on this period, writes in admiration

mingled with sadness : "The regiment had a few hundred more

to add to its list of dead and had won new honors, only, as a

real regiment of mercenaries, to be transferred to a new field

of battle. Real wandering Ahasvers were these African mer-

cenaries. This time it was to Italy, to Magenta, that they were

ordered. Again they came back, their numbers diminished by

a thousand or more, and had to start once more from Sidi-bel-

Abbes on an expedition against the natives of Morocco."

In 1863 the spotlight shifts to another remote part of the

world. Mexico is the stage this time. The Legion had been or-

dered to help the unfortunate Emperor Maximilian to estab-

lish himself. For some reason the exact number of the Legion's

losses during the disastrous Mexican campaign is known; it

amounted to 4237 officers and men killed in that far-away

country.
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During the Mexican campaign an incident took place which

the Legion has never forgotten. It was the battle of Camarone,

on April 30, 1863, already mentioned here. The Legion has

declared this day as the sacred day of the Corps. April 30,

whatever the circumstances, has always been celebrated by

every unit, in peace as well as in war, in every corner of the

earth and in every year since 1863.

Better than any detailed account of the Battle of Camarone
is Rosen s^ description of his visit to the "Salle d'Honneur," the

Hall of Fame, in the Legion's Headquarters at Sidi-bel-Abbes:

"A creepy souvenir of this fight lies on a little table in the

Salle d'Honneur—an embalmed human hand. It is the hand

of Captain Danjou, who was in command of a detachment of

60 men of the third company of the Legion who were killed to

a man in Camarone. Over 2000 Mexican irregulars set upon
the detachment in the neighborhood of the village of Cama-
rone. The detachment fought its way through the hostile cav-

alry to a farmhouse, entrenched itself there, and held out for

a whole day against the overwhelming odds. Five times were

they called to surrender, and five times was the answer—

'Merde!'

"When the Mexicans at last took the house by storm they

found heaped up before the door a pile of dead. The few sur-

vivors were badly wounded. A few hours later relief came. But

the French troops only found a heap of dead. Beside the cap-

tain's body lay his severed hand."

The Legion, or what was left of the regiment, returned to

Algeria and once more its ranks were brought up to strength.

And then the men went back to their interrupted task of work-

ing as settlers, well-diggers, road-layers and village builders

until 1870, when they were called back to France to take part

in the Franco-Prussian war.

Back again in Africa, the rebellion of the Kaid Si-Hamze

brought more campaigns from 1871 to 1883. These ended with

the submission of the rebellious tribes.

At this time France became conscious of the fact that she
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possessed an empire of no small importance in the Far East.

Trouble started in Indo-China stemming from the resistance

of the natives against the European invader. What could be

more natural than to send the mercenaries of the Legion to

Asia to restore law and order?

During the years of its existence the Legion had grown in

size. Now, it was no more necessary to deplete the Algerian

garrisons in order to man a Far-Eastern expedition. A full regi-

ment was formed and embarked for new adventures in a new
land.

The pattern followed in Indo-China was similar to that pre-

viously established in Africa. The country was conquered but

the price was paid in blood. Mannington^^ had good reasons

to dedicate his book to "his comrades who fell in the forests of

Yen-The and the jungles of Kai-Hinh."

To the violent resistance of a savage adversary, a new,

hitherto unknown deadly enemy was added—a vicious, mur-

derous climate to which the African climate was paradise by
comparison. Mannington^^ writes that "the heat was tremen-

dous . . . averaging no degrees in the shade . . . cases of heat

apoplexy and fever occurred in our little garrison . . . ma-
laria . . . many of us were afflicted with boils . . . and sufferers

were literally covered with them. ... At times half of the de-

tachment's effective was laid up with fever which takes a most

virulent form in this district . . . first among my comrades to

fall victim to sickness were the younger members of the de-

tachment . . . once the illness got a hold upon them, the results

were generally fatal. . .
."

But Tonquin was conquered and pacified and brought im-

mense riches to France of which the Legionnaires, however,

had no part. Their reward was malaria, boils and a ruined body
if they were not lucky enough to be buried in the jungle.

In the meantime, the original regiment had become too

small a unit to cope with the multiple tasks assigned to it. Five

more regiments had come into existence, so that just prior to
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World War I the Legion Etrangere consisted of six regiments.

The fights during which Algeria, Morocco, Tunis and Syria

were beaten into submission had made a strategic division of

the regiments necessary.

The first regiment, the hard core of the Legion, stayed in

Algeria and covered the whole province with small garrisons

and detachments; its task was to police the country and keep

the conquered tribes in line. The second regiment became the

guardian of Morocco, later assisted by the third; the fourth

was divided between Tunis and Syria and the fifth served in

Indo-China. The sixth regiment is a cavalry unit and was the

only regiment of this type in the Legion for many years. Only

recently, during the current war operations in Indo-China, a

second cavalry regiment has been formed which has taken its

headquarters in Oujda, a town at the Algero-Moroccan border.

This was made necessary by the fact that the ler Regiment de

Cavalerie, the ler R.C.E., had been sent to Tonquin where, at

the time these lines are written, it is still heavily engaged.

Headquarters of the ist cavalry regiment, formerly known as

the 6th regiment of the Foreign Legion, is Sousse, not far from

Tunis, the capital of Tunisia.

Mythology speaks of a multi-headed dragon, the Hydra,

which grew two new heads every time one was chopped off.

At the beginning of World War I the Legion resembled the

Hydra in that it grew head after head in quick succession.

Almost overnight each of the first two regiments formed four

"Regiments de Marche," each, with the full effective of a regi-

ment in battle strength. The cadres were formed by Legion-

naires hurriedly ordered back from other regiments while re-

cruiting was stepped up as rapidly as possible. The number of

men in the Corps rose to an unprecedented figure.

Legionnaire Kelly,^^ in April and May 1915, estimates the

strength of the thus organized eight Regiments de Marche,

independently from the two mother regiments, at 34,000 men.

This is a far cry from the effective of regular regiments of the
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Legion e\en in times of war. Kelly, who sensed in the first regi-

ment, reports that the ist Regiment de Marche of the first

Regiment Etranger was composed mostly of Garibaldians,

partisans of the Italian independence movement; the second

of Swedes, Spaniards, Russians, Canadians, English, Amer-

icans and others; while the third and fourth were mostly

Greeks. Germans, for obvious reasons, remained in Africa and

were not pemiitted to join the Regiments de Marche for front

line duty in Europe.

From the very beginning of hostihties the Legion fought in

the front line in its traditional, heroic style. The regiments

were spread over a large part of the front and went into action

in all critical places of the great fight. Even at Galfipoli in the

Dardanelles, several battalions were led against the Turks,

who, in the first World War, fought with the central powers

against the Western AlUes.

French war records contain a number of citations of units

of the Le2[ion which became famous for their brilliant conducto
mider fire. It goes without saying that the losses in human life

were as cruel and heaw as always when the Legion had gone

into action. Its dead are buried along the Mame, in the Cham-
pagne and in the Vosges. The murderous Battle of Verdun

took the heaviest toll compared to any other engagement. In

tliis connection the following despatch appeared in Parisian

newspapers on March 7, 1916:

"The unanimous French military opinion is that the recap-

ture of Douaumont (a fortification in tlie Verdun sector) by
the French Infantry line, the Foreign Legion and chasseurs,

on Februarv 26, was one of the finest feats in military annals

and equal to General Gallieni's famous charge at Sedan in

1870."

Subsequently the French government revived the ancient

Fourragere decoration which is not awarded for individual

merit, but is conferred on a military unit only for tw^o distinct

citations: for unusual bravery or heroism. The second Regi-
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ment de Marche of the first Regiment Etranger was the first to

receive the revived award for its exceptional and extraordinary

performance during the battles of Artois and the decimating

fight of Champagne.

Just how many men the Legion lost in the four years of the

first World War has never been revealed. Exactly how many
could not hear the bugle when it announced the cessation of

hostilities is not known. It is only known that the Legion, when
the war was finally over, appeared badly in need of new re-

cruits.

The pause between the two World Wars was used by the

Legion for the pacification of Morocco which is by far the rich-

est part of the French possessions in North Africa. The opera-

tions in Morocco consisted of an almost uninterrupted string of

campaigns which did not end until late in the thirties. Mo-
rocco cost heavily in lives despite the fact that the Legion, for

the first time in its history, made use of the tools of modern
warfare. For the first time planes, tanks, motorized units and

automatic weapons were used in the campaigns. Still the losses

were extremely heavy.

But there was no lack of new recruits. The economic depres-

sion in Europe was at its peak and volunteers came in flocks to

join the famous corps, mainly in quest of a place where at least

they could be sure of two square meals a day.

The civil war in Spain forced thousands of Spaniards to seek

refuge in France and soon the percentage of Spaniards in the

Legion almost equalled the number of Germans, who had

always formed the Legion's strongest contingent.

World War II broke out and forced the Legion to repeat the

performance of 1914. This time the corps' strength was to

break any previous record. The situation in Europe had

started a mass migration from the countries overrun by Hit-

ler's hordes. At the outbreak of war, France sheltered nearly

two million refugees of every imaginable European national-

ity. The day of the declaration of war found the French re-
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cruiting offices beleaguered by foreigners of all ages eager to

enlist against the Nazis. The Legion accepted every able man,

and while official figures are not available it is nevertheless a

fact that the number of volunteers who streamed to the re-

cruiting offices of the Legion was such that the officers began

scratching their heads in despair, not knowing how to handle

the unprecedented influx.

In addition to the large number of Spaniards, the Legion

now had to cope with thousands of Czechs, Poles, Austrians,

Germans, Belgians, and Dutchmen, not to forget the endless

columns of Jewish refugees of all nationalities who had been

chased by Hitler from one corner of Europe to the other.

It is hard to believe that this heterogeneous mass of men,

these Legionnaires by accident, behaved just like the old and

seasoned fighters of the Legion. Yet they did. Together with

the "anciens" they wrote a new chapter in the book of the

Legion and they wrote it with blood in the traditional style of

the Corps. Their losses dwarfed anything so far experienced.

They died wholesale.

Individual cases of sacrifice and heroism of those men can-

not be described in this chapter; they would fill several vol-

umes. A few outstanding examples will have to suffice.

At Sedan, where the Germans broke through in May 1940,

they were held back by a "Bataillon de Marche" composed of

2000 Legionnaires, volunteers for the duration of the war. The
doomed battalion stood firm for almost 48 hours and was

finally annihilated to the last man. But the delay of 48 hours,

caused by the heroic self-sacrifice of these 2000 men, enabled

the bulk of the French forces to retreat in order and to reform

behind safer positions. That, subsequently, they were not able

to stem the Nazi flood does not change the value of the Legion

Battalion's heroic performance.

In the unfortunate expedition to Norway which was cli-

maxed in the battle and liberation of Narvik, the 13th demi-

brigade of the Legion, formed especially for the trip to Nor-
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way, was almost wiped out. Of the 2000 men who embarked

from France for Norway, only 150, many of them wounded,

marched back into the depot of Sidi-bel-Abbes, to the rhythm

of the Legion's band. The rest are buried somewhere in the

fjords of Norway or they disappeared under the icy waters of

the land of the midnight sun.

France collapsed in 1940. Immediately a strange and curi-

ous situation developed for the Legion. Units of its fourth

regiment stationed in Syria fought under the orders of the

Vichyite General Dentz against the Allies in whose ranks

fought Legionnaires who had managed to join General de

Gaulle's forces. Brothers against brothers. Others, under the

command of the mystical General Leclerc fought with the

Allies in the Lake Tschad campaign which resulted in the

liberation of a large part of Africa and protected the southern

flank of Montgomery's army in Tripolis and Tunis.

At the same time, what was left of the Legion in Morocco

prevented the uprising of the native tribes, an agitation spon-

sored by Germany, and kept the French flag flying until the

day arrived when the great liberation armies landed on North-

African soil.

After the end of World War II the Legion returned to

policing the territories under its jurisdiction, with the excep-

tion of Indo-China where open war flared up again. There

the fifth regiment, continuously reinforced by recruits from

North-Africa, the 1st cavalry regiment, paratrooper units and

engineers, along with French regulars, was engaged in a long

and bitter military campaign which did not end until 1954.

Back home, in North-Africa, the units garrisoned in Tunisia

were called into action several times in the years following the

end of World War II. The tense political situation in the pro-

tectorate, notorious focal point of unrest and nationalist activi-

ties, made the Legion's intervention necessary. The Legion-

naires were called upon to quell a number of small uprisings

and revolts of localized character.
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Late in 1954, there were definite signs of restiveness among
the native population of Algeria and Morocco. Again the task

to restore normalcy and order fell to the Legion garrisons in

the affected districts. In the closing weeks of 1954, several

Legionnaires lost their lives during routine operations in these

two North-African territories. This state of affairs compels the

Legion to remain constantly on the alert.

And so the Legion still fights and dies. However, the second

World War has brought sweeping internal changes into the

French army which have not failed to affect the life of the

individual Legionnaire. In subsequent chapters these impor-

tant changes, which have begun to take place only in the last

few years, will be dealt with in detail.

But in the meantime it can be said that every Legionnaire,

be he in the jungles of Tonquin, or on the boiling sand of the

desert, should his time come, will be prepared to face death,

either with a smile or a curse on his lips according to his own
temperament, just as his predecessors have done in the past.

Nous sommes les Legionnaires d'Afrique.

Very few subjects have caused so many misconceptions as

the question of the character and type of the men who serve

in the Foreign Legion. A thoroughly incorrect and misleading

picture has been painted, partly because of ignorance—and

partly intentionally. The latter applies especially to Germany

which, at all times, has been hotly opposed to the existence of

this army of mercenaries.

The public, as a result, seems to accept only three reasons

for a man's decision to join the Legion: First, to escape from

the police; second, to forget a woman; or third, the longing for

adventure. The most powerful reason, however, the most

primitive drive conducive to joining the Legion, appears to be

overlooked; hunger and the inability for social adjustment un-

der economic pressure. In short, the drive for self-preservation.
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The criminal who finds a hiding place in the Foreign Legion

after having outsmarted the combined police forces of a whole

continent is well known to the average reader of adventure

novels. So is the frustrated lover who has been thrown over by
the woman he adored; he usually hasn't enough guts to com-

mit suicide, so he joins the Legion to forget his amorous mis-

fortune. This is just as well because in the last chapter, the

girl, invariably, shows up and rescues the hero from a dark

future. The man hungry for adventure belongs in the same
category as the misunderstood lover. The only trouble is that

he doesn't find adventure in the Legion; what he does find is a

disciplinary regime harder than that of a prison, chronic dysen-

tery, possibly malaria or yellow fever and a good chance of

stopping a bullet with some vital part of his body.

To claim that men have not entered the Legion for any or

all of those three reasons would be misleading. But the number
of those who have joined for those reasons is ridiculously small.

There have, and there will always be, people with their

minds set on adventure, who consider the Legion as the natu-

ral materialization of their dreams. But their number is small

because in the normal run of things most adventure-minded

humans eventually find a better application for their energy

than to bury themselves in the sands of Africa. There have, of

course, always been a few deceived lovers who tried to get as

far away as humanly possible from the "femme fatale" of their

lives, deciding on the Legion as their ultimate destination.

But their number is possibly smaller than the number of

would-be adventurers.

This leaves us with the criminal type, which, by far, is the

cause of the greatest misconception on the subject. Of course,

there are a certain number of lawbreakers in the Legion but

rarely has one of them been sought for a major crime. They
are small-time operators, crooks, cheaters, petty thieves—the

product of the big city slums or the black sheep of good fam-

ilies. Their number represents only a small percentage of the
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total. A criminal, sought for the capital oflFense of murder,

armed robbery or other serious crimes, has little or no chance

whatever to escape punishment through enlisting in the

Legion.

Perrot-White^^ who has served in the Legion during World
War II and some time after, is quite positive on this point. "I

soon found out," he writes on page 45 of his book, "that the

prevalent excuses for joining the Legion were: First, poverty;

second, women; third, drink; fourth, politics; fifth, the love for

adventure; and, a long way behind, a criminal record. This

sounds strange to a lot of people who think the Legion is full

of murderers and embezzlers and the like. . .
!'

It is quite possible that in 1831, and even for many decades

after, a substantial number of real "bad boys," among them
murderers and killers, escaped the consequences of their

crimes by seeking and finding shelter in the Legion. After all,

nobody ever asked an applicant for either his individual rea-

sons nor for his name or where he came from. Any name the

future Legionnaire chose to give was accepted and the in-

quiry into his personal status stopped there and then. But the

situation gradually changed in a way which made it impossible

for a wanted criminal to disappear from sight in the disguise of

a Legionnaire.

Perrot-White gives a very good description of the situation

existing today. "Every Legionnaire," he writes, "has his finger-

prints taken on enlistment. His body is minutely measured by

the police Bertillon system and giving a false name, as so many
do, is no check against finding out a man's police record.

"Practically every man bom in the European continent is

entered in his local police records even if he has never broken

the law, and most of those countries have extradition treaties

with the leading powers. Assuming that a man tries to join the

Legion after committing a serious crime in a nation which is

covered by the treaty, he is bound to be discovered during the

time he remains at the depot in Marseilles. He gets no farther.
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for he is turned over to the pohce at once. I saw this happen

myself."

Mannington/^ whose experiences in the Legion covered a

time when Perrot-White was not even born, came to an almost

identical conclusion on the subject of criminals. "Originally/'

he observes, "in addition to many adventurers, whom military

instincts, hopes of plunder, and desire for excitement had led

to enlist, there were certainly a good many scallywags, perhaps

criminals; but today ( 1890) there are few, if any. Police meth-

ods have changed considerably since the beginning of the last

century and a fugitive from justice would be a fool indeed if

he thought he could evade punishment by joining the ranks of

a 'Regiment Etranger'; for by so doing he would be thrusting

his head into the noose, even had he been able to procure pa-

pers affording him a change of identity to enlist with, for

nearly every one at one time or another has had their photo-

graph taken, and it is no easy matter to cheat the camera,

neither is it possible to evade the searching tests of the anthro-

pometric system.

"The Legion of today is composed of deserters from other

armies—of these the Germans are in the majority—men out of

work who don't wish to starve, and who can't beg; scallywags,

i.e. those men who have gambled or squandered their money
and can't work; officers who have been forced to resign owing

to some private scandal; and the hundred other culprits and
victims of social conventions of today. . .

."

All serious writers about the Legion are unanimous in ar-

riving at the conclusion that the Corps is the worst place a

wanted criminal can pick in an attempt to escape legal prose-

cution. In the book Memoirs of the Foreign Legion, introduced

by D. H. Lawrence^^ we find the following reference:

"The times are countless, when a detective from some part

of Europe has entered the Legion's barracks, and, when the

company was at dinner, has looked for his man, tapped him on

the shoulder, motioned him to follow, and disappeared with
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him—no one ever knowing who he was, what he had done, or

what became of him."

The preceding extracts will certainly help towards dispell-

ing the so-long-prevailing conception of the Foreign Legion

as a paradise for criminals of all degrees and nationalities. Far

from being a shelter for criminals, the Legion has always been

a recipient of hmidreds and thousands of broken and disillu-

sioned men, a protecting mother to the homeless, the desper-

ate, the uprooted and the hungry. In the era between the two

World Wars, the Legion even became an asylum to the po-

litically persecuted.

European politics and their repercussions have always been

faithfully reflected in the Legion's enlistments. The personnel

of the ofiBces at the depot in Sidi-bel-Abbes, through which the

stream of new recruits moves upon arrival, can easily tell-

even if completely ignorant of political events—in which coun-

try of Europe trouble is brewing. Political upheavals invari-

ably tend to increase the number of volunteers for the Legion.

Immediately after the Bolshevik revolution in Russia, thou-

sands of White Russians, frequently in full company and even

battalion strength, led by their own officers, joined the corps.

A few years later, the numerous attempts of right wingers in

Germany to overthrow the democratic government of the

young republic brought scores of young German nationalists

into the Legion. It was, for example, an open secret that in

1922 the assassins of the German Foreign Minister Walther

von Rathenau had escaped into the Legion; Germany even

demanded their extradition, but the French declared them

political refugees and granted them asylum. The Spanish civil

war was responsible for another mass invasion of the Legion

as the beaten Spanish republicans streamed over the interna-

tional bridge at Hendaye into France where they were in-

terned by the French authorities. Thousands of Spaniards, who
preferred service in the Legion to forced inactivity in a con-

centration camp, signed up for five years.

And last but not least, we have to mention Hitler who has
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by far been the most successful recruiting agent the Legion

ever had. Thanks to him, the effective of the Legion swelled

to an unprecedented high, as refugees from every country

which had been "liberated" by the Nazis flocked into the Le-

gion, anxious and eager to have a chance of fighting "the

brown pest."

As much as these events were responsible for the presence of

a large number of men in the Legion, they were, nevertheless,

of secondary importance compared with the one great con-

ducive agent—hunger! Civil war, internal revolutions and

putschs brought only spasmodic reactions, but the long and

serious economic depression in Europe brought a steady flow

of desperate men to the doors of the recruiting offices. These

men had only one thought in mind—to find a place of relative

security or, in other words, a roof over their heads and the as-

surance of two hot meals a day. These were the men—not crim-

inals or ousted political pawns—who have kept the effective of

the Foreign Legion at the required strength throughout the

century of the Corps' existence.

It is, therefore, not surprising that the enormous mixing

bowl, the Legion fitrangere, apart from a large number of

primitive and poorly educated men, had at all times an amaz-

ing number of intelligent and even highly specialized profes-

sional men in its cadres. General de Negrier used to say that

the "etrangers" had three inestimable advantages: They were

brilliant fighters, they marched till they dropped, and—there
was nothing they could not do. He would undertake to build

an engine with his Legionnaires; from their ranks he could

assemble the faculty of a university; there were men among
them who could not only fight through a war, but could also

write its history.

How right the General was in this judgment of his men and
how close to the actual truth is significantly described by
Rosen^^ in an anecdote which bears all the earmarks of authen-

ticity.

"In one of the countless fights in Southern Algeria," Rosen
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reports, "a company got off from the main column and suffered

heavy losses m a scrap with the Arabs. The number of

wounded was very great, and nothing could be done for them,

as the doctors and bearers were with the main column. At last

the captain in the thick of the firing called out to his men:
" 'Are there any doctors among you?'

"Three Legionnaires at once stepped forward. One was a

graduate of the Sorbonne, another had gained the diploma of

the University of Zmich, and the third had attained the rank

of M.D. at a German Universit)^ . .
."

Many stories are told in the Legion of men coming from

famous families; most of them are nothing but the tvpical

soldier's yam, altered every time it is told until the plot be-

comes fantastically incredible. But one \'arn seems to pop up
unadulterated time and again until it has become part of the

unwritten history of tlie Legion. It is the story of the "Royal

Prince of Prussia." Rosen^' describes the story as follows:

"In 1880 a young German enlisted in the Legion. He was an

excellent soldier, spoke brilliant French ... a detachment of

the Legion, of which he was a member, was suddenh^ attacked

by Arabs near Saida. The commanding officer, a lieutenant,

was severely wounded, and all of the non-commissioned of-

ficers killed at the first attack. Now the voungr Gennan took

command and led a furious onslaught on the attacking Arabs,

managing to hold out until help came. Shot in the breast, he

was carried into camp, and the colonel of the regiment gave

his own cross of the Legion of Honor to the dying man. The

young German asked the surgeon whether he had a chance to

live. The doctor said yes, of course. But finally, the new Cheva-

lier of the Legion of Honor was told the truth and thereupon

demanded a short interview with the commanding officer.

"Telegrams went ffying betv\^een the little desert station and

the capital of Geniiany ... in the evening the Legionnaire

died. A week later a veiled lady appeared in Saida to take the

body to the fatlierland . . . the young German had been a royal

prince of Prussia."
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However, Rosen is sceptical and doubts the truth of the

story. "Very hkely," he says, "the man of Saida had been a

German aristocrat, the black sheep of some good family, and

in the course of time and telling the Legion has made him a

royal prince."

Rosen reported this in 1910. In 1924, M.M.^^ who wrote the

already mentioned Memoirs, picked up a story which to all

appearances concerns the same man. However, in his version

there is nothing colorful about the hero.

"It is not many years ago," according to M.M., "that a sim-

ple young man arrived . . . and registered as John Smith, or

some such name, and lived the life of a private soldier. He was

a bit of a dullard, and not popular . . . altogether he was very

apathetic. After he had been in the Legion some time he fell

ill, was taken to the hospital, and died. Two months after his

death a German battleship arrived at Oran, and several high

naval officers travelled to Bel-Abbes, and, with due formality,

asked the Colonel and authorities for the body of John Smith.

John Smith was no other than a nephew of Emperor William

II, and the body of the German Prince was transported with

full military honours to Oran, and taken to Germany. . .

."

In an attempt to establish the identity of the mysterious

"Royal Prince" M.M. continues: "I was never able to find out

who the German Prince was, but I imagine it must have been

one of the three sons of Prince Albrecht of Prussia, Regent of

Brunswick, who had such unfortunate endings. They were

the 'betes noires' of the Kaiser. He literally hounded them to

death, and wrecked each one's life—and incidentally con-

fiscated their fortunes, which were reputed to be the largest of

any of the Royal Princes."

Despite the discrepancies in the difiFerent versions, basic-

ally, the story is certainly true. Nobility and royalty have al-

ways been represented in the Legion and this writer, during

his service in the Corps, has met a good number of Russians,

some private soldiers, some officers, whose high education and

obvious excellent breeding indicated their noble origin which.
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incidentally, they usually emphasized. However, these Le-

gionnaires have always been the exceptions. The majority of

the men in the Legion are simple fellows whose past had noth-

ing at all interesting about it.

Once enlisted in the Legion every difference disappears and

every distinction is levelled off. The recruit, whoever he may
have been in civilian life, becomes a Legionnaire and as such

neither his past nor his personal feelings count any more. This

is expressed in the simple philosophy and advice which

Rosen^^ lets his friend and roommate, the Legionnaire Jona-

than Smith, No. 10247, soldat lere classe, give him: "There is

no money here—the pay is not worth speaking of. There's a lot

of work, it's a hard Iffe all round, there's no earthly reason why
anyman should be fool enough to serve in this outfit, unless he

is especially fond of being underfed and overworked. There is

little difference whether we march against tlie Arabs, the

Chinese or to 'Maroc' When you are dead played out, and you

think you can't stand it any longer; when the fever gets you

by the neck; when you are sitting and fuming in the 'cellule'

(
prison ) ,

grin and say to yourself: 'C'est la Legion!' And if any

of the fellows get fresh, hit quick and hit hard—c'est la Legion."

Yes—c'est la Legion! But as Mannington jotted down during

the sleepless, boihng hot nights which he spent in the malaria

jungles of Tonkin: "Be they what they may when they join,

deserter, unemployed, ex-officer, gambler, defrocked priest,

members of a reigning family . . . together they form one of

the smartest and bravest infantry corps in the world."

Nous sommes les Legionnaires d'Afriquel
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COLONIAL CONQUERORS

Pioneers

It can safely be said that France possesses the finest colonial

army in all the world. Its soldiers are not only drawn by uni-

versal conscription from every walk of life in metropolitan

France and distributed throughout the colonial empire, but

the great majority come from the immense reservoir of the

indigenous, mostly colored population of the vast territories

under French jurisdiction.

A whole racial rainbow wears the French uniform:

Ebony-black Senegalais from the interior of Africa; brown
and swarthy, eagle-eyed Arabs in the units of the Tirailleurs

Algeriens and Marocains or of the regiments of Spahis, the

daredevil riders of the desert; yellow-complexioned Malayans

of the Far-East, whose small, almost fragile build contrasts

strikingly with that of the powerful sixfooters in the uniform

of the Tirailleurs Senegalais, Negroes, made taller by their

traditional red headgear designed in the shape of a fez; and

last but not least—wearing the distinctive white Kepi—the
men of the Foreign Legion!

The story of the conquest of North-Africa is already well

known. Its steps, one by one, can be found in any history book
or encyclopedia. It is not the task of this author to reopen the

pages of the past in order to review these campaigns, inter-

esting an enterprise though it may be; neither is this book con-

cerned with the political, economic, cultural and military

31
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reasons for the century-long battle which ended with the in-

tegration of Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Syria, Indo-China as

well as large territories of Central Africa into the French Em-
pire. We are solely interested in the role the Legion Etrangere

played during all these campaigns since 1831. However, our

interest is not that of the conventional historian concerned

only with the outcome of a given military campaign and the

problem of fitting this particular event into its proper place

within the steadily passing parade of time and evolution. We
are, naturally, interested in these individual campaigns as a

whole, but our curiosity is mainly directed toward the Legion-

naire as a soldier and as an individual. While we are scanning

the battlefields we are trying to analyze the man with the

White Kepi. We want to see what makes him tick, what makes

him fight under circumstances more than alien to an ordinary

mortal, and above all, what makes him die willingly, and with-

out fuss, for a country that is not his own.

As redoubtable and powerful as the colorful French colo-

nial armies may be, one fact stands out in the history of the

North-African campaigns: without the participation of the

Legion Etrangere the conquest of North-Africa would not

have been possible unless France had gone to the very limit

of her resources in manpower and material. This is just what

France could not afford to do without dangerously weakening

her military and economic position in Europe and especially

along the traditionally treacherous border formed by the

Rhine.

The major part of the task, therefore, in its immensity, was

up to the Foreign Legion. It is an historical fact that the Le-

gion, in the maze of the many races and colors which form

France's colonial force, has always been the hard core, the

nucleus, around which the rest revolved, looking to the Le-

gionnaires for morale, strength and, quite often, for actual help

in disaster.

France is indebted to the Legion for North Africa. This is
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readily conceded by every Frenchman however critical of the

Corps he may be and is best expressed by Jean Brunon in his

essay "La Legion au Maroc" published in No. 28 of Vert et

Rouge the "Revue de la Legion fitrangere."^

"One cannot conceive the Moroccan countryside," he

writes, "without the already legendary silhouette of a Legion-

naire, white kepi and all, nor can one dream of retracing the

history of the French penetration of Morocco without en-

countering constantly, throughout the pages, the mention of

one or the other unit of the Legion Etrangere/'

This is the truth. The Legion conquered Morocco. But it is

far more important to know that without the preceding con-

quest and pacification of Algeria the conquest of Morocco

would have been impossible. Algeria was the jumping-oflF

board for every subsequent operation in North-Africa and it

was in Algeria where the Legion covered itself and still does—

if the often abused term may be permitted in this connection—

with everylasting gloryl

If Morocco's countryside cannot be conceived without the

familiar silhouette of a Legionnaire, the same is true, multi-

plied a hundred times more, for Algeria, from the fertile

coastal district in the North, straight down to the immense,

sand-covered and waterless wastes of the Sahara desert. Al-

geria is the Legion's country!

In the first chapter of this book we attempted to record the

sketchy details known of the origin of the Foreign Legion.

What we said there has been carefully lifted from contempo-

rary, mostly picturesquely exaggerated descriptions of the

various bands of mercenaries existing at that time in metro-

politan France. Camille Rousset, famous writer of the nine-

teenth century, reported in what nowadays would be called

a "human interest story" that "on February gth (1831) the

curious crowd which came daily to watch the embarkations

and landings ( in Oran ) was stunned, amazed and stupefied to

witness the arrival of a group of 300 individuals, clad in the
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strangest of costumes; it was a real masquerade. To clothe this

mob, whose ranks contained men of all ages, from 16 to 60

and more, it seemed that the bottom of the army magazines

had been scraped so thoroughly as to procure the oldest rags

for these men. It was a grotesque sight; the figurants would
have been the delight of a circus crowd, but their heads high,

the flag in front, the drums beating, and to the rhythm of the

famous war song 'La Parisienne,' they proudly paraded

through the crowded streets of the city."^

This was the day the mercenaries of the Legion Etrangere,

the men who were to become famous in the following decades,

made their entry not only into North-Africa, but into the his-

tory of civilization. This small group of adventurers, half

starved and dirty, the bottoms of their pants full of holes, was

the avant-garde of the Legion Etrangere.

One month later, on March 10, 1831, King Louis Philippe

sanctioned the existence of the regiment by "Ordonnance

Royale." If Louis Philippe were alive today, he would be more

than amazed to see the great service to France caused by a

decision of whose wisdom the king had never been too sure

as long as he lived.

The conquest of Algeria was not the slam-bang battle of

short duration and quick decision associated nowadays with

the idea of an invasion. The "blitzkrieg" was not invented as

far back as 1831 and operations were necessarily slow. To
think of the Algerian campaign as a fast moving, dramatic

battle with vast armies strategically deployed throughout the

country, would be a mistake.

The campaign lasted well over fifty years and, in review, the

most outstanding fact is the relatively small number of real

large-scale battles it encompassed. It was, however, a continu-

ous, latent battle which never had a clear-cut dividing line

between phases; a fight which went on 365 days a year for 50

years and which cost enormously in life and blood. In propor-

tion, the losses of the great world wars pale when compared
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with those of the Legion during this continuous war of fifty

years. Generation after generation of Legionnaires joined the

ranks of the ghost columns formed by their dead predeces-

sors. Theii' numbers have never been counted.

It was the type of war for which the French have found the

name "penetration," a kind of strategy which is not practiced

any more. The Legion is master in the art of penetration.

The principle of penetration warfare is the strategy of the

spider when building a web, first on a small scale, then gradu-

ally enlarging it. Just like the spider, the "Bedouins of France,"

the first contingent of Legionnaires ever to set foot on African

soil, converged on a base as a starting point for future actions.

This base was Sidi-bel-Abbes, some fifty miles south-west of

Oran, which has remained the heart of the Corps ever since.

We will hear more about it in subsequent chapters. From
Sidi-bel-Abbes as a center, the construction of the spider web
was started, surprisingly not with the rifle at first, but with

pick and shovel.

Algeria, a wild, rugged country, was ninety percent virgin

soil, unaffected by European civilization. Its sons, the Be-

douins, grouped in numerous savage and barbaric tribes,

roamed the mountains and the plains at will, inconceivably

proud of their independence and their religious beliefs, eager

and ready to defend country and Islam to the last drop of

blood. This was the situation when the Legionnaires set to

work. They drained swamps in the coastal districts; they con-

structed roads and bridges, posts, garrisons, railways, hos-

pitals, schools and irrigation canals to provide water; they

erected the massive buildings of the depot at Sidi-bel-Abbes.

It was done as the spider would; one circle after the other

was added to the web and the connecting links strengthened.

Every time one task was finished, another feeler was stretched

out toward another new target and slowly over the years the

web grew and grew.

But there was always the fight. While half of the contingent
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worked on the main project, the other half stood guard to fight

oflF the incessant attacks of the furious Arabs, who from the

day the Legionnaires arrived on African soil had declared holy

war on France. Time and again the workers had to drop

trowel or hammer to pick up the rifle and join their comrades

in the fight against the savage attackers. And more than once

the fighters and workers alike, succumbing to the numerical

superiority of the enemy, ceased working and fighting for-

ever, their cruelly mutilated bodies left to the beasts of the

desert.

It was only a year after the inception of the Corps that the

Legion found itself in its first battle. The 3rd battalion, com-

posed of Swiss and German volunteers, established at the ad-

vanced outpost of Maison-Carre, was attacked by the redoubt-

able tribe of the El Oufiia. The battle, which started on April

27, 1832, is said to have lasted three full days and nights and

ended with the destruction of the tribe. The Legion's losses

were heavy.

The battle of Maison-Carre is considered by the Legion as

the "Bapteme du Feu," the "Baptism of Fire," of the new regi-

ment and the structure of this first fight was the same as that of

all other subsequent engagements. Every time the Legion

went into action its losses were extremely heavy, but the Le-

gionnaires were either victorious or they were annihilated.

The Legion knows no compromise!

The alternate pattern of the Legion's growth is woven from

two types of incidents. Fights of the Maison-Carre kind

formed one variety, while construction work under the con-

stant menace of a sniper's bullet formed the other. Yet, the

battle over, the Legion would return to pioneer work until

the bugle sounded the alarm again.

On July 2, 1832, in an order of the day, the governor gen-

eral of Algeria rendered hommage to the Corps in citing a

battalion of the Legion, under Commandant Poerio, for the

unit's excellent fortification work and the construction of gar-
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rison buildings at Aratch. At the same time the 2nd battaHon

of the Legion, commanded by Captain Drouault, in the record

time of two months constructed a road between the two stra-

tegic points of Douera and Bouffarick. This road crosses miles

of infested swamps and many more miles of hard, rocky,

almost inaccessible mountains. When the road was completed

it turned out not only to be a masterpiece of engineering, but

it was lined with two continuous rows of tall, shade-giving

poplars, and there were even drinking fountains provided at

regular intervals. The road was officially named "Chaussee de

la Legion" and the newspapers compared it enthusiastically

to the early miracles performed by the Roman colons.

The web broadened as the years went by, though time and

again it was impeded in its progress by battles of mostly local

importance. The Legionnaire marches on steadily; rifle in one

hand, the pick in the other.

The pioneer work followed not only from West to East but

extended far South beyond the rugged mountain peaks of the

Atlas chain ( which follows roughly the contour of the Medi-

terranean coast line ) , deep into the wastes of the desert. The
Legion built the famous "pistes," the camel trails which

opened up the tradeways between the fertile grounds of the

French Senegal, south of the desert, and the big ports along

the sea where the freighters waited to take the inexpensive

products of the African soil to France, along with cheap labor

recruited among the primitive black tribes. Once the "pistes"

were established, the Legion set itself up as their guardian, to

protect the convoys from the savage, ever-attacking Arabs.

The regiment, growing continuously in strength and assum-

ing new responsibilities from day to day, began posing new
problems to its commanding officers. New standards of organ-

ization and administration had to be established. The first

major change came when it was realized that the original

partitioning of the men into groups of their own nationality

was impractical and was leading to grave inner disturbances.
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Immediately after the Royal decree of March 10, 1831, the

regiment was divided along the following lines:

1st Battalion: Men who had served during the Restora-

tion in the Swiss Regiments and in the

so-called Regiment Etranger d'Hohen-

lohe.

2nd and 3rd Battalions : Swiss and Germans,

4th Battalion: Spaniards,

5th Battalion: Italians,

6th Battalion: Belgians and Hollanders,

yth Battalion: Poles.

This segregation was soon found to be a bad mistake.

Grouped into nationalistic companies and even battalions, the

men quickly remembered their national diflPerences. Age-old

hatreds broke through the hard shell of discipline, friction in-

creased rapidly, and bloody, murderous fights among the dif-

ferent groups were the order of the day. The sad picture of

narrow-minded hatred for the other nationality, prejudices

and hypocrisy, responsible for so many wars in the history of

mankind, did not fail to find a true reflection in the ranks of

the Foreign Legion.

The method was quickly changed. A system was adopted

through which the men were mixed indiscriminately through-

out the Corps regardless of their nationality of origin. This

stopped the disturbances immediately. The new method

proved its value and has remained in effect ever since, becom-

ing part of the Legion's tradition with all its ramifications. It

is, for instance, considered a bad offense to insult a Legion-

naire on the grounds of his national extraction and an anecdote

which is still told in the Legion is good proof of this state of

affairs. The story—even if not true—is without doubt excel-

lently invented.

According to the tale a Legionnaire was sent to prison for

30 days by the colonel for having called a comrade during a
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brawl a "dirty, stinking swine of a German." The insulted

party was a well-known ruffian and drunkard with a bad rec-

ord of his own. The colonel, it seems, had the punished Le-

gionnaire summoned and gave him a severe tongue lashing in

front of the whole unit. "You are right to call him a dirty,

stinking swine," the colonel is reported to have concluded,

"because he is dirty, he stinks and he is a swine. But you had no
business to call a Legionnaire a German. That's why you go to

prison for 30 days."

From 1831 to 1885, the development of the Legion Etran-

gere can be followed rather easily. During this time the activ-

ity of the Corps, with a few exceptions, was restricted to

Algeria. These exceptions—the campaigns of Spain, Italy,

Mexico, Russia—are dealt with in the first chapter and can

only be considered as escapades, alien to the real purpose of

the Legion which is, and always has been, that of the guardian

of North-Africa. Besides, most of these adventures were fought

far away from the home base and ended in catastrophies for

France. The Legion sustained tremendous losses and it is cer-

tainly permissible to assume that the commanding officers

wished they had never been forced to send their men to these

remote places.

The single, one-track pattern of the Legion's progress be-

came complicated in the eighties when a second, permanent

theater of operations made it necessary to send an expedi-

tionary force to Indo-China, to assist the regular French colo-

nial troops in their task of conquering and pacifying the vast

and rich territories in the Far East.

Up to the period of the Legion's first intervention in Indo-

China in 1885 the Corps was thought to consist only of the 1st

infantry regiment and the 2nd regiment, the latter having

been formed around 1850 with headquarters in Saida, some

100 miles due south of Oran. Both regiments contributed two

battalions each to the campaign of Indo-China; these battal-

ions ultimately formed the core of the 5th regiment of the
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Legion which was to be stationed permanently in Tonquin.

The creation of a fifth regiment invites the logical conclu-

sion that there were four other regiments in existence. This,

surprisingly, was the case, although the time at which the 3rd

and 4th regiments were formed is not quite clear. There is no

doubt, however, that the steadily mounting responsibilities of

the 1st regiment had made such a change absolutely neces-

sary. While the exact dates are missing, the names of these

different regiments begin to appear in records and books

around i860. The chances are that this evolution came about

very slowly and gradually as necessitated by the steady en-

largement of the territory under the Legion's control and the

demands the individual campaigns made on manpower as

well as on the staff of commanding officers.

Besides, having in mind the giant task the Legion had taken

on in Algerian territory, which, thanks to the incessant effort

of the Legionnaires, continued to increase from year to year,

the French high-command must have been governed by the

thought that a campaign against the tribes of Morocco was

inevitable. The border between Algeria and Morocco, estab-

lished by France, was never respected by the Arabs. Their

system of tribal relations, under the leadership of regional

Sheiks, did not lend itself to artificial boundaries. Besides, the

Atlas chain, an excellent hiding place for vast numbers of bel-

ligerent followers of Allah, does not stop at the Algerian bor-

der. The mountain range reaches far beyond it right into the

very center of Algeria. As a consequence, trouble was continu-

ously brewing along the Algero-Moroccan border.

The 2nd regiment was formed and stationed in Saida. This

was the unit which carried the war into Moroccan territory

and which, finally, selected Meknes as the site of its depot.

The 3rd regiment came to the help of the second during the

costly and bloody Moroccan "pacification" which lasted from

1903 to 1934, while the 4th regiment was divided between

Tunisia and Syria, evidently with the intention of guarding
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the Eastern flank of the most important Algerian territory, the

beautiful and rich coastal strip along the Mediterranean.

Tunisia, much closer to home than Syria, needed special at-

tention. This could have been the reason that the 6th regi-

ment, until lately the only cavalry regiment of the Legion, w^as

stationed in Sousse, not too far from the Tunisian capital and

within easy marching range of the strategic centers of Algeria.

Algeria

In a continuous string of military campaigns, w^hich began

in 1831 and ended w^ith the pacification of Morocco in 1934,

the Legion has opened the door for France to the immense

richness of the African continent, and has guarded this door

ever since.

The history of French military conquests is colorful and has

been the subject of a multitude of books treating the cam-

paigns from every imaginable angle. These volumes alone

would fill the shelves of several libraries. Keeping in mind,

however, that this book is not intended to be a history of

French military adventures, but an attempt to isolate the facts

on the Foreign Legion, we will use the steadily moving pic-

ture of historical events only as a sort of background against

which the actions of the Corps of mercenaries are presented.

This presentation ( as far as this chapter goes ) is concerned

only with time and space. It will show that the Foreign Legion

was at a certain place at a given time. In other words it is

meant to be a horizontal cross-cut of the subject. For the time

being, the vertical cut—the repercussions of all these histor-

ical events on the life of the individual Legionnaire—is being

disregarded. Unlike a conventional history in which outstand-

ing events are usually identified with the leading personalities

of the period, our interest in the French marshals and gen-

erals is merely secondary. We are primarily concerned with

the Legionnaires who for over more than a hundred years
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have fought and won the battles of North-Africa, the battles

of whose outcome France is so justl\- proud. Consequenth-, all

historical events in connection with these battles are being

merelv sketched in, while the part played bv tlie Legion will

be set out in relief. How the e\"ents affected the men with the

white Kepi will be the subject of subsequent chapters.

It has been obser\-ed that one surprisincr fact of the conquest

of -\lgeria is the relatively small number of major battles.

While the slow penetr?.tion of .-Ugeria was in fact nothincr but

a continu ::les and cmji'Zrr/.ents. the Legion's

forces er:v i:si::;l]v did not exceed

battahon 5.....^.... ...... ....^..c.._. . .en less. There are only a

few occasions recorded when the use of whole armies was

in\-olved.

Listed in chronological order here are the most important

battles wliich tlie Legion itseh considers as the milestones in

tlie conquest of .\lgeria:

1S3"—Siege and assault of Constantine,

1S44—Battle of M'Chounech,

1S49— Siege of Zaatcha.

1S5-—Battle of the Ischeriden,

iSS2-Battle of Chott Tigri.

In describing the siege and subsequent fall of Constantine

we are basins; ourselves again on one of Jean Brunon's essays

in the re\ :

""'
rf cf Rou^e.'' Brunon's account while some-

what invc_ - .nd more concerned with the personalities of

the commanding ofiBcers than \\ith the phases of the actual

battle, nevertheless permits us to isolate the Legions part

better than anv other treatise on the event.

In the late thirties of the nineteenth centur%'. France had

found it ad\isable to secure possession of the place of Con-

stantine, whose strategic position commanded, then as now,

the important and \ital road to Tunisia.

A number of attempts were made to take the fortified town
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without too much ado by small forces. These attempts failed.

The Arabs, assisted by Turkish soldiers, resisted violently, so,

the French decided to take action. An expeditionary corps was

landed in Algiers in January 1837, and marched against Con-

stantine. The force, composed of several regiments of French

regulars, Zouaves, artillery and engineers, was joined by a bat-

talion, 500 men strong, of the Foreign Legion. In the fall of the

same year the preparation for the assault had been completed.

Constantine, inaccessible from three sides due to its favor-

able situation on top of a steep mountain platform, could only

be attacked from one side, the plateau of Coudiat-Ati. The
town proper was separated from the plateau in the style of

mediaeval fortresses by a system of fortified walls, from whose

heights 63 pieces of artillery, manned by Turkish soldiers,

kept firing incessantly upon the attackers.

The French had thrown a semi-circle around Constantine,

employing artillery to great advantage and causing consider-

able damage to the town, which inside the walls, was a maze
of narrow streets and houses, built from mud and stones in the

style peculiar to oriental countries. The place was overflowing

with thousands of fanatic Mussulmans, infected with the fever

of the holy war.

General Damremont, the French commander, confident of

the military superiority of his army, asked the enemy to capitu-

late, in order to safeguard human life and property. The reply

of Ben-Aissa, Kalif of the Bey Hadj-Ahmed, chief of the Arab

forces, according to Jean Brunon, illustrates plainly the spirit

of the defenders : "Should the Christians run out of gun pow-
der," the Kalif told the French General, "then we will let them
have some of ours; if they have no more bread we will share

ours with them, but as long as one of us remains alive, they

will not take Constantine!"

On the 12th of October General Damremont was killed by
an Arab bullet and the command of the army fell to General

Valee, who ordered the start of the assault.
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Two days later, the French artillery, running out of ammu-
nition, fired the last shell; the horses, exhausted and underfed,

died by the score; food supply was running low; the number
of dead, injured and sick mounted by the hour. What had
promised to be a promenade in a military sense turned into

disaster for the attackers. A rapid solution of the crisis by the

French forces was indicated, and the General decided on a

frontal assault.

But this is just what the Arabs had been waiting for. The
tribesmen of the Ben-Aissa were warriors by instinct and be-

sides, they had had a full year to prepare the defense of Con-

stantine. Five hundred excellently trained Turkish artillery

men opened fire on the advancing columns of tired and fa-

tigued French attackers, low in ammunition and food and

much lower in morale. The defenders were behind the pro-

tection of thick walls while the attackers, on the open plain

of Coudiat-Ati, were splendid targets for the thousands of

Kabyls and Turks, renowned for their skill as sharpshooters.

Arms, food and ammunition were at the defender's disposal in

quantities suflBcient to withstand a siege of several months if

not years. From the minarets, the muphties exhorted the fight-

ers with religious tirades which fell on fertile ground in the

simple minds of the fanatical Arabs.

The first assault was beaten back, the French forces deci-

mated. A second assault wave was hurled against a breach in

the wall, opened by previous artillery fire, but was beaten back

with much heavier losses than the first. The French withdrew

and attacked again. The result was the same. The formerly so-

proud French expeditionary force now consisted only of a

handful of units each reduced to half of the original effective.

The situation became intolerable; for the French it meant

they must either quit, or find a way out of the dilemma. It was

then that an example was set, which, over the next century,

was to find a new application every time the French command
in Africa found itself in trouble. The Legion was called in to
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solve the problem which had become too hot to handle other-

wise.

On October 24, what was left of the battalion of the For-

eign Legion, led by Captain Saint-Arnaud, launched a last and

desperate attack against a breach in the wall which already

had been the target of several unsuccessful attacks. The Le-

gionnaires, advancing under heavy enemy fire, ignored bul-

lets and artillery shells till they reached the wall. Arriving at

the wall, an exploding mine killed more than half of the al-

ready badly decimated group. Captain Saint-Arnaud—accord-

ing to his own words in a letter to his brother—climbed up into

the breach, and while jumping inside the enclosure, shouted

the time-honored war cry: "A moi, la Legion!"

Only a few Legionnaires were able to follow him into the

hole; the rest had either been killed or wounded. A murderous

hand-to-hand battle ensued. The Arabs were slowly pushed

from the invaded area, while the remainder of the French

units forced their way through the breach in the wall con-

quered by the Legion at the price of nearly the total of their

effective. After a furious house-to-house battle, the Arabs were

forced to surrender; the city, by this time, was a blazing in-

ferno.

The survivors of that Legion battalion numbered but a

handful compared with the proud effective of 500 men who
had started out with Saint-Arnaud. But when the men re-

ported back to the depot, they could truthfully claim that the

victory of Constantine had been theirs.

The fall of Constantine led to the complete pacification of

the province of Constantine, taking in the Eastern part of

Algeria. However, the Kabyls, always belligerent and hostile

toward France, and the tribes farther south, under their

leader the Emir Abd-el-Kader, refused to submit to French

rule. Their open hostility threatened to place the victory se-

cured at Constantine into jeopardy. The center of the Arab

resistance was the village of M'Chounech, a sort of eagle's
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nest, perched high up in the mountains, where the Atlas chain

descends to give way to the dunes of the Sahara. M'Chounech,

in the eyes of Abd-el-Kader, was an impregnable fortress and

it could well have remained so—without the intervention of

the Foreign Legion.

The problem at the time was similar to that which had faced

the French before Constantine—only a hundred times more
diflBcult and complex. Again there was a fortified place, filled

to the brim with fanatical, well-armed and well-trained de-

fenders, determined to die rather than to surrender to the

"unbelieving" Christian swine. The attackers, too, could only

advance over a plain, where they stood out as a string of clay

pigeons in a shooting gallery. The ascent was rugged and ac-

cidented; water was scarce, the lines of communications and

supplies far too extended for comfort, considering that every-

thing had to be carried by humans or mules. Besides, the coun-

tryside was infested by guerillas, and snipers' bullets took a

heavy toll every hour, day or night.

This time the French forces were much larger than those

employed before Constantine; this was due to the fact that

the insurrection of Abd-el-Kader was rightly considered as

most serious in character. The Legion had supplied two bat-

talions of the 2nd regiment. This regiment was commanded by

Colonel MacMahon who later became Marshal of France.

The pattern of the whole affair was similar to that followed

at Constantine. It was the Legion again which won the fight in

the last round when MacMahon was on the point of throwing

in the towel. How many men the Corps lost has not been re-

corded.

Just how savage the fight must have been is revealed in a

short paragraph of Roger de Beauvoir's La Legion Etrangere^.

Commenting on the fight of M'Chounech he writes: "The

Adjutant-Major of the Legion, Espinasse, already twice in-

jured by bullets, had the courage to hold his men together un-

til a third bullet, entering his stomach, rendered him uncon-
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scious. With his decimated company he had beaten back 20

times the repeated vicious attacks of more than 500 Kabyls.

He was saved by his own men who, hterally, tore him from

the enemy's hands."

The victory of M'Chounech restored the southeastern part

of Algeria to peaceful colonization by the French.

Five years elapsed before the Legion again was called upon
to take part in another large-scale campaign which has been

entered in French military annals as one of the fiercest and

bloodiest battles of the Algerian penetration. It was the siege

of Zaatcha, and the Legion, as usual, played a predominant

part in it.

The episode of Zaatcha was a direct continuation of the in-

surrection under Abd-el-Kader which had culminated in the

Arab's defeat at M'Chounech. The Emir, himself, exiled by
the French authorities in 1848, had left enough able followers

behind to kindle the spark of the holy war into open flames of

insurrection once more. The focal point of the new movement
was Zaatcha; its leader the Sheik Bou-Zian.

Here is how Roger de Beauvoir describes the preliminaries

to the important event:

"The oasis of Zaatcha, south of Biskra, presents the aspect

of a forest of palm trees, springing up, as if by enchantment

amidst the arid sand. The ground almost everywhere forming

natural defenses, a formidable enemy in itself is liberally

criss-crossed by irrigation trenches, stone walls, gardens and

narrow streets. Fig trees, apricot trees, in conjunction with

wild, inextricable underbrush form a natural obstacle against

any organized advance by massive military formations.

"Zaatcha resembled a small mediaeval fortress. Square

towers had been erected, connected by a system of crenelated

blockhouses. A solid wall surrounded the whole place with a

deep, water filled ditch at the outside and a causeway on the

inside. Apart from these arrangements there were provisions

for the defenders to circulate at will by means of communica-
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tions established between the buildings inside the fortified

perimeter/'

This, according to Beauvoir, was the strategic situation in

the summer of 1847. Add to it the presence of some 10,000

fanatical, well-armed Arabs and it would seem to be a tough

proposition even for times of modern warfare. But it was a

much more diflBcult undertaking to take this place at a period

when airplanes were not invented, tanks and armored vehicles

still unborn ideas and the then existing artillery in the stage of

infancy. It was strictly a matter for the infantry and as such it

was only natural to hand the job to the Foreign Legion which,

despite the youth of the Corps, had already the reputation of

being the finest infantry unit in the world. This is exactly what
the French high command did. Beauvoir continues;

"La Legion Etrangere stormed the fortifications the first

time on July 16, 1849. A battalion, under the orders of Com-
mandant Gaillard de Saint Germain, experienced for many
hours a most murderous fire until it was forced to retreat, tak-

ing along its dead and injured.

"The effect of this first failure was deplorable; Bou-Zian,

using the breathing spell created by the Legion s defeat, hur-

ried to rally and arm the redoubtable tribes of Aures and

Ziban; a general movement of insurrection broke out in the

south of the province. Sidi Abd-el-Afidt, loyal follower of

Abd-el-Kader, who had desperately longed for this moment
was the first to take the offensive. After having formed an army

of 4000 men predominantly members of the tribes of Aures

and Zab-Chergui he descended from his mountain hide-out as

far as the village of Seriana. Commandant de Saint Germain

courageously marched against him with 300 men of the 2nd

Regiment of the Foreign Legion. The date was September 17,

1849."

Saint Germain's courage was admirable—his strategy, how-

ever, was debatable. The outcome of the battle was a fore-

gone conclusion mainly because of the terrific odds of 4000
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to 300. The Legion put up a magnificent fight and killed Arabs

by the score. Yet Saint Germain himself died from a bullet in

the brain and how many of his Legionnaires survived the

slaughter in the desert is not known. Roger de Beauvoir omits

to mention it. Considering the murderous fanaticism of the

enemy as well as his numerical superiority, it is very doubtful

that any of the Legionnaires ever returned to report on the

outcome of the engagement.

The French were not pleased with the situation. Four thou-

sand men, mostly Legionnaires, were dispatched against

Zaatcha under the command of General Herbillon who is re-

ported to have warned his men "to abandon any thought of

ever returning unless they take Zaatcha."

"II faut que Zaatcha soit prise!" he is said to have repeatedly

shouted when his officers complained about losses, lack of

ammunition and provisions.

Zaatcha was taken, all right. But the siege which was
started October 4, 1849, lasted till November 26, and it was
only over the dead bodies of the defenders that the French

entered the burning debris of the formerly proud citadel.

Beauvoir tells of a few incidents typical of the behavior of

the mercenaries of the Foreign Legion. Dealing with an at-

tempt to force one of the fortified towers of the defense sys-

tem, he reports: "Of a hundred Legionnaires, 13 are killed, 40,

including the captain are seriously injured; the debris of the

company retreats to the trenches."

None of the battles of the second World War could have

been fiercer than the battle of Zaatcha. As a matter of fact, it

must have been much more inhuman and terrible than in a

modem battle, due to the absence of the modern machines of

war which, to a great extent, exclude bodily contact between

fighters. The last phases of the conquest of Zaatcha were des-

perate, cruel and extremely bloody hand-to-hand engage-

ments in which the losses on both sides were tremendously

high. Beauvoir has the following to say:
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"Cruel losses decimate our ranks, but nothing stops the im-

petuousness of our Legionnaires. Most of the fortified terraces

and streets are occupied; their defenders killed. The fire of the

Arabs now comes from the higher etages, partly destroyed by
our artillery; a siege of every single house is indicated. The
advance among the debris, through the smoke, and the hail of

bullets is slow. A mine explodes, blowing a house up into the

air; a small child, a girl, crumbles to the ground. She seems

dead until a Legionnaire, noticing her faint breathing, renders

first aid and, wrapping her into his capote, carries her to the

rear."

The battle continued, murderous and hot, until literally the

last of the defenders had been killed, including Bou-Zian,

their leader. Beauvoir speaks of looo bodies which are taken

from the ruins of the houses but in his own words "one never

knew the number of those who remained buried under the

debris of the city."

When the neighboring tribes of nomads came the following

day to view the spectacle, they found the dripping heads of

Bou-Zian, that of his son and that of the high-priest Sidi-

Moussa exhibited on three long spikes, an impressive re-

minder for the rebels that the tide had turned.

The exhibition of the severed heads could be classified as

unnecessary cruelty or barbarism but it can be explained by

the following passage in Beauvoir's book:

"The tortures inflicted by the Arabs of Zaatcha on our un-

fortunate soldiers who fell into their hands alive are so hor-

rible that the pen refuses to describe them. The prisoners were

delivered to the Arab women who, veritable furies, cut them

to pieces and skinned them alive. One day, they tied a young

sergeant to a tree, and after subjecting him to prolonged tor-

ture, they let the dogs devour him while still conscious and

ahve."

Considering that it was the traditional practice of the Arab

females to castrate their Hving Legionnaire prisoners, the de-
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sire for revenge in their surviving comrades can easily be

imagined.

At the risk of sounding monotonous, the battle of the village

of the Ischeriden has to be mentioned. This brought the

Kabyls, by far the most dangerous segment of the Arab popu-

lation, into submission. The battle was short, but one of the

bloodiest the Legion had hitherto sustained.

On June 24, 1857, a regiment of French regulars and a regi-

ment of Zouaves attacked the fortified positions of the Kabyls

at the Ischeriden. Before the officers had a chance to order the

retreat, the two regiments totalling more than 5000 men were

cruelly reduced by the murderous fire of the Arabs.

While the remnants of the attacking force were still desper-

ately trying to disengage themselves from the savagely charg-

ing Kabyls, the 2nd Regiment of the Legion went into action.

"When it became apparent," writes Roger de Beauvoir,

"that what was left of the French regulars and Zouaves was
going to be killed to the last man, the fire of the Kabyls sud-

denly stopped, unexpectedly.

"Their attention had been attracted by a troop which di-

rected itself against their fortifications at the left wing of the

front. By their tall build, their martial allure, the Kabyls im-

mediately recognized them as soldiers of the Legion and they

aimed their arms at the new assailants who advanced

steadily.

"In front, on horseback, a battalion commander, braved the

hurricane of bullets let loose against him. One could have

thought of the devil in person, and a superstitious terror

gripped the Kabyls seeing him apparently invulnerable.

"He was the Commandant Mangin of the Legion Etrangere.

"Behind him, without firing a single shot, unconcerned with

the bullets which decimate their ranks, march the Legion-

naires. Arriving at the extreme flank of the enemy's line they

start the assault. In a moment the barricades are taken; in

vain, the Kabyls attempt to stop the Legionnaires; a corps-a-
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corps battle ensues, bloody, but short. The enemy is pushed

back, his defenses turned."

According to Beauvoir, one of the Kabyls is said to have

made the following remark to General MacMahon after the

battle:

"It was the movement of the *long capotes' (the Legion-

naires) which made us quit; without them you would never

have taken our positions and we would have descended on

you to give you the coup de grace. But when we saw the Le-

gionnaires turn our fortifications without a single shot, we
ran away Tell me. General, who is this veritable devil who
marched on horseback ahead of the others? I shot at him

twice myself; we all saw it; we saw our bullets hit the ground

around his horse. But he advanced all the time. Tell me his

name so that I can treasure it!"

It must, indeed, have been a grandiose spectacle, worthy of

a Cecil de Mille mass production in technicolor, to see the

picturesque figures of the Legion, in their red pants, their

blue capotes and their white kepis, against the greyish-yellow

background of the desert, advance stolidly under a hail of

bullets, taking the enemy's stronghold undisturbed by his

antics.

While the battle of Chott-Tigri—the last on our list—was by

no means a large-scale affair, it derives its importance from

the fact that it was fought in the very last phases of the cam-

paign in Algeria and that, once more, it was a fight typical of

the Legion. Again a handful of men, attacked by an enemy a

hundred times superior in number, stood firm in adversity

until the last of the attackers was driven back.

In an order of the day, General Saussier, then commander

of the 19th Corps, commenting on the fight, states : "La Legion

Etrangere, despite its many heroic acts and glorious souvenirs,

can inscribe the combat of Chott-Tigri on the most beautiful

pages of the Corps' annals."

The background of the battle is as simple as the whole event
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was unexpected. A topographic mission, under Captain de

Castries, was working its way through the mountainous ter-

rain between the settlement of Ain-ben-Khehl and the canyon-

hke bed of the Chott-Tigri, mapping the territory along the

Algero-Moroccan border. A protective escort was formed by
two companies of the Legion, commanded by Captain Bar-

bier.

The small column, although inside Algeria, found itself in

dissident country, not because of trouble in Algeria proper,

but because of the rebellious tribes inside Morocco which up
to then had no intention whatsoever of respecting the border

established by the French, and roamed the frontier territory

at will.

On April 26, 1882, the group traversed difficult country;

sand dunes, into which the Legionnaires sank knee-deep at

every step and which literally trapped the mules, alternated

with profound, treacherous ravines. The heat was oppressive,

the air irrespirable. Men and beasts suffered alike.

Suddenly, without any warning, the column was attacked

by several thousand warriors of the ferocious tribe of Bou-

Amena, who, descending from Moroccan territory, had kept

the troupe under observation for several days from their inac-

cessible mountain nests in the Atlas chain.

The rear-guard of twenty-three men was killed on the spot

along with its commander. Lieutenant Massone. Later on,

when this officer's body was recovered, it was found to con-

tain five flat-nosed bullets; his head and torso were almost

hacked to pieces by six deep sabre cuts.

Captain Barbier, realizing the seriousness of the situation,

fought his way through to a small plateau where his men, be-

hind the cadavers of dead mules, formed a square to fight off

the savage attackers. Barbier, himself, was killed in the course

of this manoeuvre.

Captain de Castries now took command. He knew that the

detachment was doomed, due to the overwhelming numerical
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superiority of the enemy, who seemed to produce two new
fighters for every Arab the Legionnaires managed to kill off.

The battle went on ferociously, without interruption, all day
and all night and well into the following day. The tiny square

on top of the plateau slowly became too small for the number
of dead and injured; water had run out and the supply of am-
munition got lower by the hour. De Castries knew that it was

only a matter of time before the Bou-Amenas would overrun

the camp.

Fortunately, however, the then Colonel Negrier, at the

camp of Ain-bel-Khelil, had been informed of the massacre

by loyal tribesmen. Heading a relief column of 500 Legion-

naires he marched immediately to the rescue. The column

covered 50 kilometers, or about 35 miles, in a forced night

march and tlie rebels, always courageous against an enemy
inferior in numbers, but avoiding clashes with stronger ele-

ments, retreated hurriedly into their mountain hide-outs.

Several hundred dead Arabs covered the ground around the

square formed by the Legionnaires, but one-third of their own
eflPective had been killed and many more wounded. When
Captain Barbier's body was found, it was almost impossible

to identify him. His head had been severed from his trunk and

his sexual parts cut off his body in the savage custom of the

tribes. His remains are buried not far from the monument
erected near Ain-ben-Khelil by the Compagnie Montee of the

2nd Regiment several years later in commemoration of the

battle of Chott-Tigri.

The period of Chott-Tigri marked the end of organized

warfare in the province of Algeria. The province was subse-

quently incorporated into the administrative system of France,

of which it has formed a most valuable part ever since.

At this point it should be said that the conquest of Algeria

was not an operation dictated by an imperialistically minded

government set on conquest for conquest's sake only. The pos-

session of Algeria was a matter of vital importance for France,
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a matter of life and death, a question of whether the French

nation was to hve in poverty or prosperity. Unless this is recog-

nized the role of the Foreign Legion in North-Africa cannot

be appreciated in its full extent.

No other part of France's North-African territories com-

pares in importance to Algeria. A look at the map is sufficient

to show the tremendous strategic importance of the country,

which forms a natural bastion for the vulnerable southern

French coast along the Mediterranean. Algerian naval bases

protect the sea as well as the mainland. The mere existence of

Algeria as a part of France changed the course of the last war.

Even Hitler, during World War II, shrank from occupying

Algeria, although his troops occupied the whole of metropoli-

tan France. He restricted himself to sending a number of mili-

tary commissions to the main centers of North-Africa. But

despite the presence of German and Italian commissions on

Algerian soil, the country became an arsenal, a reservoir of

French military strength which rejoined the Allies the very

day the liberation armies landed in North-Africa. It was from

the Algerian bases that the death blow against Rommel's

African army was struck.

If Algeria's participation in wartime was invaluable, its role

in peacetime, while less dramatic, was always of the greatest

imaginable importance for France. Its lo million inhabitants,

roughly 25% of France's metropolitan population, were—and
still are—the republic's largest export customers. At the same

time, Algeria is France's main supplier of agricultural prod-

ucts, fruit, wine, minerals and cheap labor. Its geographic

position has made it the natural link between France on one

side, and Morocco, Tunisia and the fertile districts south of

the Sahara on the other. Thus, Algeria has assumed the high-

est possible degree of importance within French economic life.

This chapter is not intended to be a history of Algeria. The
territory's overall importance was stressed only in order to

illustrate what profound impact—to this day—the achieve-
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ments of the Foreign Legion on Algerian soil had on the entire

French nation. However, before we bring this chapter to a

close, one facet of the Legion's life should be brought into

focus, a facet which, in this writer's opinion, more than any-

thing else, represents the essence of the Corps' value.

The Legion conquered Algeria for France; this is a historic

fact. But the conquest of Algeria was a series of concerted

military campaigns which only in small details diflFers from

the many thousands of military campaigns which fill the pages

of mankind's history.

What makes the situation in Algeria different is the fact that

a country of lo million people, spread over a territory of

851,000 square miles (four times the area of metropolitan

France ) was kept under control in times of calm as well as in

times of crisis by a mere handful of soldiers of the Foreign

Legion.

For more than a century small detachments of the Legion,

often only sections, have policed the endless spaces of Algeria.

Time and time again, the mere presence of this handful of

desert soldiers in a part of the country where the native popu-

lation had become restive was sufficient to restore a normal

situation. Time and time again, a lieutenant and twenty men
prevented unrest from flaring up into open countrywide revolt.

The Arabs knew the reputation of the Legion. They knew
the Legionnaires would act with lightning speed, and that

coldly, detachedly, savagely and scientifically they would kill

any uprising attempt long before insurrection had any chance

of spreading.

This priceless value of the Legion as a deterrent in would-be

revolts was proved many times. The military ups and downs

through which France moved during the last hundred years

had serious repercussions on the thinking and feeling of the

natives in Algeria. During the Franco-Prussian war in 1870,

the Arabs, trying to regain their independence, took advan-

tage of France's defeat and capitulation to rise in force against
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the "invader." A few thousand soldiers of the Foreign Legion,

only a small fraction of the Arab forces involved, were instru-

mental in re-establishing peace and order.

Several times during World War I and II, the situation in

North-Africa became critical. This is especially true for the

second World War, during which Germany used the danger-

ous fifth-column strategy in order to poison the natives' minds

and foster unrest and even revolt among the Arabs.

Again, a handful of Legionnaires, spread over the immense
expanse of Algeria—an expanse reaching from the fertile and

densely populated coastal districts over inaccessible moun-
tains and waterless desert wastes—kept the situation under

control. Apart from strictly localized incidents which were

rapidly disposed of, France, as far as Algeria was concerned,

came through both World Wars in a blaze of glory, notwith-

standing the changing fortune on the battlefields of Europe.

And this is the miracle of the Legion!

The conquest of Algeria, its subsequent pacification and

colonization, and its final incorporation into the national life

of France is already history. However, whether Algeria would

ever have fallen under French jurisdiction without the effort of

the Legion Etrangere, whose soldiers, generation after gener-

ation, have battled and died over every square foot of terri-

tory, remains even today a matter of conjecture.

Morocco

The conquest and pacification of Morocco can easily be

identified with two names: The first is that of Marshall Lyau-

tey and the other that of La Legion fitrangere.

Lyautey was the driving spirit behind the campaign, and

the Foreign Legion the main executor of his plans. "During

the time ofmy command," the marshall once said, "the Legion

was my troop, my own cherished troop. It has always consti-

tuted my primary force, my supreme reserve."
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In the retrospect of history the Moroccan affair has become
much more spectacular than the campaign of Algeria. This,

however, is mainly due to the fundamental changes the art of

warfare underwent in the first quarter of the twentieth cen-

tury and, to a much greater extent, to the tremendous develop-

ment in the domain of news communications. Events during

the battles in Algeria were often brought to public knowledge

several months after they had happened; the Moroccan events

were transmitted to the newspapers ( and later on to broad-

casting stations) almost immediately. The interested public

could follow the evolution of the conflict day by day, which

had been technically impossible at the time of the Algerian

campaign.

However, in Morocco, the Legionnaires suffered and died

exactly in the same fashion as they had in Algeria; thirst, hun-

ger, dysentery and fever took the same toll—only the publicity

was better organized.

Translating from his essay "La Legion au Maroc" ( 1903-

1934) we quote again Jean Brunon^ in a few passages, con-

taining in a nutshell his view on the campaign of Morocco:

"The feats of the Legion on Moroccan territory began with

the arrival of Colonel Lyautey as commander of the region of

Ain-Sefra, in the South of the province of Oran, in 1903. From

this day on, the Legion started out on a task which ceased only

in the wake of the operations in the Grand Atlas, during the

summer of 1933.

"From the multitude of names recalling the deeds of the

Legion in Morocco, I cite only a few: Moungar, Menhaba—

in the Southern limits of Morocco—Casablanca, Beni-Ouzien,

Fes, Alouana, Sidi-Belkacem, Taza, Skoura, El Mers, Ait Mak-

louf, Immouzer, Taounat, Madiouna, Bab Moroudj, Tizi

N'Ouidel, Ait Yakoub, Tarda, Tazigzaout, Bout Gafer; names

with rude consonance, but inscribed forever in the Golden

Book of the Legion Etrangere.

"Throughout the inhospitable vastness of Morocco, steles
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recall these combats and the sacrifices of the foreign regi-

ments; everywhere we find, chiselled into rock, or along the

'pistes,' or again at road-crossings, the sign of the ^grenade

with the seven flames/ These marks of the passage of the

Legion are just as numerous as the graves of Legionnaires, and

the Legion never forgets its dead."

Here again, and before going into details, we have to re-

peat that this book is not concerned with the Moroccan cam-

paign as a whole, but only with the exploits of the Legion.

However, an account of the Legion s part would fill several

volumes; therefore we are adopting Brunon's tactics in setting

out in relief only the most important events in Morocco involv-

ing la Legion Etrangere.

Brunon, unhappy about the technical impossibility of using

up all the material he had collected, apologizes sadly in a

short foreword to his essay as published in a special issue of

Vert et Rouge,^ which deals exclusively with the Moroccan

campaigns. "So remarkable an epic," Brunon says, "has in-

scribed so many names on the tables of history that a choice

reveals itself only too difficult; among these names, many in-

deed, solicit attention. With great and genuine regret we have

to renounce citing all the episodes worthy of being repre-

sented in these pages!"

Consequently, we will revert to the principle used already

in the preceding part and restrict ourselves to a short descrip-

tion of the highlights of the Moroccan affair in order to pro-

vide a picture of the circumstances prevailing over a period

of thirty years.

Here are the chosen events in chronological order:

1903—El Moungar,

1908—Beni Ouzien,

1914—The combat of Sidi Belkacem,

1925—The tragedy of Mediouna,

1929—Ait-Yakoub,

1933—The assault of Djebel Sagho.
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While action in Morocco officially did not start until 1903,

isolated incursions into the territory had been made long be-

fore this date in order to keep the Arab tribes in line. The
tribes had frequently invaded Algeria's frontier district, men-
acing the French pacification effort in that area.

As far back as 1859 we find in Roger de Beauvoir's book"^ the

following passage in this connection: "Back in Algeria, in

Sidi-bel-Abbes, our Legionnaires participated in an expedi-

tion to Morocco; this time, however, it was not the question of

a conquest, but of the punishment of certain Moroccan tribes,

which had invaded and ravaged the districts of Maghrnia and

Nemours. Unfortunately, cholera claimed many more victims

than the battles, and, speaking only of the Legion, the Corps

lost a fifth of its effective."

From these humble and rudimentary beginnings of the

Moroccan campaign it can easily be seen that it eventually

promised to be anything but a military promenade with easy

gains.

The conquest of Morocco is closely linked with the existence

of the famous "Compagnies Montees," abolished as recently

as 1950 in favor of mechanized units, and about which a sub-

sequent chapter will contain more detailed infonnation.

From the turn of the century on, the task of guarding the

newly established frontier between Algeria and Morocco fell

to the "Compagnies Montees" of the Foreign Legion, a strange

mixture of infantry and cavahy. Instead of horses, mules were

used for the transport of supplies. Besides, two soldiers shared

the use of one mule; on a forced march they would take turns

riding the animal. While one Legionnaire rode the mule for

one hour, the other soldier marched—without any burden,

however—and vice-versa. This system of alternate riding and

marching enabled the units to travel daily distances of 50

miles and more for several days—or weeks on end for that mat-

ter—an effort impossible for a conventional infantry unit, well

trained though it may be.
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It was one of these fabulous mounted companies of the

Legion which had the distinction of starting the chain reac-

tion which ultimately led to the complete pacification of Mo-
rocco. The event has been entered in the annals of the Corps

as the battle of El Moungar and the exact date was the 2nd

of September 1903. The official record of the engagement has

been preserved and, therefore, the picture as a whole can be

unfolded step by step.

The 2nd platoon of the 22nd mounted company of the Le-

gion together with 30 Spahis were on convoy duty, under or-

ders to escort a supply caravan to the Saharian oasis outposts

along the southern part of the Algero-Moroccan frontier. The
group, with 572 camels, was commanded by Captain Vauchez.

The convoy had left the base of El Morra at 3 A.M. on

September 2, 1903. At 9:40 A.M., just as the column emerged

onto the vast plain of El Moungar, there was the sound of a

few shots and two of the escorting Spahis fell to the ground,

dead. Immediately the platoon fanned out to face more than

500 warriors of the tribes of Doui Menia, Oulad Djerir and

Beraber, which had suddenly appeared on the scene, appar-

ently out of nowhere.

The brilliant young Lieutenant Selchauhansen, of Danish

origin, was the first ofiicer to be fatally wounded. He was

adored by his men and several of them were killed while try-

ing to protect his dead body from falling into the hands of the

Arabs to prevent its profanation. Captain Vauchez received a

bullet in his chest, but despite his grave injury he not only

maintained command but also led the 3rd and 4th sections of

the platoon in an assault in an attempt to discourage the at-

tackers. However, although the Legionnaires had driven the

enemy back with terrible losses, they had had to stop and

retreat themselves when they suddenly came in contact with

a second line of Arabs, just as strong, if not stronger, as the

first attacking force, which had laid the ambush.

Sergeant-Major Tissier, numerous non-coms and Legion-
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naires fell in quick succession. But the 4tli section managed to

break contact with the enemy temporarily and established it-

self firmly on two small, rocky hills. There they were joined by
the remnants of the 3rd section, which had lost all of its officers

and non-coms. Together, the two sections were able to hold

off the enemy for a while. The losses among the Legionnaires

were terrible, but they hung on to the terrain.

What happened from then on was a miracle of endurance,

a resurrection of the dead, one of the rare examples when hu-

man beings, dead by normal standards, rose again to carry the

fight bodily into the ranks of the enemy—victory of mind over

matter.

The time was 1:30 P.M. Captain Vauchez, hardly able to

speak, his body drained of blood and coughing red foam at

every word, reorganized the resistance, assisted by Sergeant-

Major Tissier and Corporal Montes, both seriously injured.

The wounded Legionnaires, unable to stand up, were laid in

one line, side by side, on their stomachs, in order to shoot as

long as they were able to hold a rifle : Captain Vauchez, blurry-

eyed and more dead than alive, then led his men in an encir-

cling movement, followed by the corporal-fourrier, who, him-

self had a bullet wound in his abdomen. At 2 o'clock, Sergeant-

Fourrier Tisserant was injured a second time and Sergeant-

Major Tissier killed by a bullet in the neck, but the Arabs did

not yield a foot. The Legion s losses mounted steadily.

At 4:30, clouds of dust on the horizon in the direction of El

Morra indicated the approach of a relief force. The Arabs, who
despite their large numbers were always reluctant to engage

anything but small detachments, retreated in disorder. At

5:20 P.M. fire ceased; the battle had lasted 7 horns and 40

minutes.

Captain Vauchez died a few hours later. Of the 113 Legion-

naires which had formed the 2nd platoon of the 22nd mounted

company of the 2nd Foreign Regiment, only 42 rejoined their

battalion at the depot.

The battle of El Moungar which initiated the string of hos-
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tilities in Morocco has all the earmarks of tlie pattern estab-

hshed by the Legion from the day of the Corps' inception.

Regardless of their chances of survival, unconcerned w^ith life,

death or injury, the Legionnaires' only thought v^as to accom-

plish the task assigned to them, w^hich in the case of El Moun-
gar was the protection of the convoy. Whether they fought

100 Arabs or 10,000 did not matter. They just stood fimn and

fought and they would have done so to the last man without

the slightest thought of retreat. That this is not a mere assump-

tion is well illustrated by Brunon who cites a passage of the

oflBcial combat record.

"When the bodies of the dead Legionnaires were taken

from the battle field, the mobile breeches of their rifles were

found in the pockets of Corporal Breval and Legionnaire

Petersen. Loyal to the tradition of the Legion these braves-

while dying—had had only tlie thought of rendering their

guns useless in case the enemy should lift them from their

dead bodies."

This spirit of "no retreat," this madness of the Legion, mean-

ders like a red thread through the thirty years of the Moroccan

campaign. Every new generation of Legionnaires voluntarily

adopts this spirit, clinging stubbornly to the unwritten tradi-

tion of the Legion. This is what makes the battles in Morocco

so similar in their structure. Basically, the procedure is the

same in almost every engagement; only the names and the

locations are different. The enemy is driven back slowly but

steadily; for every foot of terrain, however, there remains a

grave as a token of the purchase price.

The case of Lieutenant Jaegle and his platoon is one of the

outstanding examples of the Legionnaires' disregard of death.

The incident took place during the final battle at Beni-Ouzien

against the forces of the Marabout Moulay Lhassen, who, as a

high priest, had used his power over the minds of the fanatical

Mussulmans to lead a murderous guerilla war against the

French.

"On May 31, 1908, Lieutenant Jaegle," Brunon writes,^
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"leading his 2nd platoon of the 24th mounted company in a

violent bayonet attack against vastly superior numbers of at-

tacking Moroccans, was struck by a bullet which killed him
on the spot. Instead of thinking of their own security, the Le-

gionnaires refused to abandon his body. Twenty are thus

killed, many more injured but they stood firm until the enemy,

finally, was repulsed, and the Lieutenant's body could safely

be taken from the battle ground."

This madness of the Legion, this defiance of death had, in

the long run, a much stronger psychological effect on the Arabs

than warfare. The Arabs recognized courage and heroism even

in their enemy. Just as the stolid advance of the Legion in the

battle of the Ischeriden had stunned the Kabyls and caused

the tide to turn, such exhibitions of heroism as the incident of

Beni-Ouzien impressed the minds of the Berbers a thousand

times more than the subsequent use of tanks and even air-

planes in the fight for Morocco. It was the respect for the

Legion's defiance of death which contributed to a large extent

to the final surrender of the Arabs many years later. In the

fatahstic attitude of the Legionnaires toward death, the

Arabs—fatalism being the essence of their religion and philoso-

phy of life—had found a master, which they could not help

but dread and admire at the same time.

The outbreak of World War I, a war which demanded su-

perhuman sacrifices of France, brought the operations in

Morocco to a temporary standstill. The battle of Sidi Belka-

cem marks the beginning of the pause which was to last more

than ten years. Although elements of the 1st Foreign Regi-

ment entered the important town of Taza, not far from the

Spanish-Moroccan border, without firing a single shot, violent

battles flared up in the district, mainly involving points com-

manding access to Taza. The engagement of Sidi Belkacem

belongs to these operations which ended with the pacification

of the involved territory.

The battle itself did not differ from the way the Legion has
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fought all its battles. It is set apart from others, however, by
the fact that Major Met commanded the Legion's forces at the

occasion. Met was known for his pecularity of having his men
attack accompanied by the airs of the Legion's drum and piper

band, his favored tune being the old German song: "Komm,
Karoline, Komm!" which netted his battalion the nickname

"Bataillon Karoline." The Battle of Sidi Belkacem was won,

the Arabs defeated, but the Major lost one leg in the proceed-

ings and was carried from the battle front behind a hving

shield formed by his Legionnaires, who saved his life at the

expense of the lives of dozens of their comrades.

While France was heavily engaged in Europe, the redoubt-

able Abd-el-Krim, fanatical leader of the Rifs, established his

reign of terror firmly in the almost inaccessible mountains

along the Spanish-Moroccan border, terrorizing the tribes

who had learned to appreciate peaceful and settled living con-

ditions under the French protectorate.

By 1925 the danger had become so acute that Abd-el-Krim

threatened Fes, a fact which seriously jeopardized the French

position in Morocco, weakened to a danger point by the strain

of the World War, anyway. Only at the end of 1925 was France

able to rally her forces in Morocco, when an army of 160,000

men under Marshall Petain was set afoot to march against the

Rifs. The size of this army indicates the seriousness of Abd-el-

Krim's threat.

The incident of Mediouana, as tragic as its outcome has

been, and despite its being an entirely defensive action, can be

classified as the beginning of the operations against Abd-el-

Krim, which ended in 1926 with his defeat and subsequent

exile to Reunion.

At Mediouana it was again the Legion which took the brunt

of the onslaught, losing large numbers of men, hundreds of

whom were never found again, their bodies being carried oflE

by the Rifs and fed to their dogs.

The epoch of Mediouana is identified by a sad political re-
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versal in the pacified parts of Morocco which was caused by
the fact that Abd-el-Krim had estabhshed his headquarters

beyond the border on Spanish territory. From there his bands

descended, spreading terror among the pacified tribes, pillag-

ing their villages, driving off their cattle, stealing their women
and burning down everything in their wake.

Time and again, the leaders of the friendly tribes had de-

manded action by the French to protect their land, but France,

at the time, was not only physically unable to provide this

protection which was her duty as protector of the country, but

was hampered by the fact that Abd-el-Krim was hiding out on

Spanish territory, into which France could not penetrate, un-

less she took the risk of becoming involved in a conflict with

Spain.

This part was never understood by the Arabs, who were

strong believers in physical force but ignorant of international

treaties and their meaning. Consequently, one tribe after the

other, despite their friendly feelings toward France, submitted

to Abd-el-Krim's pressure and many of them even moved,

lock, stock and barrel, behind the Rifs' lines.

This was the general situation when, in June of 1925, it be-

came known to the French regional command that the fortified

outpost of Mediouana was in a serious plight. Beleaguered by

Abd-el-Krim's forces for several weeks, the battalion holding

the fort had run out of ammunition as well as food. Action to

relieve the garrison had to be taken at once.

The heights around Mediouana were occupied by Rifs

whose number must have exceeded the 10,000 mark. The 6th

battalion of the 1st Regiment of the Legion was assigned the

task of bringing the beleaguered men out and blowing up the

place in order to prevent the Rifs from taking possession of it.

According to the plan, 40 volunteers commanded by two

lieutenants were to penetrate into the fort under cover of

night and to take the remainder of the force from the post,

which was to be blown up immediately after. The balance of
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the battalion, keeping itself at a short distance behind the

group of volunteers, was to cover their retreat from Mediou-

ana.

All communications with the fort being disrupted, the pilot

of a monoplane dropped a note to the commander of the iso-

lated force in order to inform him of the imminent operation.

Although the pilot reported that he had seen the note disclos-

ing the nature of the operation fall inside the perimeter held

bv the French, the chances are that the man was mistaken and

that it had fallen into Abd-el-Krim's hands. While it is merely

an assumption, this was most likely the case, because the plan

failed miserably. Only three members of the group of volun-

teers ever came back; the rest, as well as the beleaguered

force, were killed to the last man. One of the three survivors, a

corporal, reported the following:

"It was terrible! We were approaching the post in perfect

silence. Nothing pointed to the enemy's presence. As we ar-

rived at 300 metres of the fort we could see the enemy's sen-

tinels. They did not suspect our presence and we attacked

their trenches. Our first grenades had barely time to explode

when we heard a terrible noise in the mountains around us.

"Yelling savagely, hundreds of Rifs opened fire on us from

the surrounding heights. Hurling our grenades, with fixed

bayonet, we attempted to break through the wall of enemies

in order to penetrate into the fort. Only ten of us succeeded,

including myself. We were encircled from all sides and our

only hope was to hold out till rescued.

"The heutenant, commanding the post, told us that the

place was mined and was to be blown up in a few minutes.

We had to evacuate the post. There was nothing else to do.

"Outside the enemy was everywhere. My only recollection

is that of a general fusillade, hand-to-hand fights during which

I pushed my bayonet into scores of Arabs, and the enemy

descending incessantly in large numbers from the mountain

sides.
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"I found myself in the depth of a ravine into which I appar-

ently had been pushed during the battle. I was dazed and
must have tried to escape in the direction of the camp. On my
way I found two other Legionnaires and together we man-
aged to return."

"This," Brunon adds to the corporal's report, "was for me
the saddest and most painful morning of this campaign. We
did not dare look at each other, because of the horror which
filled our eyes, horror at the thought of the tremendous losses

we had suffered, losing thus our best, our youngest and our

most valiant Legionnaires."

However, after the engagement, the enemy had disap-

peared. A patrol, exploring the battlefield of the preceding

night, returned to the camp; their leader reported simply:

"There is a silence of death up there; we haven't found any-

one! . .

.

It is the spirit of fatalism, the indifference to death which is

so peculiar to the Legion. It is as though every Legionnaire,

once he gets adapted to the Corps, knowingly marches with

death at his side. It is not surprising, therefore, that the mem-
oires of the Legionnaire Paul Ullmann, quoted by Brunon in

connection with the battle of Ait-Yakoub in June 1929, are

dedicated to: "My comrades of the 5th and 6th companies of

the 3rd Foreign Regiment, dead before the enemy!"^

The battle of Ait-Yakoub itself, while important for the out-

come of the Moroccan affair, is not different from any other of

the hundred-odd battles fought in a string of isolated cam-

paigns known in French military terminology as a fight of the

"colonnes." The whole Moroccan battle could be described as

having been conducted "en colonnes" and the particulars of

this type of warfare, apparently a modern adaptation of the

Roman style, will be the subject of another portion of this

book.

At the end of 1932, two mountain pockets remained uncon-

quered by the French, while the rest of Morocco had been
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pacified. The two centers of resistance were the region of the

Anti-Atlas and the Djebel Sagho, of which two, the latter was
the most dangerous. There, within an area of a few square

miles, in a formation much wilder and inaccessible than anv
other part of the mountainous, accidented country, the rem-

nants of the dissidents, the die-hard rebels, had converged

during the final phases of the campaign.

The Djebel Sagho, a veritable natural fortress, was defended

by thousands of natives who were determined to die rather

than submit. "For the last time in Morocco," claims the Legion

when referring to Djebel Sagho, "the defense of the Berbers

made us inscribe the most grandiose pages of the epic."

And a real epic it turned out to be. Two army groups, one

commanded by General Catroux, the other by General Gir-

aud, (both officers were to become famous during World
War II ) converged on the area. The battle raged with unpre-

cedented fury for two months, but the natural obstacles, ably

exploited by the fanatical Berbers, were of such magnitude

that at the end of the first month the French forces had accom-

plished nothing, although they had experienced losses in dead

and injured as seldom before. The use of artillery, supporting

the infantry and mounted units of the Legion, was almost im-

possible, due to the nature of the terrain. Even the interven-

tion of airplanes, coming to the ground forces' assistance,

revealed itself to be of no avail.

It was then that the French command decided to abandon

the ofiFensive, realizing that to force a decision by arms be-

longed in the realm of the impossible. A tight cordon was sub-

sequently thrown around Djebel Sagho and a blockade began,

without major ground operations, although artillery and aerial

bombardments were kept at a maximum.
It took the harrassed Berbers a full month to make up their

minds. Brunon describes the end of the battle as follows :^^

"Little by little, small groups descend from the mountains,

undecided. Neither do they wish battle nor do they want to
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surrender. They are given flour and barley; on their demand
one lets them keep their arms. The interpreter is sent every

day to see them, parleying, explaining, promising. The doctor

takes his tent amidst them, dresses their injuries, takes care of

their infants and vs^omen."

"And," continues Brunon, "then came the moment when
hatred began to disappear from their eyes. Those among us

who have participated in this conquest of the heart will never

forget the joy it procured. It was the medico who was the first

to make himself loved by these fierce warriors, fanaticized

against us, courageous to unconsciousness and able to sustain

without a word the most atrocious pains.

"This peculiar truce lasted 22 days. Only then did the

rebel's leader, Hasso ou Ba Salem, consent to capitulation."

According to a communication of Colonel Spillmann, to

whom Hasso ou Ba Salem surrendered on March 24, 1933,

more than 2900 heavily armed Arabs were led from their last

refuge into submission. For two months they had held in check

two complete French armies.

The operation of Djebel Sagho, while not the last in the

Moroccan war, was the beginning of the end. The few remain-

ing tribes surrendered in quick succession and by the end of

1933 Morocco was pacified. The Legion returned to its depots

in the major Moroccan centers where the Legionnaires took

up the job of vigilantes of the peace, just as their comrades

had done in Algeria when this province had been pacified.

Another volume in the Corps' history had been v^itten and

concluded.

"One cannot conceive the Moroccan countryside," we quote

from Brunon's essay at the beginning of this chapter,^^ "with-

out the already legendary silhouette of a Legionnaire, white

Kepi and all, nor can one dream of retracing the history of the

French penetration of Morocco without encountering con-

stantly, throughout the pages, the mention of one or the other

unit of the Legion Etrangere."
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Everywhere we find the symbol of the Legion's presence,

the grenade with the seven flames. These marks of the Legion's

passage are as numerous as the graves of the Legionnaires

killed on the battle field.



* CHAPTER 3

OUTSIDE AFRICA

Indo'China

The Foreign Legion's activities in Algeria and Morocco take

in go percent of the Corps' efforts on the North-African con-

tinent. Its work in Tunisia—the third and last of the North-

African territories under French rule—cannot, in any way, be

compared with what it had been compelled to do in Algeria

and Morocco.

Bringing Tunisia under French influence was a manoeuvre

of political and diplomatic penetration rather than the appli-

cation of military forces. The presence of large armies in and

just outside of Tunisia was very skillfully used as a latent

threat to further the interests of France. The conquest of

Tunisia was a victory by intimidation.

While the Legion in Tunisia consisted of a system of small

posts at strategic points, the headquarters of the Sixth Regi-

ment, the only cavalry regiment of the Corps, had been estab-

lished at Sousse, a scant 40 or 50 miles from Tunis, the capital

of the province. The proximity of the impressive depot to the

capital and the residence of the Bey of Tunis ties well into the

whole plan of domination by intimidation, which seems to

have been the foundation of the French republic's foothold in

Tunisia.

There is little of interest to report about the Legion's activi-

ties in Tunisia except during the period of World War II and

the subsequent police work in connection with the repression

72
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of nationalist uprisings and revolts. These events—a direct

consequence of World War II—will be dealt with in the sec-

tion reserved for the period of that war.

This ends the description of the Legion's exploits in Nortli-

Africa proper, and the searchlight of our investigation can now
be turned onto another part of the world, to Indo-China,

where the Corps played a role very similar to that played in

Algeria and Morocco. The only difference between tlie situa-

tion in North-Africa and the Far-East can be found in the fact

that, while the former territories were successfully pacified,

open warfare was still going on in Indo-China as late as 1954.

The Legion, spearheading the French forces as usual, was
engaged in bitter fighting against the Viet Minh and Chinese

forces under Communist influence until May 7, 1954, when the

dramatic fall of Dien Bien Phu and the subsequent armistice

put an end to the ferocious battle.

Actually, French infiltration into Indo-China began as far

back as 1787, and France was able to strengthen and maintain

her position in the Far-East for almost a century, despite con-

tinuous open and clandestine opposition. The difficulties, how-

ever, became acute in 1883, when the French administrator,

Henri Riviere, was assassinated by nationalist elements. Rivi-

ere had succeeded Fran9ois Garnier who, in turn, had been

murdered five years before. France decided on punitive ac-

tion, and dispatched an expeditionary corps consisting of four

battalions of the Legion to the Far-East.

According to Roger de Beauvoir, the Foreign Legion, in

January 1885, was composed of two regiments, the 1st and

2nd Etranger. Each of these finrnished two battalions for Indo-

China.

This was a small force for an area of some 256,000 square

miles. French Indo-China, including Cochin-China, Cam-
bodia, the Laos country, Annam and Tonquin, is roughly

three times greater than the area of France proper. This terri-

tory, consisting more or less of the basins of the two great
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rivers, the Mekong and the Song-Koi, the "Red River," is popu-

lated by approximately 24 million people. The population,

very heterogeneous in character, however, consists mostly of

Annamese, a race of small build, swarthy complexion and of

distinct Asiatic features.

It is, however, Tonquin which has the most importance for

France and this is one of the reasons why the Fifth Regiment

Etranger has now been stationed in this province. Tonquin

forms the north-eastern extremity of French Indo-China; it is

bounded on the north by the Chinese provinces of Yunan and

Kwang-Si, on the west by the Laos provinces, on the south by
Annam and the Gulf of Tonquin, on the east by the Chinese

province of Kwang-Tung. It totals an area of about 35,000

square miles and a population of nearly 10 millions. Wedged
into a space formed by the boundaries of three Chinese prov-

inces, Tonquin has assumed new importance in the recent

fights sponsored by Communist controlled China.

The Legionnaires, transplanted from the familiar surround-

ings of their own North-Africa, first had the impression of hav-

ing come to a wonderland. Indo-China at first sight would

seem a wonderful country to any European. It is the land of

pagodas, strange but beautiful buildings, impenetrable jun-

gles and peculiar customs, the heritage of an old culture.

Soon, however, the Legionnaires found out that there was

actually little difference when it came to executing their mili-

tary duties. In their Asiatic adversaries they found an enemy

just as ferocious and murderous as they had found in Algeria

and Morocco—an enemy whose ambition it was to cut off the

head of a captive Legionnaire as a visible token of victory,

even if the unfortunate victim was still alive when the behead-

ing procedure began.

While it is understandable that the Legionnaires had some

trouble to accustom themselves to this barbaric method of

warfare, they had much more trouble in adapting themselves

to the chmate of Indo-China, which, as a whole, is character-
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ized by its damp, unwholesome heat, ideal breeding ground

for a violent form of dysentery, cholera and malaria. These

diseases always have and still do take a tremendous toll of life

among the Legionnaires. Those who survive their stay in

Indo-China seldom escape without permanent damage to

their health which, in turn, means a drastic shortening of the

Legionnaire's life expectancy.

Loehndorff,^ when passing through Fort Saint Jean, speaks

of "old Legionnaires back from Tonquin with flabby, yellow,

wax-like faces and fever-inflamed eyes," who were waiting for

passage back to Sidi-bel-Abbes. This writer, too, during his

service in the Legion, has met scores of men who had served

in Tonquin and who had come back as chronic invalids, in-

curable by present standards of medical knowledge. The type

of fever acquired in the jungles of Indo-China is of such stub-

born nature that it resists not only the influence of a healthier

climate, but it seems that drugs can only alleviate its symptoms

temporarily, without basically affecting the source of infec-

tion. Consequently, the veteran of Tonquin spends his life

between hospitals, infirmaries and rest homes, without ever

being cured. Every repeated attack of the disease shortens his

life visibly.

Dysentery acquired in Asia seems to be of a much more

vicious variety than the type familiar to the North-African

soldier. This disease, too, is very difficult to cure and several

cases have come to this author's attention, where the bowels

of the sick Legionnaire had become so thin and brittle that

they were unable to do their digestive w^ork; instead they pro-

duced a steady trickle of blood, while the ingested food passed

unprocessed through the man's intestines. Several acute at-

tacks of dysentery usually mean death for the veteran lucky

enough to return from Tonquin alive.

These are facts well-known to every Legionnaire, but sur-

prisingly enough there has never been a lack of recruits for the

5th regiment, whose effective is entirely composed of volun-
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teers. Of course, every Legionnaire is a volunteer, but in order

to be sent to Tonquin he has to volunteer again. To be assigned

to duty in Indo-China requires a minimum service of two
years in North-Africa, after which time the soldier is permitted

to apply for transfer to the 5th regiment. The waiting period

of two years is necessary to allow the Legionnaire, who in the

majority of cases is of European origin, to get adjusted to sub-

tropical climatic conditions. However, there are very few
Europeans who will ever get acclimatized to military life in

Indo-China. Not a Legionnaire, anyway, who will always be

exposed to rigors seldom experienced by any other segment of

the white population of Asia.

The command of the Legion encourages enlistments for

Tonquin by creating special privileges for the soldiers of the

5th regiment. The pay is much higher in Tonquin and an ex-

tended leave after completion of service in the Far-East is

designed to make the deal more attractive. Food, according to

every available report, is far superior in quality and quantity

than in any other unit of the Legion. It is generally known,

however, that the tremendous heat of the country does not

permit the Legionnaire to benefit from this fact. Alcohol,

especially wine and rum, is supplied to the force very liber-

ally, and there has never been an instance when the Legion-

naire has ever refused liquor, heat or no heat. The national

beverage of the country, "Choum-choum" as it is called in the

slang of the Legion, supplements the daily liquor ration. This

brew, derived from rice and of not too inviting taste, is almost

pure alcohol. As it is easily obtained and very cheap it does

not take long before the Legionnaire becomes addicted to it.

The excessive use of alcohol, while helping the Legionnaire

temporarily to overcome unfavorable climatic influences, in

the long run, however, will lower his resistance and will ren-

der him helpless if he is attacked by one or more of the al-

ready mentioned tropical diseases.

Mannington,- who served in Tonquin just prior to the turn
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of the century, gives a lively account of his experiences. A few

passages from his book will help to establish a general picture

of the situation in Indo-China from the viewpoint of a Legion-

naire.

"We were in our khaki kit of cotton drill," writes Manning-

ton, "and carried our rifles, side arms, 120 rounds of ammuni-
tion, water bottles filled with very weak coffee, and a sort of

heavy-bladed half chopper, half knife, which was in a wooden
sheath suspended from the belt on the right side. This tool,

which is a cross between a Ghurka kookerie and a Manila bolo,

is about 18 inches long, and has a blade which is broader and

heavier at the end than at the shaft. It is used to cut away the

creepers, bamboos and undergrowth, although at a pinch it

makes a formidable weapon."

On another page he reports that "we were well fed, and

drew a daily ration of a pint of good wine and a lot of rum.

Thirsty souls could obtain wine from the government stores in

the fort at a very reasonable price. Our diet was good, for the

natives from some of the surrounding villages brought in a

plentiful supply of eggs, poultry, pork, fruit and yams, which

were readily purchased, as the troops received a mess grant in

addition to their daily ration of bread, fresh meat, coffee,

sugar, rice and salt."

The hostilities in Indo-China, as far as the Legion was con-

cerned, started in 1885. Peace—on the surface at least—came

only a few years later, France having achieved her purpose by

means of a few spectacular military victories. However, there

was a continuous guerilla war in the jungles around the small

isolated posts of the Legion which, over the years, cost heavily

in terms of life and health.

"In 1891," continues Mannington, "the Legion began the

construction of a system of railways traversing the whole of

France's Eastern Empire."

So, the Legion, following the North-African pattern, settled

down to peaceful pioneer work, once the battle was over. Yet
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this too was a battle, a hundred times fiercer than those the

Legion so far had fought with rifles, grenades and bayonets.

It was a never-ending battle against a vicious climate in which
the Legionnaires never had a chance of taking the offensive.

The hard, bodily work demanded of the Legion gave the cli-

mate, murderous anyway for Europeans, a helping hand in its

destructive effect on the Legionnaires.

"Owing to the extreme heat," Mannington reminisces, "un-

less there was urgent need of their services, the troops were

kept under cover each day from 10 A.M. to 2 P.M. From then

until near sunset, work would be resumed. In July the heat

became tremendous; the afternoons, which were the hottest

part of the day, averaging 110 degrees in the shade. Half of

the detachment's effective was laid up vdth fever, which takes

a most virulent form in the district. Its commencement, like

ordinary malaria, is generally announced by shivering fits,

during which the sufferer experiences a sensation of extreme

cold. The hands and feet are numbed and glacial; the teeth

chatter continually, notwithstanding the fact that the ther-

mometer on the verandah is often, in such cases, at 95 degrees.

This is succeeded at the end of an hour or more by a feeling of

burning heat; perspiration ceases, the sufferer's temperature

rises to over a hundred; he is the victim of terrible pains in the

head, and is often delirious. At Cho-Trang, this condition was

usually complicated by hematuric symptoms. There was no

doctor in the fort and it was the lieutenant who examined the

sick men and served out the medicines provided by the author-

ities.

"It was noticeable that the first among my comrades to fall

victims to sickness were the younger members of the detach-

ment; hard drinkers were longer in resisting the attacks of the

fever fiend, but once the illness got a hold upon them, the

results were generally fatal."

Well, North-Africa or Indo-China—there is very little differ-
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ence. There seems to be a grave waiting for tlie Legionnaire in

whatever part of the world he may be!

But there are certain compensations. The Legion grants the

vohmteer, for service in Tonquin, a privilege which always

had the most conducive effect toward his decision to join the

ranks of the 5th regiment. The Legionnaires in Tonquin, under

certain circumstances, are permitted to choose a wife from the

Annamese population and to live with her outside the military

barracks in a home of their own.

The Annamese, usually poor, are very agreeable to this

scheme, which provides security for quite a number of women,
whose immediate families thus derive a financial advantage

from the fact that the females are living with Legionnaires.

Children fathered by Legionnaires are numerous.

This writer remembers a sergeant he met in Algeria in 1940,

who once showed him a picture of himself, his Annamese wife,

and half a dozen children in front of a small bamboo dwelling.

While the man seemed very proud of his family life in Indo-

China, for some reason, which he never cared to disclose, he

was not very anxious to return to Tonquin. It can easily be seen

that an existence which promises the Legionnaire a more or

less normal sex life, impossible in North-Africa, would provide

a very powerful incentive for him to volunteer for Indo-China.

The French, in those cases, do not insist on marriage and

almost all of these women are common-law wives. This is just

as well because the chances are that the Legionnaire has left a

wife behind, anyway, when he joined the Legion. The Corps is

not concerned with the moral aspect of the situation. The
Legion leaves it to the theorists of theology to determine which

one is the greater evil: Living in sin or committing bigamy.

The Legionnaire does not care; he has a woman for himself

and that is the principal thing. The fact that her face is ugly by

European standards counts for very little.

It seemed a strange, wonderful country, when the Legion-
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naires first set eyes upon Indo-China. The illusion, however,

did not last long. Soon, the hardships to which the newcomers
were exposed made them forget that they were in a new
country. Yet, the wonders were so many that occasionally the

impact of their beauty broke through the hard crust of the

overworked, sick and disgusted Legionnaire's feelings. Jean

Brunon, writing about the battle of Lang-Son in February

1885,^ which was one of the main events of the campaign of

Indo-China, cites a few lines from the letter of a Legionnaire,

illustrating the combat-tired soldier's feelings at his first view

at Lang-Son.

"Yesterday at noon," the unknown Legionnaire writes,

"from the heights of the last hills from which we had just

chased a Chinese army six times superior in number, we sud-

denly saw at our feet, encircled by its green splendour of bam-

boo trees, the citadel which had hypnotized so many thou-

sands of men; there was a spontaneous outburst of joy and

delight; the air of the valley for us became delicious; no more

fatigue; suddenly our tired legs felt like steel and our enormous

sacks now seemed light as feathers. . .

."

The military and political events which led to the pacifica-

tion of Indo-China are common historical knowledge with

which we are not concerned. In the important campaign of

Lang-Son, in February 1885, the battalions of the Legion

played a predominant part and it should sufiice to quote from

Jean Brunon's article the highlights of the event.

"The fatigues endured by our soldiers," he writes, "were ex-

treme. Not only were they involved in seven battles within the

short period of ten days, but they had to cross a country pre-

senting difficulties of whose nature Europeans of that epoch

had hardly an exact idea.

"The forced marches started at daybreak and were contin-

ued till late in the night. The footsoldiers had nothing to laugh

about: 120 rounds of ammunition and supplies for five or six

days in the *sac,' weighed heavily on their backs. The march
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invariably led over steep, accidented mountains, alternating

with deep, swampy valleys, infested by poisonous insects. Ar-

riving at bivouac, harassed by fatigue, wet to the bones, they

were exposed to the cold and humid nights, leaves and wood
frequently too wet to permit a fire.

"The total of our losses during the campaign of Lang-Son

amounted to 432 men, to which figure, more than 500 cases of

sickness have to be added. In the combat of Tai-Hoa, alone,

the 2nd battahon lost 30 men and the 3rd battalion 46."

This fits well into the tradition of the Legion. Only two bat-

talions had participated in this particular campaign. The effec-

tive of two battalions amounts to approximately 1600 men; of

these 1600 soldiers 432 were lost, more than 500 sick. Consid-

ering what has been said about the effects of tropical diseases

on non-acclimatized personnel, it is easy to imagine what per-

centage of men left Indo-China alive.

For 65 years after the battle of Lang-Son the Legion acted

as the guardian of peace, pacifying, colonizing and organizing

Indo-China. In 1940, in the course of World War II, war duty

on a large scale was resumed. When the war was over and the

Japanese danger eliminated, the Legion had to continue to

fight, this time against nationalist elements, agitated by Com-
munist China. This war which, just as its predecessors, was

fought in the jungles and swamps of Indo-China, climaxed in

an uneasy peace after the dramatic fall of Dien Bien Phu. In

view of the explosive nature of the prevailing situation in Asia,

it would be not surprising if this war—vicious and brutal as it

was—would flare up again in the not too distant future.

More than 65 years have passed since the Legion was in-

volved in the first major operations in Indo-China. Since then

the strategy of war has undergone spectacular changes be-

cause of the introduction of new weapons and modern tactics

of warfare. Yet little has changed in Indo-China where the

geological structure of the country lends itself little to the use

of mechanized units. The Legionnaire, carrying the heavy
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burden of tlie slow war of infiltration in a land of almost inac-

cessible mountains and deep, swampy valleys, still has to rely

on the muscles of his le^s and the strengrth of his back. The cli-

mate is still as vicious as ever, equalled in fierceness onlv bv a

savage and fanatical enem\-.

In 1946, the 3rd Regiment Etranger was sent to the assist-

ance of tlie 5th regiment, and for the first time in the history

of the Legion in Indo-China a battahon of parachutists joined

in the operations.

For approximately t\vo years the 3rd regiment was assigned

to the task of installins: and protecting the \-ital R.C. 4. the

Route Coloniale Number Fom', which played a major part in

the development of the operations in Indo-China.

According to Jean Brunon,^ "this route meanders along the

Chinese fi'ontier, crossing aU possible forms of terrain. The
reo;ion is extremelv mountainous and almost entirelv covered

by thick jungle and imderbrush. The trails necessarv^ for the

protection of tlie road can only be kept open bv the incessant

use of tlie knife which task is rendered still more difficult by

treacherous guerrillas and frequent ambushes. Yet httle by
little, our Legionnaires gain terrain and establish valuable

bases at Xacham, Tat Klie. and finally Dong Khe."

The battle for the maintenance of the R.C. 4 is an epic in

itself, during which the 3rd regiment lost so many of its men
that the 1st regiment in Sidi-bel-Abbes was forced to hastily

form a march battalion for Indo-China in order to fill the va-

cancies in tlie .3rd re2;iment. vacancies caused by the bullets of

tlie \'iet-Minh and the fever of the jungle.

Here are a few extracts of Brunon's description of the long-

dra\^Ti-out affair of the R.C. 4 which wiU convey an idea of just

what the Legionnaires of the 3rd regiment were up against.

"In 1948," wTites Brunon, 'the situation becomes more and

more critical. Ever\' road comov represents a grand-scale

operation. The companies, ordered to occupy a system of small

posts along the route, are constantly harassed by the enemy.
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This is a heroic epoch during which a handful of men resists

fiercely and obstinately against tens of thousands of Viet-

Minhs.

"At the post of Phu Tong Hoa, on July 25, 1948, the 2nd
company is attacked by the Viet-Minh, determined to take the

position from the Legion. After a short occupation of two-

thirds of the post by the rebels, the surviving Legionnaires, in

an upsurge of remarkable energy, re-conquer the post inflict-

ing heavy losses to the adversary.

"On March 16, 1949 an attack on the post of Sang Ky Cong
takes place, where elements of the 8th company hold out dur-

ing several hours against 1500 rebels disposing of a consider-

able amount of arms. The post on fire, short of ammunition,

their only machine gun out of commission, the survivors at-

tempt a desperate sortie which ends with the total destruction

of the unit."

The situation along R.C. 4 became intolerable after the de-

feat of the Chinese nationalist army whose remnants, pushed

back by the Communist forces under Mao Tse Tung, flocked

over the R.C. 4 into Indo-China by the tens of thousands. The
presence of the Communist army behind the border was a tre-

mendous boost for the morale of the Viet-Minh, who forced

the Legionnaires to abandon their positions along the route

after all strategic installations had been blown up.

The culmination of the French retreat came in the form of

the disaster of Dong Khe, last fortified position of the Legion

along the R.C. 4, which the Viet Minh attacked on Septem-

ber 16, 1949.

Four hours after the beginning of the attack the Dong Khe

radio reported heavy fighting and heavy French losses. Half of

the supply of artillery ammunition was gone. Shortly after this

message, the station went off the air.

On the morning of September 17, 1949, aerial observers

were unable to detect any signs of life in the doomed citadel.

However, the French Flag still flew over the post. The follow-
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ing morning, the reconnaissance plane was attacked by heavy

A.A. fire. The tricolor had been replaced by the red flag.

Slowly, the news trickled into French headquarters and its

nature was depressing. After eight successive assaults, the Viet

Minh took the citadel in flames. In the last episodes of the re-

sistance, twenty survivors of the 5th and 6th companies of the

3rd regiment of the Legion attempted to break out. Encircled

by the howling rebel hordes, they were killed one by one.

The fall of Dong Khe made the evacuation of the important

post of Caobang necessary. The garrison of the place, under

Lieutenant-Colonel Charton, consisted of 1600 men of which

the 3rd battalion of the 3rd regiment of the Legion formed the

hard core. A battalion of Legionnaires—parachutists—came to

the assistance of the group. The retreat lasted for four days and

nights, during which time the furious battle never stopped.

The task of protecting the retreat fell to the Legionnaires who
knew that the evacuation would only be a success if the furi-

ously attacking Viet Minh could be slowed down.

The evacuation was accomplished but few were the Le-

gionnaires able to rejoice in its success. Brunon, in a few sim-

ple words, condenses the outcome of the battle as far as the

Legion is concerned:

"The Legionnaires' sacrifice, while total, and ending in the

complete destruction of the battalions of the 3rd regiment

assigned to rear guard, permitted the garrisons of That Klie

and Dong Dang to retreat without any more losses.

"The conscience of the Legion will not rest until this debt is

dearly paid . . . ! The 3rd Regiment Etranger, amputated and

decimated, but always confident and proud of its mission, still

stands alive!"

These are only a few examples of the bitter campaign of

Indo-China during which the Legion has lived up to the last

word of the Corps' tradition established more than a century

ago. However, the catastrophe of Dong Khe in 1949 did not

end the Legion's work in Indo-China, nor did it bring to a
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close, not even temporarily, the suffering of the Legionnaires

in the Far East. This dubious distinction was to go to Dien

Bien Phu.

The fall of the fortified position of Dien Bien Phu on May 7,

1954, bears striking resemblance to the affair of Dong Khe.

There was no evacuation, but again it was a relatively small

number of Foreign Legionnaires who bore the brunt of the

heaviest fighting against an enemy vastly superior in number.

It was an enemy impossible to judge by ordinary standards, a

foe inflamed and driven by a bhnd fanaticism, reminiscent of

the savage exhilaration which carried Genghis Khan s hordes

all over the ancient world almost 800 years ago.

Although only a recent development in the battle for Asia,

the incident of Dien Bien Phu has already taken its place in

the passing parade of history. In the final phases of the battle,

2000 men defended the small fortress against 40,000 attacking

Viet Minh. Twenty to one! The pattern was familiar; it was the

same as in all the previous battles the Legion fought—a hand-

ful of men fighting desperately with their backs against the

wall.

For 57 days, while cut off from the rest of the world and sur-

rounded by a well organized, excellently armed and supplied

army, the defenders of Dien Bien Phu, under General Chris-

tian de Castries, held the small fortress. For several weeks the

situation remained stagnant; then, according to one of the

countless news dispatches, "an unimaginable succession of

attacks and counter attacks carried the fight to the very heart

of the position."

After more than 2000 men had died and another 8000 had

been taken prisoners, the number of the defenders had shrunk

to approximately 2000, mostly Legionnaires. Time and time

again, this force tried to break through the surrounding wall of

enemies, only to be beaten back and to be cruelly decimated

at every renewed attempt. The Viet Minh, swarming over the

outer fortifications like locusts, sending two men forward for
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each killed in the assault, reduced the perimeter of the de-

fenses methodically and inexorably.

At last, General de Castries, realizing the futility of further

resistance, ordered the remainder of his forces to surrender.

At 5 P.M., on May 7, 1954, the white flag went up over the bat-

tered fortress; shortly after, just as it had happened at Dong
Khe, the radio transmitter of Dien Bien Phu fell silent.

The wars of this century are fought with armies consisting

of milhons of men. In comparison, the affair of Dien Bien Phu
seems a battle of midgets. However, it was not the number of

men involved which made the outcome so important; it wasn't

even the fact that the debacle of Dien Bien Phu was one of the

biggest in the long chain of defeats suffered by the French in

Indo-China. Dong Khe had been a bitter pill to swallow for

France, but Dong Khe was a remote place in the jungle, far

away from the security and safety of Hanoi or Saigon. It didn't

seem to have any serious effect on the general conduct of the

war. But Dien Bien Phu was different. It was too close to the

vital centers, too close to the coast to permit efficient defense,

let alone offense. Hanoi was in striking distance for the enemy
after Dien Bien Phu fell, and had the Viet Minh occupied

Hanoi, the complete loss for France of the whole of Indo-

China would only have been a matter of time.

The French government of Premier Mendes-France, in a

spectacular departure from the policy of former French gov-

ernments, took a very realistic view of the situation. Accepting

the hard and cold facts of military defeat, it hastened to ar-

range for peace talks with the Viet Minh in a valiant attempt

to salvage as long as there was still time.

The terms of the Indo-Chinese peace agreement are uni-

versally known. France, among other concessions, had to give

up a large portion of the territory previously under her rule.

The conditions are grim; but conditions of an armistice are

always grim for the loser. However, it can be said without any

exaggeration that the terms would have been a hundred times
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harsher for France, had it not been for the sacrifice of the sol-

diers of the Foreign Legion who, for almost ten years, had
defended Indo-Chinese soil foot by foot at the cost of ten

thousands of lives.

It is much too early in the game to say whether the present

peace in Indo-China will be permanent or only a passing phase

in the battle for Asia, a battle which is just shaping up. Time
will tell.

Whatever the future may hold in store, the Legion has the

responsible task of holding the farthest outpost of civilization

in the Orient. It is understandable that the eyes of the whole

world follow anxiously every move in that remote corner of

the globe.

It is the general opinion in France that in Indo-China the

Occident will either win or lose the battle for Asia. The inci-

dent of Dien Bien Phu has not altered the veracity of this con-

tention; on the contrary, it has emphasized it.

It has equally established the fact that the mercenary of the

Foreign Legion carries a superhuman weight in this gigantic

battle.

Heritage of Camarone

Camarone is not the only instance in which the Legion was

called away from its bases in North-Africa to fight a war in

a faraway country. Neither is the incident of Camarone the

first in chronological order. There have been others before.

Yet the Legion itself has lifted this event from its normal place

in the history of the Corps, giving it an importance vastly su-

perior to any of the Legion's other operations which certainly

did not lack in endurance or self-sacrifice.

It was not the size of this particular engagement nor was it

its political or military importance which made the Legion

elevate the incident of Camarone to an event to be remem-
bered with a fervor bordering on religious fanaticism by every
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Legionnaire. Camarone is a symbol, a model or a standard for

the Legion, whose soldiers, generation after generation, have

tried to live up to the example set by the unfortunate group of

Legionnaires which died to the last man on April 30, 1863, in

Mexico.

In the words of Lapie,^ "the battle of Camarone was typical

of all battles of the Legion: A distant country; a dangerous ex-

pedition; a withdrawal to be covered; and men who fought a

desperate rearguard action perishing with the old cry on the

lips *Vive la Mort'!"

Roger de Beauvoir^ refers to the battle of Camarone as "the

theater of such an obstinate defense, so extraordinary, so

heroic, that the name of Camarone had to be inscribed on the

banner of the Legion just as if it had been a great victory."

However, Camarone was anything but a victory. As a mat-

ter of fact, it was a total defeat. The background of the episode

is simple and uncomplicated. At the time when Emperor

Maximilian was in trouble, France dispatched an expedition-

ary Corps of mercenaries to Mexico to straighten things out for

the unfortunate monarch. In the course of operations, 62 men
and 3 o£Bcers of the 3rd company of the 1st regiment were sent

out to protect the flank of a vital convoy which was carrying

badly needed supplies to the bulk of the French forces in the

interior of Mexico.

The small detachment was attacked by a force of 2000

Mexicans not far from the village of Camarone. The Legion-

naires managed to fight their way through to a lonely farm-

house, where they put up a fierce resistance, killing 300 at-

tackers and wounding many more. Their superhuman courage

did them little good. For several days and nights they opposed

the numerically superior enemy until the last Legionnaire was

killed. The convoy, however, reached its destination undis-

turbed, because 65 men had held an enemy force in check, a

force which otherwise might have attacked and destroyed the

supply column, which, in turn, would have exposed the rest of
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the French forces to the grave danger of total annihilation.

The battle took place on the 30th of April and the Legion

has declared this day as a sacred day of the Corps which is

celebrated every year, regardless of locality or situation. It is

the one great holiday of the Legion. All work ceases, the units

parade and the kitchens overflow with food, frequently pre-

pared in a way which would fill the chefs of the great metro-

politan restaurants and hotels with amazement. Wine rations

are usually doubled, if not tripled; the bonds of discipline are

relaxed throughout the Corps for one day. And all this in

memory of 65 lonely men who died while stubbornly hanging

on to a few hundred square feet of terrain, fighting for a cause

which was not theirs, a cause which did not even have a re-

mote relation to their own individual interests.

The adventure of Mexico had cost the Legion a total of 4237
officers and men!

Similar losses had already been experienced by the Corps in

1835, only a few years after its inception. King Louis Philippe

of France sold an expeditionary corps to Queen Maria Chris-

tina of Spain and the Legion proceeded to this country, land-

ing in Tarragona. Four thousand men strong, it fought vali-

antly for four years in the first Carlist war.

Details of this war in Spain are scant and sketchy. One fact

is known, however, that when after four years the war ended,

the Corps of mercenaries had been reduced to 500 men, most

of them sick and injured. These survivors were repatriated to

North-Africa in order to be incorporated again into the first

regiment of the Legion.

In 1855 at the time of the Crimean war, the composition of

the Corps had undergone a certain change. "Still composed of

soldiers of its first formation," writes Roger de Beauvoir,"^ "the

Legion had seen its ranks augmented by Germans, Swiss, Bel-

gians and Italians, who, as a consequence of the revolution of

1848, had attempted to overthrow their government."

Referring to the battle of the Alma during the Crimean war.
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Beauvoir continues: "At night, under violent enemy fire, the

Legionnaires leave their trenches in order to visit the cadavers

on the battlefield and they never come back with empty hands.

They know that the Russians wear excellent boots, and they

know also that there is usually a moneybag attached to their

garters. So after every battle, the Russian boots are taken from

their dead owners.

"The ist of May, 1855 was particularly glorious for the Le-

gion. The Corps rejects every assault, conquers enemy fortifi-

cations as well as eight mortar batteries. But great, empty gaps

appear in their ranks!"

Inkerman and Sebastopol are just two more names in the

campaign of Crimea, in which the Legionnaires fought in their

traditional style of self-sacrifice. Here, too, details are sketchy,

but according to Beauvoir their performance was as brilliant

as ever. "In order to compensate the Legion," he writes, "for

its magnificent service. Napoleon III naturalized 'en masse,'

ofiicers, non-commissioned ofiicers and soldiers of the two

regiments which had assisted in the glorious actions of the

Alma, Inkerman and Sebastopol."

The next foreign expedition saw the Legion in Italy in 1859.

The battle against the Austrians was fierce, which is proved by

the fact that Magenta was taken and retaken seven times in

one day, June 4, 1859. Beauvoir claims that the 2nd regiment

lost seven officers and several hundred men, while the 1st regi-

ment had only about 800 men left from its original eftective of

over 2000. Peace was signed on July 11, 1859 and what had

remained of the 2nd regiment paraded in Paris where the

population gave the Legionnaires an enthusiastic reception.

According to Beauvoir, during the short but brilliant campaign

of Italy the Legion had obtained one Officer Cross, 10 Cheva-

lier Crosses and 33 Military Medals, the latter one of the high-

est decorations in the French army.

The year 1894 found the Legion engaged in campaigns

which took its units far away from their homestead in Sidi-bel-
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Abbes. The insurrections in Dahomey, in West-Africa, and
Madagascar were the reason for the operations and again it

was the Legion which reestabhshed peace and order in both

territories. While the campaign of Dahomey was of smaller

character, Madagascar was of major importance. Again the

Legion's losses, especially at the battle around Tananarive in

Madagascar, were extremely heavy.

However, it was not so much the primitive native enemy
which constituted the danger to the troops. Again it was the

hitherto unknown climatic conditions, apparently quite differ-

ent from those encountered in Tonquin, which took a heavier

toll than the battle proper. Beauvoir reproduces part of a con-

temporary article in the form of a letter, from which we quote:

"Our most serious enemy is the climate and we suffer terri-

bly. Everybody has fever. The attacks of the disease are long

and painful and the 50 grammes of quinine which you have

advised me to take along have been used up long ago. We are

taking two grammes daily for five or six days in a row. The sol-

diers who haven't got enough quinine are less comfortable and

succumb rapidly to the fever. After a few attacks of anaemia,

they become bloated and are incapable of any service. But we
carry them along to keep our effective up. Numerous cases of

dysentery have occurred recently since we have arrived in a

more mountainous region.

"As far as kinds of torture are concerned which a human
being can endure, one has not even the privilege of choice,

between an intolerable, oppressive humid heat and the most

violent wind. To the latter we have now been exposed for fif-

teen days. We are on the point of becoming crazy. Mosquitoes,

giant ants and blood-sucking flies don't give us a moment's

rest. One cannot imagine what this campaign of Madagascar

has cost our troops in individual efforts.

"Our Legionnaires are admirable in this respect. They give

their all and work until they die of exhaustion. Eighteen are

already dead in our company, and not one by enemy fire."
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This was the picture in Madagascar which was made much
more perilous for the Legionnaires by the lack of medical sup-

plies. "Quinine," writes Beauvoir, "became rare to a point that

there was not even enough for the sick officers in the hospitals."

Not enough for the officers—that meant that there was none at

all for the simple soldier of the Legion!

How, under such conditions, men could fight at all was a

miracle. But the Legion, accustomed to creating miracles,

fought on as usual until the job assigned to the Corps was done,

despite fever, lack of quinine, attacks of ferocious insects, and

all the other surprises the climate of Madagascar had sprung

on the Legionnaires.

To the operations outside of North-Africa can be added

the punitive campaign against the Djebel Druses in Syria in

1925-1926. Syria, while not too far from North-Africa, lies out-

side of the African Continent. The structure of the fight was

quite similar to the Legion's campaigns in Algeria and Mo-
rocco. The enemy, too, was similar: Fierce, primitive natives,

fanatically religious and uninhibited by the rules of modern
warfare. It was 1925 when the Legion was called to Syria.

"While we were drilling there in Saida," writes Bennett

Doty,^ "news was drifting in, and rumours, that told us that all

was not well with the Republique. Morocco was in turmoil,

and Abd-el-Krim playing the devil. At the other end of the

Mediterranean, the Druses, fierce tribesmen who inhabit the

mountains of Lebanon and the Grand Liban, of the Djebel

Hauran and the Djebel Druse, had risen in revolt against their

French administrators. Syria was aflame, an entire French col-

umn of 4000 men had been cut off and destroyed. And out of

Saida daily, and out of Sidi-bel-Abbes, drafts were going out to

fill up the Legion's heavy losses."

Following the pattern of all Legion interventions the Corps

pacified the area but suffered heavy losses. Matters were espe-

cially bad in Syria due to the extraordinarily confused situa-

tion in the country.
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"The Syrian revolution," wiites Ex-Legionnaire 1384,^ "into

which we so unwarily stumbled had its origin in Sueida, the

very heart of the Djebel Druses country. A French governor

had been sent there with a detachment of 600 troops, whose
chief mission was to maintain peace among the Druses. But it

appeared he did not fully appreciate the delicacy of his mis-

sion. There were complaints of harsh and unjust treatment.

The independent spirit of the Druses revolted against the idea

of being under the heel of anyone. For years they had fought

the Turks. They w^ere not to be dictated by the French.

"One memorable night the Druses rose in massed numbers

and massacred every man in the Sueida Citadel, including the

governor himself. Down on the plains the Bedouins took ad-

vantage of the chaotic situation. As the French were unpre-

pared, having neither sufficient troops nor guns, looting and

pillaging were rife. The Druses were at war with the French,

the Bedouin Christians fought the Mohammedans and the

Druses, whom they hated, the Mohammedans fought the

Druses, the Bedouins and the French. A more bloodthirsty and

chaotic situation could not be imagined."

The operations in Syria were confined to two phases : The
suppression of the uprising in Damascus, which was of short

duration, but involved bloody street and house-to-house fights,

and the pacification of the mountainous country which was a

long drawn out, costly campaign "en colonnes."

The conquest of the citadel of Sueida, focal point of the

Druses' resistance, virtually ended the war, and made only a

systematic mopping-up operation across the country neces-

sary. The character of this operation, coupled with the fanati-

cal resistance of the Druses, who preferred death to surrender,

caused heavy casualties among the Legionnaires and that at a

time when France needed every available man in Morocco,

where Abd-el-Krim roamed at will.

Except for Tonquin and the Legion's participation in the

two World Wars, Syria ends the Legion's chain of operations
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which had taken place outside of North-Africa. Indo-China

has already been dealt with and the two great wars will be the

subject of the following pages.

The two World Wars

Twice in the space of twenty-five years, in 1914 and 1939,

the Legion was compelled to interrupt its work as the guardian

of the French colonial empire, in order to rally to the defense

of France on the European front.

"The Premier Regiment," writes Bennett
J.

Doty in The
Legion of the Damned,^^ "of which I was part, was one which

owned to a particular fame gained in the World War. It had

been transported to France in 1914, recruited up till it num-
bered 4,000 men, and then thrown into the furnace. In its first

action, charging in the face of machine gun fire, across

trenches and barbed wire, it had been virtually annihilated.

Recruited up to strength again, it had gone on thus through

the entire war, depleted almost to nothing over and over

again—a sort of sacrificial corps, ever at the worst place."

This is a good description of the part the Legion played in

both the great wars : A sort of sacrificial corps, ever at the worst

place!

There is an amazing similarity in the performance of the

Foreign Legion in the two great conflicts. In both instances

the Legionnaires' esprit de corps and its conduct in action was

of such brilliance that it commanded the unmitigated admira-

tion of friends and enemies alike. Time and again during the

First World War it was revealed by German prisoners of war

that the mere knowledge of the presence of Legion units in the

opposite trenches caused a considerable deterioration of mo-

rale in the enemy camp.

Albert Erlande, in his En Campagne avec la Legion Etran-

gere,^^ tells of an incident which took place in 1915 during the

epic attack on the famous "Ouvrages Blancs," illustrating the
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German state of mind in regard to the Legion. The "Ouvrages

Blancs," an intricate trench system in the Neuville sector of the

Western front, derived its name from the white color of the

chalky ground into which they had been dug and were con-

sidered by the Germans as "the most impregnable fortification

ever constructed."

The 2nd Regiment de Marche of the ist Etranger, however,

took the "Ouvrages Blancs" in a furious assault and the

stunned German defenders were forced to retreat in disorder.

"In a trench," writes Erlande, "stretcher-bearers, Legion-

naires of Russian extraction, pick up a German Lieutenant who
had his legs smashed by a shell. Hearing their strange lan-

guage the German asks in correct French

:

" 'What language are you speaking?'
" 'Russian.'

" Impossible! Are the Russians here?'

" 'One battalion.'

" 'But . . . what regiment?'
" 'The Legion!'
" 'Ah . . . The Legion! . . . The Legion! . . . Now I understand

everything,' murmured the German before he slipped into un-

consciousness."

The events leading up to the two World Wars, as well as the

conflicts proper, came as a great shock to the nations of the

world. Almost overnight living conditions throughout the

world changed dramatically. Yet the psychological effect of

those events on the mind of the average Legionnaire was negli-

gible, with the exception of a few elements whose patriotic

attachments to Germany had not been severed altogether. The
fact that France was at war made little impression on the ma-

jority of the Legionnaires. These men—soldiers by profession

if not by vocation—were used to the idea of fighting and little

was the difference where and whom they fought.

Jean Reybaz, in his Le ler Mysterieux,^~ sized up this situa-

tion with remarkable clearness. Reybaz, a Swiss volunteer in
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the Legion for the duration of the first World War, describes

his impressions after he had been in contact for the first time,

with the "anciens," the African Legionnaires, called back to

Europe from their colonial units to form the cadres of the regi-

ments of the volunteers for the duration.

"Never," writes Reybaz, "do they speak of the war—of this

war at least—except for a short allusion once in a while. In

their conversations it is always Indo-China, Madagascar, Mo-
rocco . . . evoking the moments of joy or misery through which
they have lived.

"The European war—capital event in our eyes—is just an-

other incident for them. Those who are lucky enough to come
out of it alive will go on fighting for France—because this is

their destiny; but they will fight under the luminous skies of

Africa or Asia, where conditions and customs—having main-

tained their original primitiveness—are in harmony with their

deepest instincts."

War against Germany posed many a problem for the oJBBcers

of the Legion. Surprisingly enough, the number one danger—

the fear that the German elements in the Legion would band

together as a sort of fifth column—did not materialize. This

was mainly due to the amazing phenomenon that the Corps

appears to be able to mold its members into one single spiritual

unit regardless of the men's national or racial origin. Colonel

Maire,^^ who served in the Legion for twenty years, mentions

this fact quite frequently. The description of a scene, taken

from his Souvenirs^ which took place in Colomb-Bechar, where

at the time he commanded the 2nd company as a captain, is a

good example in this connection.

Maire had just informed his men of the beginning of the hos-

tilities in Europe. The announcement made, he looked around.

"An uneasy silence," writes the Colonel, "seemed to weigh

hard on everybody's shoulders. I singled out an enormous,

thick-set, muscular lad. . . .

" 'Your nationality?'
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" 'German, mon Capitaine/
" *How long have you been in the Legion?'
" *Foiir years/
" 'One more year to do?'

Yes, sir.

" *After that . . . what are you going to do?'

"He straightened up as though I had insulted him.
" I'll renew my contract. Above all, mon Capitaine, I am a

Legionnaire. My country, my family, my life—that's the Le-

gion!'

"Twenty times," Maire goes on, "I asked the same question;

twenty times I received the same answer. I relate these dia-

logues in detail because they interpreted exactly the spirit of

the Germans who served in 1914 in the Foreign Regiments.

The declaration of war provoked in them a sort of lucid inebri-

ation to which their instinctive cult of the Legion gave a mys-

tic character. Land of abstract frontiers, the Legion had
absorbed in its melting-pot—mixed and kneaded—all the no-

tions, all the signs of a fatherland whose contours had been

little by little erased Russians? Italians? Germans? British?

Turks? Austrians? Belgians? Finished all these arbitrary dis-

tinctions! All of them—living side by side—shared the same in-

conveniences, the same discomforts, the same nostalgias; all of

them, in one and the same second, felt the touch of the same

flames . . . the seven flames of the little red grenade, the insignia

of the Legion."

This was the mental attitude of the Legionnaires across the

six regiments in 1914. The phenomenon repeated itself in 1939
at the beginning of World War II, despite intensive Nazi prop-

aganda which had managed to penetrate the garrisons of the

Legion behind whose walls reigned the unwritten law that

politics were incompatible with the functions of a Legionnaire.

However, the French High Command, less optimistic than

Colonel Maire in regard to Legionnaires of German national-

ity, decreed that nationals of enemy countries could not serve
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on the European front. This principle was maintained during

the second World War as well, and the soldiers affected by the

measure continued to serve in Africa. This, of course, did not

include Legionnaires of long service who had acquired French

citizenship prior to the war and who, as French citizens, had
to fight at any place to which the High Command saw fit to

send them.

France is a beautiful country in more than one way— it seems

to possess a certain power of attraction not unlike a giant mag-
net. Consequently, there have always been large numbers of

foreigners who choose this hospitable country as their perma-

nent residence. Apart from these residents by choice, numer-

ous groups of people have found asylum in France, which, as

the traditional home of the persecuted for political, racial and

religious reasons, has over the years given shelter to the refu-

gees of almost every nation of the world.

It is, therefore, not sruprising that the French governments

in 1914 as well as in 1939, found that they had to face a prob-

lem of no small importance. While the situation was not too

bad at the start of the first war when the Italian group, com-

posed of followers of Garibaldi, represented the largest faction

of political refugees in France, the circumstances in the late

summer of 1939 gave cause for major concern. Parisian news-

papers of the period claimed that there were at least two mil-

lion foreigners in France when war was declared. To the

White Russian colony, survivors of the Bolshevik revolution of

1917, were added large numbers of refugees from the coun-

tries overrun by Hitler.

Large numbers of foreigners volunteered for military serv-

ice as soon as the war broke out. The reasons for the decision

to fight for France were different in each case, yet three major

motives could clearly be recognized. Of the three groups thus

formed, the first comprised the men who wanted to fight for

ideological reasons and included among others many British-

ers and Americans who had come to love France and had no
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sympathy for the arrogant Teutons. The second group was
comprised of foreigners from all over the world who had lived

in France for many years. They had even married French

women and had their business or economic interests in the

country, without, however, acquiring the French nationality.

Neither these men, nor their sons, were subject to conscription

and—to use Colonel M aire's definition—"had preferred to join

the Foreign Legion for the duration of the hostilities in order

to protect their families and their possessions."

The third, and by far the most numerous group, was that of

volunteers who had a good reason to fight Germany. In 1914

they were mostly men from Alsace or Lorraine, hostile to the

perennial German invader, and Poles with similar reasons. In

1939, the scope had broadened considerably and the group

now included not only refugees from Germany proper, poli-

tically opposed to the Hitler regime, but refugees from Aus-

tria and Czechoslovakia, which countries at the time had

already been occupied by Germany. They were joined by doz-

ens of other nationals of East-European countries as well as by

a large contingent of Jewish refugees who saw in the defeat of

Germany the only possible way of preventing the total destruc-

tion of their race.

Large numbers of volunteers lined up in front of the recruit-

ing oflBces and the French army, unequipped to cope with the

linguistic problem raised by this invasion of its ranks, passed

the diflBcult task on to the Legion Etrangere. The foreigners-

subject to their physical fitness—were permitted in both wars

to sign up for the duration of the hostilities without any na-

tional, political or racial discrimination.

So the "Legion de Guerre," the "War Legion," was formed.

In 1914 the "War Legion" brought the Corps' effective to an

unprecedented high, a record which, however, was broken in

1939, thanks to the presence of many hundred thousand po-

litical refugees on French soil.

In accordance with the principle that nationals of countries
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at war with France were excluded from service in Europe, all

those volunteers affected by the rule were shipped to Sidi-bel-

Abbes, whence, after an instruction period, they were assigned

to units in Algeria and Morocco. These units in turn gave up
most of their regular effective for the benefit of the newly es-

tablished "Regiments de Marche" in metropolitan France.

So far, we have not made any distinction between World
War I and II, because up to this juncture the evolution was
more or less alike. However, the distribution of the men in

these "Regiments de Marche" was different in each of the two

wars, although a certain amount of confusion seems to exist as

to the exact number of these regiments, especially as far as the

first war is concerned. While Legionnaire Kelly^^ claims that

the first and second Regiment each formed four independent

Regiments de Marche, totalling 34,000 men, Reybaz^^ speaks

only of three regiments. Colonel Maire^^ is very vague in this

respect, although he numbers the volunteers at 40,000. This

figure more or less corresponds to Kelly's estimate. So, provid-

ing this figure is exact, and considering the extremely heavy

losses the Corps suffered between 1914 and 1918, it can safely

be assumed that a total of 100,000 men wore the uniform of

the Foreign Legion during World War I. This total was neces-

sary to maintain the effective of the Regiments de Marche at

battle strength despite the decimating losses they had suf-

fered. According to an official quote which we find in Albert

Erlande's En Campagne avec la Legion Etrangere,^'^ these men
came from fifty-two different nations.

The majority of the members of the Regiments de Marche

were volunteers for the duration, but old Legionnaires, the so-

called "anciens," had come from their African bases to stiffen

the ranks of the war regiments. This mixing of "anciens" and

"duration" Legionnaires did not fail to cause a certain friction

between the two factions. The African Legionnaires consid-

ered the newcomers as greenhorns or civihans, and, unable to

understand how anybody could join the Legion for ideafistic
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reasons, classified them as opportunists who had come seeking

the seciu-ity of a full "gamelle" twice a day and the comfort of

a stiaw mattress at night. This, however, was not the case, as

even the hard-boiled Legionnaires d'Afrique were forced to

realize as the war progressed.

In the words of Reybaz,^^ "to the 'Legion of War' the volun-

teers had carried their flame of noble sentiments. It was not

only death they came to face in the ranks of the French; it was
suffering also; the certainty that they did not have to expect

mercy should they fall alive into the hands of the enemy."

This was quite true because the Germans, as a rule, were

reluctant to consider captured Legionnaires as prisoners of

war, and the instances have been frequent when soldiers of

the Legion, regulars or volunteers for the duration alike, when
recognized as Legionnaires were shot on the spot.

Despite the initial friction, the combination of "old" and

"new" Legionnaires worked out well enough in the long run.

"The *old ones'," writes Reybaz, "besides benefitting the

newly-formed Regiments de Marche by their unequalled

knowledge of the military metier, taught the newcomers the

science of 'debrouillage,' the 'help-yourself-system,' of which

they are the undisputed masters."

Good-humoredly, he describes his first contact with the

"Legionnaires d'Afrique," when the contingent assigned to

stiffening his battalion arrived. "An hour after their arrival,"

reports Reybaz, "these men of the sun-burnt faces, full of

energy, had terminated their installation and behaved as

though they had been stationed here always. Their first con-

tact with us volunteers was disastrous. They considered us as

*bleus' or greenhorns on whose shoulders they could unload all

the heavy chores; besides, while it was a matter of honor not

to steal from each other, they unscrupulously pilfered every-

thing we had the misfortune of leaving within their reach.

Our laundry—hung up to dry overnight—invariably disap-

peared.
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"Occasionally, after a few glasses, two Legionnaires would
start a fight. Nobody ever cared to separate them. A circle was
formed around them and their comrades restricted themselves

to stopping the weaker of the two from using a weapon. The
end of the combat usually came when one of them, pinned to

the ground while his adversary pumelled his face with his fists,

admitted that he was beaten."

Despite their rough customs these "anciens" did the job the

French command had cut out for them. "At contact with the

veterans of Africa," continues Reybaz, "the volunteers for the

duration had acquired the sentiment of discipline and rapidly

they became accomplished soldiers." That this statement is no

exaggeration is proved by the fact that at the time of the armis-

tice in 1918 the Legion totalled the highest number of cita-

tions among all the regiments of the French army.

The history of World War I cannot be dealt with in these

pages. Neither can we describe the hundreds and hundreds of

operations in which the Legion took an active part during the

period of four years. But it is an historic fact that, just as in the

campaigns of Africa, the Corps was employed in the "hottest"

spots of the front and achieved victories in places where

French regular troops had failed time and again. It was amaz-

inghow the old desert fighters managed to fill their young com-

rades with the famous "devil-may-care-spirit" of the Legion.

Their performance was such that they aroused the admiration

of everybody from the French "poilu," the private, to the

hardened senior oflBcers of the General Staff, veterans of many
a tough battle.

The Legion fought in the bloody battles of the Marne, in the

Champagne, at Verdun and along the Somme. The Corps' ac-

complishments have been entered in the Golden Book of

Honor of the French army. One of the Legion's main feats was

the already-mentioned assault and conquest of the "Ouvrages

blancs," where the 2nd Regiment de Marche of the 1st Etran-

ger broke through a labyrinth of heavily fortified trenches and
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forced the enemy to retreat. The position, considered impreg-

nable by the Germans, had been a continuous threat to Paris

for almost a year. The regiment's losses were terrible.

Albert Erlande, who had participated in this operation as a

corporal, a volunteer in the Legion for the duration, gives a

dramatic account of this engagement in his En Campagne avec

la Legion Etrangere}^ Translated from the French original,

here are portions of Erlande's description:

"At 10 A.M. the attack begins. The center, formed by the

2nd Regiment de Marche of the ist Etranger assisted by Tirail-

leurs and Zouaves, takes the enemy by surprise and occupies,

after a lightning charge, the 'Ouvrages blancs,' 'La Targette,'

*Neuville-Saint-Vaast' and stops at 3 P.M. on Cote 140, after an

advance of 8 to 10 kilometers. Its speed was such that rein-

forcements could not arrive in time. The assault battalions,

decimated as they are, cannot stem the German counter at-

tacks, but 4 kilometers are held firmly.

"But to gain these 4 kilometers—what sacrifice!

"This is how it happened: Battalion C emerges from its

trenches. Before the barbed wire. Commandant Noiret,

adored by the Polish volunteers, falls, a bullet in his heart.

Over him fall in quick succession, felled by the same machine-

gun volley. Corporal Van Mengen, a Belgian of 50 years. Cor-

poral Oneger, a Russian student, the Greek Theodokis. At their

side, dying, the Polish Major Neuflagel, his back pierced by

two bullets

"Battalion D follows Battalion C. Between the lines. Com-
mandant Muller falls, severely injured, and dies on the spot.

Beside him fall Sergeant Glorian, Sergeant-Major Nagel. . . .

"On the point of penetrating the German trench. Captain

Junot collapses, a bullet in his chest. Rifle in hand, bayonet

fixed, his arms red from his own blood, his face smashed by a

rifle butt, yelling and magnificent, little Lieutenant Vives runs

like one obsessed against the enemy's positions until he col-

lapses. His companion. Lieutenant Gougeux, is killed
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"In a shell hole, Sergeant Charles, his thigh broken, calls for

stretcher bearers; farther away lies Sergeant Ostache . . . Ser-

geant Dones . . . Sergeant Manukian, the Armenian. . . . Lieu-

tenant Ceccaldi, unperturbed, leads the sections of Battalion

D. Not far from the bodies of the Commandants Muller and

Noiret, falls Commandant Gaubert of Battalion A. But the

companies of the Legion advance still. The defense system of

the ^Ouvrages blancs' is taken in its entirety."

The regiment's losses were almost beyond belief. The Le-

gionnaires had fought with their traditional disregard for their

own lives, injecting their fatalistic spirit into the minds of the

new Legionnaires. Reybaz,^*^ who had participated in the as-

sault, reports that the regiment lost three-quarters of its effec-

tive. Just how fierce the battle must have been is illustrated by

an anecdote which we find in the book Ten Thousand Shall

Fall by David King, "soldier 8046 of the Foreign Legion."^^

"The first, second and third sections," writes King, a veteran

of the battle of the "Ouvrages blancs" himself, "fell in and

numbered off. Captain Petaud waited patiently for a bit but

finally shouted to the sergeant, *Come along, Malvoisin! Where
is the rest of your section?' Malvoisin gave a dry chuckle,

'We're all here. Captain.' Petaud never turned a hair. 'Oh, I see.

It's like that.' And he gave the order to advance."

According to King "the Legion had been so cut to pieces

that the Powers That Be had almost decided to send it back to

Africa." However, it never came to that; instead the remnants

of the various Regiments de Marche were assembled into one

regiment which from this time on was known as the Regiment

de Marche de la Legion Etrangere.

Colonel Maire,^^ who commanded a battalion of this regi-

ment when it was on occupation duty in the Rhineland in 1919,

writes that "the regiment was reduced to its most simple ex-

pression. After the volunteers for the duration had been re-

leased—at the beginning of 1919—our effective was less than

500 men
"
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Considering that the Legionnaires of Africa had come to

France by the tens of thousands, the toll World War I took

among them—let alone the volunteers for the duration—was
terrific. Only five hundred survived and the others, again, had
paid with their blood for every foot of terrain wrested from

the enemy.

Under the Arc de Triomphe in Paris rest the mortal remains

of the "Soldat Inconnu," the unknown soldier of World War I.

Reybaz tells that when the body of the dead hero was brought

to its last abode it was dressed in a uniform on whose buttons

the two words "Legion Etrangere" were engraved. If this is the

truth it is a significant tribute rendered to the men without a

country who did not hesitate to spill their blood for France.

World War I had been responsible for sweeping changes in

the structure of the Legion. A fundamental change had come
in the domain of armament about which we will talk in detail

in another chapter. The more obvious change, however, was
made in the uniform of the Corps. At the start of the war the

Legion's colorful red pants and blue capotes had given way
to the unicolor blue of the French army. During the war how-
ever, the blue color was replaced by khaki and khaki has re-

mained the Legion's universal color ever since.

It was in khaki that the Corps rallied to the defense of France

in 1939. The Legion s general position at the beginning of the

hostilities—a position very much similar to that of 1914—has

already been discussed. Certain new measures, however, were

made necessary because of the aggressiveness of the enemy,

who did not restrict his activities to military operations but

threatened the security of France behind the lines by means of

underground propaganda and fifth-column-practices. The new
security measures, therefore, were mainly directed against the

Germans in the Legion and Perrot-White,^^ referring to this

issue, writes the following:

"The unfortunate men in regard to nationality were the

Germans. They were now of an enemy nation. They were
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given the option of volunteering to bear arms against the Nazi

army, or becoming prisoners of war. Eighty percent volun-

teered to fight Germany. This proportion, I think, was the

average through the whole of the Legion regiments. Those
men who did not wish to fight against Germany were imme-
diately disarmed and sent into the interior [of Africa] on work
parties. They were regarded, of course, as prisoners of war,

but being Legionnaires, they were also an integral part of the

French army, which is rather a puzzling aspect."

While Perrot-White is right in his estimate of 80 percent of

the German element being loyal to France, he errs in his state-

ment that the men were asked to "bear arms against the Nazi

army." To this writer's knowledge, no German Legionnaire

was permitted to fight against the Nazis; these men stayed in

Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Syria and Indo-China, continuing

the regular police work of the Legion throughout these terri-

tories.

The Legion's participation in World War II did not follow

the simple pattern of the First Great War. This was due to the

fact that when France collapsed in June of 1940 part of the

Corps remained under the jurisdiction of the Vichy govern-

ment and was forced into temporary inactivity, while the part

which had come under the command of General de Gaulle

participated in several important operations. Only after the

Allied landing in North-Africa in the last weeks of 1942 did

both factions join again and this not without a certain amount

of confusion. In fact there were some unprecedented events

where, in certain places. Legionnaires fought against Legion-

naires.

The first phase of the war—from the beginning of hostilities

to June 1940—saw the Legion fight in two major operations : In

the unfortunate affair of Narvik and in the disastrous attempt

to stem the Nazi break-through at Sedan. In both instances the

units of the Legion were annihilated to almost the last man.

The Legion fought brilliantly in Norway yet the whole af-
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fair was a failure from the start because of the generally unfa-

vorable war situation which moved the spotlight away from

Norway and transformed the campaign into an unimportant

incident lacking importance except of local character. This

was expressed by Colonel Magrin, commanding the 13th demi-

brigade of the Legion which had been despatched to Norway,

and recorded by Capitaine Pierre O. Lapie in his book With
the Foreign Legion at Narvik.^^ "I don't think," said the

Colonel, standing on board his ship and watching his Legion-

naires storming the beaches under German fire, "that I have

ever taken part in a more useless campaign. . .
!"

P. C. Wren, who wrote a foreword to Lapie's book, sum-

marizes this situation in a few sentences which, though sad,

are nevertheless confirmed by the events.

"The doings at Narvik were but a side-show on a front

that fell, almost in a night, from being the center of the

world's breathless attention to being a negligible incident from

a forgotten yesterday. Who, but the unfortunate Norwegians

and the men who had fought for them, had time to think of

Narvik, when the savage and brutal hordes overwhelmed

Holland and Belgium and invaded France?

"Nevertheless, the Legion, as usual, did its work with the

highest ability and courage, and with complete and brilliant

success.

"It defeated the German forces holding the heights round

Narvik, dislodged them from their strong positions, and would

have driven them into Sweden and captivity, had it not been

recalled to France in the hour of victory."

The 13th demi-brigade of the Foreign Legion had embarked

for Norway in high spirits. "Everything delighted them,"

writes Lapie, "their ski-boots, green snow-jackets, khaki uni-

forms and breeches, white turn-over stockings, berets, capes.

It was a wrench for them to give up their accustomed Legion

dress, but men can hardly set out for the pole wearing white

linen tunics, baggy trousers, blue waistbands, and kepis with
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flapping puggarees. Norway was to them a great adventure

They had left Brest singing. . . . Their excitement was intense

too when they came across some men in Liverpool who had
been unable to land in Namsos and had returned, still showing

the effects of snow and bombardment, and smelling of a boat

in which mules had overstayed their welcome. *You wait and

see what we can do,' said the Legionnaires, Veil give them a

taste of what we did in Morocco!'
"

The end of the 13th demi-brigade was quite different from

what its members had expected. On its return to French

soil, the decimated unit was swallowed up in the whirlpool of

the French retreat. A handful managed to escape to England

and to join General de Gaulle; Lapie is very vague about their

number. As for the rest, this writer saw some 150 men return

to Sidi-bel-Abbes after the Franco-German armistice in June

1940. One hundred and fifty out of a total effective of 2000

men!

While the battle of Narvik was going on, the Regiments de

Marche of the Legion, formed after the pattern of the First

War, were distributed along the Front, in France. This time,

however, certain national groups ( the Poles and Czechs, for

instance ) were kept in separate units, apparently for political

reasons. Conditions at the Front were quite different from

those the African Legionnaires had experienced from their

service south of the Mediterranean, as Perrot-White,^^ who
had come from Africa with his unit, sadly describes.

"I do not intend to dwell too long upon the first phase, which

Americans called the 'Phony War during which the Legion

suffered heavy casualties. I will mention a few highlights

which concerned myself.

"We were stationed for the most part, in the Maginot Line;

or rather I should say, we were the advanced outposts of the

Line. We did not enjoy the comforts of the deep underground

fortresses with their good food and nice warm beds. We were

under combat conditions, eating cold food and little of it, and
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sleeping in the deep snow with threadbare blankets. All

through that bitter winter of 1939-1940, we certainly suffered

and if the war was 'phony,' our hardships were real. Corning

from the desert of Africa as we did, the bitter cold, tlie ice and
the slush, combined with the everpresent body lice, took their

toll in illness and disease."

Then came the 10th of May, 1940, the black day in the his-

tory of France, when the Germans broke through the Maginot

Line, a break-through which a few weeks later forced France

to her knees.

It was then that the bulk of the Regiments de Marche of the

Legion was destroyed. Those who escaped annihilation fell

into German hands and only a few returned to Sidi-bel-Abbes,

after a prolonged retreat alternated by batties with the Ger-

man forces pressing steadily southward.

The fate of one of these regiments which was stationed out-

side the fortifications in the region of Sedan is typical of that of

the whole forces of the Legion employed in the gigantic battle.

This regiment, several thousand men strong, was composed of

Polish volunteers, mostly Jews. The unit, armed only with con-

ventional infantry weapons and a few machine guns, held its

position for a full 48 hours, disposing of numerous heavy tanks

and artillery in the face of an overwhelming German majority.

Cruelly decimated, when it finally was forced to retreat, it had

permitted the bulk of the French forces in the area to fall back

on safe positions. The records of the Legion did not show any-

one of this doomed regiment ever coming back to the depot.

The men had sacrificed their lives in the true tradition of the

Legion. They had had orders to hold out until death made
further resistance impossible, and that is exactly what they did

just as their predecessors at Camerone had done almost a cen-

tury before the battle of France.

The armistice put a temporary stop to the hostilities in

France. Petain became dictator of France as a German puppet.

The Legion returned to its different depots where it once
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again took over its peace-time duties. Under the terms of the

armistice, the French army was to be dissolved except for a

small token force necessary for the maintenance of order in the

non-occupied zone of France and the overseas territories

which had remained under the jurisdiction of Vichy.

The volunteers for the duration were discharged in the fall

of 1940. This was done very reluctantly by the authorities in

North-Africa; the high officers of the Legion, while appearing

loyal to Petain on the outside, had remained violently anti-

German, and hoped that, given time, the situation would
change in favor of France. They wanted to keep the effective

of their units as high as possible but the Nazis insisted on the

discharge of conscripted and voluntary personnel alike. At this

time another danger arose for the volunteers for the duration;

Germany, in the armistice treaty, had claimed the right to ask

for the extradition of foreign volunteers. This was directly

aimed at the volunteers who were nationals of Germany and

all the other countries under the German yoke, and would

have meant death as a deserter or traitor in front of a firing

squad for every single man turned over to the Nazis. There

was definite proof that this was what the Nazis had in mind

when they insisted on the extradition clause. Several Legion-

naires, taken prisoner by the Germans during their initial

break-through at the Maginot Line or during the subsequent

retreat of the French, had reported that hundreds of their

comrades, as soon as their status as Legion volunteers had

been recognized, were executed on the spot. Only a few were

able to escape during the general confusion at the time and

they brought this news to Sidi-bel-Abbes.

However ambiguous Marshall Petain s position may have

been at that time, one thing has to be said in his favor. He did

not intend to enforce the extradition clause in the armistice

treaty which had been imposed on him and he did his best to

protect the volunteers. Fundamentally Petain was a soldier
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and it was against his deep-rooted conceptions and feelings of

honor to sacrifice these men who had come voluntarily to fight

for France. This writer, who was one of the men discharged

after the annistice, and who, after that, lived in France until

the Allied landing in 1942, does not know of one single case

where a man had been handed over to the Nazis, despite nu-

merous requests for extradition. Regular Legionnaires of Ger-

man nationality were peimitted to break their contract and to

return to Germany after a screening by a Nazi commission. It

goes without saying that these elements were not liked in the

Legion and they had to be separated from the rest for their

own security after they had chosen to return to Germany.
While this writer was still in Sidi-bel-Abbes, he learned of sev-

eral instances where German Legionnaires, rejected by the

Nazi screening team, had returned to their unit. They ended

up in the penal battalion in Colomb-Bechar and the chances

are that they never got away from there alive. This depicts the

spirit among the Legion command at that time despite armis-

tice and collaboration with the Germans.

The interregnum imposed on the Legion in Africa by the

events of war was interrupted in 1941, when the Allies invaded

Syria in order to prevent the Germans from expanding their

Mediterranean bases. The Vichyite General Dentz, command-
ing the French forces in Syria, which among others consisted

of a large unit of the Foreign Legion, resisted for a few days.

The resistance, however, was shortlived, mainly due to the un-

willingness of the French troops to fight against the British

and Free French. In the ranks of the latter fought a good num-
ber of Legionnaires who during the French defeat of 1940 had

been evacuated to England where they had joined General de

Gaulle. The battle in Syria over, the Legionnaires of both fac-

tions were united into one unit under the command of the Free

French and from there on they continued in the common fight

against the Axis. At that time, other French forces, under Gen-
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eral Leclerc, coming from the French bases around Lake
Tschad south of Algeria, fought their way slowly north toward

the plains of Tunisia and Tripolitania where Rommel, in due
course, was to find his Waterloo.

When in November 1942 the Allies, under General Eisen-

hower, landed in North-Africa, the situation once more be-

came confused for a short time. A few Legion units, com-

manded by ofificers who had taken Vichy's collaboration

pledge too literally, resisted the Allied invasion. This hap-

pened simultaneously in Algeria and Morocco, where, espe-

cially at Oran, Dakar and Port Lyautey, the Legion suffered

rather heavy casualties. The confusion, however, was cut short

by Admiral Darlan who had quit the Vichy camp to join the

Allies and had ordered the French forces in North-Africa to

cease resistance.

Based on his experiences in the Foreign Legion this writer

feels sure that the Legion's resistance against the combined

Allied troops was entirely unintentional. The Corps' interest

was identical with that of the Allies—the liberation of France

from Nazi oppression. It was the general confusion of the pe-

riod which accidentally led Legionnaires temporarily against

their brothers. Perrot-White,^^ who was with his unit at Port

Lyautey in Morocco when the attack started, reports that the

Allies struck with such lightning speed that neither the Le-

gion's high command nor the regimental or battalion leaders,

let alone the simple Legionnaires, realized what had hap-

pened. For all they knew it could have been the Nazis who
attacked North-Africa in violation of the armistice treaty and

they resisted automatically. By the same token, the AUied

Forces did not know how the French garrisons would react.

When the situation was finally cleared up, the whole Legion

cooperated wholeheartedly with the Allies but by this time the

damage had already been done. The units of the Legion, ex-

posed to heavy naval and aerial bombardment, had suffered

heavy casualties.
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Shortly afterwards, in Tunisia, in the final fight against Rom-
mel's forces ( which sealed the fate of his army ) the 3rd Regi-

ment of the Legion participated on the side of the Allies. This

time the desert fighters of the Legion entered the battle as a

fully mechanized unit—an unprecedented event in this tradi-

tional Corps of foot soldiers.

Immediately after D-day, and as soon as local conditions

permitted, the former volunteers who had been able to survive

the German occupation of France rejoined their units. The
hastily formed Regiment de Marche participated in all major

campaigns in Europe which culminated in the destruction of

the Nazi war machine. A citation which we find in Vert et

Rouge"'^ gives an excellent picture better than any detailed

description of the superb fighting qualities of the regiment of

mercenaries:

"Regiment legendary," reads the citation, "which in the

Spring of 1945, in the course of the campaigns of Germany
and Austria, has added new glory to its laurels under the ardent

impulse of its chief, the Colonel Olie.

"Its 1st battalion conquered Lingerberg on April 4th in a

furious battle, Stetten and Nordheim on the 5th, Bonningheim

on the 7th, Kirgheim on the 8th, Bettingheim on the gth, Sim-

mersfeld on the 15th, crossed the Black Forest, cut the high-

way Freudenstadt-Ulm, seized Rottenburg and entered Fried-

richshafen on the 29th. Pursuing the enemy without a mo-

ment's relaxation, penetrated into Austria and terminated the

campaign as avant-garde of the 5th armoured division. May
7th on the Arlberg.

"Its 2nd Battalion entered the province of Baden on the 3rd

of April, penetrated into Karlsruhe on the 4th, eliminated sub-

sequently, extremely strong resistance of Neuburg, Calw,

Nagold and Horb in the Black Forest; after that, turned north

and, after having beaten off furious counter attacks in the re-

gion of Weilim-Schoenburg in the night of April 20th to 21st,

penetrated into Stuttgart on the 21st, turning immediately
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south in a forced march, crossed the Danube and conquered

Tetnang, Wagen and Lindau, pressing hard a retreating, dis-

organized enemy.

"Its 3rd Battahon, entered Germany the 20th of March,

forced the Siegfried Line on the 23rd, hned the banks of the

Rhine opposite Karlsruhe on the 25th, then penetrated into

the province of Wurttemberg on the 28th and conquered a

bridgehead on the river Enns between April 7th and 12th,

1945, took Kuppingen and Herrenberg on the 18th, reached

the river Neckar downstream of Tubingen to throw itself upon
Stuttgart where it entered on the 21st, gained the south side of

the Danube, hampering day and night the retreat of the en-

emy encircled in the Black Forest, and, on the 26th of April,

stopped the desperate push of the 106th and 405th (German)
divisions and co-operated in their annihilation.

"Thus, always in the first line of battles fought by the 5th

armoured division, admired by everyone, receiving and deal-

ing out the hardest possible blows, triumphing over the fierc-

est resistance at the price of severe sacrifices, it has shown it-

self worthy of the immortal traditions of the Legion Etran-

gere.

This, indeed, was a busy timetable for the Regiment de

Marche de la Legion Etrangere. The citation speaks for itself

and requires neither interpretation nor elaboration.

The Legion's participation in World War II ended when the

Corps' veterans marched down the Champs Elysees as part of

the victory parade in Paris. Ahead of the unit floated the ban-

ner of the Legion displaying more decorations than that of any

other French regiment.

Millions lined the street and the crowd went wild at the

sight of the white kepis. The Legionnaires, silently and mar-

tially, marched in their deliberate, slow step, typical of the

Legion. Invisible to the others, but vibrantly alive in their

minds, marched the memory of countless comrades of the Le-

gion whose bones rotted in ten thousand hastily dug graves
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somewhere along the many thousand miles of battlefronts of

the Great War. Some of them had died for an ideal, some of

them had died because it was part of their business as a soldier,

all of them had died for France—which was not their country.

"Mektoubl" say the Moslems. Mektoub—it is written!



# CHAPTER 4

THE LEGION'S MATERIAL

Legio Patria Nostra

For more than a century the Foreign Legion has operated be-

hind a curtain of secrecy, only occasionally pierced to permit

a short look at one or the other segment of the Corps' activities,

otherwise so religiously shrouded in mystery.

But not even the concrete-hard traditions of the Legion

could, in the long run, v^ithstand the trend of modern times.

The changes to w^hich the last few decades have subjected the

world could not be stopped even before the jealously guarded

portals of the army of mercenaries. Propaganda, a world power

extraordinary, has found its way into the mysterious inner life

of the Legion. For the first time since its inception, the Corps,

rolling with the blow, has disclosed information on the life of

the Legionnaire, conditions of service and certain generalities

in a brochure entitled "La Verite sur la Legion Etrangere," a

propaganda publication designed to attract recruits. This book-

let about the truth in the Legion has been edited by the mili-

tary authorities and resembles in every detail one of the copi-

ously illustrated brochures large industrial concerns habitually

distribute with the view of advertising their refrigerators, tele-

vision sets or automobiles.

It goes without saying that this publication does not con-

tain anything detrimental to the Corps, yet valuable informa-

tion, especially pertaining to certain changes which came into

being after the end of the second World War, can be found in
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its pages. These changes will be dealt with later on; however,

for the purpose of this chapter we are translating a passage

from the brochure which pertains to the international struc-

ture of the Legion—from the point of view of the Corps'

leaders:

"As many as 52 nationalities have been counted in the Le-

gion, but the most astonishing fact remains that—despite the

most profound differences, a perfect amalgamation of all these

men has been realized.

"The first and best means has always been that of bringing

them under a very strong, if not hard, disciplinary regime,

discipline being the 'principal force of all armies.* This, as an

immediate result, permits to weld them into one single block

within which comradeship blooms at once."

The poetic inclinations of the writer of these lines are be-

yond question. Critics of the Legion, however, could claim at

this point that comradeship which springs from being sub-

jected to a hard, in some instances inhuman, discipline, is not

the real thing. "Misery likes company" would be a better defi-

nition of the phenomenon rather than that of companionship,

which, in the opinion of this writer, does not exist to any ap-

preciable extent in the Legion. He has seen very little com-

radeship in the generally accepted sense of the term. The indi-

vidual Legionnaire is predominantly concerned with his own
interests and he lives—apart from the occasional choice of a

"chum"—in an artificial shell he has built around himself.

"If the French language," the booklet continues, "is the ve-

hicle language of the commandment—it serves as a means of

unification between everybody, and all the Legionnaires end

up by speaking it more or less correctly. Everybody, however,

is free to use his own native language outside of service. Be-

sides, numerous are those who speak more than one language:

Hungarians and Czechs usually know rudiments of German;

this language is also accessible to the Dutch and Scandina-

vians, as far as Legionnaires of Slavic origin are concerned.
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Poles, Ukrainians, Czechs, Yugoslavs or Russians, they too ar-

rive at understanding each other thanks to the common points

of their respective languages. The German likes to sing Xa
Madelon just as much as the Frenchman likes to sing *Anne

Marie' or 'Lily Marlene/ The Legion, for more than loo years,

can be considered as a precursor of the United States of Eu-

rope so perfect is the understanding in the Legion. One hears

less recriminations, for instance, between Spaniards and Fin-

landers, than one is able to detect in Germany proper between

the Germans of the south and those of the north."

Whether the example of the Spaniards versus the Finland-

ers is well chosen is a matter for conjecture; it is doubtful that

there ever was a historical reason why these two nations should

feel badly about each other. Yet the most interesting part of

the above translated passage is the inference of the Legion

being one happy family. There are up to 52 nations repre-

sented in the Legion and it is—in the opinion of this author,

and confirmed by his own experience—humanly impossible

that there should not be friction among this heterogeneous

mass of men. Century-old prejudices find a much better and

fertile ground in the restricted space of the dormitories where

men are compelled to live and to stand each other's company
for many months or even years on end. It is true that necessity

to submit to discipline causes in them a certain amount of

solidary thinking, especially when it comes to getting out from

under the rigors of discipline, but from here to real comrade-

ship is a long way which only few are mentally equipped and

prepared to take.

Even Roger de Beauvoir,^ a real authority on the Legion,

cannot ignore this state of affairs, as already mentioned in the

second chapter of this book:

"This segregation into nationalities," Beauvoir v^ites, "was

—as had been found out only too soon—a bad mistake. Grouped

into companies and even battalions, the men of different na-

tionalities quickly remembered their national differences. Age-
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old hatred broke through the hard shell of discipline, friction

increased rapidly and bloody, murderous fights among the

diflFerent groups were the order of the day. The sad picture of

narrow-minded hatred for the other nationality which has

been responsible for so many wars in the history of mankind,

found a true reflection in the ranks of the Foreign Legion."

This observation, however, was made at a time when the

Corps segregated various nationahties by assigning men of the

same national extraction to one unit, a system which has been

discontinued. Large scale clashes between members of differ-

ent nationalities have thus been stopped, yet friction and hos-

tility still exist on a small, more individual scale. The main

offenders in this respect are the Germans, always hypersensi-

tive in national matters, who represent, and always have, the

largest national element in the Legion.

The Legion is a curious institution in which a fixed behavior

pattern does not seem to exist. The observer, at every turn,

runs into contradictions. One of those is the remarkable phe-

nomenon which unites all the various national groups which

ordinarily view each other with latent suspicion into one solid

block at the very first sign of trouble. This, as a rule, happens

during a brawl outside the barracks when one Legionnaire or

more are involved in a fight with an outsider.

Loehndorff- has a story to this effect which illustrates the

situation pretty clearly. "We stroll slowly back to the bar-

racks," he writes. "On the way we chance upon a crowd. A Le-

gionnaire is being attacked by Spanish civilians for some rea-

son or other. He defends himself bravely, but when he realizes

that the odds are against him and that his assailants wish to

drag him into a side-alley, he yells out: A moi, la Legion!

"In a twinkling, soldiers rush up from all directions, and the

Spaniards suddenly find themselves surrounded by a wall ten

times their number, which grows bigger and bigger every mo-

ment. All kinds of men in the uniform of the Legion: Russians,

Swiss, Danes, Germans, Frenchmen, Spaniards, Portuguese
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and Arabs, set about the civilians with loud stirring cries. And
almost as swiftly as the call for help was answered come the

guards from the 'circus' at the gate of the barracks with their

flashing bayonets."

Loehndorff on his way back to the barracks ponders the

problem and remarks philosophically that "outside, every man
stands by the other, though he may have been spying on him
for hours. With no distinction whatever of nationality." Loehn-

dorff, a German himself, finds the fact that there is officially no
national distinction in the Legion rather amazing. "National-

ity," he observes in another part of his book, "is of no account.

You have only to do your duty and obey orders, and nobody
cares if you give yourself out to be heir to the King of Siam."

While any reference to a Legionnaire's nationality in the

Legion is considered strictly a taboo whose contravention is

generally subject to severe punishment, racial differences ap-

pear strongly accentuated under stress and especially under

battle conditions. "Also I was learning of the difference in na-

tional temperaments," writes Bennett Doty,^ "when under

fighting conditions. The French were full of fire and elan,

fought, worked up to a high pitch of emotional excitement, un-

der which they were cool as steel; the Germans were stolid and

quiet, but held to their rifles and everything else like grim

death, immensely stubborn. And the Russians were fatalists,

not caring whether they were going to die or not."

Major Zinovi Pechkoff, who commanded a company of the

2nd Regiment during the Moroccan affair, has given the na-

tionality question thorough thought. In his book. The Bugle

Sounds, Life in the Foreign Legion,'^ we find the following in-

teresting study:

"The sergeants and corporals in the Legion are mostly Ger-

mans, and Germans especially make good corporals. Russians

do not make good corporals because the Russian is always hesi-

tating, and somehow he does not have authority over the men

with whom he is living and sharing the same room or tent. He
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hesitates when he commands. He is not firm. He is lenient, and

not sure of his authority. The tone of his voice is not convinc-

ing, and even while ordering them to do this or that, he seems

to doubt as to whether they really must do it. But the German,

immediately after he is invested with the rank of corporal and

the two green stripes are sewn on his sleeve, feels himself a

chief and a commander. And he commands his men. He has

charge of 8, 12 or 16, or whatever number are placed under

his immediate command. He will make them obey his orders,

and although eating with them from the same plate and sleep-

ing beside them, he will always make them feel that he is their

chief. Although these German corporals get just as drunk as

their men, a German corporal never drinks with the men of his

squad or of his group.

"But the Germans, although excellent corporals, do not al-

ways make good sergeants. If Germans only were under them
it would be all right, but they have men of other nationalities,

other races, under their command, and the German methods

which they want to apply do not work with the others. They
also lack a knowledge of psychology. Only those who have

been a long time in the Legion change their methods. It is our

duty to instruct them, to supervise them, and to make them

understand other ways of managing men.

"The Russian sergeant, being very attentive to the men, very

scrupulous in all his actions, but lacking energy, has to be

urged to be more severe and authoritative, while on the other

hand, we have to restrain the German sergeant from being too

brutal to his men.

"Strange as it may seem, the most sober element in the Le-

gion was Russian. They very seldom drank. They were very

quiet and obedient. Perhaps it was because every one of them

had the idea, after finishing his five years of service, of going

hence and starting a new life. Among the Russians there are

men, who, even out of the small pay of the French soldier, save

up money. . . . But the others, especially the Germans, never
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dream of saving money. They all drink heavily, and while gen-

erally obedient, for a few days after they receive their pay they

become the most riotous element in the ranks. While the Ital-

ian or Spaniard usually drinks quietly alone his glass or bottle

of wine, the Germans drink in groups and incite one another to

scandalous action. But they are brave in battle; and, on the

whole, are the most reliable men of the Legion."

"In the long run," concludes Major Pechkoff, "Germans or

Russians, men of Latin races, or others, after two or three years

in the service are all shaped according to the long-established

traditions of the Legion."

This conclusion is the gospel truth. Notwithstanding the

fact that military experts claim that an army can only fight

when activated by powerful patriotic sentiments, the Legion

has proved this axiom wrong. Fifty-two nations are united in

the corps and there has not been a single battle where these

men without a country have not fought as though possessed by

the very devil. This heterogeneous conglomeration of merce-

naries has established for the Foreign Legion the reputation

of being the best fighting unit in the world. And—friend or

foe—this claim has never been disputed.

It is fascinating to look at the percentage of different na-

tionalities in the Corps. Roger de Beauvoir states that in 1885

the repartition was as follows

:

Alsace-Lorraine 45%
Germany 12%
Switzerland 8%
Belgium 7%
France 5^
Spain 5%
Italy 5^
Austro-Hungary 4%
Holland 4,%

Miscellaneous ^%
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The large proportion of volunteers from Alsace and Lorraine

in the Legion at that time can be explained by the misfortune

of the two provinces, which at various times alternated be-

tween being part of Germany and France. The elements in

Alsace and Lorraine, loyal to France, volunteered for service in

the Legion in order to be able to claim French citizenship.

While statistics of nationalities in the Legion at a later date

are not available, it has been generally conceded by every

author on the subject that at least half of the Corps' effective

is composed of Germans. Some, as Loehndorff^ and Doty^ for

instance, go as high as 75%. This claim, in this author's opin-

ion, is exaggerated. While Germany's participation can be

fixed at 50% for the Legionnaire second class, the private, 75%
would be nearer the truth as far as the number of Germans
among the non-commissioned personnel is concerned. Ger-

mans have always been and still are the majority of corporals,

sergeants and adjutants in the Legion.

These figures, however, have been the subject of certain

fluctuations especially during the two World Wars. Reybaz"^

claims that during World War I six thousand Swiss alone

joined the Legion as volunteers for the duration. Political up-

heavals in European countries were always faithfully reflected

in the Legion by a subsequent increase in the number of na-

tionals of the particular country involved. The Garibaldi af-

fair in Italy brought large numbers of Italians, the revolution

of 1917 in Russia brought the remnants of General Wrangel's

white-Russian army, the revolution of 1918 in Germany and

the subsequent string of "Putsch" movements were responsi-

ble for thousands of right-wing Germans who were forced to

flee from political persecution in Germany.

Pechkoff^ analyzes this situation in his book. "Prior to the

[first World] War the Germans in the Legion numbered not

more than 20 percent, but after the war Germans and Russians

predominated. The Germans formed 50 percent of the Legion

and formed the more stable element. Most of them had served
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in their own army during the Great War. Some of them were

Spartacists and joined the Legion when that movement was
put down in Germany. Many were members of the other ex-

treme, belonging to the ultra-Monarchist party. They came to

the Legion not wanting to serve the German Republic.

"There were few Russians in the Legion before the war.

They came to the Legion after the defeat of the White Move-
ment in Russia. After the evacuation of General Denikin's

forces of Novorosijsk in 1919 and the evacuation by General

Wrangel's army of Sebastopol in 1920, the men of the White
Army found themselves in a most fearful plight when they

were brought to Constantinople. Thousands of them enlisted

in the Legion. They were chiefly soldiers, many of them Cos-

sacks from the Don and from the Kouban. This Russian ele-

ment in the Foreign Legion is probably only a casual one."

Pechkoff's observation was right; the Russian element in the

Legion diminished slowly and steadily without being re-

placed. Soviet Russia did not permit the emigration of her

young men for the purpose of joining the French Foreign Le-

gion. However, the Legion is indebted to the Russians of 1919

and 1920 vintage for the formation of the Corps' cavalry regi-

ment; this branch of military activity was a natural for the

Cossacks, expert horseback riders, whose whole life was close-

ly linked to horses, anyway.

Spaniards formed another large national contingent after

the civil war in Spain which ended with Generalissimo Fran-

co's victory and the subsequent voluntary expatriation of hun-

dreds of thousands of his compatriots.

"Towards the end of the Spanish civil war," writes Perrot-

White,^ "thousands of anti-fascists and deserters flocked across

the French border into France, where most of them were in-

terned at Hendaye on the frontier. The French did not want

them spreading through France, after the fighting finished, so

told them that they would be returned to Spain. This, of
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course, was giving them a death sentence and there was a great

outcry against it. So the French government gave them the

alternative of joining the Legion, and thousands accepted. It

would be foolish to keep them all together, of course, so they

were widely distributed throughout the different regiments."

The command of the Legion was rather concerned about the

Spanish avalanche which seemed to roll down on to the Corps.

This concern was mainly for political reasons. Everything

red—in a political sense, of course—is viewed by the Legion

with apprehension and suspicion. However, this writer had in

his own company several Spaniards, educated young men,

products of the universities of Barcelona and Madrid, and he

can only state that as far as comradeship and mutual under-

standing were concerned, there were hardly any better exam-

ples in the whole unit.

But there were a few incidents involving groups of hot-

blooded and quick-tempered Spaniards when they found

themselves subjected to the iron disciplinary regime of the

Legion, after having escaped the hell of the civil war. The
steamroller of the Corps' discipline, however, had little trou-

ble in handling these men who, in the long run, turned out to

be excellent and courageous soldiers. Lapie,^^ commenting on

the battle of Narvik, writes in this regard:

"The mountains were separated by deep hollows which had

to be negotiated first. Everywhere we came up against these

problems of uneven ground. The Spaniards recognized in these

steep slopes something of the difiiculties of their own sierras.

They leapt from point to point like tigers, and never seemed to

tire. Those ofiicers who had had misgivings about welcoming

Spanish republicans into the Legion (they dubbed them all

Communists ) were gratified to recognize their fighting prow-

ess. One may instance the case of the young Spaniards who at-

tacked a German machine-gun post behind Elvegaard. One of

them was literally mowm down by fire of only a few yards' dis-
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tance. The other sprang forward, smashed the head of the gun-

ner with his rifle butt, and swung the muzzle of the gun into

space. . .
."

This is another proof of the strength of the Legion's phi-

losophy. Once the spirit of the Corps has taken possession of

the man's mind, there is little difference from which country

he hails. His crib may have stood in the plains of Siberia, the

green valley of the Rhine, the vineyards of France, the snowy
peaks of Switzerland or the orange groves of Spain but once in

the Legion he recognizes only one home and that is the Corps

itself.

It has been stated that statistics showing the proportion of

the different nationalities in the Legion have not been avail-

able. This, even to lovers of statistics, should not mean very

much and for a very good reason. They would not represent a

true picture, anyway. Most of the volunteers joining the Corps

are anxious to obliterate—at least temporarily—any trace of

their former existence and therefore they not only sign up im-

der a different name but under a different nationality as well.

The Legion is aware of this situation and does not insist on any

proof in this regard. If the man claims not to have any identifi-

cation papers, a declaration of his "etat civil" is sufficient to en-

list him under any name or origin. The Corps is not concerned

with names and countries—it needs fighters willing to do what

they are asked.

It is, for instance, common practice for Frenchmen who
have been sentenced for a criminal offense to enlist in the Le-

gion as Belgian or Swiss or sometimes as French Canadians.

After serving their prison term these men are not permitted to

serve their compulsory military term in the regular units of the

French army (France has universal conscription), but they

would have to serve in the dreaded Bataillons d'Afrique, units

especially established for these cases. They prefer to join the

Legion. The army, in such a case, temporarily classifies them

as deserters when they fail to report to their units. Despite
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their new identity, however, these men are able to regain their

real one after a certain length of service which procedure auto-

matically cancels their standing as deserters in the regular

army. In the already mentioned brochure "La Verite sur la

Legion Etrangere" we find the following paragraph:

"Rectification of Etat-Civil: Serving under a declared etat-

civil, non-coms and Legionnaires, can demand rectification of

their etat-civil, or in other words, regain their veritable iden-

tity:

a ) after 3 years of service, if they have no previous service

in the French army;

b) in the first year of the contract, if they have previous

service in the French army."

This is the oflBcial acknowledgment of a situation which has

unofficially existed for a long time. Although oflScially a

Frenchman cannot serve in the Foreign Legion, this stipula-

tion paves the way for his eventual return to his own unit in

the regular French army.

Quite frequently a Frenchman sought by the authorities for

a criminal offense seeks refuge in the Legion. The man declares

a different name and a different nationality but usually the in-

telligence oflBcers of the Corps have him spotted even before

he has reached Sidi-bel-Abbes. However, there seems to be a

mutual understanding between the Legion and the French

police. If the oJBFense is not too serious, the man stays in the

Corps. The police feel that five years in the Legion are sufii-

cient punishment and the chances are that if he should come
out alive he would not only have expiated his original crime

but would have found his way back onto the straight and nar-

row path of virtue as well. If however the crime is serious, such

as murder for instance, the man's chances are nil. The Legion

invariably will turn him over to the civil authorities. This hap-

pens sometimes to capital oflFenders of a foreign country, but

here the diplomatic procedures are complicated; usually only

an escaped convict can be extradited. Very seldom is a man
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who has not been sentenced for his alleged crime returned to

his own country.

This was illustrated in the case of the assassin of the German
Foreign Minister Walther von Rathenau who escaped into the

Legion before the German authorities had a chance to arrest

him in the early twenties. Despite Germany's demand for ex-

tradition he remained in the Legion where this writer met him
in 1939; at that time he had the rank of Adjutant-Chef, the

highest among non-commissioned personnel.

By the same token, a Frenchman joins the Legion as a

Belgian, an Italian will enlist as a Spaniard, and vice versa. A
German will declare himself Alsacian or Austrian, a Czech be-

comes a Yugoslav, a Swiss German or Belgian. This they do in

order to cover their trails for reasons of their own which may
range from the mere desire to prevent the family or the de-

serted sweetheart from catching up with them, to the more

powerful motivation which fear from criminal prosecution

may cause. The Legion, to use an expression very much in

vogue, "plays ball" in all of those cases with the exception of

those involving capital crimes as already explained above.

All these men, of course, can regain their original identity if

they so desire. If not, they are permitted to apply for naturali-

zation after five years of satisfactory service, and live in France

or in the colonies under their new name.

It was the purpose of this section to show the international

composition of the Corps. Besides the nationalities mentioned

in detail, there are of course dozens more which cannot be dis-

cussed for lack of space. It can safely be said, that at one time

or another every country of the world has been represented in

the ranks of the Legion.

Surprising, however, is the low number of Anglo-Saxons in

the Corps. Neither Americans nor Britishers seem to have a

predeliction for service in the Foreign Legion. Besides, Eng-

lishmen have a bad desertion record in the Corps and the Le-

gion, admittedly, prefers to do without them.
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On the whole it can be said that regardless of the nationality

of the volunteer the Legion has been a new fatherland for

everyone who knocked at its door. It was a mother, stern and

hard maybe, but a mother nevertheless to the thousands of

hungry, the thousands of desperate, the thousands of perse-

cuted which the troubled economy and turbulent politics of

Europe have shed and discarded over the 120 years of the Le-

gion's existence.

Legio Patria Nostra! La Legion Etrangere, immense melting

pot, became the home, the last refuge and ultimate protection

for the men without a country.

What's in a Name?

The majority of the men in the Foreign Legion serve under

an assumed name and have adopted an entirely new identity.

As in the case of nationality, the Legion here also knows

the score and remains silent. The individual reasons which

make a man obliterate his past are of no consequence as long

as he is willing to become a soldier of the Corps.

This unique situation so typical of the Legion has been skill-

fully described by Jean Martin^^ in the passage of his book

where he speaks about his impressions at Fort St. Jean in Mar-

seilles. Martin, a recruit himself and awaiting transfer to

North-Africa, writes about the administrative preliminaries

the new soldiers had to go throughwMe at the Fort.

"Some of them," reports Martin, "gave all the information

one asked of them. Others didn't want to say anything, just de-

claring a date and place of birth, a name.
" 'You don't even know the names of your parents?'

" *No, mon Lieutenant!'
" 'Have you been a soldier before?'

" *No, mon Lieutenant!'
" 'Profession?'

" 'No profession.'
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" *Now . . . come . . . how did you make a living?'

" 'Religion?'

" 'None/
" 'Address of a person to notify in case of accident?'
" 'No address, mon Lieutenant.'
" 'Now . . . think! You are saying this in a moment of depres-

sion; later on you will regret it. Look ... if you are killed. . .

.'

" 'Nobody will care, mon Lieutenant.'
" 'As you wish . . . Sergeant, the next one!'

"The lieutenant gave up; it was no use! He could have con-

tinued the interrogation for hours without getting another

word out of the recruit. The man guarded the secret of his past,

the secret of the drama which had brought him there. If one

never spoke about these things again—maybe one could forget

them . . . providing the past didn't become an obsession and

one evening of 'cafard' one took the rifle and stuck its barrel

into the mouth. . .

.

"But usually after a few months oblivion came; life in the

'colonnes' was too absorbing, too passionate and there was

simply not enough time to torture oneself with matters dead

and past; yet among the 'bleus,' in the instruction company, or

among the young recruits just arrived in the desert outposts,

there were quite a few suicides for which nobody ever knew
the reasons.

"Nobody ever asked questions. Nobody sought to know. By
the same token nobody ever spoke. The confidences came by

themselves, later on, between chums, on a day when one was

too weary to be always alone, too tired to chew on the same old

souvenirs. Even the scoundrels, the ones least susceptible of

delicacy, understood discretion all of a sudden. In all sincerity

I cannot recall anyone who has ever failed in this respect."

Under those circumstances it is not surprising that not only

every nationality of the globe, but every imaginable profession

and every walk of human life have had, and still have, their
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representatives in the ranks of the Corps. The prince rubs

shoulders with the beggar, the scientist's cot stands side by
side with that of the ihiterate peasant, the man sought by po-

hce marches with the fonner judge, the atheist spends his spare

hours drinking with the defrocked priest. Under the cover of

the uniform of the Legion they are incognito—a matricule

number!

Prince Aage of Denmark, himself a former captain of the

Legion, in his book A Royal Adventurer in the Foreign Le-

gion,^^ comments on this situation:

"During the next few weeks," he writes, "I spent my time in

absorbing the peculiar atmosphere that permeates this 'cohort

of the damned.' I learned almost at once, that the first rule of

the Legion is 'no questions asked.' A man there, officer or pri-

vate, is judged by his deportment as a Legionnaire. The past is

obliterated. It makes no difference whether your comrade in

arms has been a pauper or a grand duke back in civil life; in

the Legion he is a soldier, and upon his ability as a military

man his reputation rests."

Since there are many more paupers in civil life than grand

dukes, it is only normal that the paupers in the Legion out-

number the dukes. Yet it is amazing to find just how many off-

spring of royalty have been in the Legion. One of the best

known noblemen who served in the Corps is Prince Aage him-

self, who confesses in his book "that almost since boyhood I

had cherished an aspiration to become one day a soldier of the

Legion but because ofmy family I had little hope of ever being

in a position to carry out my ambition."

However, in 1922, the Prince was so bored with his duties in

the Royal Life Guards in Copenhagen that he applied for a

commission in the Legion, which he received shortly after-

wards. Aage was not the only prince in the Legion; we have

already learned of the Royal Prince of Prussia who had died

at the depot of Saida and whose body had been taken back to

Germany on a battleship. Perrot-White^^ mentions the Cap-
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tain Challicashvili, "a Russian prince, the second-in-command

here, and a darn good guy."

The anonymous author of Memoirs of the Foreign Legion,

known only under the pseudonym of "M.M.", according to

D. H. Lawrence^* who wrote the introduction to the book
"had Hohenzollern blood in his veins, close kin to the ex-Kaiser

William. I never suspected him of royal blood," explains Law-
rence. "I didn't realize it till after his death. He was the grand-

son of an emperor. His mother was the illegitimate daughter

of the German Kaiser."

In almost every book on the Legion references to the pres-

ence of noblemen can be found. Sometimes they are officers,

but in the majority of cases they are just common soldiers. The
Russians furnished the bulk of aristocrats after the first World
War; however almost every European country, at one time or

other, contributed in this regard.

It may seem amazing that men of such a background should

cut themselves loose from their former lives and seek the ano-

nymity of the Foreign Legion. But aristocrats are human be-

ings just the same as the next fellow, and as such are subject to

the same influences and motivations as anybody else. Analysts

of the Legion generally agree that the most powerful incentive

for joining the Corps is the compulsion to "escape," to flee from

an otherwise intolerable situation be it real or imagined. And
even in the life of a nobleman such situations may arise, some

entanglement of sentimental or material character, compelling

the man, who is unable to get out of his predicament by him-

self, to "escape" and to disappear in the anonymous mixing

bowl of the Legion. His reasons, however, may not necessarily

be the same as that of any other of his comrades in the Legion.

In the case of Prince Aage it was the desire to escape from the

boredom of daily routine; the Russian prince escaped from a

new political constellation in which there was no place for him-

self and his kind; and the Kaiser's illegitimate grandson es-

caped from an unbearable social situation, never able to de-
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termine whether he was a nobleman or just a common bastard.

All of them, however divergent their initial motives may have

been, converged into the Legion where they found what they

wanted—their "escape."

"One enters the Legion," writes Jean Martin in his Je suis

un Legionnaire,^^ "quite often as one enters a monastery, for

want of money, want of love, want of honor. . . . One enters for

disgust of life, disgust of men or disgust of oneself One en-

ters in order to disappear, to forget, to be forgotten. . .

."

"A jumble of men," Beauvoir^^ defines the Legion, "coming

from all classes of society, from all professions; veritable scien-

tists and complete ignorants having one thing in common; they

are shipwrecked by life itself. Adventurers, laborers, discour-

aged and starved by unemployment, ruined gamblers, obscure

noblemen; the majority came to forget, to escape and to find

the regularity of the soup and the rations."

"And," adds Jean Martin, referring to another interesting

question, "the fact that no proof of identity is demanded, does

not entrain that the man is a criminal. There are two reasons

why criminals abstain: They would be picked up immediately

in the first place, and secondly, the Legion exacts such a sum
of hard work and courage for which these fellows are simply

not made."

The propaganda brochure of the Corps, "La Verite sur la

Legion Etrangere" attempts to categorize the human material

which presents itself for service. "The most different reasons,"

says the pamphlet, "have pushed these men to leave their

country and to enter the service of a foreign nation. We will

enumerate them in their order of importance.

"Some were caught in the political turmoil of their epoch, a

number of them having been active politically in one fashion

or another; change in the situation forced them to seek refuge,

to quit the country where their lives were menaced in order

to make themselves forgotten. Maybe some day, new changes

will see some of them reappear in their own country in order
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to occupy the highest places, after having matured in the

melting pot of the Legion.

"Maybe this is the most interesting category of Legion-

naires; the Legion has recruited among them many non-coms

who have distinguished themselves in the course of many
campaigns. In this regard, to all those who had to flee from

political hatred, the Legion has always attempted to be a

quasi-invisible refuge."

This statement in the official brochure constitutes an obvious

change of heart. Not so long ago, only little more than a dec-

ade, the Legion had viewed with distrust and apprehension

the afflux of red Spaniards. But the comportment of these men
apparently was so brilliant that even the conservative Legion

was forced to change its mind.

"A second category," the brochure continues, "is constituted

by the 'adventurers,' incapable of living in the narrow frame-

work of current life, disgusted with small chances, the fog of

the north country, the soot of the industrial areas, all those who
could not resist the powerful urge to go to the land of eternal

sunshine.

"A third category is that of the delinquents of common law

( actually the smallest and totally excluding the criminals who
are turned over to justice at once ) ; to those, the Legion—much
more than prison—offers the possibility of redemption through

good service and the frequent occasion for acts of courage

which tend to rehabilitate a man.

"Last but not least, are those of the fourth category who
come to find oblivion from sentimental deceptions or family

trouble. . . . Quite a number of novelists have used this sub-

ject; excellent occasion to tell astounding 'nonsense' about a

military corps whose virtues, in the majority of cases, they

completely ignore while establishing a reputation comparative

only to that of bad money."

In his foreword to Major Pechkoff's The Bugle Sounds,^'^

the illustrious French writer Andre Maurois, member of the

Academic Frangaise, adds the following:
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"All civilizations have their suflFerers. In every country in

Europe, and without doubt in America also, live men for whom
life is a penance. Some have been stricken down by misfor-

tunes or by unforeseen happenings and the sight of the places

where they have been unhappy has become unbearable for

them. Others have suffered by their own mistakes or they have

committed some act for which their consciences reprove them;

they feel that, rightly, they are despised and they know that

they can reconstruct themselves only by escaping from their

pasts. Others, citizens of countries which have been over-

thrown, cannot adapt themselves to new conditions; their only

resource is to expatriate themselves.

"For all these beings, for all those whom Dostoievski calls

the Insulted and Injured,' the Foreign Legion oflFers refuge.

There can come the Russian who has not accepted Bolshevism,

who has been ruined by the revolution and who, not having

been brought up to live like a laborer, cannot make up his

mind to do so. There, can come the German o£Rcers, and non-

commissioned officers, accustomed since their youth to mili-

tary discipline and unable to tolerate anything else. There, can

come the Belgian or the Swiss, protagonists of terrible dramas

which they hope to forget. All are received with a trust which

restores their dignity. They give their real names only if they

wish. They are delivered from themselves. A life of virile ac-

tion takes the place of a life of sterile recollection. In the place

of a humdrum existence in some great city, they live a noble

adventure. They will be, to be sure, under discipline. But mili-

tary discipline is the exact opposite to slavery. It can wound no

one because it is equal for all. A former officer of the Russian

Imperial Guard does not wish to become the slave of a petty

local tyrant; he can without shame be a soldier and obey the

orders of his superior officers. In the Foreign Legion, as in the

monastery, is realized the saying, ^Whosoever will lose his

life . . . shall find it,' and one may add ^Whosoever will lose his

name . . . shall find it.'

"

These thoughts are beautifully expressed; besides they are
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precise and to the point in the true style of a great writer and
philosopher. Unfortunately, Andre Maurois has never spent a

day of bis life in the Legion. If he had, he woold have found

out that life in the Corps is less romantic butmuchmore realis-

tic than it would appear from his lines. Ex-Legiomiaire 1384^
sees things in a quite different hght as can easily be ascertained

by quoting from his book.

"The men of this force," he \^Tites, ''are the most amazing

crowd it is possible to meet. They are recniited from all parts

of Europe, America and the Near Elast, from e\'ery dass and
ever\- nation, and they comprise thieves, wxndererSy bandits,

cut-throats, dukes, counts and scum. En masse they are the

finest fi^htincr force in the world. Indi%idually the\- are the

biggest scoimdrels on earth. While you are standing 1^, they

are the best comrades a man can possibly have. But as soon as

you drop out, Aey will thieve the boots from your feet. They
spend most of their time corsing the French and de\isins

means of escape."

Doty,^* while acjreeing with the opinion of ex-Legiomiaire

1384,^ iie\ ertheless comes to the defense of his comrades.

''I re\ised an opinion," he states, "1 had been forming about

the hard-boiled old Le^ricmnaires of our outfiL I foond that

these rascally nuisances of peace dax-s, always dmnk, always

quarreling, always late at appel and in continDOns hot water,

were transformed when real work began. Watching them, I

could hardly beheve the change. It was not only that the\^were

brave, fighting with utmost heroism, but the\- were patient and

enduring, full of devotion and self-sacrifice, helpful to every-

one, and obe\ing ever\- order not only without a muminr but

with a sort of self-immolating alacrit\-. They were lions to the

enemy, lambs to their officers and comrades."

The repeated references in books on the Legion about the

presence of criminals and even murderers in the Legion opens

the question once more as to whether the official daim that

criminals are being kept from joining can be accepted as a rep-

resentation of the truth or not. In the opinion of this writer it is
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the truth. However, the Legion is a large mihtary body and it

is quite possible that the one or the other criminal might pass

undetected through the mesh of the security screen. This is

sometimes facilitated by the prevailing political situation in

the country of origin of the man in question, which may make
an investigation into his background difficult if not altogether

impossible.

This author bases his opinion on an incident in Sidi-bel-

Abbes which, while basically insignificant, neverthless permits

the conclusion that the odd criminal is still serving in the Le-

gion. This author had opportunity to listen in on the confi-

dences of two old Legionnaires, who, one evening, in a state of

utter drunkenness forgot the unwritten law of the Corps ac-

cording to which anything pertaining to the past should never

be mentioned. The two, very drunk, had let their hair down
and inquired into their respective reasons for joining the Le-

gion. One of them explained that an accident in which his

mistress had been involved was responsible for his step.

Pressed by the other to disclose more details of the "accident,"

he finally confessed that he had, during a quarrel, thrown the

woman out a window. Pensively he added that the window
had been on the sixth floor of the building.

While, in this writer's opinion, there are a good number of

unsavory elements in the Legion, the type of Legionnaire try-

ing to join up because of murder is rather the exception. And
this for the good reason that, on recognition, he would be

turned back to the judicial authorities.

At this point it might be advisable to use the description of

an amusing incident from David King's Ten Thousand Shall

FaW^ which in all probability has really happened.

"Conti, an Italian," writes King, "offered to show me the

ropes and valet me. He was a likeable sort of rogue, but things

had an unfortunate habit of disappearing. When my tooth

brush went I put him through a third degree.
" 'Conti, what did you do in civilian life?'

** *Me? I pinched bikes.'
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" *Do you mean to say you were a bicycle thief?'

" 'Sure, that was my profession and my father's before me/
"Such talent was beyond my means," concludes King philo-

sophically.

The foregoing cross section of the Legion's material has es-

tablished, without any possible doubt, that the Legion shelters

men who come from any social segment of human society. The
same is true in respect to the professions represented in the

Legion. Like the nobleman and the beggar, so too the peasant,

the laborer, the doctor and the philosopher wear the white

kepi of the Corps in the guise of the nameless soldier of the

Legion.

Georges d'Esparbes, a well-known French writer, has gone

to a considerable amount of trouble in his research on Legion

subjects and has written a number of books and articles about

the Corps. In his book Les Mysteries de la Legion Etrangere^'^

published around 1912 in Paris, we find several statistics, use-

ful for throwing light on the question of professions in the Le-

gion. We quote from d'Esparbes' book;

"I have before me a table of professional repartition which

a sergeant compiled for me. It contains the professions *de-

clared' by those who entered the Corps from February to Au-

gust 1885, and from May to November 1898.

"The total of both semesters shows 149 unskilled laborers,

103 oflBce workers, 58 shoemakers, 56 factory workers, 51

bakers, 49 locksmiths, 41 farmers, 37 students, 36 masons, 32

domestics, 32 accountants, 28 carpenters, 28 tailors, 26 miners,

25 butchers, 24 painters, 22 waiters, 21 weavers, 21 watch-

makers, 20 gardeners, 20 blacksmiths, 19 mechanics, etc. . .

."

The most remarkable feature of this statistic is the complete

absence of professions requiring higher education. This alone

proves the inaccuracy and lack of value of any statistic per-

taining to the Foreign Legion, regardless of its source. D'Es-

parbes, of course, is aware of this fact and hastens to explain

the phenomenon:

I
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"Many of these figures," he writes, "as one may guess, are

due to imagination, to hes. Too many vultures have suddenly

turned sparrows to gain entrance to the barracks: The engi-

neer declared himself mechanic, the financier becomes an ac-

countant, the architect a laborer, the notary an office worker,

the industrialist a factory worker, a count pretends to be a

stable boy, a writer becomes a gardener, the technician a black-

smith, the philosopher a farmer, the merchant a valet. The
column 'without profession' totals 112; there, without any

doubt, we find the ex-officers, the doctors, the professors, the

priests, the lawyers: It is the column of veiled, but pathetic

suffering."

It is not necessary to possess training in psychology to un-

derstand the reasons which prompt the doctors, lawyers and

scientists to hide behind a manual profession or not to declare

a profession at all. In spite of what these men had to go

through until their desire to "escape" into the Legion could

materialize, a spark of individual pride is left in everyone. And
to admit to the enquiring corporal-secretary, who might not

even be able to speak French correctly, that one is the holder

of a university degree or the inventor of an electronic com-

puter might just be the last straw. In order to save that last

small amount of self-respect necessary for survival, the recruit

takes the subterfuge of becoming a laborer, or he claims not to

have belonged to any profession whatsoever.

It is interesting to learn the respective ages of this same

group of men who had formed the material for d'Esparbes' in-

vestigation. Again he admits the meager value of information

volunteered by the recruits.

"The table of repartition 'by ages' is just as dubious," he

writes. "For the same semesters I see 197 Legionnaires enlisted

at 18, 146 at 19, 142 at 22, 119 at 23, 119 at 21, 117 at 24, 101 at

26, 90 at 27, -jS at 28, 76 at 20, 71 at 25, 45 at 29, 44 at 32, 41 at

30, 36 at 33, 34 at 31, 31 at 34, 25 at 35, 14 at 36, 12 at 38, 7 at

39, 5 at 40, 3 at 41, 3 at 42 and 1 at 45 years of age.
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"Admitting this picture as true and asking the pubHc to ac-

cept it as the average, it shows by its figures at what hour of his

existence a man is still capable of vigorously treating his des-

pair and his shame."

There is no reason why a man sailing under a false national-

ity and an assumed name should become suddenly honest

when it comes to disclosing his real age. Not only will a differ-

ent age help toward disguising his true identity just a little

more, but it forestalls a possible rejection of the recruit for be-

ing either too young, or too old for service in the Legion.

D'Esparbes takes this point into consideration when he com-

ments on the age statistic

:

"Here, as in all other instances, many figures are false, be-

cause these men produce neither identification papers, nor

birth certificates and one just writes down what they say. So,

a man of 40, in good shape, his eyesight still strong, becomes 7
or 8 years younger. Another, only 30, gives his age as 24, in the

intention to sign up for another 5 years after the expiration of

his first contract. The men of 25, 26, 27 or 28, did not lie too

much; this is the normal age. Among those between 20 and 23,

many weakened by worry and privations, assure us that they

are 30 years old, that they are used-up men, but that they need

only enough bread to revive, and one accepts their lies."

Among the group of 18 and 19, there are usually many who
actually have not attained the age limit of 18 years. Knowing

that the Legion does not accept anyone younger than 18 they

deliberately falsify their age. This the Legion knows very well,

but there is very little that can be done if the recruit insists on

his claim. The only way of ascertaining the man's real age is a

physical and medical examination, which may give the exam-

ining doctor an approximate idea of the truth. Thus it has hap-

pened that lads of 15 and even 14 have been accepted in the

Legion just because their physical appearance was such as to

deceive even the trained eye of the doctor.

Reverting to the question of professions in the Legion it can

be assumed that d'Esparbes was right in his conclusions in re-
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gard to the "learned" professions. A passage in his book seems

to bear him out on this point; he speaks of a Legionnaire with

whom he discussed Leibnitz, Wagner, Kant and Pasteur.

Perrot-White,-^ referring to a short sojourn in the mihtary

hospital, claims that "three of the orderlies had been doctors in

Europe before joining the Legion, and they took good care of

the patients." Prince Aage,-^ in turn, writing about the con-

struction of an outpost during one of the campaigns in which

he had participated, says that "his mounted company fur-

nished specialists for the engineering work. There were a num-
ber of masons, stonecutters, surveyors, and artisans of every

variety in the organization, and these proved invaluable in

directing the colonial troops in the work of erection."

Time and again it has happened that in the course of a fes-

tive event, plays, and even reviews have been organized on the

spot, thanks to the presence of composers, writers, musicians

and even actors in the Corps. This writer has watched a per-

formance in Sidi-bel-Abbes, on the evening of Camarone-day

which took place in the large theater hall of the "Foyer du
Legionnaire." It was a review and played entirely by Legion-

naires with the exception of a few female performers, who for

obvious reasons could hardly be replaced by males. The play

was written by Legionnaires, produced by Legionnaires with

all the professional know-how, and acted by Legionnaires.

And to this writer, who over the years, had watched perform-

ances in the great showplaces of the European and North-

American metropolitan centers, it seemed an excellent play

General de Negrier used to say that the foreigners in the

Legion had three inestimable advantages: They were brilliant

fighters, they marched till they dropped, and there was noth-

ing they could not do. He would undertake to build an engine

with his Legionnaires; from their ranks he could assemble the

faculties of a university; there were men among them who
could not only fight through a war, but they could also write

its history.
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Just as in the nursery rhyme of the "butcher, the baker, the

candlestick maker," all metiers and professions of the world
have met in a gigantic rendezvous in the regiments of the For-

eign Legion, joined by the Royal prince and the pauper. The
Corps is the "great equahzer" which does not care for birth

rights or faculty degrees. The uniform turns every single man
into a Legionnaire, though he may have been the dinner guest

of a monarch, begged on street corners, or even known Ein-

stein's theory of relativity backwards in his sleep. They have

no identity, no names—just a matricule number.

And Shakespeare's rhetorical question "What's in a name"
attains a new meaning. There is nothing in a mere name; it is

an empty shell which assumes importance only in proportion

to the success, the achievements and the personality of its

bearer.

Corporals, Sergeants and Adjutants

The last two generations have produced millions of soldiers

and it is very understandable that every veteran's opinion dif-

fers when it comes to appraising the non-commissioned officers

he has met during his military career. Yet one fact stands out:

Whatever love or lack of love he has experienced in regard to

one or the other non-com, these men were exposed to the same

rigors and subjected to the same hardships as the buck private.

They ate the same food, they wore the same clothing and they

slept in the same tent or in the same mudhole as the rest.

The situation is different in the Legion. While in the Amer-

ican army, for instance, a captain tries to maintain close con-

tact with the men of his unit in order to know the mind and the

individuality of each of his men, the officer in the Legion keeps

himself at a distance, not unlike a half-God high up in the

clouds, unapproachable by ordinary mortals. As a conse-

quence, the non-commissioned officers run the whole show

and over the years they have usurped such an amount of power
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that their status within the Corps resembles in almost every

detail that of regular officers of any other conventional army.

A sergeant of the Legion is a very powerful man and unlucky

is the Legionnaire who has been unfortunate enough to incur

his displeasure. A good example of the almost unchecked

power of the Legion's non-coms will be found in a subsequent

chapter dealing with the Corps' punitive system.

Bennett Doty-'' paints an accurate picture in this respect

when describing the events of the first days after his arrival at

the Corps.

"A whistle shrilled," he writes, "Au rassemblement! the cor-

poral cried, and we dashed madly down the stairs for roll-call.

Here I first met with the sergeant of the Legion in his full

majesty and power.

"For the sergeants of the Legion are not mild individuals of

limited authority. Their prestige, their power, make of them

nearly commissioned officers. They wear gold stripes, they live

apart from hoi polloi, with their own mess, their own cooks,

barmen, waiters, and staffs. Each has his orderly; everything

is done to give them prestige.

"And they do command. They are the cement and the rock

of the Legion, devoted, tireless, bearing the brunt of the train-

ing and the fighting. They glory in their work, they are priests

of the traditions of the Legion, they are the mainstay of the

regiments.

"They are rough, of course, most of them. They roar a good

deal. They are martinets as to discipline, bitterly critical

judges of the niceties of the manual of arms. They are of all

nationalities, and in character, some are good and some are

bad. But in all my stay I never witnessed any real brutality,

nor any sergeant of the type of Lejaune in Beau Geste. As a

matter of fact that would be impossible in the Legion. A brutal

sergeant would not live long in a hard boiled outfit like the

Legion. He'd be murdered in his sleep. I did know some how-

ever, who seemed to inflict punishment upon their men for the

sheer joy of it."
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There are, of course, a number of brutes among the ser-

geants of the Legion but it is a curious fact that they are usually

recruited among the non-coms who came up from the ranks

and nearly never from those who had been officers in a foreign

army. The latter, apparently, were prevented by their back-

ground and some invisible attachments to their pre-Legion

lives to embark on the way of brutality. However, those who
had obtained their golden stripes by ascending the hard way
were and still are the hard and pitiless enforcement agents of

the Corps' discipline. Having been simple Legionnaires them-

selves they know all the tricks and ropes a man occasionally

uses to cheat on his duties. Consequently, it is almost impos-

sible to fool them and they know exactly when and where to

crack down and they do it fast, hard and pitilessly. Here again,

the non-coms of German origin are known to be the toughest

when it comes to maintaining discipline and dishing out pun-

ishment, but there have been occasions when even German
brutality was put in the shadow by a Corsican sergeant, whose

hot-blooded temper is usually spiced by a strong streak of

sadism. But too much brutality is dangerous, as mentioned by

Doty; in a unit of the Legion's type it is liable to boomerang.

David King, in his book Ten Thousand Shall Fall,~^ has a story

of an incident in this connection, which took place on the front

during the first World War.

"Adjutant Pelotti was a Corsican," writes King. "There were

a lot of them in the Legion. He was a thick set, coarse little

swine with homosexual tendencies and had been bothering the

life out of a big, mild sort of fellow called Marco. When Marco

ignored the sly pats and pinches, Pelotti made his life Hell, in

a hundred and one ways, as a sous-officer can and still keep

within the regulations. The night of the relief we were in high

spirits, in spite of the march before us. Marco had a good,

trained voice, and was giving vent to his feelings in song. Sud-

denly, the men behind him were pushed aside as Pelotti bus-

tled forward. Whipping out his revolver, he shoved it into

Marco's ribs.
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" *Sacre cabotin de bordel—singing again! Stop that bloody

row or ril blow your liver through your backbone! Shut up!'

"Marco shut up: The threats and abuse went on. Nothing

was said, but somewhere behind Pelotti there were three omi-

nous clicks, the noise of breech bolts being snapped close as

three cartridges went home. Pelotti fairly hurled himself to the

front of the line. It was too easy for somebody to stumble and

have a rifle go off by accident in that dark, muddy labyrinth.

The hint was enough.

"Men will forgive much in a brave and efficient sous-officer.

Pelotti was neither. Once during rifle inspection a victim of his

persecutions, maddened by 'cafard,' threw up his rifle and fired

at him point-blank. Unfortunately, he missed the adjutant and

killed a corporal standing nearby. A night came, however,

when Pelotti took out a reconnoitering patrol. He advanced a

certain distance into No-Man's-Land, and ordered them to

proceed while he waited for them. Half an hour later he

crawled back, dying, with three French bullets in him. The
rest of his patrol had lost their bearings and mistaken him for

a German outpost. At least that was their story, and they stuck

to it."

There is no reason to doubt the veracity of this story; similar

incidents have happened time and again, but fortunately for

the Legion, they are the exception. The majority of the non-

commissioned personnel of the Corps are efficient, level-

headed soldiers, who have their men well in hand and, as a

rule, are well liked by them. However, they occupy a position

in the Legion which is unique in the history of modem
annies. Let's quote Doty^"^ again:

"I shall always remember my first sight of a sergeant. 'Garde

a vous!' our corporal cried as he appeared, springing rigidly to

attention. Everyone with a start immediately stiffened into an

exact imitation of the corporal, and my lord came in. I thought,

of course, he was a commissioned officer, what with his fine

uniform, a colonel at least, and maybe a general. He asked a

few questions, then left the room, and we relaxed.
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"I turned to my neighbor, who spoke a httle EngUsh. 'Who
was he?' I asked in awe. *A sergeant/ he said."

The non-coms of the Legion have special privileges. Not
only is their pay much higher than that of an ordinary Legion-

naire, but they have their own individual living quarters as

well as smart made-to-measure uniforms of the same cut as

those of the commissioned officers. They eat in the so-called

"popote," the mess of the non-coms, they have their own ser-

vants and many more fringe benefits impossible to imagine for

a non-com of the American or English armies. Their pension,

also, to which they are entitled at the end of service, assures

them comfortable living for the rest of their lives.

The "grades" as they are called in the French army, the non-

commissioned officers, comprise the following ranks : corporal,

corporal-chef, sergeant, sergeant-chef, adjutant, adjutant-

chef. They come, as all Legionnaires, from any nationality

represented in the Foreign Legion. However, here as every-

where else in the Legion, the German element is predominant.

"We remained in the field all this afternoon to see the newly

promoted corporals maneuver," writes Major Pechkolf.-*^ "Of

these new non-commissioned officers, one is an Italian, one

Spanish, one Polish, one Moroccan, four are French, three

Russian, two Swiss, and about ten are German."

The difiFerentiation between sergeant and sergeant-chef cor-

responds to the Anglo-Saxon sergeant and master-sergeant

and the same principle applies to the adjutant-chef, which is

one grade higher than the adjutant, who would be a color

sergeant in England. Incidentally, the rank of adjutant-chef is

the highest one accessible to any man of non-French origin

who started his career in the Legion at the bottom of the hier-

archic ladder, as a simple Legionnaire. Only in very rare cases

can a non-com break through the barrier separating the com-

missioned from the non-commissioned staff and move up to

become a sous-lieutenant, a lieutenant second class or beyond.

He must have been an officer in his native army. However, it
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has happened rather frequently that an adjutant-chef has

been appointed heutenant under fire, after all the superior

oflScers of his unit have been killed in action.

In the cavalry units of the Legion, a corporal is called "briga-

dier," and a sergeant becomes a "marechal de logis" but their

rank is the same and so are their stripes.

The rank of corporal-chef has no equal in any other army.

Perrot-White-^ obtained this grade after he had graduated

from the "peloton des eleves caporaux," the school for non-

commissioned officers. He describes the position of a corporal-

chef as follows

:

"To my great delight," he writes, "I was passed out among
the first three of the corporal school, but instead of being made
an acting sergeant as I had hoped, I was made a corporal-chef."

Perrot-White refers here to an old institution of the Legion.

The Legionnaires who attend the six months' course of the

peloton de eleves caporaux are appointed corporals at the end

of this period, satisfactory performance provided. However,

the three corporals having obtained the highest number of

marks become sergeants. This, apparently, was not the case

with Perrot-White who was made a corporal-chef.

"This," he continues, "is an intermediate grade between

corporal and sergeant, a little higher than corporal and not

quite as high as sergeant; but the rank definitely did have its

advantages. For one thing, if I had to go on guard duty, I was

a sergeant, which was much better than being a corporal of the

guards, as I could sleep the entire night through without any

interruptions. The corporal of the guards had to turn out every

two hours to relieve the sentry. Another great advantage was

that I was allowed to have my uniforms made to measure and

of much better material than the average Legionnaire. In fact,

my uniforms were made of cloth very much like that used by

the American army. The rank of corporal-chef is shown by

two inverted chevrons on each arm and a small slanting cross-

bar in gold above them.
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"As usual at the beginning of hostilities," Perrot-White con-

tinues in a later chapter, "the senior N.C.O/s were *upped' a

grade, and I was no exception. Although not a senior N.C.O.,

I was now appointed an acting sergeant, but still retained the

grade of corporal-chef upon my jacket. A corporal-chef was a

sergeant in war-time."

Attendance in the corporal school is open to every Legion-

naire, regardless of his nationality, after completion of his

training, providing he speaks French well enough and his

company commander sanctions the decision. This latter re-

quirement, of course, depends on the man's conduct. Refer-

ences to this subject have been numerous in books on the Le-

gion but most of them have been erroneous. Even Rosen,^^ who
is usually very accurate in his writings, errs in this respect.

"Even among the non-commissioned officers," he writes,

"the percentage of foreigners is very small. It can easily be un-

derstood that the colonel lays some stress on the fact the non-

coms shall be Frenchmen: this however, renders the prospect

of promotion for a foreigner proportionally small.

"It is only now and again that a foreigner rises further than

the rank of corporal. When he is specially talented he may be-

come a sergeant but hardly ever reaches the rank of a colour-

sergeant. An exception to this rule is made in the case of offi-

cers who had been turned out of other armies. For these, the

Foreign Legion has special regulations; they are let off all re-

cruit's work and are sent to the 'peloton des eleves caporaux,'

the non-commissioned officer's school, are in eight weeks cor-

poral, and in four months sergeant. It is, however, a great rar-

ity when one of these men rises any further."

Here Rosen is wrong in more than one respect. This writer

has known so many non-coms of foreign extraction that he has

even lost track of their number and names. They ranged all the

way from corporal right up to adjutant-chef. Besides, he has

seen sergeants and corporals graduate from the "peloton" who,

as nationalities go, were just as heterogeneous as the mass of
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the Legion's rank and file itself. The career of non-com is open

to every Legionnaire who has enough ambition to follow it, be

he French or not. This is the gospel truth. Even in Roger de

Beauvoir's book which is more than fifty years old'^^ we find

scores of names of non-French non-commissioned officers who
distinguished themselves in battle. And the same situation still

prevails.

Despite a good deal of misleading information, it can be said

that the majority of tlie Legion's non-coms are valuable and

eflBcient soldiers. There is, of course, the odd bad egg.

"Some of the non-coms were objectionable," writes Man-
nington,^^ "and seemed to delight in getting the men into trou-

ble; but they were exceptions."

For the young recruits of the Legion, the possibility of pro-

motion is something to look forward to; for the non-coms, the

Legion is not only their bread and butter but the very essence

of their life. They owe the Legion everything and they are

prepared to give everything to the Legion. The history of the

Corps' heroic deeds is at the same time a history of the heroism

of the Legion's non-coms who entrained the men under their

command in their elan.

They are a tough bunch these sergeants of the Legion; but

they are a bunch the Legion can be proud of.

The Officers

It is an historical fact that the ofiicers of the French army

have always considered it a privilege to be commissioned for

service in the Foreign Legion. Many of them have volunteered

for the Corps and therefore it is not surprising that the most

illustrious military men France has produced were at one time

oflBcers of the Legion.

To name only a few: Canrobert, Saussier, de Negrier, Mac-

Mahon and of more recent date Gamelin, Giraud, de Lattre de

Tassigny who died in 1952 and was posthumously elevated to
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Marechal de France. Not to forget two names cherished by
every Legionnaire: Lyautey and Rollet.

However, an account of the hves of most of these men as

well as their accomplishments can be found in history books

and encyclopedias. So far, it has been the policy of this book

to disregard notorious facts and to restrict its pages to the

events, circumstances and facts relative to the lives of the

Legionnaires which cannot be found in history books. There-

fore we will have to abstain from occupying ourselves too

much with the individual officers, as important as their role

may have been, and investigate only their standing within the

Corps and their influence on the life of the Legionnaire.

Above all, we will have to dispel an impression which has

always distorted the picture of the Foreign Legion. This con-

cerns the nationality of the officers of the Corps. General opin-

ion presents them as being of foreign extraction just as the

rank and file of the Legion.

"The officers," writes Perrot-White,^^ "are of foreign extrac-

tion, except those from the rank of major upwards. The for-

eigner can only obtain promotion to the rank of major, and

only one major is allowed in each battalion. The colonel, the

commanding officer of each regiment, must be a Frenchman."

Here the otherwise so accurate Perrot-White slips. Con-

trary to his belief, the officers of the Legion are, as a rule,

Frenchmen, although a certain number of foreigners possess-

ing the necessary qualifications are occasionally commis-

sioned. It is true, however, that the highest rank which a

foreign officer may attain is that of major. But under normal

circumstances a major, or commandant, commands a battalion;

consequently there can only be one major per battahon which

makes Perrot-White's statement irrelevant.

"French officers," continues Perrot-White, invalidating his

own claim that the officers of the Corps are of foreign extrac-

tion, "consider it a great honor to be seconded to command

troops in the Legion. At the annual examination of the mili-
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tary college at St. Cyr in France, the three highest cadets of

each year have the privilege of going into the Legion. Because

of that system, France has always had at her command excel-

lent generals who have received the greatest part of their

training on the battlefields of Africa, carving out France's co-

lonial empire."

Colonel Maire in his Souvenirs^'^ confirms the universal de-

sire of the young French officers to serve in the Legion. "I

made official application to the war ministry," he writes. "My
dream: to spend the remaining years of my youth below the

golden horizon of the burning sand."

There is no doubt whatever that the officers of the Legion

are of the best possible stock and France can justly be proud

of these men. Their performance in battle over the 120 years

of the Corps' existence has always been brilliant and most of

the superhuman comportment of the different units of the

Legion was due to the officers' examples of courage and en-

durance. Nevertheless, these men occupy a position which

would be impossible for them in any other army of the world,

including the French army itself. The Legion is a paradise for

officers.

In the ordinary course of his routine life, the Legionnaire

hardly sees his commanding officer and, by the same token, a

captain very seldom knows the men of his company. He ap-

pears only at parades, maneuvers, or when the unit goes into

action. Otherwise, the non-commissioned officers are in

charge. The officer lives in a different sphere altogether, not

unlike a half-god whose home is high above the clouds, far

removed from the daily life of the garrison.

This is meant by Perrot-White when he claims that "the ser-

geants seem to have extraordinary privileges in the Legion. A
great amount of authority is delegated to sergeants by the of-

ficers and it gives them a very good chance to practice cruelty

upon men beneath them. The officers of the Legion do not suf-

fer to the same extent as do the men from hardships. Of course.
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life is hard for them too but they Hve in a different atmosphere.

They will always be guilty and deeply responsible for most of

the misery of the Legion. They delegate too much of their

authority to their inferiors, and the brutality is greatly their

fault."

This time Perrot-White is right. There is no doubt that the

officers of the Legion are delegating too much of their own
authority to the non-coms. This, in many cases, has led to un-

fortunate situations. Later on, in chapter 9, where we deal

with the punitive system in the Corps, we will show the care-

less attitude of some oflBcers in the treatment of their men.

Rosen,^^ in the description of such a typical incident, referring

to the officers of the Corps, writes the following:

"These human machines punished automatically, without

feeling, without thinking for an instant. The sergeant's reports

demanding punishment were signed automatically. When the

sergeant put him down for eight days' confinement to barracks,

the captain automatically increased the penalty to eight days'

imprisonment."

A Legionnaire who, for some reason, wants to see his own
captain and have a little talk with him, has to go through a

great deal of red tape before his wish becomes reality. Accord-

ing to the almighty "reglement" he has to channel his request

through the "voie hierarchique."

The lowest rung of this ladder is his own corporal whom he

informs of his intention. The corporal enters his name on a list

of Legionnaires wanting to see the captain at "rapport." This,

however, does not mean that the man can go and see his cap-

tain now. It is still too early in the game.

First the corporal turns his list over to the "Sergeant de

Semaine," the non-com for the week. As a rule, this sergeant

summons the applicant in order to find out what it is all about

and why the rush to see the captain. If he should decide that

the matter the man has on his mind is too unimportant to

bother the captain with, the sergeant just tears up the appli-
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cation and tells the man to go and peddle his wares elsewhere.

This verdict is usually final and without chance of appeal.

If, however, the sergeant finds the request justified he sub-

mits it to the adjutant of the company for approval and after

this final hurdle has been passed the sergeant of the week pre-

sents the Legionnaire to the captain at "rapport." It is as sim-

ple as that.

It is easy to see just how much chance a Legionnaire has to

lodge a complaint with his company commander, even in case

of grave injustice on the part of a non-commissioned officer.

The non-coms stick together. Even if the complaint con-

cerns some other sergeant or adjutant the complainant will

never be able to go beyond his own Sergeant de Semaine. No
imagination is needed to realize the consequences of such a

step. In the case of a complaint having a non-com for its ob-

ject—may it be justified or not—the good sergeants would de-

scend on the man like vultures and from there on his life would

be anything but enviable, to put it mildly. The only means of

communicating with his captain in such a case is to accost him
in the yard—if possible. But this is considered as a sacrilege

and the man is automatically due for eight days in prison.

However, in a few especially grave cases, and where the cap-

tain was a man of understanding, he has acted on the com-

plaint of the Legionnaire. But even then, the complainant had

to serve his eight days in prison for not having followed the

"voie hierarchique" as required by the code of regulations.

This illustrates the singularly protected position of an of-

ficer of the Legion, a situation which might strike many a vet-

eran as unbelievable. This applies especially to the former

soldiers of the American army who, as members of the army

of a democratic country, do not know of such artificial barriers

between officers and private soldiers.

Even in the regular French army this phenomenon does not

exist; it is peculiar to the Foreign Legion, and maybe to the

units of the French forces composed of colored troops. The
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reason for the absence of this "social" barrier in the French
army is probably the same as for the American army. In their

vast majority the soldiers of the regular French army are con-

scripted men. They reflect faithfully the social structure of the

country; the laborer serves in the same unit as the banker and
the university graduate rubs shoulders with the ditchdigger.

A certain amount of fraternization between officers and con-

scripted men, especially if the latter should belong to the same
social circle as the officers, is quite natural and actually very

often the case.

Not so in the Legion. The Legionnaires, in their social stand-

ing, are far below that of the French conscript, regardless of

the individual background of the men in question. Socially, a

Legionnaire is a nonentity. He does not count.

The officers, on the other hand, belong to a totally different

world, a different "atmosphere." They not only belong to this

different atmosphere, but they literally live in it as well. Their

living quarters, except during campaigns, are outside the bar-

racks of the garrison; most of them live with their wives and

children. They form such a tight social circle that only civilians

of high social position or government officials are admitted

into it. Outside of the officer's military contact with the indi-

vidual Legionnaires the segregation from the rank and file is

complete, except for the men assigned to perform the work of

servants in the officers' households.

All this, however, does not imply that these officers do not

know their job or that they are incompetent. Quite the con-

trary. The chroniclers of the Legion agree on the exceptional

value of the Corps' officers as leaders and commanders.

Henry Weston Farnsworth,^^ for instance, wrote in one of

his letters "as for the officers, it is well known that they are the

best corps of officers in France, and probably in the world."

And Reybaz^"^ writes that "of a dynamism, of a courage, they

form in truth a corps unique in the world. At the side of the

cream of St. Cyr one encounters those who have risen from the
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ranks and thus have forged their own sabres. Those who come
from a foreign country have effectuated, before being ad-

mitted to exercise command, a course during which their fit-

ness and their vahie have been subjected to the most severe

controls."

Roger de Beauvoir's book^^ is a gold mine in regard to exam-

ples of outstanding bravery and heroism among the Legion s

officers who, quite differently from the officers of other armies,

precede their men in battle instead of staying behind the lines.

We select at random the description of an episode during the

battle of Magenta whose unfortunate hero happened to be

General Espinasse.

"The Legion was at Magenta's doors," writes Beauvoir.

"Lieutenant Froidefond. General Espinasse's ordnance officer,

receives a bullet in his abdomen. The shots come from a large

house with several stories forming a street corner. An Austrian

colonel occupies this building with 300 Tyrolian chasseurs,

whose high-precision marksmanship causes numerous casual-

ties.

" *We have to take this building at any price,' shouts General

Espinasse while smashing a downstairs window with his

sword.

"Instantly, a bullet fired from inside the same window

breaks his arm and penetrates his back; his sword drops from

his hands and he falls as if struck down by lightning. He was

only 44 years old."

So General Espinasse died because he wanted to set an ex-

ample for his men. This, however, had not been the first time

that he had exposed himself to grave danger. "General Espi-

nasse," explains Beauvoir, "had made his debut in the Legion

and distinguished himself in Africa, particularly at Medeah,

where he was the object of a citation on May 28, 1840.

"During the battle of M'ethounesh (March 15, 1844), in-

jured by two bullets in the chest and abdomen, he neverthe-

less remains, despite his grave injuries, on the ridge which he
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had climbed as the first man of his unit. Two more bullets

strike him, but his soldiers galvanized by his noble example,

fiercely jump on the Arabs, forcing them to a disorganized

retreat."

General Espinasse's performance under fire has been re-

peated time and again by other oflBcers. It depicts the same

disregard of death, the same fatalistic attitude so prominantly

displayed in the comportment of the ordinary Legionnaire. It

is hard to say whether this spirit has been injected by the Le-

gionnaire into their officers or vice versa.

Prince Aage^^ speaks of a certain Major M., (in this writer's

opinion no other than Colonel Maire ) who usually preceded

the Legionnaires' charge alone, armed only with a cane, and

who consequently was badly injured several times. In World

War II, also, we frequently find reports dealing with the Le-

gion s officers' heroic courage. One outstanding example is that

of Lieutenant John F. Hasey and published in his book Yankee

Fighter—the Story of an American with the Free French

Foreign Legion.^^

"The amplified typewriter rattle of machine-gun fire re-

vealed a machine-gun nest on the hill nearest the road," writes

Hasey, "and it followed that the hill farthest from it must also

be fortified. Creeping through the brush toward the first posi-

tion, I was in the lead of my platoon, and came up slowly to

charge the first hill. As I crouched, rushing forward, the ma-

chine gun on the second hill rattled. I felt a numbness in my
throat and chest, a peculiar sensation of being pushed back

while going forward, and dropped for protection—too late.

"As I lay on the ground, panting and breathless, I tasted

blood in my throat, and felt the trickle about my jaw and

chest. One of the machine-gun bullets had struck me in the

chest, an inch or so above the heart, and had torn a hole clear

through me. My right hand had been pierced and another

hole extended from little finger to thumb. My throat had been

sprayed with machine-gun fire. My chin was shattered and my
jaw was unhinged."
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Lieutenant Hasey was luckier than General Espinasse; he

did not die. But his heroism left him with a souvenir for the

remaining years of his life. "I could not speak above a whis-

per," he writes after he had left the hospital where he was put

together again, "and then only with the aid of a steel tube in

my neck that I had to regulate with my finger to govern the

amount of air in it and in my throat. My jaw had been shot

away and my vocal cords had been damaged."

Doty^^ writes of another Lieutenant, apparently cut along

the same pattern as Lieutenant Hasey and General Espinasse.

The occasion was a fierce battle between a small detachment

of the Legion and several thousand Druses. The Legionnaires

were entrenched behind a small square formed of stones and
rocks and had not only lost more than half of the units' effec-

tive but had been without water for three days and nights.

Short of a miracle, the post was doomed and everybody knew
it, but the men fought on.

"So intent, of course," writes Doty, "was our attention on

the outside, that we had little time to know or notice what was

happening inside our hard-pressed walls. I remember our

Lieutenant Vernon clearly, though, slim and stoop-shouldered,

his face bristling with several days' beard, walking about

coolly, standing up, disdaining to take cover, one hand in his

pocket, the other holding an automatic pistol. He'd come and

stand behind you, and point out special men to shoot at, and

when you succeeded, would give you a little pat on the shoul-

der and say, in the tone of one who has just had a good drink,

*^a, that was a good shot.' Then he would move on to another

man. In between he'd step over to the wall and do a little

sharpshooting himself with his automatic."

Loehndorff^^ is responsible for an excellent picture of the

officer, who, although succumbing to the madness of the des-

ert just as his men have succumbed, is able nevertheless to con-

serve enough reason to bring his men alive through the ordeal

of a yearlong seclusion in a desert fort. However, Loehndorff,

as a Legionnaire, feels himself on the other side of the fence
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and loses some of his sense of proportion by emphasizing only

the cruel aspect of the officer's actions while forgetting their

life-saving results.

"It is getting unbearable," writes Loehndorff. "Captain

Mitrailleuse is a damned torturer and Satan. He does every-

thing he can to torment us. And yet, what can this man do by
himself against the terrible power of the desert, which turns

us all into lunatics and bleating idiots? . . . His energy is inex-

haustible. He knows that he must keep his Legionnaires occu-

pied, for they are like wild beasts in a pen, and we might one

day run our bayonets into the bodies of our masters and flee

into the deadly desert. And as he is aware of this possibility,

he has hit upon an unusual idea!

"We have to dig a long, deep trench in the sand in front of

the gate and fill it up again, tossing the shovel with painful

regularity. We have also to remove the provisions, putting

them in a different place every day. Captain Machine-gun

invents wonderful games to keep us from idleness and the

spirit of mutiny arising therefrom. Sometimes, however, espe-

cially when he has had some brandy, which his man concocts

with dates, rice, sugar and yeast, he gives us a share as well.

On such occasions the man has to prepare whole barrels of it,

and the game loses all sense and merely tells us that Machine-

gun is just as crazy as we are."

All in all, these officers may have their individual faults and

shortcomings; but on the whole they are excellent, courageous

leaders. They are tough and hard as nails but they are gallant

and valiant and the Legionnaires know it.

Once in a while an officer emerges from this group to con-

quer the hearts of even the most hard-boiled men in the Legion

as it has been the case with General Rollet, "Captain Espa-

drille," as he was nicknamed by his Legionnaires.

"Colonel Rollet!" writes Doty, "I had heard much of him

already, and now know still more. Grand Commander of the

Legion of Honour, Colonel of the Premier Regiment Etranger,
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he is truly the Grand Old Man of the Legion, in which he has

commanded (first as a young Lieutenant) for nearly thirty

years. During the World War [ 1914-18] he commanded a bat-

talion of the Legion's first Regiment de Marche, a body thrown
into every one of that war's worst furnaces, and close to com-

plete annihilation over and again. Covered with scars and
decorations, but uniformed so simply that it is a standing joke

with his men that he draws the same outfit as they do, he is

never without the Legion's 'fourragere' flung over his left

shoulder.

"He now comes down the line, a little broad-shouldered

man with a spade beard and fiercely turned-up moustache

streaked with grey, and a nose like an eagle's beak. Before each

man he stopped, sweeping him with a glance that took in

every detail of his person and equipment, then asked him his

name and nationality, and went on.

"And finally he was before me, and I saw his eyes, his

legendary, terrible blue eyes. They had passed rapidly over

me, he had asked me my name and country, and I had an-

swered, and now they were searching my own with that steady

gaze of his, like that of an old falcon. I looked him right back

in the eye. That is what he wanted. *Bien,' he said shortly, and

passed on to the next man. Each, he searched thus, and to each

steady look back, 'Bien,' he would say, and pass on."

Captain Espadrille is dead now. He was a general when he

died, and his life had been dedicated to the Legion. The Le-

gionnaires loved him like a father, and still today he is con-

sidered a Saint in the Corps. No wonder his remains, as it had

been his wish, are buried in a tomb in the center of the giant

square formed by the yellow stone buildings of the mother

depot at Sidi-bel-Abbes.



^ CHAPTER 5

FORETASTE OF HELL

En Colonnes

In the preceding chapters we have dealt more or less with

historical facts of a general nature. At this point, however, our

investigation can be switched over to a new field: the Legion-

naire himself and his way of life in this unique Corps of mer-

cenaries.

In the course of this investigation we cannot help stumbling

time and again over a peculiar phenomenon. While some

authors on the Legion stress adventure and glory in their

books, the majority among them refer to the Corps as the

"Legion of the Damned," the "Legion of Hell" in whose ranks

unfortunate "Hell-hounds" experience all the doubtful plea-

sures of purgatory ordinarily accessible to a mortal only after

his departure into the thereafter. And in James MacKinley

Armstrong's Legion of Hell,^ we even find Rudyard Kipling

quoted as saying in one of his poems: "... the legion of the

lost ones, . . . the cohort of the damned!"

Now what is the truth in this controversial subject? Is it

adventure and glory or is it Hell on earth? The question seems

to be indicated especially in view of the many novels and mov-

ing pictures in which life in the Legion is glamorized to such

an extent as to create an entirely distorted and untrue picture

in the mind of the public.

The answer to the question is not an easy one. In the opin-

ion of this writer, anything liable to identify life in the Foreign

160
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Legion with adventure, glamoiu- and glory is bunk and noth-

ing else. On the otlier hand, those who have adopted the words

*Tiell on earth" as the trade-mark of the Corps are wrong too,

although they are much closer to the truth than the advocates

of glamour and adventure.

The Foreign Legion is just another military body, although

conditions of service and climate demand much more from its

soldiers than any other army in existence. It is very feasible

that Legionnaires, especially those who had expected more
glamour and less discipline, will end up comparing their lives

with an existence in hell. This writer, time and again, has felt

the same way when things became just a little too rough and

tough for his taste.

However, it would be a bad mistake to assume that the Le-

gionnaire lives in a state of continuous hell. While the disci-

plinary code of the Legion admittedly is stiffer and harsher

than that of any other military organization, the Legion-

naire's life in the garrison is just as normal as that of any other

soldier of any conventional army. It is only when the Legion

goes into action that things change dramatically. Then the

men are exposed to such prolonged hardships and rigors that

Hell proper would seem to them a pleasant if not relaxing

change.

The Legion has always been used by the French Govern-

ments on occasions and in places where the use of regular

troops would have proved much too costly. For more than a

hundred years Legionnaires were thrown into battles with a

complete disregard for their hves and this state of aflFairs has

always reflected on their individual comfort or rather lack of

comfort during campaigns. Usually a target was set for each

of these campaigns and the Legion had to get there regardless

of cost and sacrifice in human hfe. Besides, the geology of

North-Africa, coupled with the fact that France never had

enough soldiers for these vast territories of waterless deserts

and rugged mountain chains, were responsible for a particular
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type of warfare of such an exacting nature that only the fittest

of the fittest were able to survive in the long run.

Very seldom was war in Africa waged on a large scale. Most

of the campaigns were executed by relatively small elements

usually on battalion scale. This fitted well into the method of

"pacification" first established and used by the Roman legions

who adopted similar plans in the conquest of Gaul. The
French, when attempting to pacify a portion of hostile terri-

tory, would drive a wedge formed by a military column right

into the center of the dissident country and establish a fortified

outpost at the very point of this salient.

"The Romans, you will recall," explains Prince Aage,^ "after

having defeated a tribe in battle, proceeded to turn artisans,

in order to erect a stronghold upon the scene of victory. When
some months later, the Gauls returned in overwhelming num-
bers to avenge their fallen comrades, they were amazed to find

a walled town risen out of the ruins of what had once been a

camp site. Pitted against such systematic soldiery, the bar-

barians were outclassed; they had no choice but, eventually,

to submit.

"So, in Morocco, we defeat a tribe only to establish a line of

stone blockhouses, or outposts, in its territory."

It was this method of warfare, this systematic and slow

penetration, with its extended forced marches, its uninter-

rupted fighting aggravated by the burning heat of the days

and the bitter cold of the nights, which was responsible for

turning the Legionnaire's existence into a life of Hell.

The units of the Legion, engaged in such a campaign with

the establishment of a remote outpost as target, were com-

parable to a small feeler stretched way out into hostile terri-

tory without lateral protection whatever. These units by neces-

sity had to be self-sufficient; they were left to their own de-

vices and ingenuity and, as a rule, they battled against terrific

odds. The French military terminology speaks of them as

"colonnes" and it was in the ranks of these colonnes that the
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critics of the Legion first drew the notion that Hell, or anything

else for that matter, would be preferable to life in the Corps.

It was there, that the phrase "Legion of Hell" was first coined.

We are indebted to Bennett Doty"^ for an excellent descrip-

tion of the happenings in such a "colonne" in action and sub-

sequently we will quote the most significant relative passages

from his book in order to illustrate this method of warfare so

particular to the Foreign Legion.

Doty served during the campaign in Syria and he begins his

description of the affair when his detachment arrives at a

place chosen as camp site for the night.

"The way camp is made in the Legion is thus," he writes.

"The three sections of our company were marched upon the

chosen terrain in three files, with a wide interval between

them. Within the files, of course, were the proper intervals

between the squads, consisting each of five men and a corpo-

ral. At the word 'halt' the three sections stopped. Then each

corporal (which meant every sixth man) raised his bayonet

high. The adjutant-chef, pausing at the head of each section-

file in turn, rectified the positions till along each file the raised

bayonets were exactly in line. Then to his bawled order each

corporal lowered his bayonet, and thrust it into the ground.

"Now all over the area of the camp were bayonets equally

spaced, and where each bayonet was stuck a tent was raised.

"The tents in the Legion, each, shelter six men. They are

carried in the packs, one to each squad. The pickets and the

ropes are also evenly distributed in the packs, so that the Le-

gion carries its house on its back.

"In a trice we had the tents up, our paquetages arranged

within; then came the dreaded cry, 'Aux murailles!'

"This meant that a wall was to be built—the hardest labor

there is, and one which the Legionnaire cordially loathes. Yet,

whenever we made camp in hostile country, we had to do it—

and often 'during the night were glad we had done it.

"The place for the wall was marked, completely encircling
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the camp. Twenty men, the masons, were detailed here to do

the actual setting of the stones. And the rest of us were sent out

to get them and bring them in.

"It was exhausting toil under a broihng sun, and seemingly

without end. I carried in, I wager, hundreds of stones weigh-

ing from twenty pounds up, and mostly up, torn bitterly out of

the very earth. Each time we came in with our stones, we mea-

sured with our eyes the rising wall. It did not seem to be rising

at all; we thought it would never be breast high. But it actually

began to rise. It was ankle high, it was knee high, it was waist

high. It seemed to stick there a great while. And suddenly it

was finished. It was breast high, the regulation height. *Bien,'

said the sergeant.

"But the wall had been built with a break at regular intervals

to allow, of course, for egress. Now, outside of each of these

openings, a smaller wall must be built. More lugging of stones.

Then, when that was finished, we must put up barbed wire

entanglements outside.

"Finally that was done, and we returned to the wall and

made our loopholes, our *creneaux.' Each man made his own
creneau, or loophole, according to his height, his conforma-

tion, his taste, or even his caprice, and after that it was his

creneau, no one else's, his to run to in case of an 'alerte,' his

from which to shoot. Woe to him who, in the confusion of a

night attack, made for the wrong one. Each man his own
creneau, that's the rule of the Legion."

A colonne penetrating slowly into hostile territory had to

build such a camp as described by Doty at the end of every

day which means usually after a march of twenty to thirty

miles. Not content with that, sleep was interrupted almost

every night by attacks from the Arabs. Small wonder a Legion-

naire didn't think too much of his life between forced marches,

hauling of rocks, and nightly fights. His timetable quite often

did not have any room for a square meal in peace, let alone an

uninterrupted night's sleep.

(
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To all these activities were added the interminable "cor-

vees," the fatigue duties of the Legionnaires, of which the

most important always was, and still is, the "corvee d'eau"

with the "corvee de bois" running close second. Hauling water

to a camp which, for strategic reasons, could not always be

built in proximity to a well or other water source, always posed

a problem. The distance from which water had to be fetched

varied, of course, with the location of the camp, but there

have been many instances when the vital fluid had to be car-

ried for several miles.

The "corvee de bois," the collection of wood for the main-

tenance of the campfires, was another problem for a Legion-

naire, already tired out by a long march in torrid heat

and the subsequent effort of building the stone wall. The
members of the "corvee de bois" frequently had to cover sev-

eral square miles of ground for an armful of wood, a rare com-

modity in the treeless wastes of the desert and the mountains.

But all these activities were only preliminaries to the actual

fight, which as a latent threat hung over the detachment at any

time of day and night. Nobody could know just when the

Arabs, whose burnooses blended perfectly with the color of

the sand and the rocks, would attack. Here is Doty again with

his dramatic and brilliant description of a night attack on a

temporary camp.*

"Opposite our camp," writes Doty, "was a hill, and on the

other side of it was an abandoned village, which had been half

destroyed. A detachment was sent up over the hill, into the

village and beyond to observe the movements of the enemy.

"The detachment disappeared over the hill; we could not

see what was happening. After a while we heard some hot

firing over there, and later the detachment returned with sev-

eral wounded men and the body of a dead sergeant lying

across a saddle. He had been shot right out of the saddle by a

bullet which pierced his brain.

"This action electrified the camp; we knew now we were in
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a real row. That night guards were tripled, the machine-gun

men slept beside their pieces, and, as did all the Legionnaires,

I slept along the wall, right beneath my creneau, my rifle

strapped to my arm, a little heap of grenades at my feet.

"We always slept with our rifles strapped to our arms in

such country, for the druses were adroit and tireless at crawl-

ing into camps at night, to snatch from some careless man his

rifle and make away with it, incidentally leaving the late owner

with his throat neatly cut. And we were not satisfied to have

them strapped to our arms; we literally slept on them.

"At three-thirty in the morning, a sergeant making his round

of the outposts thought he heard a stone rattle on the slope

before the camp, in the direction of the enemy. He put his ear

to the ground and heard a rumour of rolling stones and the

grunting of camels. *Aux armes!' he bellowed.

"The cry was taken up, and passed along, and we rose to our

feet, at our creneaux, shoved our guns through, and were

ready in the black and bitterly cold night. Nothing happened

for a time.

"The night before we had been awakened by a false alarm.

A little Portuguese, no bigger than a minute, a bit foolish and

the butt of the company's rough jokes, while on guard had

suddenly shouted 'Aux armes!' and let go with his rifle. Every

one had risen to the walls, the Very flares had gone up, and in

their glare we had seen a poor old village dog running away

dragging a leg.

"Now for a moment we thought something like this had

happened. The men under their breaths began to make un-

complimentary remarks as to the ancestry of the gentleman

who had awakened them. *Hell, there isn't going to be any

fight,' I thought. Just then I saw a flash in the darkness, and a

bullet went buzzing over my head. And suddenly the whole

night was winking with rifle flashes whfle flocks and squadrons

of bullets went singing overhead, or with a cat's miaufing rico-

chetted from our walls. A Very hght went up; in the glare we
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saw the slope above us, the level between, the ground on all

sides, filled with silent charging forms, and let go with all we
had. Simultaneously, as the light betrayed their secrecy, they

broke out into a chorus of wildest yells.

"It was terrible confusing fighting at first. Few Very lights

were yet going up, and the night was black. It was punctured

by the stabbing flashes of their rifles, and at those flashes we
shot. But a lot managed to rush between the walled camps and

enter the village. The camp there, and the fortified etat-major,

held staunchly, but they penetrated the cavalry quarters.

Twenty-nine Cossacks guarding them were butchered, and

the horses of the squadron captured.

"It was one thing, however, to capture the horses and an-

other to get them out. When these wild tribesmen, on the cap-

tured horses, began to gallop out of the village, a slight

greenness of dawn was in the air. We could see better. Also a

horse is bigger than a man, easier to see and easier to shoot at.

We turned our fire upon the horses, just visible in the growing

light. They were our own horses but we didn't think of that.

We would bring down a horse, and then get the rider, dis-

mounted and helpless between our enfilading fire. Few of

these got out alive, though meanwhile their brothers on the

slope poured their fire down upon us.

"It was now almost daylight, and now came a lull. In our

little redoubt the best marksmen were held to the creneaux,

exchanging shots with the snipers, while the rest of us sat

down against the wall and rested. And some of us bleus

thought that the affair was over. As a matter of fact, this had
been simply a preliminary skirmish, a first manoeuvre, which

had more than partly succeeded, in that they had dismounted

us and left us without cavalry.

"In a few minutes, just as the day was definitely breaking,

again came the cry *Aux armes!' and we all sprang to our loop-

holes.

"The sight that now met us was an extraordinary one, and
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one that might have been terrifying had we not been by this

time mad with the lust of the fight. Down the slope at the bot-

tom of the hill, the Druses were pouring down upon us as if it

were the very earth itself moving in landslide—five thousand

of them on horse and foot. The infantry was ahead; right be-

hind was the cavalry, ready to charge through the infantry's

opening ranks to take the lead at the first break. They bran-

dished their weapons and howled as they came.

"Our machine-guns were chattering, our rifles were crack-

ing, but this mass of men was coming along seemingly unim-

peded. Coming in fanatical charge, a moving carpet over the

earth, yelling like fiends their 'Ya lUah Lah, Ya lUah Lah, Ya
Illah Lah!'

"They were attacking all of the camps, but to us it seemed

as though it was us and our little fort and its sixty or seventy

men that these fanatic thousands were sweeping. In a minute

the thing was like a football game, a constant rush upon us

with no time to breathe. Time and again the fringe of the

charge died within a few feet of the walls. I fired till my rifle

was hot and steamed in my hands. Then I threw grenades.

Then I fired again.

"Suddenly all the flat roofs of the village were alive with

snipers, who poured a fire into our camp which we could not

answer busy as we were with the charges down here. They

were still coming, wave upon wave. The slope down which

they descended, and which added to their impetus, was dotted

with great stones and cut up with little walls which gave them

some shelter till they had debouched upon the plain for their

last dash into the open. They came down that slope flowing

from stone to stone, from wall to wall like a great cataract of

water; then they would rush the last space, and in the face of

our withering fire almost reach our wall. Some, as a matter of

fact, died in its very shadow. When everything was over we
found the body of one of those wild dervishes with both hands

upon the wall. He had seemingly charged our machine-guns
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with bare hands. There he lay, his twisted fingers clutching

the inside comer of the parapet, the brains of his burst cranium

scattered over it, and curiously we counted thirty distinct bul-

let holes in his twisted body.

"They kept coming; every moment we seemed on the point

of being overwhelmed; our small redoubt—a mere circular

stone wall, breast high and hastily thrown up yesterday, and

holding at most some seventy men—was like a little boat tossed

in a tremendous sea. We'd fire with our rifles till they got too

close, then stooping and rising, picked up the grenades lying

about our feet and let them have them in the face . . . *Ya Illah

Lah, Ya Illah Lah, Ya Illah Lah.' They filled the air with this

rhythmic cry, and then long streams of unintelligible Arabic,

which were the threats of what they were going to do to us

Christian dogs.

"Each attack, when broken by our fire, would vanish behind

the stones and walls during a recess filled with ardent sniping.

Then rested, re-encouraged, re-exhorted by their leaders,

they'd come again with renewed fury. And thus hour after

hour after hour.

"Most of the time we did not see anything but that which

was close at hand—and several times to me, and the others

also, those were wild rolling eyeballs capsizing in the death

throes just in time. It was some time before I realized what was

really happening. At first I thought I was shooting badly; then

httle by little I saw that with several bullets in them, these

fanatic tribesmen came on, to die on our barbed wire. And the

wounded kept on fighting. Bleeding to death, from behind a

stone, or even in the open, they kept firing till the last con-

vulsive twitch.

"There was a moment I remember in which I seemed hypno-

tized as if in a dream. From one of the stone hedges not more
than a hundred feet away, a little detachment of about ten

Druses suddenly appeared in a headlong, screeching charge

for my part of the wall. And what almost paralyzed me was
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that they were all withered old men with long ragged beards

that fell lower than their waists and almost to their knees. Into

our concentrated fire these queer old gnomes came and seemed

to bear a charmed life. I fired and fired, and it was having no

more effect than if they had been air. While the concentrated

fire from my right and my left seemed as impotent. They
reached our piteous little strand of barbed wire—all we had

been able to put up on our arrival the day before—all together

they started to step over, their knees parting their long

beards—and then abruptly, all together in one movement, all

collapsed. They had been carrying bullets in them almost

from their first appearance from behind the wall; I'll wager

that several had been dead on their feet as they charged. They
lay there in a heap, the last squirmings of which were stilled

with our grenades.

"All this time I had been fighting with an Italian named
Mogardi to my left, and a bugler, named Pohl, a German, to

my right, each of us holding about fifteen feet of wall. I think

we had been fighting thus for about one hour, and just at the

time a sergeant named Rath was standing behind us, direct-

ing our fire, when in a new rush, a Druse grenade, a potato

masher from Germany, struck squarely on the parapet among
us.

*1 saw Mogardi enveloped in a cloud of black smoke; he

gave a yell, put his hands to his eyes, and crumpled to the

ground, dead, the whole top of his head torn away, and the

inside showing. Sergeant Rath sank to the ground, and started

to crawl away, covered with blood and desperately wounded.

Pohl to my right was bleeding from a wound in the head, but

still sticking to his post.

"I was unhurt. For a little while bugler Pohl stubbornly

carried on. But the blood flowing down his head was blinding

him; he could not see, and the infirmier, having placed Rath

under shelter in his hole in the center of the camp, now led the

bugler away, protesting and resisting.
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"After Mogardi and Pohl were gone, I worked with a little

Parisian named Fleury who had been farther to the left. We
two were now responsible for a space which had been guarded

by four men. We kept moving from loophole to loophole to

disconcert the snipers, and soon fell into excellent teamwork.

Slarski, a Pole, who had been wounded and could no longer

stand up and shoot, volunteered to stay with us. Remaining on

the ground he would pass us our ammunition and grenades as

we needed them, and we three made a fine team.

"Simon, our adjutant-chef, had been shot in the arm. Dis-

dainful of his wound, he was still calmly walking about direct-

ing us; but since he could no longer throw grenades, he had

secured a light carbine with which he amused himself now and

then, shooting with his left arm. Sergeant Fischer, a German,

had been shot through the head; and we were obliged to see

him dying for a long time, his mouth opening and closing like

that of a fish laid out on hot sand.

"Pitiful things were happening too. One of the men, shot in

the chest, lay dying all day in the sand. Time and again, when
we thought him dead, one or the other of us would notice that

he seemed to be murmuring. Someone would crawl to him

across the zone of fire to see what he wanted. It was always

water. We had very little water; we were in fact dying with

thirst. But always someone would give a little out of his can-

teen, prop him up maybe a bit, then crawl back across the

zone of fire. This kept up all day. He was slowly bleeding to

death internally ... it took him twelve hours to die."

We had the alternative of describing in detail the work of

the "colonnes" or to use excerpts of Doty's description of such

a campaign. We decided for the latter despite the great quan-

tity of similar material on hand. Although Doty's above quoted

account is long, it possesses all the elements of drama and

truth needed to create an accurate picture of this particular

segment of the Legionnaire's life.

The described fight was typical for the Legion; many a time
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small units of the Corps were involved in battles against an
enemy ten, a hundred and sometimes a thousand times su-

perior in number. As a matter of fact, the Arabs—they may
have been Druses, Bedouins, Rifs or other tribesmen—always

employed large numbers of fighters and never attacked on

equal terms. Their strategy was to launch attack after attack

in successive waves, completely disregarding their own lives,

with the intent to wear down the better armed and better

trained enemy.

Death is immaterial to a Mussulman; his religion promises

him eternal life at the Prophet's feet if his first life on earth

has been spent in fighting the "Christian swine." To be killed

in the process is a highly desired consequence. In this respect

the Arab is much more fatalistic than the Legionnaire. This

explains why the natives, morally fortified by religious beliefs

bordering on delusion, cared very little when they died by the

hundreds in the barbed wire entanglements, easy targets for

the machine-gunners of the Legion.

In the hght of this situation it is understandable that small

detachments of the Legion were quite often annihilated to the

last man as a result of the endless successive waves of attacks

launched by the Arabs. These attacks, in deadly monotony,

were continued not only for hours, but for days and sometimes

even weeks on end.

While it is true that the Legionnaires were, and still are,

masters in the art of extricating themselves from such a tight

circle woven around their makeshift fortifications, there fre-

quently came a critical moment when a detachment of the

Corps was either decimated to the danger point or so desper-

ately short of ammunition or water, or both, that the only pos-

sible way out seemed to be a sortie of the beleaguered garrison.

Then the parched, tired, wounded and weakened Legion-

naires tried to hack their way through the lines by means of a

bayonet charge.

This was only done in extreme cases when rescue could not
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be expected in time and when supplies were at such a low

stage that further resistance appeared impossible. In such a

sortie, sometimes a handful succeeded in escaping; more

often, however, it was the end of all. And many a time, a res-

cue column, arriving several days later, found nothing left

except the bones of their comrades from which every bit of

flesh had been skilfully removed by the vultures of the desert.

Such a disaster never deterred the French from sending

another "colonne" into the same district, and another one, and

still another one, if necessary, until the target was reached,

the tribes subjected and an outpost constructed, even if the

price consisted of the lives of several thousand men.

This work of the "colonnes" was standard for the Legion

over a period of more than a lOO years during which the Corps'

units were engaged in combats as described by Doty not a

hundred, but many thousand times. This strategy was ex-

tremely costly in terms of human lives and it accounts for the

enormous consumption of human material by the Foreign

Legion. It is one of the main reasons why recruitment for the

Corps has practically never stopped.

For more than a century, engagements of the type in which

Doty participated belonged to the normal daily fare of the

Legion. During the pacification campaigns in Algeria, Mo-
rocco and Tunisia hundreds of units, and maybe more, are

known to have been annihilated to the last man, and there

were thousands of Legionnaires whose remains were never

found to be buried in a makeshift grave marked with the Le-

gion's traditional wooden cross.

This situation, with good reason, has led to the comparison

of life in the Legion with existence in Hell. If it is not Hell,

then in the opinion of this author it is an excellent foretaste of

what one may expect in Hell.

Doty and others who managed to escape alive admit that

this was not what they had bargained for when they joined the

Corps. It was something they could not know in advance
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because there neither was then nor is there now general

knowledge of these circumstances. They could not know the

French high command did not set any value whatever on the

life of a Legionnaire. Consequently it is not surprising that

many of the campaigns "en colonnes" were of such a nature

that the total loss of the involved unit was a foregone con-

clusion at the time march orders were issued.

These are the odds a Legionnaire has always been up
against. If it was not an enemy so fanatical that not even sev-

eral bullets could stop him from fighting, an enemy who never

demanded pardon nor gave it, then there were several other

powerful reasons conducive to shortening the mercenary's

lifespan drastically. To name only a few: A merciless sun alter-

nating with the freezing cold of the nights; either lack of

water or water polluted to such an extent as to cause diseases

of the type of typhoid and dysentery of a deadly kind; lack of

medical supplies and the shortage of doctors which turned

every comparatively minor battle injury into a life hazard.

Hell, under such circumstances, must have seemed an ideal

hiding place for the harassed Legionnaire who had joined the

Corps in quest of shelter or in search of adventure.

But we have not even mentioned one of the major features

of the Foreign Legion without which the picture could hardly

be complete. We are referring to the famous forced marches

of the Legion.

These marches of the Legion provoked two distinct reac-

tions : If the Legionnaires did not fervently wish to die then

they cursed not less fervently the very day they had been born.

This was the first reaction. The other was that the mihtary

experts of the world enthusiastically pointed at the Legion as

the only Corps capable of performing deeds hardly short of

miracles.

This enthusiasm, however, was never shared by the Le-

gionnaire, who, burdened by a weight on his back sometimes

matching his own, was forced to trek wearily, day and night.
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through the hostile wastes of North-Africa as we will see in

the following section.

March or Die!

Marching in the Foreign Legion is not just another part of

military routine—it is an institution, a tradition in itself.

"The tradition of the Foreign Legion," writes Lieutenant

Hasey in his Yankee Fighter,^ "is no myth. It is a hard-bitten,

and, at times, ruthless practice. If you fall and can't take care

of yourself—if you can't get back under your own power or are

not discovered in time—you die where you fall. Colonials are

sent back to First Aid and dressing stations. Imperials are sent

back. But Legionnaires get back by themselves."

To this the Legionnaire has added the immortal words:

"Marche ou crevel", which translated means simply "March

or die!"

The Legion is well known for its marching performance.

There is no other army in the whole world whose command-
ers—without incurring the risk of mutiny—could expect their

soldiers to equal the Legionnaires when it comes to marches.

But the Legion does not revolt—the Legion marches!

Beauvoir^ reports that "at a march on the town of Monterey

threatened by General Escobedo's troops. General Saussier,

then major, made his battalion march 30 lieues' in 32 hours,

and his men, during most of this time, had to keep their 'sacs'

on their backs."

In another passage Beauvoir speaks of a march in which the

Legionnaires made 23 lieues in 17 hours. If it is kept in mind
that a French "lieue" is the equivalent of two and one half

British miles, it can easily be imagined just how much human
suffering every endless hour of these forced marches repre-

sented.

Thirty "lieues" are 75 miles, and a straight march covering

such a distance is an exceptional performance. The average
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daily marching ration for a Legionnaire has been fixed by the

Legions command at 50 kilometers, or approximately 35
miles, and he must be able to keep up this speed for days and
weeks on end.

Now, in the age of the highpowered automobile and the su-

personic jet plane, 35 miles may seem a very unimpressive dis-

tance, and for the driver of a modern car it is just that. But it is

quite another thing to march 35 miles under a burning sun,

sometimes over treacherous sand dunes, sometimes over the

rocks and crests of the Atlas mountains, and sometimes

through the fierce jungles of Indo-China, with a 100 pound
pack on one's back. To keep up 35 miles a day under such con-

ditions requires more than bodily strength; it requires a will

of iron controlled by a discipline of steel.

The advent of the modern machines of transportation did

not influence the Legion's marching tradition until lately. The
presence of automobiles, tanks, airplanes made itself felt only

in a very small way; the Legion has always used its legs as its

main means of locomotion even at a time when an army's

reliance on marching belonged more or less to the strategy of

the past. An event of the magnitude of World War II was

needed to bring about certain changes which, while tending

to equip the Corps with a few motorized units, have however

failed to entirely eliminate the traditional marches of the

Legion.

The earhest writers on the Foreign Legion, such as Roger de

Beauvoir,*^ for instance, speak about these marches and the

theme has been taken up by many writers after him. More than

fifty years have passed since Beauvoir's book has been pub-

lished and the marches of the Legion are still top topic in most

of the books on the Corps.

To describe just what the proverb "March or Die!" has

meant for the successive generations of Legionnaires we will

borrow a few passages from Rosen's book.^ Rosen, in the

opinion of this writer, has written an honest account of cir-
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cumstances in the Legion. A German-American, he has no

exaggerated sympathy for the Corps and he never denies this

fact; however, he never engages in spite and hatred and al-

ways tries to give a true picture of what he has seen whether

he, personally, agrees with it or not. What we will see in his

description of the Legion s marches can be accepted at its full

face value.

"The Legionnaire can march," v^ites Rosen. "Fifty kilo-

meters a day is the fixed minimum performance. He must be

able to do that, day by day, without interruption, without a

day of rest, for weeks on end, ... at the Legion's pace of five

kilometers an hour.

"It is always drummed into the Legionnaire that he is in-

tended for nothing else in this world except for marching. If

the pangs of hunger are gnawing at his stomach or thirst

parches his tongue, that is so much worse for him, but is no

sort of a reason for not marching on! He may be tired, dead

tired, completely exhausted—but he must not stop marching.

If his feet are bleeding and the soles burn like fire, that is very

sad—but marching pace must not be slackened. The sun may
burn till his senses are all awhirl, he must go on. His task in

life is to march. The greatest crime that he can commit is to

fail on the march. There is no such thing as an impossible

marching performance for the regiment of foreigners. Each
individual is inoculated with the one idea, it is hammered
into him, that he has to march as long as he can control his

legs. And when he can no longer control them, then he must

at least try to crawl. . .

.

"The French foreign soldier marches with an equipment

called the 'tenue de campagne d'Afrique' . . . laced boots, white

duck trousers held together at the ankles by means of leather

gaiters, and the capote, the heavy blue [now khaki] military

cloak. The cloak is put on over the shirt, without any coat un-

derneath, and its tails are buttoned back behind, so that thighs

and knees are left free, and an untrammeled gait rendered
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possible. The Legionnaire wears the 'ceinture' round his body,

the blue sash, about four meters long, of fine woollen cloth,

which not only gives the body a firm support, but also does

service as a tropical belt, indispensable in the sudden changes

of temperature in Africa, where the glowing hot day is fol-

lowed by an icy cold night. The kepi has a white cover, and,

as a further protection against the sun, a thin linen cloth—the

'couvre-nuque,' neck cloth—is buttoned on to the kepi, cover-

ing the neck, ears and cheeks.

"He carries a rifle and a bayonet, 200 to 400 cartridges,

cartridge pouch and the *sac' ... on the march the sac con-

tains two complete uniforms . . . tent canvas and blanket en-

circle the knapsack in a long roll. The collapsible tent sticks

are stuck in at the side. On the top is fastened the 'gamelle' and

fuel for the bivouac fire. In addition each man also carries one

of the saucepans of the company or pioneer's implements.

Knapsack, rifle and equipment altogether weigh almost fifty

kilogrammes—over 100 lbs.; no soldier of any other army car-

ries such a load.

"With this kit he marches over sand and under a burning

sun on very scanty rations. When marching the meat rations

are dropped, and food consists almost exclusively of rice and

maccaroni. As a substitute for bread he is served with a kind

of hard ship's biscuit.

"Marching always commences in the early hours after mid-

night. It then goes on uninterruptedly, with the hourly halts

for rest of five minutes, until the task has been completed.—

Be the distance ever so great, it is covered in one march. The

Legionnaire marches. . .

!"

This, so far, has been only the preliminary to Rosen's story

of the Legion's marches. He is bitterly critical of this institu-

tion which he brands as inhuman and as an unnecessary

cruelty. However, every single word of the following passage,

in which Rosen describes a police march of 600 kilometers,

is the truth.
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"Milestone after milestone passed by," he writes, "and the

jokes ceased very soon, as the marching regiment settled down
to business. Silently the regiment tramped onwards. The
knapsack pressed heavily; heads went down and shoulders

bent low to spread the heavy weight on the back; the gun

straps cut into the shoulders until one's right arm was almost

lame and the painful prickly feeling caused by the non-cir-

culating blood had grown permanent.

"After the first ten kilometers a shrill signal-whistle sounded

and the whole company wheeled off to the roadside to rest in

line for five minutes. The men kept their knapsacks on their

backs and at once threw themselves at full length on the

ground. Later on I did the same. The halt was so short that one

lost priceless seconds in taking off and strapping on the knap-

sacks, seconds only, but even seconds are precious for the

marching Legionnaire.

"Five minutes is but a short span of time, but never in my
life has a time of rest seemed so delicious, so beneficial, so

reviving as when I laid stretched out on the hot African sand

for those pitifully short five minutes.

"The company wheeled into column again and trudged for-

ward on the endless road, whose straight sameness was only

interrupted by the milestones. With each mile it became
quieter in the marching rows. The legs and backs were strained

to the utmost, and a word spoken appeared a waste of energy.

One seemed to be a machine, marching on mechanically be-

hind the man in front when once put in motion; each man was
sufficiently occupied with himself. If anyone in utter weari-

ness took a step to the left out of marching line, he got an oath

hurled at him—you were so tired that even the slight touch of

your comrade swaying out of line was an extra burden for

your tormented body.

"When the morning mists and the bitter cold of the dawn
were followed by the hot, burning sun, we had accomplished

a march of forty kilometers, and the time came when our legs
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refused to do any more. When the signal sounded for rest, we
fell down helpless, and when we started marching again, it

looked as if a crowd of invalids and old men were slowly wan-
dering down the road. The worn-out legs revenged them-

selves for the hard usage they had received. During the halt

the flow of blood was hemmed in the limbs. Standing on one's

feet again, one felt a sharp, stinging pain in the soles. Every

step was a torture. For five minutes afterwards one crawled

along as best as one could, till one became once more an un-

feeling automaton.

"Again the slow progress past the milestones. At eleven

o'clock in the morning we reached a little village. The marks

on the last milestone said that we were 50 kilometers from

S !"

This march of more than 35 miles was only the first portion

of the Legionnaires' work on this particular day. Now began

the job of setting up camp, which included the erection of

temporary fortifications as described in the preceding section,

the various corvees, especially that of supplying the column

with water and, last but not least, the reconnoitering of the

surroundings in order to prevent a possible surprise attack.

"After this," continues Rosen, "the quiet of exhaustion

reigned in the camp. The Legionnaires lay huddled together

in their tiny tents, on blankets spread out on the ground, cov-

ered with their cloaks, while the knapsacks served for a pillow.

The rifles were brought into the tents and tied firmly together

with a long chain by the corporal of each squad, who fastened

the end of the chain to his wrist as a further precaution, for the

Arabs had a habit of creeping through the lines on a dark

night and stealing the much-coveted weapons from the tents.

The patrols of the Legion have standing orders to challenge

an Arab only once at night and then to fire. Even in this first

night the watch caught a thief. . .

.

"By seven o'clock in the evening the whole camp was fast

asleep, sleeping the sleep of exhaustion.
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"An hour after midnight, in the flittering Hght of a magnifi-

cent starry sky, the companies formed up and continued the

route to the South. This march lasted eight days. On one day
the troops covered 40 kilometers, making up the average

again the next day w^ith fifty kilometers. The monotony of this

march and the physical strength and endurance it claimed of

each of us cannot be described. At last, at the beginning of the

real desert, we depended on the oasis w^ells v^ith their poor

supply of water to quench our thirst, and the want of water

was added to our sufferings. At night, when starting on the

march, the field-flasks were filled. The distribution of water

was conducted under sharp supervision. Every man got two

liters of dirty, muddy water. Company orders warned us to

save up half a liter for the morrow's *soupe.' On camping next

day every Legionnaire had to give up half a liter of water to the

mess of his company for cooking purposes. Whoever had

emptied his field-flask during the heat and weariness of the

march and was unable to deliver any water only got a hand-

ful of raw rice given him; he had to get it cooked as best as he

could.

"This is one of the many brutal rules in force on these

marches and there is method in it. Contrary to most of the

Legionnaires I have always seen the necessity for the hard

marching discipline. Troops that have to march in such

droughty country must be able to economize their water ra-

tions. This is simply a law of necessity. There is another brutal

feature of the Legion's marches: cruel at first sight but it is

really kindness to the men. A Legionnaire who faints on the

march is tied to the baggage cart. A pole is pushed through the

sides of the cart at about the height of a man's arms and the

Legionnaire roped to it by the shoulders. The pole keeps him
in a standing position—the cart rolls on. He either has to march

or he is dragged along the uneven ground. Seeing the thing

done for the first time I was filled with indignation at the ap-

parent brutality of this torture. But afterwards I understood.
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In the wars in the South the fighting value of the Foreign

Legion depends solely on its marching capability. Very often

the ambulance is not able to follow. If the Legionnaire remains

behind the company in the desert, if only a kilometer, he is

irretrievably lost. Hundreds and hundreds of men incapable

of marching have found a terrible end in this way. The Arab

women, who are far more cruel than the men, soon surround

the helpless man, who suflFers a painful death, after being hor-

ribly mutilated and disfigured.

"Separation from the troops means death. This was not only

the case at the time of the great Arab mutiny, which affected

the whole of Algeria, but it is the same today. Peace between

the French and the Arabs down in the far South of Algeria is a

myth. At the small military stations on the borders of the

Sahara, little skirmishes are a daily occurrance. When the sta-

tion is alarmed and the 30 or 40 men garrisoned there set out

to pursue the pillaging Bedouin tribes, every Legionnaire

knows well that now he must march, or if he cannot march

any more, he must die. March or die!"

Forty years have passed since Rosen's book was first pub-

lished but his observations to a great extent still apply to the

present situation. This is true especially for certain regions of

Morocco and Tunisia where open hostilities have broken out

just recently. What Rosen says about the savagery of the Arab

women is also true and we will have more opportunity to dis-

cuss these atrocities in the last section of this chapter.

Rosen admits that the individual sufferings during such a

typical Legion march cannot be described. To do so, the skill

and the craft of Dostoievsky or Emile Zola would be required.

It is no wonder, therefore, that hundreds and maybe thousands

of desperate men, caught in the murderous routine of the

Corps, have escaped the endless torture by the simple ex-

pedient of resting their chin on the barrel of their rifles during

a halt, while they pulled the trigger by means of a piece of

string. They had reached the end of the hne and they pre-
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ferred Hell to life. Or was it Ilell they tried to escape? Anyway,

they could not march any more and so they died.

"Even General de Negrier,'' continues Rosen, elaborating

on the marches of the Legion, "the only commander that the

Legion loved because he loved the Legion and knew how to

come into personal touch with each Legionnaire, knew no

mercy in the matter of marching. When he was commander of

the Foreign Legion he did everything in his power for his

troops. Each Legionnaire was allowed to come to him with

his personal affairs, every wounded man was a hero in his eyes,

a brave man, for whom he could not do enough. But when he

saw an exhausted Legionnaire stumble out of the ranks and

collapse during the terrible marches in Madagascar, the ex-

pression on his face became hard and pitiless. That was a

grievous crime in his eyes. Then he would cry out the three

words that have since become a proverb of the Legion:

Marche ou creve!

"Marches which no European commander would attempt

are nothing out of the ordinary; they are the basis on which the

Foreign Legion has won its laurels. But they are also the

foundation for illness, decline and death.

"In each of these marches is embodied the principle of abso-

lute disregard for human life. The possibility of such disregard

is one of the chief advantages of the Foreign Legion in the

eyes of the authorities. From a military point of view the

marches of the Legion are splendid, a triumph of training and

discipline; from a humane standpoint they are the height of

unprincipled exploitation. . . .

"The Legion, for a mere nothing, saps the life from thou-

sands of human creatures. It is not the cruelties of the penal

battalion, not the brutality of punishments, not the poor devils

who for some mere trifle are shot under martial law, that illus-

trate best the horrors of the Legion system. It is the marches

that do this; the marches of the Foreign Legion condemn the

system of the Foreign Legion."
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There is a good amount of justification in Rosen*s bitter

criticism. It is true that horses are not too abundant in Xorth-

Africa and that it would be an additional problem to feed

them. But tliere are large quantities of small mules, stroncr

and tough, conditioned to the food situation pecuUar to the

desert country. The use of these mules would have made the

Legionnaire's life much easier while at the same time increas-

ing his potential as a soldier. We will see later on that the mule
has been used in the so-called "compagnies montees/' however
on such a small scale in proportion to the total effective of the

Corps that the measure had no repercussion on the average

Legionnaire who did not belong to such a mounted companv.

For more than a hundred years the Legion has marched re-

gardless of the great number of men who died miserably by
tlie roadside. A Legionnaire's life has no \-alue—there is alwavs

a new recruit to take the place of tlie one who fell out of the

ranks.

"Our march of 600 kilometers," concludes Rosen, "occupied

16 days. On the stages in the far South the rations consisted al-

most entirelv of rice, and to the hardships of the dailv 40 or

50 kilometers the pangs of hunger were added. In spite of that

the distance dailv co\"ered remained the same.

"I suffered from pains in my stomach. Today it is a puzzle to

me how I managed to march hundreds of kilometers in this

condition in the burning sun and to stand the cold during the

nights."

At this point it should be explained that Rosen, during this

march, contracted the dreaded African dysenter\% a sufficient

reason for immediate hospitalization. Yet Rosen, despite the

dangerous attack, was ordered to continue marching.

'"But the others were no better off. They marched with open

wounds in their feet: with bUsters between neck and shoulder

blades, where the straps of the hea\y knapsack pressed; with

eves inffamed bv the sun: with se\ere bronchial trouble; with

bleeding and festering sores on their thighs. Many limped and

most marched wellni2;h double, sunk together—a miserable.
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pitiful sight. Surly, silent, raging bitteraess, pictured in the

hard lines of the face and in the tired eyes, we stamped on-

wards. The only words heard were curses.

"Our nerves strained to the bursting point. Over the whole

troop lay the strain of over-exertion, bodily and mental nerve-

sickness."

Perrot-White,^ writing 40 years after Rosen, says that "worst

of all were the terrible marches ... we were doing 50 miles a

day which is the recognized limit of an ordinary day's march.

In addition, there was a forced march once a month of 60 miles

with full fighting pack."

Here Perrot-White is a little confused. An Anglo-Saxon, and

apparently unfamiliar with continental measuring units, he

confuses miles with kilometers. When he speaks of 50 or 60

miles, he actually means 50 or 60 kilometers.

It is bad enough to have to march such distances with a pack

weighing 100 pounds on one's back over heavily shifting,

treacherous sand where an ankle can be twisted or sprained at

any moment. Sometimes, just to make things a trifle more
pleasant for the Legionnaire, a sudden sandstorm adds to the

aggravation of the march. This happened to Perrot-White.

"Suddenly I realized," he writes, "the weather had changed

for the worse. A wind had sprung up accompanied by a pe-

culiar moaning sound that made me feel uneasy. It was a shock

when I looked across to my left and found I could no longer

see the adjutant; the haze was too thick.

"In an incredible short time the wind rose to a shrieking

fury, so strong that I could not stand upright against it. It

became dark as night while the almost solid, wind-driven sand

lashed at my face. It was now too late to do anything except

lie flat on the ground and cover my head over with my 'shesh'—

a long muslin wrap worn expressly as a protection against sand

storms. The heat was almost overpowering and I felt that if I

did not drink I would die, but it was impossible to drink just

then. Exposing my face to the driving sand would have

skinned me in an instant. Every few minutes I had to raise up
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a little to heave the sand off my body to avoid being buried.

Hour after hour went by and the storm showed no sign of let-

ting up. Seven hours passed before I felt the wind pressure

letting up, and the storm ceased as suddenly as it started."

Several men of the small detachment were lost in the sand-

storm and Perrot-White describes how the systematic search

was conducted over several square miles of sand dunes.

"Late in the afternoon of the following day," he continues,

"we found them. But the Arabs had preceded us. I cannot set

down in words the scene of horror that confronted us. I can but

leave to your imagination their unspeakable condition of mu-
tilation. The sight was most revolting. Nothing could have

taught us more how to hate the Arabs than that ghastly pic-

ture."

This episode took place in 1940 and it proves that the condi-

tions reported by Rosen in 1910 were still prevailing a few

years ago and there is no reason why this situation should have

changed for the better since Perrot-White's book was written.

Around the turn of the century, the already mentioned

"Compagnies montees," the mounted companies, were added

to the existing infantry units. For the first time in the history

of the Corps the footsoldier of the Legion had a marching

companion in the form of a mule. However, this innovation,

despite being a marked improvement in the hitherto used

system, had not been made for humanitarian reasons. The

thought of making life easier for the Legionnaire by using a

mule, if not for riding at least for carrying the soldier's heavy

pack, was not behind the change.

The reason for these companies was the stark necessity of

being able to have a military body able to perform marches

superior in length to those performed by ordinary foot sol-

diers. In other words, the Legionnaires assigned to these

mounted companies were hardly better off than their brothers

in the infantry units. Instead of marching 35 miles daily, they

now, with the help of their four-legged partners, had to march

50, 60 and sometimes 75 miles in one stretch.
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And here again the traditional economy of the Legion was

a predominant factor. Whoever imagines that there was one

mule per Legionnaire is badly mistaken in his assumption. One
mule was shared by two Legionnaires for alternate use. In

short, one man rode the animal while the other trotted behind.

Prince Aage/^ who in 1924 commanded the mounted com-

pany of the 2nd Regiment, sees these units in the following

light:

"These mounted companies—there is one to each regiment-

are famous for their ability to negotiate long forced marches,

and are used particularly for desert campaigning. There are

250 men in each of these organizations, and 125 mules, picked

for their sturdiness and speed. Each mule carries the kit of two

men while the soldiers themselves alternate between riding

and walking. In addition to the ordinary armament of infantry,

the mounted companies are equipped with four heavy ma-
chine guns and four automatic rifles. They are respected and

feared by the tribesmen, for it is almost certain that any depra-

dation committed while one of them happens to be within

striking distance will bring down swift and drastic retribu-

tion."

This is the point of view of an ofiicer. The point of view of a

Legionnaire by necessity is quite different. While he has the

advantage of the mule carrying his pack and the possibility of

riding half of the way, this is heavily outweighed by the ex-

tended distance he has to travel and by the fact that the one

who has to walk is forced to do so at a much greater speed in

order not to fall behind. Considering the condition of terrain

and climate, this requires an inhuman effort, and lagging be-

hind will invoke the same consequences as in any other unit.

Besides, to the Legionnaire's routine duties is added the task

of caring for his mule, whose life, by Legion standards, is

considered much more valuable than that of the mercenary.

There is a giant plateau in the South of Algeria—the fabulous

"Hammada," a waterless flat of several thousand square miles.

Its strategic location makes it necessary for the mounted com-
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panies to traverse this burning waste quite frequently. In fact,

a Legionnaire who has not crossed the Hammada at least once,

is not considered a real member of the "Montee." It is pathetic

to read Jean Martin's account of his first crossing of this pla-

teau. The crossing lasted 31 hours without interruption for

sleep or rest, and in Martin's own words, he wanted nothing

but to die—not once or twice but a hundred times.

The crossing of the Hammada has to be made in one stretch

because of the absolute lack of water on the plateau. For sev-

eral hundred miles there is no oasis, no waterhole, no possibil-

ity of obtaining a single drop for men and animals alike. An
attack by hostile Arabs, prolonged for only a few days, would
mean sure death by thirst for the involved unit.

The boiling air over the Hammada is full of mirages of trees,

oases and silvery streams. Time and again a thirstcrazed Le-

gionnaire, inextricably attracted by the promising and beauti-

ful, deceptive picture of the "Fata Morgana," has wandered

off the trail into the burning hell of the desert only to die a

miserable death.

All this is far from the glory and adventure so frequently

associated with the idea of service in the Legion. There is

nothing glorious or adventurous about the marches of the Le-

gion. It is hard, tough work, requiring superhuman endur-

ance. Between an implacable enemy and the iron claws of the

Corps' discipline the Legionnaire fights a losing battle against

a murderous climate. His living conditions are much more

primitive than those of a criminal in a penitentiary and his

chances of survival are more than slim. If he survives, he sur-

vives as a physical or mental wreck.

This is the glory and adventure of the LegionI

Atrocities

James MacKinley Armstrong, in his Legion of Hell,^^ claims

that only ^ve out of every hundred volunteers for the Legion
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come out of it alive after the expiration of their contract. This

figure of survivors represents five percent of the total enlist-

ment in the Legion; the statement has all the earmarks of an
exaggeration. Yet it could coiTCSpond with the truth. There

are no statistics to show the movement of recruits into the Le-

gion or the number of Legionnaires leaving the Corps.

This writer has seen thousands of new soldiers pass through

the depot in Sidi-bel-Abbes, sole entrance and exit of the

Corps, but he has seen relatively few take the way back into

the freedom of the civilian world.

So for all we know the figure of five percent could be exact.

If not, it is probably pretty near the truth. The Legion has

never bothered to publish statistics in this regard.

Be that as it may. At this point we are not concerned with

the exact total figure. We are now investigating neither the

percentages of those killed in action, those dead from diseases,

or those who have taken their own lives, nor the number of

deserters.

In this part of our book we want to establish the fact that an

incredibly large number of Legionnaires have been killed

after they have had the misfortune of falling into the hands of

hostile Arabs, and that they have died in a way which would

make the hair of any civilized person rise in horror. They have

died in such an atrocious manner that the unwritten law of

good taste interferes with the pubfication of the methods em-

ployed by the savage tribesmen.

However, this book is intended to be a history based on
facts and for that reason we will temporarily lift the curtain of

convention and social taboo in order to be at liberty to deal

with an important segment of the Legionnaire's life. Besides,

it is exactly the prevalence of these atrocities which have led

many a commentator and writer to compare the Foreign Le-

gion with Hell.

In this connection it must be kept in mind that the Arab

tribesmen opposing the men of the Foreign Legion were, and
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in the majority still are, primitive, savage people. They are

inspired by a fanatical religious belief which guides their ac-

tions especially in the war against the Christian non-believer.

Their fanaticism is of such fierceness that it even dwarfs that

of the monks of the Spanish inquisition, who—the Lord knows
—were neither overburdened with sentiment nor with broth-

erly feelings. The Arabs are unaware of any international

treaty governing the ethics of warfare, nor have they ever

heard of the special treatment and protection to which pris-

oners of war are entitled in accordance with universal con-

ventions.

In the minds of the Arabs the best enemy is a dead enemy
and following this unwritten rule they do not attempt to make
any distinction between an enemy at liberty and an enemy in

captivity. Just as their method of warfare is primitive and

savage their treatment of the Legionnaires who have had the

misfortune of falling alive into their hands is cruel and inhu-

man. But to the defense of the male Arabs it has to be said

that they are by far not as fiercely savage and cruel as their

womenfolk.

It is the Arab women's specialty to torture and mutilate a

captured Legionnaire as long as he is alive, and it must be

admitted that they possess considerable skill in this matter-

in a bloody and morbid way.

The usual procedure for these females is to have the prisoner

spread-eagled on the ground after every piece of clothing has

been removed. Then, after a few preliminaries ( which usually

consist of pulling off finger and toe-nails, or the exposure

of the soles to an open fire till the flesh of the man's feet is

charred ) the Legionnaire is castrated.

All the time good care is taken that none of the inflicted in-

juries will cause the prisoner's quick death. Should he faint he

would be patiently revived and then the torture would be

continued.

The chmax of the torture proceedings is always reached
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when the victim's sexual parts have been cut off. While this

operation of course is immensely painful, it is not always im-

mediately fatal. Loss of blood and shock will kill the man,

but there have been cases where such a tortured Legionnaire

has lived for several hours and even days. The Arab women
do nothing to put the mutilated victim out of his misery. On
the contrary, if he should prove to be more resistant than they

thought they would go to the trouble to smear honey around

the open wounds in order to attract a maximum number of

flies, ants and other insects. Many bodies of men have been

found which were literally blackened by crawling swarms of

insects of any possible description.

Against such an enemy the Legionnaire can only recipro-

cate in kind. On the following pages we will find passages from

several books describing these atrocities and in some cases the

Legionnaires' reprisal. These descriptions are not the brain-

children of sensation-seeking writers; they are the truth, and

good care has been taken by this author to select only those

which are free from any exaggeration.

In Loehndorff's Hell in the Foreign Legion^" we find a short

paragraph describing a type of incident which has happened

time and again, especially during the Moroccan campaign,

and whose accuracy has been confirmed to this author re-

peatedly by Legionnaires, veterans of these campaigns.

"Every night now," writes LoehndorflF, "the sentries are

attacked. So far seventeen men have been shot down. At the

change of sentry they are found naked and horribly disfig-

ured. And in the grey light of morning their severed heads and

sexual organs come flying over our rifle-stacks."

In another passage Loehndorff reports that the Moroccans

had taken thirty prisoners. However, before they could start

to torture them the Legion attacked the Arab's hide-out and

drove them away. Before fleeing, however, the Mussulmans

took time out to cut off the heads of every one of their pris-

oners.
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Waterhouse^^ reports on six Legion deserters who fell into

enemy hands. "In a particularly deserted patch/' he reports,

"we came across the dead bodies of six members of the For-

eign Legion. The bodies had not yet been decomposed, and
they could be recognized as the bodies of six of the men who
had deserted from Sellat. On closer inspection, it was found

that their fingernails had been torn off, and it was obvious that

they had been done to death in a most brutal way."

Here, Waterhouse refers to the fact that the six men had
been castrated but he does not see fit to say so openly in his

book. However, he admits the fact by imphcation in a later

passage.

Waterhouse also reports the murder of three officers way-

laid by Arabs. "Two of the officers had been shot straight away,

but the third had been tied up. The Arabs had cut off his

fingers and slit his tongue so that he could not cry for help. He
was then left to die, and he must have done so in the most ter-

rible agony from loss of blood."

In Rosen's book^* we find a few excellent passages illustrat-

ing the sentiments of the Legionnaires toward the Arab

women. He tells of an old Legionnaire who "showed me a

tobacco-pouch, apparently made of fine, soft leather. This is

made of the breast of an Arab woman,' he said. It is a very

good pouch. Made it myseH. There are only seven in the whole

regiment now'!"

"During the last insurrection of Arabs in Algeria," explains

Rosen, "in grim warfare far in the South, Arabian women had

horribly mutilated the bodies of Legionnaires and infficted

horrible tortures on the wounded. The soldiers of the Legion,

maddened, thirsting for revenge, gave quarter to no Arab

woman during those times. They retaliated in kind. Of the

horrible deeds they committed the dreadful tobacco-pouches

gave evidence."

Another incident, implicating the Arab women, is told by

Rosen in a later passage where he reports that the corporal of
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his squad was missing at the morning roll-call. He had appar-

ently taken a walk the previous evening and had not returned.

After a short search he was found.

"He was dead," writes Rosen. "But even in death I could

see the frightful agony in his wide open eyes. Both legs were

broken and bent backwards. The lower part of his body was
slashed to pieces, but none of the wounds were deadly. They
must have tormented him for hours. From that time we made
no diflFerence between men and women in fighting, but shot

down everyone. How did we know that it had really been

women who had tortured the corporal? The dead man
clutched a piece of a glass bracelet in his hand, which he must

have torn off the arm of his tormentor in the struggle. Such

bangles are only worn by the Bedouin women. That is the

reason why the Legionnaire has come to look upon the Arab
woman as the incarnation of the Devil!"

This writer can confirm an almost similar incident which

took place during his time in the Legion. A Legionnaire did

not return for the evening roll-call. A search was instituted

and his body was found at a creek not far from the encamp-

ment. It was a spot where the men used to wash their clothes

and where, during the day, the Arab women of a nearby vil-

lage fetched their water. It was never clear whether the man
went to the creek just in order to have some fresh air or to have

a rendez-vous with an Arabian belle. It could have been the

latter because under his tunic was hidden a loaf of bread,

valuable commodity during the time of World War II. Maybe
this was the price a woman had asked for her favors. Anyway,

it apparently never came to any intimacy as the presence of

the bread under his tunic did indicate. The tunic, incidentally,

was the only piece of clothing left on his body. His trousers

were gone and he lay there in a pool of blood, his testicles sev-

ered and lying at a distance of several feet from his body. He
was still warm, when he was found, but life must have left him
an hour or so before.
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Ex-Legionnaire 1384^^ describes a torture which was quite

a fashion in Morocco for some time and to which even the big

European newspapers gave prominent space during the Mo-
roccan campaign.

"Down there on the desert plain," he writes, "some three

hundred yards beyond the waterhole, was a band of Rifs with

two of our comrades who had been captured while trying to

get water. In the sun's glare we saw every detail of that damn-
able torture. We saw the two Legionnaires, bound hand and
foot. We watched in sickly horror the digging of two holes,

deep and of small diameter, so that a man could be stood up in

each, the earth filled in, and only the head of each man show-

ing above the face of the desert.

"We watched the Rifs approach those two heads sticking

above ground. We saw them pour over the two heads a brown,

sticky substance, which soon we knew to be honey, for in a

moment the two heads were covered with a cloud of flies,

mosquitoes, scorpions and other torturous insects. We heard

the inhuman screams that came from those heads, screams

that could not be drowned even by the wild yells of the Rifs,

whose insane sense of the comic had prompted this diabolical

torture."

This was another case of a small detachment of the Legion,

which, beleaguered by thousands of fanatical tribesmen, could

not do a thing to go to the rescue of the two men and reluc-

tantly the commanding captain admitted this to his enraged

troops. However, he ordered the best shot of the small group

to crawl outside the fortified stone wall and to try to advance

as far as he could to bring the two heads into the range of his

rifle. This the sharpshooter did and from there he put two

bullets in the two heads, thus releasing the doomed men from

their misery. This, while it did not save them, at least short-

ened their torture. Death under the circumstances would have

been inevitable for them.

The foregoing terrible incident possesses all the necessary
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elements to explain why the Corps has received the flattering

names of "Legion of Hell" or "Cohort of the Damned." If, how-

ever, it should not suffice in the mind of the reader, the follow-

ing passage from the book of Ex-Legionnaire 1384 will pro-

vide supplementary reasons.

"The whole camp was aroused," he writes. "A full column

was to march out immediately, with orders to advance on

Rashaya and keep a look-out for a band of rebels that had cut

up a detachment of a hundred men and twenty-six officers.

"We never found those rebels, but we came upon the mu-
tilated bodies of the officers and men of that detachment. They
were laid out, over a hundred of them, in the most bestial

fashion, for our special benefit. The Fifth Squadron, heading

the column, found them in a narrow gully in the mountain

passes, the most filthy sight imaginable, every vestige of cloth-

ing and equipment gone, their naked, sun-scorched bodies

hacked and slashed, some of them grotesquely veiled, and in

such a manner as to leave no doubt regarding the brand of

females who had assisted in the fiendish pasttime."

Under those circumstances it is only too understandable

that whenever the Legionnaires had an opportunity for re-

prisal their ingenious cruelty matched, if not surpassed, the

ferocity of the barbaric adversary. Here again is Ex-Legion-

naire 1384 with a tale of an event which, in the 120 years of the

Legion's existence, has—as every old Legionnaire knows—
happened countless times.

A group of men, among them Ex-Legionnaire 1384, were

searching for a comrade who had been dragged into a building

by several Arabs under the cover of night. "In a room at the

back of the building," he writes, "we came upon the poor

devil, Delius. But, God! What a sight he was! The women who
had done this thing were caught in the very act, dripping

knives in their hands. There were three of them, crouching by
the wall, veiled women in voluminous black clothing. , .

.

"We stared at that ghastly naked thing that had been their
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plaything, stretched out across the middle of the floor, spread-

eagled, feet, hands and neck secured to the floor boards. The
face of Delius was no longer a face, but a bestial, shocking,

nauseating travesty of a face; for these women had been up to

their old tricks.

"When the enormity of this horrible thing that had been

done to our comrade impressed itself upon us, we turned sud-

denly mad. A dozen pairs of hands fell upon these women,
tearing away the veils and clothing too. . . .

"Delius was still breathing as we loosened the thongs that

bound him to the floor, still warm as we re-adjusted him in the

semblance of a man. While we attended to him, others

searched the building, and presently returned with two more
women. Now they were five. Lined up against the wall, they

stared at us, their unveiled features working with terror. One
by one they were divested of clothing and slung up to the

beams of the ceiling, feet first; and no army could have stopped

those enraged soldiers, fiendishly exulting in the punishment

of the women, for this lascivious mutilation of a comrade, ac-

cording to the dictates of their insane impulses and fancies

The screams of those women filled the night, or rather the

early dawn, renting the air in terrific crescendo . . . piercing

enough to awaken even the dead Delius.''

Happenings of this type have been exploited by scores of

novelists in their books about the Foreign Legion in order to

enhance the appeal of their work. Nevertheless, they are not

a product of fantasy. They are true in every respect. Colonel

Maire, for example, who has written an unpretentious book, a

matter-of-fact account of the time he spent in the Corps, time

and again reports similar cases.
^^

"At the end of several hours march," he writes, "we arrived

at a small deserted hollow. Two bodies lay there on a bed of

broken stones which served them as a catafalque.

"The unfortunates! Their bodies had been pierced by sev-

eral dozen knives and their heads—mouths open and distorted.
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their eyes wide open as if they had witnessed the last spasms

of that ignoble scene—lay at a distance of several feet.

"But this was not all. Their abdomens cut open, the intes-

tines had been torn out. And then, the Arab women, veritable

furies, had intervened. . .

.

"The two martyrs, terribly injured, were bathed in a red

pool which the earth had not wanted to absorb. Between their

legs—spread far apart—swarms of green flies buzzed excitedly

round a scarlet abyss of torn flesh. They had no sex any more."

In a later passage Colonel Maire recalls an incident which

involved five Legionnaires who had not returned to camp in

Morocco at the end of their assignment.

"We found them," he writes, "but in what a state! The bodies

of five dead Legionnaires. Their cut-off heads had been inter-

changed in a sort of diabolical play. Each of these poor ca-

davers was blessed with a head which was not that of its

owner, and seemed to be the victim of a monstrous substitu-

tion. The hands, cut off at the wrists, had been thrown pell-

mell into a small excavation. As for the corporal . . . well—

they had burned his feet purely and simply over a small fire in

a position in which he had been forced to stay until his skin

was nothing but reddish parchment."

The veracity of Colonel Maire's book has been established

beyond any possible doubt and his description of these atro-

cious happenings can be accepted as the truth. "Incidents of

this type," he concludes, "were quite frequent."

At the beginning of this section we have referred to Arm-
strong's claim that only five percent of the volunteers for the

Legion manage to come out of it alive. Let's admit that this

figure is too arbitrary and let's assume that 20, 30 or even 40
percent reach the end of their respective service alive. Some
of the others have remained somewhere in the boiling sands of

the desert; some are buried in a shallow grave; some were

devoured by vultures and hyenas; some were mutilated into a

grotesque semblance of a human being by sadistic natives.
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By the law of averages many of those who remained were
certainly quite decent chaps, men who had joined the Corps

only in order to forget, or to escape the consequences of a

minor foolish mistake, liable to be made by anyone at some
time of life.

Did they actually find an opportunity to re-adjust their

lives, to atone for their actual or imagined offense against so-

ciety so that one day they would be able to return and to look

everybody straight in the face again? That some found what
they wanted there is no doubt; but their number was small.

As for the rest—the following little scene from Armstrong's

book is full of significance:

"We were issued with lOO rounds of ball ammunition, and,

when that had been distributed and stowed in our pouches, a

Marechal de Logis came round and solemnly handed us one

extra round each. Of course, the query immediately arose:

*What is this one for?' *For you!' was the grim reply. If, at any

time, you find yourself in danger of being captured by the

Rifs, do not fail to use it! You will be sorry if you don't!'

"

No—they didn't find what they came to look for. Instead

they found death and misery in a form they had never been

able to imagine even in their hours of deepest depression.

This is the adventure and the glory of the Foreign Legion!

"Do not fail to use this extra round of ammunition! You will

be sorry if you don't!" This is a foretaste of Hell of such dire

characteristics that purgatory proper, not unlike a giant "Fata

Morgana," could lure the Legionnaire as a pleasant and en-

ticing change.



^ CHAPTER 6

DESERT CARRION

Killer ^'Cafard"

Cafard is the French word for "bug." However, as is the case

not only in EngHsh but in any other language, words, and their

meanings, are frequently subject to certain changes. For in-

stance, in English the word bug is used in a number of collo-

quial constructions having very little to do with the original

meaning of the word. The same has happened with the word
"cafard" which, in French, has become the universally ac-

cepted definition of a particular state of mind, usually caused

by some kind of mental depression. This state of mind might

be brought on by amorous, financial or marital troubles, or for

that matter, many other reasons of not too serious a nature. In

short, nothing that a good glass of wine or cognac could not

cure on short notice.

In the Foreign Legion the meaning of the term "cafard"

has been greatly enlarged until it has become quite safe to

apply it to any kind of situation where the mental behavior of

a person deviates from the normal, regardless whether this

deviation is of permanent or only temporary character.

"Cafard" may embrace incidents during which the affected

Legionnaire is the subject of a short, fleeting spell of depres-

sion or of an occasional fit of bad temper, but its scope includes

as well the frequent cases where Legionnaires suddenly, and

without any apparent provocation, run amok, killing several

innocent bystanders in the process. Cafard is the madness of

the Legion.

199
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Ordinarily its symptoms—especially where light cases are

concerned—could be compared with those of *1iaving the

blues" and every former soldier knows this condition only too

well. In the Legion, however, cafard is a disease and in

Rosen's^ opinion "no Legionnaire escapes from it." This is no

exaggeration and the officers of the Legion know it well. In its

acute form cafard is a killer. It is a contagious mental disease,

strange maybe by ordinary standards, but a mental disease

nevertheless. It cannot be pinned down to any one cause

alone; there are many reasons for a Legionnaire to succumb
to it.

D'Esparbes^ during his study of the Corps has tried to put

cafard on a common denominator with the Legion's other

major diseases that he had had occasion to observe. "La Legion

Etrangere," he writes, "has one vice: alcoholism, and three

diseases : malaria, syphilis and cafard.

"The two first diseases have one and the same cause: the

climate and the association with the women of the colonies.

The last of the three evils, 'the cafard,' is the direct product of

alcoholism. The more dangerous this vice is in a given person,

the more serious is the malady resulting from it."

While it is true that alcohol plays an important part as a

cause of cafard, other influences cannot be underestimated,

especially that of the incidence of syphilis, which is wide-

spread in the Legion ( as will be seen later on in Chapter 8 )

.

Syphilis is known to bring about fundamental changes in the

mental mechanism of an infected person which, in turn, could

easily be responsible for the onset of cafard. Besides syphihs,

the influence of climate, the hardships of service, the monotony

of routine, frustration, remorse—a multitude of reasons—can

trigger the dangerous chain reaction of cafard.

In another chapter we have already quoted an incident

from David King's Ten Thousand Shall Fall,^ where a Legion-

naire, "a victim of the adjutant's persecutions, maddened by

^cafard,' threw up his rifle and fired at him point-blank. Un-

\
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fortunately, he missed the adjutant and killed a corporal stand-

ing nearby."

Incidentally, we are indebted to King for a short but color-

ful definition of the term cafard. "Cafard," he writes, "comes

from the word meaning 'black beetle.' In army jargon it means

blues or melancholia. The African army troops are subject to

this periodically, due probably to the heat and bad wine. In

the more acute cases the victims are convinced that their

brains are being eaten by black beetles."

However, King's observations are more on the naive side.

Neither the blues nor melancholia would drive a man to com-

mit murder of the type usually associated with cafard even if

his brains should be completely infested and invaded by black

beetles. Cafard is more than a mere mental depression. When
mentioning the delusion of "brains eaten by black beetles,"

King may have thought of delirium tremens which frequently

produces hallucinations of this particular kind.

Rosen* in his book has given considerable space to the sub-

ject, which he seems to have studied rather thoroughly.

"The cafard of the Foreign Legion," he writes, "a near rela-

tive to tropical madness, is a collective name for aU the uncon-

ceivable stupidities, excesses and crimes which tormented

nerves can commit. The English language has no word for

this condition. In cafard murder hides, and suicide and mu-
tiny; it means self-mutilation and planless flight out into the

desert; it is the height of madness and depth of despair.

"I myself lived in a state of continual irritation. The least

trifle put me in such a rage that I can hardly credit it today.

My vexation, my irritability, my brooding was the madness of

the Legion. No Legionnaire escapes from it.

"Crowded together like horses in a bad stable the men be-

came dangerous. They fought over the quarter of a litre of the

Legion wine that was apportioned to us every day, and

watched with ridiculous suspicion that the next man did not

get more than he did; one quarreled over a piece of bread; one
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took one's neighbor for a tliief who wanted to steal a bit of

black wax for leather polishing. If one man got more work to

do than liis neighbor, he cried murder and roared out about

protection, and favoritism, and vicious preference.

"This was tlie atmosphere in which the Legion's whims were

de\*eloped. It was reaUy strange how many of the Legionnaires

had a screw loose, often only harmless peculiarities, but which

could increase to madness.

".\11 idiocy in the Leeion is called cafard. A Legionnaire is

gloomy, sitting sullenh- on his bed for hours, speaking to no

one. If }-ou ask him what is the matter, he will answer witli

o^oss insult. He sits thinking all the time and does the queerest

tilings. He has the cafard.

"His madness ma\- turn into a senseless explosion or fit of

fun.-; men suffering from cafard will run a bayonet tlu-ough

tlieir comrade's bod\-, without an\- reason, witliout any out-

ward cause. Sometimes thev rush out into the desert, some-

times thev tear e\"en- piece of their outfit into rags, just to vex

tliemselves and others thorou^hh-.

"The cafard is at its worst in the hot season when the sun

bums do\Mi relentlessK- from the cloudless, deep blue sky,

witli the strange greenish colorins; of the horizon pecuhar to

Algeria. Then the barrack yard of the Foreign Legion lies

deserted. It is so hot that the stones on the yellow, clayey

ground seem to mo\"e in the slinTmerincr. o\"erheated air. Then

in the infernal heat of the soldiers' rooms the cafard has often

been the cause of great disaster. It has often happened that

during the siesta Legionnaires have suddenly jumped out of

the windows, thi'ee stories liigh, \^-ithout any out^vard cause

whatever.

'Then a^ain whole numbers of soldiers are affected by it in

the same wav. The Legionnaires of half a company would put

their heads togrether. plannincr some act of desperation. One

time it would be mutiny 'en masse,' at another time desertion

in a body. This madness is weU known wherever a company
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of Legionnaires is stationed. In some kind or form it is always

present. It is the cause of the horrible tattooing, of drinking

and brawling; it is the reason for that peculiar longing for con-

tinual change, that restlessness typical of the Foreign Legion.

"The Legionnaires themselves are not aware what influence

cafard has on them. When an old Legionnaire says grumpily

*j'ai le cafard,' he is just telling his neighbors to keep clear of

him, that he has a bad fit of the blues, that it is advisable for

his comrades to leave him alone. He has no idea tliat a hidden

power, like madness, is making him act in such a manner, he

only believes himself to be in bad humor. But the bad humor
rises and increases, often driving him to murder—more often

to suicide.

"The Legionnaire cannot foresee the effects of cafard. The
typical *cafard demoniacs,' the old grumpy fellows who do

their duty like machines and at other times hardly speak at

all, are instinctively feared, as if their comrades knew that at

any moment the least trifle could lead to an outbreak of the

dormant madness."

Rosen's observations are excellent; there is very little to add

to his collection of symptoms. However, he omits to search for

the reasons of cafard.

Doty^ says that he "had what the Legion calls *le cafard,' a

mixture of half-insanity from sheer monotony, and of nos-

talgia and homesickness," and in that he comes very close to

the root of the problem. He too neglects the vicious influence

of a fiendish climate on the minds of men who, for more rea-

sons than one, belong in the category of the mentally un-

stable anyway.

"The heat is very trying," writes Major Pechkoff^ in The
Bugle Sounds, "and no one can sleep. The sirocco continues to

blow, and there is a humidity which enerves everyone. It is

diflBcult to manage the men. One has to suppress in oneself all

signs of irritation and exert great self-control in order to go on

with the day's work."
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Incessant heat can render a perfectly sane person tempo-

rarily irresponsible and everybody at some time has had an
opportunity to observe how hard it is to keep one's self-control

after a sleepless night. Incessant heat and sleepless nights,

however, belong to the daily fare of the Legionnaire during a

campaign in hostile territory. Besides, it is well known that

certain winds, for instance the monsoon, or the sirocco men-
tioned by PechkoflF, have a tendency to irritate the nervous

system of susceptible persons to such an extent that they may
commit actions inconceivable for them under normal cir-

cumstances.

All this, of course, applies to the Legionnaires, who, besides

the adverse influence of climate, are subjected to a lot more
pressure from outside as well as from within. The severe strain

of prolonged service in the Legion can slowly unbalance a

man's mind without, however, giving any outward symptoms.

For many montlis, maybe years, he might behave perfectly

normal, but a certain incident—a word maybe, an accident, a

punishment, a letter from home, a real or imagined injustice

on the part of a non-com—may let loose a force in the man of

whose nature he not only knows nothing, but which he is un-

able to understand, let alone control.

This explosion is the cafard; then the year-long repressed

frustration, his hidden fears and desperate longings, his men-

tal anguish as well as the sudden perception of the uselessness

of his own life burst out into the open. Everything the iron

discipline of the Corps has forced under the surface surges

upward in one sudden explosion—the cafard! When this point

is reached it depends on the individuality of the affected man
just how he is going to react. In light cases the attack may not

involve more than a prolonged drinking spree with subsequent

illegal absence from the unit and the man will have ample

time to recover from his spell in the cells of the regimental

prison.

In severe cases the result is murder and even more often
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suicide. In the latter case, the predominant symptom proving

that cafard was the motivating power is the fancy and un-

usual way the "cafardisf' chooses for killing himself. Ordinar-

ily, a person wanting to commit suicide will do it hidden

somewhere, so that no one could chance along to interfere.

Not so the Legionnaire affected by cafard. He will adopt a

spectacular exit which, for once at least, will put him in the

limelight—even if it should only be posthumously.

One of these typical cases occurred during this writers

presence in the Corps. It took place in the giant yard of the

depot at Sidi-bel-Abbes din:ing a parade, as the general com-

manding the division inspected the regiment assembled be-

fore him.

This writer was standing in the second rank, only a few feet

behind the Legionnaire in question. The general approached;

everybody held the rifle in presentation position, its butt ap-

proximately chest high. Just as the general, striding rapidly,

arrived at the same height as the Legionnaire, the man low-

ered his rifle to such a point that the barrel opening came to

rest under his own chin. Then he pulled a string previously

attached to the trigger. To make things foolproof, he must

have filed off the point of the bullet, because in the true form

of dum-dum ammunition it removed the upper part of the

man's skull. Most of the brain, copiously mixed with blood,

splashed over the general's immaculate uniform.

This performance was typical of cafard. It combined elabo-

rate preparations with perfect timing so as to happen pre-

cisely at a moment when several thousand eyes would witness

the deed. This spectacular streak in cafard suicides, which

follows a definite pattern, can be observed time and again;

this in itself proves the presence of a mental sickness rather

than the influence of a passing spell of despondency.

Suicides under the influence of cafard are never half-hearted

attempts. As in the case of the man who filed off the point of

the death bullet, the Legionnaire set on killing himself will
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always make sure that his intention will materialize and he
will go to quite a lot of trouble. Major PechkofF^ reports the

case of Legionnaire Bohlmann who killed himself in plain

view of all other members of his company after he had assured

his success.

"I saw Bohlmann," Pechkolf writes, "bending forward,

piercing his body with his bayonet, and at the same time he
pulled the trigger. Then he fell to the ground."

The man had meant business and he had left nothing to

chance. What the bayonet alone may have missed the bullet

would have achieved, and vice versa. Cafard!

Prolonged sojourn in a desert fort, far away from even the

smallest settlement, coupled with the influence of heat and
the deadly monotony, has often unhinged the minds of less

stable individuals. These causes, which are inflated beyond

proportion in the men's minds by the indiscriminate use of

alcohol, are liable to produce hallucinations of a curious type,

which sometimes end in the way LoehndorflF^ has described it.

"We are lying on the roof in the sunshine and taking it easy,"

writes Loehndorff, "as there is no duty to perform. A strange,

half-stifled cry interrupts the silence. Down below a most

amazing sight makes us stare with gaping eyes.

"From the end of one of the balconies jutting out of the wall

hangs Sergeant-Major Ramirez with his neck in a noose. His

face is purple, his eyes bulge out of their sockets, and the most

remarkable thing is that he does not call for help.

"Gasping and gurgling, he keeps repeating, the same

broken sentences: 'Ah . . . look . . . sacre! Am I not a fine ... a

fine bell-clapper? Bim . . . bam . . . fine bell-clapper? Bim . . .

bam . . . b . . . clapper!' He dangles to and fro, kicking with

hands and feet, while his face, which aheady shows the ter-

rible agony of suffocation, laughs at the same time! Laughs,

laughs and laughs!

"Then he is silent and stretches himself out at full length.

The eyes roll with the whites forward, the bleeding tongue

I
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hangs out of the mouth. . . . He hangs stiff, swinging shghtly

to and fro."

This suicide might easily be quahfied as an act for which

overindulgence in alcohol could be held responsible. However,

this is not the case; Sergeant-Major Ramirez was a victim of

cafard and this is borne out by two distinctive points: first, he

had made sure that nobody could rush to his help by the simple

expedient of blocking the only entrance to the balcony from

which he dangled; in the second place, he had chosen a spot

where, in broad daylight, he could be seen by every member of

the garrison. This craving for being the center of a public

spectacle—even if it should be the last one the man would be

able to participate in—is typical of cafard suicides.

In the opinion of this writer, such a suicide is never brought

on by outside influences. Something simply snaps in the vic-

tim's mind. The suicidal action can rather be considered as a

sort of reprisal against oneself, maybe for reasons of atone-

ment, or maybe just because the man was suddenly fed up
with his whole existence. So he takes double precautions that

his life is being snapped out as surely and efficiently as pos-

sible.

Outside influences usually trigger a quite different reaction

which is not of the self-destructive kind. It is, as a rule, directed

against the immediate environment of the cafard victim. Here

again, the response of the crazed mind depends on the various

elements which, over a period of time, have led to the attack.

In this connection, Doty^ describes an incident he once

witnessed, where a bad case of cafard was brought on by the

loss of a Legionnaire's only friend, his "copain."

"I was to be witness of another terrible drama," he writes,

"the act of a semi-crazed soldier. This was a German, a ma-

chine-gunner of the 15th company. He had lost his 'copain,'

his buddy, who had been killed during the fighting of the

night; all the morning he had been brooding about it. When
noon came he filled his bidon with water, loaded his revolver
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and set out on a tour of the battle-field. There were still among
the Druse dead some who were only wounded. The mad
trooper would find one of these, go to him with all marks of

compassion and pity, raise him on his knee, and proffer his

bidon of water. Then just as the wounded man, delirious with

thirst, avidly clutched the bottle, he would blow out his brains

with a shot of his revolver.

"He had been going for quite a while before any one noticed

what he was doing, and a horrified sergeant started after him,

calling on him to stop. It took more than the sergeant to bring

him back however. It took an entire squad, and the man was

foaming at the mouth at being deprived of his vengeance—the

avenging of his copain."

Cafard is ever-present in the ranks of the Foreign Legion.

The infection hes latent inside the skuU of every Legionnaire

regardless of his nationahty and degree of inteUigence. Mo-
rons or scholars, beggars or aristocrats—the disease can catch

them at any time and under any kind of circumstances. It is

the madness of the Legion.

Cafard takes many disguises and in its acute stage it is al-

ways violent and dangerous and, lq many instances, fatal.

"I spoke with soldiers," writes Loehndorff,^^ "who returned

knocked-up from Morocco. They had often to go for months

without wine; notliing but fighting, cold, heat, and thirst. Out

there they have the tropic frenzy, the 'cafard' . . . the laughiag

brother of alcohol, or is it the child?

"I hear that those who are attacked by it kill themselves or

a comrade in mad fits of rage, or tear the clothes off their

bodies, and rush through rows of horrified or mocking soldiers.

On coming to their senses they find themselves buried up to

the neck in scorching sand, or lq a stifling hot cell of a Sahara

fort; surrounded by other cells fuU of languishing companions

in misfortune, who run their heads against the walls, and

scream their woe upon the darkness, so that the sentinel out-

side on the rampart gaziag over the shimmering desert moves

hurriedly away from those wailiag walls.
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"Such is the story of those who have come back. Do they

exaggerate? I am soon to find out . . .
!"

Loehndorff soon found out. During his stay in one of the

desert forts he jotted down the following significant notes:

"The captain's energy is inexhaustible. He knows that he

must keep his Legionnaires occupied, for they are like wild

beasts in a pen, and we might one day run our bayonets into

the bodies of our masters and flee into the deadly desert. . . .

"We fear the desert and the blazing sun with its scorching

heat, which slowly devours our brain. Yes, we fear the sun that

slings arrows of fire into our solitude, from which we cannot

escape. . . .

"It is getting unbearable. The captain is a damned torturer

and Satan. He does everything to torment us. And yet, what

can this man do by himself against the tenible power of the

desert, which turns us all into lunatics and bleating idiots,

who bow and scrape before the officers and sergeants? The
majority of us are spiritually degenerated men who have

neither will nor energy, while the lesser half of us are teeth-

gnashing, eye-rolling victims of frenzy, who have to be or-

dered three times before they execute a command.
"This afternoon," Loehndorff continues, "Legionnaire

Lange had an attack of the cafard, and ran stark naked on to

the roof, where he danced howling on the parapet. When we
were ordered to seize him, and take him to the lock-up, he

cried out: 1 m an air-ship! I can fly!' and plunged with mock-

ing laughter over the wall. He now lies fairly quietly with a

broken leg in the room, and is smoking cigarettes, but he can-

not be quite right in his head yet, for he has just told me in all

seriousness that he is the new Sultan of Marrakech. He offered

the captain, who paid him a visit, the post of Head Eunuch in

his harem, for which he got ten days in the hole, the sentence

to be served after his recovery."

In a case such as that described by Loehndorff, where a

detachment of men is cooped up over a prolonged period of

time in a remote outpost, the mental consequences of celibacy
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are frequently a paramount reason for the onset of cafard.

Loehndorff and his comrades had their share of irritation and
madness caused by prolonged sexual frustration.

"Life is as monotonous as ever," he writes. "We pine for

something. We want women! Even the homosexualists among
us are weary of their miserable practices, and want a change.

Kampmann has just been to see me. He knows that I am quite

clever at pencil drawing. I had to draw a female figure for him.

He made all sorts of objectionable improvements on it, and
then took it away with him.

"Why do we not ride out to the duars in the desert? The
dirty creatures there, that remind one of female baboons, can

at least give a man a few moments of forgetfulness for a box of

matches. Especially if one lays a handkerchief or a scarf over

their faces!"

All this belongs into the scope of cafard: the madness of the

Legion and the madness of the desert. The stories of killings

while subject to an attack of the dreaded disease are repeated

in every book about the Legion with the regularity and pre-

cision of a Swiss watch movement. The typical incident, how-

ever, the one which could serve as the pattern for every cafard

case involving more than one person, can be found in Hell

Hounds of France by Ex-Legionnaire 1384.^^

"Suddenly," he writes, "one of the boys who had been rest-

ing with us, a Polish boy hardly out of his teens, named Tom-
ski, sprang to his feet, and leapt upon a wounded Legionnaire

whose screams were incessant, beating him with the butt of

his rifle. The screams died suddenly. A shot rang out. Tomski

slued around. His ear was dripping blood. He was stupidly

trying to put it back on his head. He was staring at the cap-

tain's Mauser, and the whites of his eyes told their own tales.

"He had gone cafard! We were suddenly roused from our

sullen indifference. Desert madness had to be dealt with. It

brooked no delay. Poor little Tomski! He had seen more at

nineteen than most men see at ninety. Now he saw red. He
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ran amok. His rifle spat four times in quick succession. Four
more Legionnaires went home before he was caught, and the

captain's Mauser had put an end to his maniacal outburst. It

was all over in a few minutes, but he had done more damage
to the squadron than the Rifs could do in as many hours."

This is the cafard. Maybe the psychiatrists know the disease

by another, more scientific name—and maybe not. Maybe for

the learned doctors it is just a nervous breakdown causing

temporary insanity. For the Legion it is cafard pure and sim-

ple—a phenomenon always dangerous, unpredictable and

often leading to fatal consequences. In short, it is the madness

of the Legion.

Who was it who once claimed that wherever the Legion

goes, vultures, high in the skies, are following the marching

column? What would they be after?

Desert carrion?

Deserters

Cafard, as we have seen, is a killer. However, its brother,

the Legionnaire's perpetual urge for freedom, ultimately lead-

ing to desertion, surpasses cafard a hundred times in its mur-

derous qualities.

Just like cafard, desertion lies dormant in the mind of every

Legionnaire, ready to spur him into action at the first possible

opportunity. The chance of success, however, is one in a thou-

sand because the Legion, on the strength of century-old ex-

perience, is ready and equipped for this type of emergency.

There are no statistics showing the percentage of volunteers

who have tried to desert the Corps. The fact that a desertion

has taken place is, as a rule, not even mentioned to the unit.

Only in isolated cases where the particular circumstances of

the incident render it advisable are the troops informed; and

in that case they might even be permitted to witness the pun-

ishment of the captured deserter. More often they are allowed
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to inspect his remains, usually barbarously mutilated by the

natives or the beasts of the desert, and sometimes by both.

Desertions from the Foreign Legion are frequent, or rather

attempts are. The chroniclers of the Corps all agree that only

a very small and negligible number of men ever succeed in

getting away. The great majority—99 out of 100—fail and are

doomed.

Men have tried to desert from the very day of the Legion's

inception. Roger de Beauvoir,^^ who has always tried to em-
phasize the good side of the Corps, admits that around i860,

during the Mexican campaign, desertions constituted a serious

problem to the command.
"Numerous adventurers," he writes, *lured by the prospect

of escaping to America at the French government's expense,

hurried to volunteer for Mexico. Once enroled, they embarked

for Vera-Cruz. Not having precise notions of the distance

separating them from the United States, it happened that dur-

ing the march from Vera-Cruz to Puebla, entire squadrons

deserted with arms and baggage, in the hope that two or three

days' march would bring them to the promised land.

"Unfortunately their geographical error was enormous. It

was a two months' march they were forced to do, amongst a

hostile population and across fever-infested regions. The bulk

of these deserters was massacred by the inhabitants who were

alarmed by the presence of armed men on their land."

This report, which might be called classic because it is now
almost a hundred years old, is the first written testimony of the

incidence of desertion in the Foreign Legion. Subsequent

references are numerous in every publication on the Corps.

"The men were thoroughly infected with the fever of deser-

tion," writes Rosen,^^ "which was ever to be found in the Le-

gion. Plans for flight and their feasibility were ever being

discussed in whispers, and this formed a part of the Legion's

atmosphere—desertion was always the favorite topic of con-

versation in quarters and in the canteen. This was only natural.
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There is not a single man in the Legion who does not sooner or

later repent his folly, recognizing that it was the maddest

thing he ever did in his life when he signed that ominous con-

tract in the enlistment bureau."

As natural as the idea of desertion may become to the aver-

age Legionnaire, so repulsive does it seem to Colonel Maire^^

who, as an officer, of course stands on the other side of the

fence.

"Now," he lectures, "I will mention the most pre-occupying

problem of the Legion—that of desertion. What motives, what
secret disposition, what inner reason, compels these Legion-

naires to tear up a contract of five years' duration which they

signed at an hour of their lives, when nine times out of ten, they

were in full possession of their senses? They desert, nine times

out of ten, without thinking of the serious consequences of

their act.

"One may say that some of them are young. They don't

realize what they are doing. Many of them are motivated by a

sentimental or financial situation without recourse."

For Colonel Maire there is no excuse for desertion. "Before

the Legion existed," he asks, "weren't there enough disinher-

ited men with unhappy love lives, men beaten downi by ad-

verse fate? Before 1830—the year of the Legion's birth—

haven't men known the pangs of hunger and the tortme of dis-

illusion?

"Passions are liable to burn the heart. Hunger ruins the

stomach and consequently morale. The Legion restitutes

hearts and stomachs to men who believe they have lost them.

One asks oneself, therefore, why a few dirty weaklings, de-

liberately, in reward for the good things they have received,

take advantage in turning their backs on the very institution

which has supplied them?"

This is the Colonel's point of view. Its bitterness becomes

fully understandable when we read another passage of his

book where he refers to an incident which took place during
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the most important fights in Morocco at a time when the

French lacked troops desperately and needed every man as

long as he could carry a rifle.

"An oued, a small stream," he writes, "separated our camp
from the Spanish zone. Soon I received the report that 106

men had deserted. Twenty of them were recaptured, the others

escaped into Spanish territory."

As a consequence Colonel Maire called the friendly Arab

chiefs of the region and addressed them in front of his assem-

bled battalion. "For every deserter you bring back to me," he

told the Arabs, "twenty francs for you! If you bring me his

head: hundred francs!"

This apparently stopped the desertions. "Not a single 'head'

was brought back to the camp," concludes Maire.

This incident, which involved 106 men, can be considered

an exception. Mass desertions occur relatively seldom and in

this particular instance it can safely be assumed that none of

Maire's men actually was able to obtain his freedom. And this

for a very good reason. "Spain has a Foreign Legion," writes

Loehndorff on the same subject. "All French deserters who
manage to cross the frontier are given the alternative either

of being handed over to the French or joining the Spanish

Legion!"

So, actually, the Legionnaire escaping into Spanish-Moroc-

can territory finds himself between the devil and the deep

blue sea!

Novels and books on the subject of the Foreign Legion

never fail to present a beautiful girl, who, in the course of the

plot, is instrumental in helping the hero-Legionnaire to escape.

This is plain nonsense. There are no beautiful women near the

Legion and even if there were they would take good care to

make a wide circle around a Legionnaire should they meet

him on the street. Being intimate with a Legionnaire and go-

ing as far as helping him to desert belongs entirely in the

realm of fiction and in the imagination of scriptwriters.
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The problem of desertion for a Legionnaire is a very sober

one, without any frills of romance whatever. Desertion, if it

should be successful, can only be effected in one direction—

that of the coast. The hinterland of North-Africa is plain, tor-

rid desert which does not offer any chance for survival or

even existence over a limited period of time. The deserter has

to get out of Africa and fast. This can only be done by succeed-

ing in boarding a vessel. The deserter knows that—but unfor-

tunately so do the authorities. A constant, vigilant watch is

kept along the several hundred miles of the coastal Mediter-

ranean stretch. The policing personnel are skilled in the task

of detecting deserters and they seldom fail in their efforts. As

far as the interior regions of North-Africa go—well, let's see

what Rosen^^ has to say about this situation.

"Money is the main necessity for flight. The poor fellows

who go out on foot, without a penny in their pockets, very

seldom get away and are generally brought back in a few days

by the gendarmes. Hunger and thirst almost always drive them

into the Arab villages or to the Spanish peasant settlements on

the main roads, which are so often patrolled that detection is

unavoidable."

Rosen tells of an Austrian Legionnaire who was missing

one night. "Several weeks afterwards there was shown to us at

roll-call the photograph of a body that had been horribly

maimed. It was the Austrian. A patrol had found him by the

Moroccan frontier. Each company got a copy of this awful

picture in order to identify the corpse. The regiment has quite

a series of these pictures, all showing a man's naked body,

hacked about in the most appalling fashion. This is the work
of Moroccan brigands, to whom the Legionnaire, staggering

hither and thither under the influence of cafard, is a real

source of joy. His uniform and bayonet are priceless posses-

sions, easily won with a few sword strokes. Resides, there is

the consideration that Allah and his Prophet reward the pious

deed of torturing a dog of a Christian.
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"Hundreds of Legionnaires who have started out in cafard

have met with this awful death in the desert, martyred,

maimed and tortured.

"As a rule the men desert without any equipment. They go

forth at night before nine o'clock, while the barracks are still

open, and run, under cover of the darkness. They are miser-

ably cold in the chilly African night, and the pangs of hunger

soon assail them. But they keep on going: they are accustomed

to accomplish miracles of marching even when loaded with

the Legion's heavy baggage; without it they cover enormous

distances. Five minutes at the double with that long cat-like

stride of the Legion which never tires those who have once the

knack of it—and then five minutes marching. They go on like

this without stopping all through the night and in the morn-

ing the truants are a good sixty kilometers from the garrison.

"In the daytime they hide among the rocks or they bury

themselves in a deep hole in the sand. When night comes they

start on their way once more, keeping their bearings by the

stars. When they hear the sound of horses' hoofs they take

cover in deadly terror and lie for hours, still as mice, until the

patrol has long passed out of sight below the horizon.

"In most cases, however, after a few days of golden freedom,

a freedom consisting of perpetual marching and ceaseless hun-

ger, the man meets his fate in the shape of a band of mounted

'Goums,' the Legion's name for the Arab gendarmes, and finds

himself, after a very short space of time, looking down the

muzzles of their revolvers. He then has to go back the same

way he came, fastened by a long chain to one of the Goums'

horses, panting and coughing with the exertion of keeping up

with the horse, which he must do if he doesn't want to be

dragged over the sand and stones. Thus he is taken from sta-

tion to station till the garrison is reached. If he is lucky enough

not to have lost any part of his equipment and has not been

absent more than a week, he is tried by the regiment and gets

off with sixty days' cellule—solitary confinement in the dark.
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If, however, any part of his uniform is missing, he is tried for

theft and desertion by the court-martial in Oran, which is

noted for its Draconic sentences.

"Traveaux forces, penal servitude for years, is then his fate.

A penalty which usually means death, for there are very few
constitutions that can stand the terrible life in the penal set-

tlements.

"The Arab gendarmes," concludes Rosen, "are paid a bonus

on the deserters they arrest, which amounts to many thousand

francs a year!"

This is the ordinary pattern of 99 out of 100 attempts to

desert the Corps. Beautiful women do not appear in it.

Desertion is discouraged by the officers by every possible

means, which may range from the promise to be shot or flogged

to death, to the simple expedient of stories about miscarried

attempts, stories which are kept artificially alive in the Corps.

One of these typical stories is told by Rosen, but this writer

has heard it in several versions in the quietness of the Legion's

dormitories on various occasions. Just like the story of the

royal prince, which was dealt with in a previous chapter, this

story of the "successful-unsuccessful" deserter forms part of

the Legion's unwritten tradition.

"An Austrian engineer had," writes Rosen, "as a young man,

for some reason or other enlisted in the Foreign Legion. After

a while he managed to escape and worked his way home to

Austria again. He must have been a clever fellow, for he soon

gained a distinguished position in his profession. Fortune

smiled upon him. He made a notable invention, which made
him a wealthy man. Ambition led him to send the machine he

had invented to the World's Exhibition in Paris. In the dis-

tinguished engineer nobody would recognize the deserter

from the Foreign Legion—at least so he thought. But cruel fate

willed otherwise. Standing by his machine at the exhibition he

was recognized by an ofiicer from his company who was just

then on leave in Paris.
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"The officer did his duty as a soldier and had the deserter

arrested. At one blow the man who had worked his way from

the depths of poverty to the top of his profession, who looked

upon the days in the Legion as merely a dark shadow on his

life, became once more a Legionnaire. A few days in a Parisian

military prison, a few hours' journey by rail in a prisoners'

compartment, the short sea voyage to Oran, the cruel minutes

before the court-martial—and the perpetual, blunting work in

an Algerian mine, truly a living death. And thus this man had
to live for many a long month, till the horrible climate carried

him off."

Rosen told this story some forty years ago; it is still alive to-

day. In the opinion of this writer it is an invention—nothing but

a school-book story with a moral in the end. Beware, Legion-

naire, beware of desertion! You can't win. Even if you should

get away in the first place you will never be safe after. We will

get you just as we got the Austrian engineer!

Perrot-White^^ agrees with Rosen that the chances of a de-

serter are slim. He writes that at the beginning of World War
II "the Arabs get a bonus for every deserter they capture, dead

or alive. They have a nasty habit of shooting first and then

bringing in the corpse after. They get their money anyway,

and it is safer to shoot first and question after."

This shows that basically things have not changed in the

last half-century. However, desertion had become much more

difficult, mainly because of the advance in the domain of

communications. "As soon as the man is missed," notes Perrot-

White, "the alarm would go out by telegraph and radio. In a

few hours every policeman and Arab would be looking for

him." Yet the method employed by the Arab gendarmes in

catching a deserter and taking him back to the depot is stiE

the old, time-honored one. As Perrot-White observed:

"Two mounted Arab gendarmes entered the gate. Betsveen

them and manacled to the stirrups was a man being dragged

along. A bloodstained battered piece of humanity, he was prac-
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tically dead on his feet. He was dragged across the square in

full view of all and passed into the prison. The N.C.O. of our

party told us he was a deserter. He had been trapped by the

Maknassi, as the Arab gendarmes are called.

"The Maknassi are, I think, the crudest type of men in the

world. Their most important job is to help the Legion patrol

the frontiers and generally police the deep interior. For the

most part they are cavalry, but some are mounted on camels.

There is not a mile of ground that they do not cover during the

twenty-four hours. They hear all the gossip of the bazaars, and

it is impossible for a stranger to enter their territory without

their knowing it very soon thereafter.

"The methods they use for obtaining information make the

Ogpu or Gestapo seem like amateurs. When they find a man
who has to be taken to headquarters, their favorite method is

to tie him to the stirrups of their horse with his hands behind

him, and then go just fast enough to make the poor captive

trot to avoid breaking his neck. If he cannot keep his feet, he

will be dragged along anyway. Small wonder that half of the

captives they bring in are dead."

The natives of North-Africa are naturally cruel. Besides,

among those who have submitted to the French, or even serve

under them, the hatred against the conqueror is still latent. In

a captured deserter they have the one and only opportunity

where they can give free course to this hatred and remain un-

punished. This shows much more in the practices of the ci-

vilian Arabs than in those of the gendarmes who, after all, are

subjected to the discipline of their profession.

"The partisans, or headhunters," writes Ex-Legionnaire

1384,^^ "as they are commonly known in the Legion, are par-

ties of Arabs. They are paid one hundred francs a head for

every man they bring back to the fold. God help the deserter

who falls into their hands. He is always returned to headquar-

ters in a frightful mutilated condition, and the headhunters ex-

plain, with a characteristic shrug, that such was the prisoner's
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condition when they found him. The truth of the matter is, of

course, that they themselves have committed the atrocities for

their own amusement."

This, on the Ex-Legionnaire's part, was not a mere theory

based on hearsay. He had opportunity to see with his own eyes

the result of the headhunters' inhuman work.

"We had been riding for more than an hour," continues

1384, "when we saw a band of horsemen coming slowly to-

wards us. They were, as we suspected, a number of partisans,

and they brought with them seven wretched deserters. They
came slowly, painfully, it seemed, for the prisoners were be-

ing dragged along on foot. Never have I seen such a ghastly

sight. It was composed of seven of the men, our own comrades,

out of the twelve who had bolted the night before. But what

men! There was Hacken, the big German, his eyes gouged out

and raving mad, and the rest of them mutilated in a manner

too impossible to describe in cold print. I looked at the gibber-

ing wretches grovelling there in the dust. Captain Dupont was

questioning the partisans. They explained they had found the

seven Legionnaires in this condition at the foot of the hills

beyond the plains. Some were already buried up to the shoul-

ders and they had had to beat off the vultures in order to

reach them.

"I looked at the sergeant of the partisans, saw the light of

triumph in his black eyes and the cruel smile on his mouth."

In this case, the men who had captured the deserters in or-

der to collect the reward were partisans, natives supposed to

be friends of the French authorities. Apart from the atrocities

which they slipped in for good measure, what they did was to

render the French a service. It becomes, however, a farce, as

soon as hostile Arabs try to cash in on the opportunity of an

easy reward. Loehndorff^^ tells of several occasions where

bloody skirmishes had been interrupted by a short truce in

order to enable the hostile natives to surrender a captured

deserter and to collect the price on his head.
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"The look-out reports the appearance of a camel rider,"

writes Loehndorff. "He comes out of the nearest sand dune

and makes a sign with the white turban cloth. One of our

Goumiers has to be sent out to him. He returns after palaver-

ing with the man a long while and says to the Captain: 'the

man is a Tuareg and knows something about a deserter. He
comes as an ambassador of his tribe and wishes to speak to

you. But you must give him your oath that he will go free.'

"The man has a dirty blood-stained bundle, which he lays

on the ground. After haggling a long while with the sergeant,

the officers being silent spectators, the Tuareg goes oflF with

the reward. At first he demanded ammunition, but was re-

fused. He took with him six tins of beef, three tins of sardines,

a packet of wax matches and ten packs of cigarettes. The
truce between the brigands of the desert and the military is

at an end.

"Three Legionnaires, with chattering teeth, and cursing

under their breath, bury the horrible bundle containing the

Legionnaire-deserter's disfigured head in the sand drift which

serves as our cemetery. . .

."

Six tins of beef, three tins of sardines, a packet of wax
matches and ten packs of cigarettes! Light indeed is the weight

of a Legionnaire's life on the scale of values of the desert. One
realizes the insurmountable odds a deserter has to face in his

attempt to flee. The same Tuareg, who proudly rode off on his

camel, hugging the "prize," would probably have cut the

man's throat for much less. In fact, he would have done it for

the sheer joy of it!

Desertion is considered by the Legion as a capital crime,

just as in any other army. However, while in an army based

on conscription the offense always carries with it the stigma of

treason, the situation in the Legion is quite different. This

heterogeneous bunch of men whose cribs have stood in all

corners of the globe cannot be asked to love France, neither

can they be asked to be patriotic.
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Therefore, there are different scales of punishment of a cap-

tured deserter, although desertion in the face of the enemy, as

a rule, is punished with death on the spot. Outside of these

cases the death sentence is seldom used for deserters; how-

ever, a prolonged stretch in the penal battalion is tantamount

to a death sentence, anyway.

Illegal absence from the Corps happens so frequently that

the Legion is physically unable to cope with every case on the

basis of a court-martial. A system has consequently been de-

vised to determine the seriousness of the offense. The hinge of

this system is the so-called "cinq-vingt-trois," the five-twenty-

three, the short term for five days and twenty-three hours of

illegal absence.

In peacetime, illegal absence from the Corps is only consid-

ered desertion at the beginning of the seventh day of absence.

This provision has been made in view of the many short-lived

desertions, especially after a prolonged campaign when the

unit returns to the garrison with its canteens, bistros and

brothels. It is then that the Legionnaire, under the influence

of cafard, will not return to the barracks until the last franc

has been spent on alcohol or women, and usually on both com-

modities. The same phenomenon occurs sometimes when
news leaks out that a unit, after a soft stay in a relatively com-

fortable garrison, is to leave for long action in a remote place.

Then the Legionnaires go off on a last binge.

Jean Martin^^ describes how he felt and reasoned after he

had learned that his battalion had been ordered to leave

Meknes for a prolonged road-building trip into the desert.

"Until five days and 23 hours, illegal absence is not con-

sidered desertion and is only punished with regimental prison.

If one gets 15 days for half a night absence, I reflected, one

can only get the maximum of sixty days for a 'cinq-vingt-

trois,' which makes the longest possible absence actually the

cheapest.

"All this carefully weighed, I started for the town!"
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Martin, subsequently, presented himself five days and 23

hours later at the "poste de police" and was duly thrown into

the calaboose in anticipation of the Colonel's sixty days' ver-

dict.

This incident pictures the more amusing side—if the word

amusing has a place here—of the problem of desertion. The
issue is not amusing in the least, however. The urge for deser-

tion stems forcibly from the terrifically hard and strenuous

life of the Legionnaire, influenced and spurred by the ever-

present shadows of the man's memories. It is the urge of the

captured beast to regain its freedom, it is tlie prisoner's per-

petual drive to escape. The Legionnaire's chances are almost

nil!

The recruiting officer in Dunkirk told Perrot-White : "To

desert from the Legion is harder than to escape from your

famous Dartmoor prison in England and the punishment is

very severe!"

Yes, the punishment is very severe! The penal battalions are

full of deserters who found this out on their own miserable and

battered bodies. Yet for every penal battalionaire there are a

hundred who died in the attempt to escape.

"And so," said Waterhouse, "the Legion marches on, leav-

ing its inexorable trail of desert carrion."

Losses

At the beginning of our first chapter we told of General de

Negrier's words as they are inscribed on the walls of Fort St.

Jean in Marseille, reminding the newcomers that they have

become Legionnaires only to die, and that they would be sent

where they would die.

As a welcome into a military organization this is a rather

macabre thought. Yet there is a lot of truth in the general's

simple sentence.

As we have already stated, James MacKinley Armstrong-^
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claims that only Rve out of every hundred who sign up for five

years manage ever to get out of the Legion. Five out of every

hundred! What happens to the other ninety-five? Is it true

that joining the Foreign Legion is the equivalent of a one-way-

ticket to death for the vast majority of men? The answer seems

to be yes. There is a good deal of evidence which, although

circumstantial, is yet strong enough to permit this conclusion.

Armstrong's opinion is only one man's opinion. Maybe his

figure of 95 percent casualties is exaggerated, and again—

maybe it is not. But supposing that the number of men who
lose their lives during service in the Legion is much smaller

than the number claimed by Armstrong, this would still leave

a very impressive number to account for.

One fact stands out clearly: the life of a Legionnaire is not

worth much. And this is amazing when the brilliant work and

the invaluable services which the Legion has rendered France

during the last 120 years are taken into consideration.

Aheady we have had the opportunity to consider the Le-

gion's losses during both of the two great World Wars and it

has been established that the Corps' sacrifice was infinitely

greater in proportion than that of any other participating unit

of the Allied forces.

In the historic campaigns of Spain, Mexico and Italy, too,

we have found that the Legion's losses had often been in ex-

cess of 70 and 80 percent of the original effective. Ordinarily,

losses of this size constitute a military catastrophe; not so when
the Legion is involved. The Legionnaire is expected to sacri-

fice his life without hesitation, regardless of time, place, cir-

cumstances and principles.

When in 1942, the Allied high-command decided on the

afterwards much publicized action at Dieppe, in whose course

several thousands of young Canadian soldiers lost their lives,

a storm of violent protest went through the Allied bloc and

the high-command was subjected to severe criticism. We are

not trying to analyze whether this particular sacrifice was
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justified at the time or not. We want solely to establish the

fact that public opinion was hotly concerned with the whole

issue and especially with the losses suffered by the unit.

If, on the other hand, these unfortunate soldiers who died

on the beaches before Dieppe had been Legionnaires of the

Foreign Legion, not a single soul would have been concerned

with their fate. This can be easily proved because there have

been campaigns—such as the furious battle of Algeria and

Morocco—during which a multiple number of Legionnaires

lost their lives in a much higher proportion than that of the

men killed at Dieppe. And has anyone ever heard of a storm of

protest about the wholesale massacre of Legionnaires?

Here is the difference: a Legionnaire's life is cheap! There

is no relative and no senator or member of parliament to en-

quire into the man's fate. For every Legionnaire killed off

there are two others impatiently waiting at the depot's door,

eager to be admitted into the ranks.

"I have estimated," writes Armstrong,^^ "that a Legionnaire

costs the government at least one thousand francs, to get him
into the field. Therefore you would imagine that, with the

parsimonious tendencies which the French show in almost

everything, they would regard him as worth at least that

amount and take a certain amount of trouble to keep him alive

and fit. But not a bit of it. He might be an actual encumbrance

to them for all they care about his health and fitness. If he dies,

he dies—and if he lives, he lives. And in any case he's not worth

bothering about!"

Armstrong, as it appears from his book, had quite a few un-

pleasant experiences in the Legion, which explains his way of

thinking. However, there is some truth in what he says. A
Legionnaire does not count a great deal.

While it is true that the Legionnaire is relatively well fed

and clothed it has to be admitted that the authorities are not

unduly concerned about him as a human being. His personal-

ity does not count, his background is immaterial and nobody
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cares about his intimate sorrows and worries. The mutual un-

derstanding between ofiBcers and men, so prevalent in the

great democratic armies, the kind of relationship so conducive

to creating the all-important "esprit de corps," is lacking in

the Legion. Every man lives for himself; he is only a small

wheel in the mechanism, and this wheel can easily be replaced

at any time. It is in this sense that it actually makes very little

difference if the man is alive or dead. There is nobody to

mourn the man who fades from the picture; his name is simply

stricken from the records and his matricule number is given to

a newcomer.

In every book about the Legion the wholesale death toll

exacted from the Legion in all fights is emphasized and the

fatalistic detachment with which the Legionnaires die is

stressed. A history of the Legion, therefore, perforce becomes

a history of the Legion's losses. In every enterprise of the Corps

the death ratio is amazingly high.

In Hell Hounds of France^^ we find the following: "Of the

250 men who comprised the Fifth Squadron when we took

over the empty fort at Ammasine, only 90 were standing when
we left it." And later on: "We arrived at Fez the following

morning, 90 men all told, the bedraggled remnants of one

squadron of cavalry and two companies of infantry, who had

fought continuously for two days against odds of about 300 to

one. We were given a great welcome as we limped into Fez—

for what it was worth! Most of us went into hospital."

Ninety men left of one squadron and two companies which

totaled approximately 500 to 600 men. Four out of every five

killed in the short time-span of two days!

After a surprise attack by the Druses Ex-Legionnaire 1384

reports that "we were lined up for roll-call. Of the original 250

we had lost 130."

Loehndorff,^^ writing about a similar incident says that "our

dead number 91. That is a third of us! The enemy found time

to decapitate some of out men before he fled." In a later pas-
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sage he continues : "The dead bodies that he all around in the

gulleys and behind the rocks are beginning to infect the air.

But it does not last long. The vultures, ravens and jackals come
in hordes and clean everything up. At night we can hear them
grunting and snarling round their prey."

Waterhouse,^* in turn, writes that "altogether that day we
had lost about 30 men out of our original 60." But this was not

final because a few days later, at the end of the assignment he

describes, and back in Marrakech, he reports that "only 10 of

us were left out of the original 60 that left Meknes, and we
must have presented a pathetic spectacle as we entered the

great gate of the barracks." Waterhouse complains bitterly

that "the Foreign Legion does not think much of you while you

are alive."

In a hundred descriptions of engagements one will find a

hundred references to the immense casualties suflFered by the

unit in question. In Algeria and Morocco most battles took

place on company or battalion scale. While the number of

killed would not be too high as numbers go, the proportion of

losses compared to the total effective of the involved unit

always causes a gruesome impression. Ten survivors out of

sixty; ninety out of two-hundred and fifty! Is there any other

unit in the whole world whose commanders could drive their

men into battle with such a complete and cold disregard for

their lives?

Prince Aage,^^ certainly a very reliable informant, is ap-

palled by the losses his unit suffered during the fighting in

Morocco. "The battalion's losses have been terrific," he writes.

"We found afterwards that we had lost seventy kiUed and 228

wounded." And this happened in the course of a skirmish with

the Rifs which lasted less than half an hour.

Summarizing the result of this particular campaign, the

prince writes : "In the course of the campaign we had lost in

killed, about 100 officers and 3000 men. The wounded and

other casualties were proportionately numerous."
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Morocco has been a giant grave for the nameless soldier of

the Legion for whom, in Aage's own words, "there is no glory:

they do not suffer and fight and die pour la patrie/ They are

the lost sheep!"

Prince Aage's description of the Legion's fight against Abd-
el-Krim is a gold mine for information on the Legionnaire's

sacrifices. Describing the attack on a blockhouse held by the

Rifs he writes : "The enemy machine-guns must have opened

up then, for the ground we walked on was dotted with sprawl-

ing Legionnaires." And a few paragraphs later: "A battalion

of the first regiment of the Legion tried to take the blockhouse

by frontal assault, but with each attempt the attacking group

was swept away before it had fairly started. Section after sec-

tion leapt the parapet and rushed to the attack. It was no use;

the men went down like wheat before a scythe."

Reinforcements arrived. A half battalion of the Legion.

Then Prince Aage confirmed the ofiicers' complete disregard

for the lives of their men. "Immediately before stepping over

the parapet, the captain remarked to me that his men would

either take the blockhouse or remain upon the field.

"They rushed to the advance, then," he continues, "and the

machine-guns opened up with redoubled fury. The captain fell

after having gone forward for perhaps ten paces. Some of his

men fared better, and one lieutenant reached a point not fif-

teen feet from the enemy guns before he collapsed like a

pricked balloon. Wounded men, attempting to crawl forward,

twitched under the impact of fresh bursts of fire, then they

lay still. 'Not one returned^

For an officer of the Legion, Aage is unusually informative

about the Corps' casualties. Losses, as a rule, are kept quiet.

"After roll-call," he v^ites, "we totalled our casualties and

found that we had lost 18 officers and more than 500 enlisted

men—one man in four of the entire attacking force." One man

in four—25 percent. Not bad for the first day of fighting . . . one

wonders just how many came back when the whole campaign

was over.
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If Morocco was turned into a giant graveyard for the Le-

gionnaires, then at approximately the same time Syria ran

close second.

"Syria was aflame," writes Bennett Doty.^^ "An entire col-

imm of 4000 men had been cut off and destroyed. And out of

Saida daily, and out of Sidi-bel-Abbes, drafts were going out

to fill up the Legion's heavy losses."

The column of 4000 men Doty refers to was commanded by

General Michaud, and had been marching to the relief of the

citadel of Suweida. The detachment had been ambushed by
the Druses and was destroyed to the last man in a matter of

hours. This had been a black day, even for the Legion.

But this had only been the beginning. The number of the

Legion's casualties increased by the day to such an extent that

the disposal of the bodies became a serious problem.

"The next day," Doty writes, "we had to bury our dead. Two
men from each squad of the entire column were told off for

this detail, and I was one of the two from my squad. This,

reverential as we tried to make it, proved a terrible task, in

this climate where the flesh dissolves quickly.

"The camions began to arrive, laden with the dead, coming

up the hill under the spent bullets of distant Druse snipers.

They lay there in the camions, close packed like cord wood. As

each camion arrives, a sergeant going into it with a man passed

the bodies one by one out to us, while we laid them on the

ground side by side. There were about 400 dead finally, laid

in a motionless and gruesome line."

The reference to wholesale massacres are far too numerous

for the scope of this book. We could go on indefinitely. Here

are a few of the typical reports—Pechkoff: "All the garrison of

the fort had been killed a few weeks before."^^ O'Reilly: "Of

our 40 men no less than 30 were dead."^^ And Colonel Maire:

"Of the company in a single night 39 men dead, 46 seriously

injured."^^

These are the losses of the Legion, that Legion of the

damned, the cohort of the lost. . . 1
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To the direct losses on the battlefield have to be added the

numbers of wounded, who subsequently died because of lack

of immediate treatment. The columns usually extend far into

enemy territory, while hospitals remain close to the bases. The
ambulant medical services were never able to cope with the

great number of wounded men and a seriously injured Legion-

naire had to be automatically written off.

Besides battle wounds, dysentery takes a terrific toll among
the men. The water as a rule is not potable by ordinary sanitary

standards. But it is the only liquid available to the troops in

North-African territories during an extended campaign. It is

usually polluted. There is never enough time to boil it, but in

some regions even boiled water will not lose its toxic effect.

Boiling, for instance, is useless in cases where pollution stems

from the mineral content of the water, as it is the case in the

South of Tunisia.

No Legionnaire escapes dysentery and the disease is con-

sidered as a normal phenomenon in the Legion. Everybody,

oflBcers and Legionnaires alike, at one time or another has con-

tracted it and the command does not pay too much attention

to the malady. Some men die of it; some recover. Some become

immune, some are left with a chronic disposition for the rest

of their lives. For those who die, it is a miserable death; during

their prolonged sickness their strength is gradually sucked

from their emaciated bodies by the inability of the intestines

to digest food. In the acute phases of the attack, when more

blood than fecal matter leaves the bowels, and when the walls

of the intestines become as fragile and brittle as the wings of

a butterfly, no known medication will relieve the sick Legion-

naire of his pain. Several thousand die every year of this dis-

ease. It is one of the greatest scourges of the Legion.

Another great scourge is malaria, or paludism, as it is called

in the Corps. Before the advent of the antibiotics, malaria had

been a greater killer than any other tropical disease in the

Legion. Only a few Legionnaires are ever able to escape
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malaria-free after their service in the interior of Africa or in

Indo-China. During a short stay in a Legion hospital in Al-

geria, tliis writer found that about 75 percent of the hospital's

patients consisted of malaria cases, some of them at a point

where recovery was impossible.

Time and again the Legion has been cited as the best in-

fantry unit in existence and rightly so. There is no other miH-

tary organization capable of matching the fighting impetus of

the Legionnaires. Death does not scare them. And this is either

a miracle or a phenomenon which requires the skilled mind
of a psychiatrist to be understood.

When the battle ardor of a Legionnaire, his skill and his

fatalistic acceptance of death, are viewed against the monoto-

nous, dreary background of his existence, it is a contradiction

in itself. These men are either superhuman or demented.

In any army, this sacrificial spirit would be quite normal

when the men are inspired with an idea for which they are

determined to fight and to die. To repel an invader, to rise

against oppression, a battle for liberation—all this would be
liable to kindle the flame of patriotism in any national army

and induce the men to commit acts of heroism and self-nega-

tion. But this does not apply to the Legion.

The Legionnaire is a man without a fatherland; his loyalty

to France is negligible if it exists at all. Patriotism cannot be

expected in him. The enemy he is fighting has not provoked

him—it has always been the other way around. Thus the two

best reasons to make him fight with enthusiasm do not actu-

ally exist.

On the other hand, his life as a Legionnaire is one of dread-

ful monotony and misery. It is an endless chain of boring

days. The same chores, the same surroundings, the same faces

and the same conversations for years on end. He turns into an

automaton. He assembles and he marches, and he assembles

again and he marches again. He lives to the blows of a whistle

and to the commands of the non-coms. He eats when ordered
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and he sleeps when told to. He gets drunk on payday and he

relaxes with the same prostitute whenever he can afford her.

The drudgery is the same when he leaves for action. He
marches and he builds stone walls, and then he marches again.

He works eighteen hours a day and he sleeps five, and then he

marches again. And all the time the sun sends fiery arrows

deep into his brain until the last independent thought has been

burnt out. He hates the Legion from the day he has signed the

contract, and sneers at the pitiful handful of coins he receives

every other week, never enough to quench the thirst for one

night.

And yet this same Legionnaire has always fought like a lion

and he has—without protesting—accepted death wherever

he met it.

How can this phenomenon be explained? It cannot be pa-

triotism nor can it be love for the Corps. It can only be his

perpetual desire for escape, the Legionnaire's unconscious

longing to find in battle or death an escape from a miscarried

life which he feels incapable of correcting.

This is only an assumption. The truth is that, regardless of

everything, the Legionnaires still know how to die in their old

and time-honored way wherever the command sees fit to send

them.

Thirteen or fourteen years ago this writer was sitting with

one of the old Legionnaires in the canteen of Sidi-bel-Abbes.

The man was a veteran of many a campaign in Africa and the

Far-East. He was only 38 but looked like 60 with his shrivelled-

up skin, his deeply-lined face, his skeleton-like body and the

dull, glassy stare of his eyes which had been exposed too long

to the burning sunlight.

"Yes," the "ancien" had said, "yes, ifwe would put the bodies

of all the dead Legionnaires in one line, side by side, they

would span the globe several times 1"

Desert carrion!
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^ CHAPTER 7

INITIATION OF A LEGIONNAIRE

Enlistment

By far the toughest thing for a Legionnaire to accomplish

is to get out of the Legion before the expiration of his contract.

Unless he is successful in a desertion attempt, or unless death

catches up with him before, he is pretty well in for his five

year term. An injury or chronic disease must be of a really seri-

ous nature in order to determine the medical authorities to

discharge or "reform" him as the French technical term goes.

Quite contrary to this situation, however, it is easy to join

the Foreign Legion. There is no discrimination as to race,

creed, color or nationality. The only barriers to prevent a man
from becoming a Legionnaire would be his age, either too

young or too old, or a crippling or contagious disease in the

nature of progressed tuberculosis for example. There are hun-

dreds of enlistment offices throughout France and every po-

liceman or gendarme will conduct a Legionnaire presumptive

to the nearest army recruiting center with the greatest of

pleasure.

The procedure of enlisting is simple: a short interrogation

by the recruiting officer, a still shorter questionnaire to fill out,

a perfunctory medical examination, one day's reprieve to

**think it over." Then the preliminaries are terminated by the

actual signing of the contract and the recruit is put on a train

to Marseille and from there he crosses by boat to Oran, whence
he goes to Sidi-bel-Abbes to start on his new career.

235
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This simple system has weathered the hundred and twenty

odd years of the Legion's existence and in its essentials it is

still in force. Rosen, around 1900/ went through the mill as

any other Legionnaire and what he writes can be considered

as a good piece of human interest even by modern standards.

Today everything is still as it was in the year 1900. Only the

amounts of money of which Rosen speaks are different now,

but this is a minor point which does not change the overall

picture.

"The corporal opened the door," writes Rosen, referring to

his first visit to the recruitment bureau, "and gave me a friendly

push. I drew back almost frightened. The atmosphere of the

little room was unspeakable. It was foul with the smell of

imwashed humanity, sweat, dirt and old clothes. Long
benches stood against the wall and men sat there, candidates

for the Foreign Legion, waiting for the medical examination,

waiting to know whether their bodies were still worth five

centimes daily pay. That is what a Legionnaire gets—five

centimes a day. One of the men sat there naked, shivering in

the chill October air. It needed no doctor's eye to see that he

was half starved. His emaciated body told the story clear

enough. A dozen men were there, youths with deep-set, hun-

gry eyes and deep lines around their mouths; men with hard,

wrinkled faces telling the old story of drink very plainly. . , .

"The atmosphere was loathsome. I stared at this miserable

crowd of helpless men, at their filthy things, at their hungry

faces; I felt like a criminal in the dock.

"The doctor did not bother about such trifles as examining

the lungs, heart or eyes. He was for simplifying things. *Mon-

sieur le Major' decided with a short look in each case as the

men took their turn. A man with varicose veins was at once

accepted.

"The lieutenant gave me a sheet of hectographed paper,

and I glanced quickly over its contents. It was a formal con-

tract for five years service in the Foreign Legion between the
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Republic of France and the man who was foohsh enough to

sign it. There were a great many paragraphs and great stress

was laid on the fact that the 'enlisting party' had no right upon
indemnification in case of sickness or disability, and no claim

upon pension until after 15 years of service."

In our first chapter it has already been mentioned that at no

point in these proceedings do the authorities exercise any force

or pressure either of physical or mental nature on the would-

be Legionnaire. The act of joining the Foreign Legion is en-

tirely free; no one is compelled to sign and, as a matter of fact,

many have actually backed out at the last minute. This fact

cannot be emphasized often enough, especially as the pleasant

expedients of "shanghaiing" and "blackmailing" men into the

Legion are too often used by novelists and movie scriptwriters,

in order to explain satisfactorily the presence of their hero in

the ranks of the Corps.

On previous occasions mention has been made several times

in regard to men of French nationality serving in the Legion.

These men by rights do not belong in the Corps and, as a

matter of fact, the Legion has no right whatever to accept

them in its ranks. Frenchmen, by law, have to serve their com-

pulsory military term in a regular French unit, yet large num-
bers of them can, at all times, be found in the Regiments

Etrangers. We turn to Perrot-White^ for an explanation of this

unusual phenomenon.

"Why does a Frenchman join the Legion," writes Perrot-

White, "knowing as he does that the Legion is TtelF? Chiefly

because he has lost his citizenship, either through prison or a

bad police record. He does not have to commit a grave crime

to lose his citizenship, but once lost he will do anything to re-

gain it. He can do so in the following manner: first, he joins the

Legion under another nationality; since, of course, the Legion,

is, as its name implies, only for foreigners. After three years of

good service, free from any punishment whatsoever, he can

reclaim his citizenship. First he must declare himself to his
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commanding officer, give his reasons for joining, and then ask

the permission of the French poHce to regain his lost rights.

Reinstated as a citizen, he can then leave the Legion and fin-

ish the rest of his five year enlistment in the regular continental

army. If the police do not agree, and sometimes they do not,

he must re-apply after another two years."

Rosen has mentioned a medical examination of the recruits

which was no examination at all, but a perfunctory glance from

the Medecin-Major, who declared every single one of the ap-

plicants able for service. This superficial character of the pre-

liminary examination at the recruiting centers is a fact. How-
ever, the medical test to which every recruit is subjected upon
arrival at Sidi-bel-Abbes differs in thoroughness in no way
from an examination in any other military establishment. This

writer was very thoroughly examined at the depot in 1939; his

examination even included various tests of his blood and urine

and if his memory does not deceive him, an X-ray machine

was also available for the detection of suspected T.B. cases. It

is therefore safe to assume that the system of medical examina-

tion has been changed and improved sometime between the

turn of the century and the year 1939, although exact dates

are not available. It was probably the need for fit men for the

extremely difficult operations in Morocco during the first three

decades of this century which prompted these changes in the

system. Of the many tens of thousands who volunteered for the

duration of the last World War, quite a few, to this author's

knowledge, were rejected as a result of this examination.

However, almost all the Legion's chroniclers agree on two

points: the repulsive, dirty and filthy state of the recruiting

offices and the obvious futility and uselessness of the initial

medical examination. Perrot-White,^ 40 years after Rosen,

made the same observations as the latter.

"We entered the barracks (Dunkirk 1938) through a

squeaky door," he writes, "leading into a damp and chilly

cement-floored corridor, gloomy in spite of the bright sunshine
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outside. In faded paint, on a door facing us were the words:

Bureau de Recrutement—Armee Frangaise et Legion Etran-

gere.

"A man in a soiled blue uniform asked what we wanted and

beckoned us into a little room. The floor was dirty grey cement.

The windows were filthy and the cheap furnishings had not

been dusted for weeks.

"I don't think any medical examination could have taken

less time than that one did. The doctor took my pulse, tapped

my chest and back, asked me to read a few lines of print that

a blind man could have read and pronounced me fit. Accord-

ing to my own doctor back home, I was in the first stage of

dispepsia."

The fact that the recruit is subjected to the first thorough

medical examination only after a trip of sometimes more than

2000 miles and not at the point of enlistment is another one of

the many incomprehensible features of the Legion. Had the

men been checked thoroughly in France instead of in Sidi-bel-

Abbes, the government of France could have saved the tax-

payers a considerable sum of money spent for the repatriation

of the recruits ultimately recognized as unfit at the depot.

After all, a return trip from Africa cost somebody some money!

But coming back to Rosen's story we will look at the next

step of the recruit's adventure after he has finally signed that

ominous, all-important contract, the instrument of destiny by
means of which he has signed over to the Legion five full years

of his short three score and ten.

"Next morning we assembled on the parade grounds. A ser-

geant distributed silver pieces amongst us, a franc for each

man, that being the meagre subsistance allowance given us for

the long voyage to the Mediterranean. Besides, each man was

given a loaf of bread.

"A corporal took us to the Marseilles train. We travelled

alone. But France runs no danger of losing her recruits on the

way. The fact that we were intended for the Foreign Legion
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was written on our military tickets in howling big red letters.

The conductor watched us with great care. He kept a sharp

lookout—occupying a good strategic position right in front of

our car—whenever the train stopped at stations. The thing

would have been impossible, anyway; with that ticket one

could never have passed the platform barriers . . . we're pris-

oners, brother mine!

"In Marseilles, a sergeant and a corporal received us lov-

ingly. The corporal took charge and marched us through the

town, while the sergeant trotted along the sidewalk at a re-

spectable distance. Without doubt he had no desire that any

one should connect him with us. He was quite right. We did

not look pretty and the night on the train had not enhanced

what little beauty we may originally have possessed.

"Our destination was Fort St. Jean, once the nucleus of

Marseilles' harbor defense, whose sole purpose now is that of

a gate through which pass recruits for the colonial armies of

France." Thus Rosen concludes this part of the story. And this

concludes at the same time the recruit's presence on European

soil for the next five years. He stays at the fort only a short

time. As soon as a boat departs for Oran—usually twice or even

three times per week—he is loaded on the vessel.

Loaded is the right term in this respect because the trip is

invariably made in the hold of the ship. This is the way the

recruits have travelled for over a century and this is the way
they travel still.

"From the dock," writes Perrot-White,^ "the ship did not

look too bad even to my experienced eyes. Her name I cannot

recall at this moment, but I know that, long before the three-

day voyage was finished, she was called many names, none of

them complimentary.

"About sixty men comprised our party, and no time was lost

in getting us aboard. Then came the first shock,

"I was used to travelling on troop ships, so I thought this

one would be like them. We were taken below to the hold.
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deep down under the waterline and immediately over the

bilge. The hold was not large, about seventy feet long and

twenty feet wide; but instead of the hammocks I had expected,

the deck was covered with straw mattresses so arranged that

there was no space between the men. In one corner was a pile

of greasy and sticky blankets. A single weak electric bulb only

served to accentuate the smallness of the place.

"To get to our hold we had to pass through another by means

of a water-tight door so small that we had to crouch on hands

and knees to get through. This first hold was occupied by
Arabs who took no notice of us. Some were cooking on small

charcoal braziers, some were sleeping, but most of them were

just squatting on their haunches smoking. Tied up here and

there was a varied selection of scrawny chickens and smelly

goats. The stench in that hold was something that defies de-

scription; and needless to say, our hold was little, if any,

better."

Perrot-White*s description revives in this writer the memory
of his passage to Oran which he, in September of 1939, took

under similar conditions. The situation at this time, however,

was aggravated by a strong wind which caused high waves in

the Gulf of Lyons, known to any traveller of the Mediterranean

for its unruly and choppy waters. The small and sticky hold

was filled to overflowing with men, who within minutes suc-

cumbed to sea-sickness. The unhappy crowd alternated in

moaning and vomiting, while the stench and filth in the dark

hole became unbearable. The only remedy was to escape on

deck and to try to find rest on the hard planks. This is exactly

what this writer did.

One of the few beautiful moments in the life of a Legion-

naire is the approach to Oran. Picturesque and colorful, in the

true style of Mediterranean ports, the sight impresses itself on

the traveller's mind as a permanent memory of strange, ori-

ental beauty. "Oran came in sight," writes Rosen,'^ "and we
gained the harbour. Suddenly the cliffs opened out East and
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West, leaving an enoiTQOus gap. Out jumped, as from a con-

jurer's box, the fortress of Oran, a maze of flat-roofed houses

on hilly ground.

"We had hardly touched the pier when a corporal jumped
on board. We were marched across the city square and began
to pass through little alleys and byways where naked black

children were playing and rolling in dirt.

"Then the sand came. The fine African sand that plays such

a role in a Legionnaire's life. But the road was an ideal road,

hard as a stone under its sandy covering. A generation of Le-

gionnaires, now long dead, had built this road leading to the

barracks high up in the hills. The road swept in mighty curves

along the cliffs. After an hour of marching we came to some

very antiquated barracks. They were a counterpart of Fort

St. Jean in Marseilles, one of the military hostelries for the

many men needed to feed France's colonial stomach."

Well, this was in Rosen's time. Today this road over which

he marched up into the hills is not sandy any more. It has

been paved and differs in no way from any of the other beauti-

ful highways of France. And the old barracks are not any

more. They have been replaced by the "Petit Depot," one of

the most handsome buildings this writer has ever seen in the

Foreign Legion. It is a white stone structure, surrounded by

porches and arcades in the style of oriental palaces. The place

is kept meticulously clean, outside and within, and thus con-

stitutes an agreeable change from the filth and dirt of the

military lodgings on the other side of the Mediterranean.

"The Legion depot was small and neat," writes Perrot-

White, "it was only a depot for embarking and debarking. The

permanent staff was, for the most part, composed of elderly

and disabled men. We did not stay there long, only overnight,

and early the next morning we were on the train again to the

Legion's headquarters in Sidi-bel-Abbes, about eighty miles

to the South."

"For three days we stayed at the old barracks," Rosen tells
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in turn, "high up on the diffs near Oran. On the third day we
were all bundled into a rickety little railway train and, at an

average speed of about fifteen miles an hour, we raced towards

the South, to Sidi-bel-Abbes."

The funny, old, narrow-tracked railway still exists. It took

this writer about ten hours for the eighty-mile-trip to Sidi-bel-

Abbes, through the beautiful orange groves and vineyards of

Algeria. Unfortunately, however, one cannot see very much
of the beautiful landscape from inside an old cattle car, osten-

sibly marked "8 horses or 40 men."

Just as the first sight of Oran creates a deep impression,

Sidi-bel-Abbes is another memory burned into the Legion-

naire's mind forever. Even the drudgery and monotony of the

ensuing time he has to spend at the depot will never erase this

first impression.

"This first march through the streets and byways of Sidi-

bel-Abbes," writes Rosen, "was a strange experience. The city

of the Foreign Legion seemed to be composed of peculiar

odors and yellow colors in many varieties. I tried to classify

the Sidi-bel-Abbes smell, but the attempt was a miserable fail-

ure. The strangely sweet scents coming from everywhere and

nowhere, which apparently had a very composite composi-

tion, defied a white man's nose. They were heavy, dull, oppres-

sive; now reminding one of jasmine blossoms, now of mould

and decay.

"In an atmosphere of yellow floated these scents. The atmos-

phere was yellow; yellow were the old-fashioned ramparts of

Sidi-bel-Abbes, built by the soldiers of the Legion many years

ago; yellow was the fine sandy dust on the streets; glaring

yellow everywhere. The green gardens on the town's outskirts

seemed but animated little spots in a great compact mass of

yellow. The people of Sidi-bel-Abbes, adapting themselves to

nature in mimicry, paint their houses yellow! There were a

few other colors, but the universal yellow swallowed them up
without mercy.
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"Between long rows of stately palms and through shady
olive groves we marched. An omnibus rattled past. All the

seats were occupied by Arabs. The white splendour of a

Mosque shone from afar. On the balcony of its high minarets

a Mohammedan priest in flowing white robes slowly walked

to and fro, sharply outlined against the sky. The Mosque was
far away, but I could hear the priest's sonorous voice calling

to prayer:

"'All'il Allah... God is God!'

"We passed through the ancient gates of the city, which
were surrounded with thick, clumsy walls, encircling all Sidi-

bel-Abbes. The old walls had seen plenty of fighting. In their

time they had been very useful to the small garrison in the

continuous struggle with the Beni-Amer, who had again and
again tried to retake the place. Along the large, well-kept road

we marched. Suddenly, at a turning, the barrack buildings

loomed up on both sides of the road—the quarters of the For-

eign Legion."

And Perrot-White adds to this: "Finally we arrived at the

great barracks, and almost as if by magic we left the Orient

behind. There were two barrack blocks divided by the main

highway. That on the right was called the small barracks, the

other the large. It was to the small barracks that we were sent."

As a matter of fact, the small barracks cover a much greater

area than the so-called large depot, the "Quartier Vienot." It

is, however, in the "Grand Depot" that the central oflBces of

the Legion are located, the quarters of the colonel command-

ing the first regiment, together with the hall of honor, the mess

of the non-coms, the regimental prison, the medical services,

and many more essential branches. Besides, the "C.H.R.," the

"Compagnie Hors Rang" has its permanent home in one of the

three-storied buildings. This is not a company in the ordinary

sense of the word. It is the special unit to which the manifold

workers are assigned. These workers are needed for the main-

tenance of the giant depot which, at times, has seen as many
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as ten thousand men within its walls. C.H.R. comprises the

secretaries of the various offices, the telegraphists, radio-tech-

nicians, engineers, electricians, cooks, plumbers and many
others. Not to forget the "Clique," the Legion's band, famous

not only in Africa but in France proper for its splendid artistic

performances.

It is, however, to the "Petit Depot" that the newly-arrived

recruits are directed, in order to be incorporated into one of

the two "Compagnies de Passage." There they await the out-

come of the final medical examination and the colonel's deci-

sion as to their ultimate assignment. No military tasks are

asked of the recruits while they wait. They receive their mili-

tary kit and are allowed to dispose of their civil belongings by
sale to Arabian or Jewish merchants who, waiting for this op-

portunity, are always trying to buy these effects at ridicu-

lously small prices. Those who do not want their things sold

are permitted to ship them back to their families. This is very

seldom done, however, and the dealers do a thriving business

with the clothes of these poor devils, who receive but a small

fraction of the price they once paid for them.

Only the inevitable corvees interrupt this forced idleness

and it seems that the most disgusting chores are always re-

served for the recruits. Sewers and latrines, to all appearances,

are never cleaned at the depot between the arrivals of new
recruits. And immediately after the "bleus" have shov^ni up,

they can be seen swarming all over the place, trying to clean

these establishments with the few rudimentary tools put at

their disposal. And then there is the all-important and ever-

present "corvee de patates," potato peeling, which in the Le-

gion never stops. If this writer's recollection is not faulty, then

he alone has peeled a whole year's potato harvest; at least it

seemed so at the time. Even now, more than 14 years later,

if he has to witness the peeling of potatoes in his home he can-

not help thinking back on these mountains of wet and dirty

bulbs, piled up high in a corner of the kitchen yard in Sidi-bel-
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Abbes, and his whole company standing in a vast circle, peel-

ing, peeling and peeling . . . the pile never seemed to get any

smaller.

While the recruits wait, in the offices of the "Grand Depot"

a selection and repartition of the new arrivals is made. Spe-

cialists, as a rule, are kept in Sidi-bel-Abbes with the view of

being assigned to units requiring a certain specific knowledge.

The mechanized units, the transmission companies and the

Clique draw from this reservoir which, whenever emptied, re-

fills itself without any visible effort.

In the meantime, the recruits draw their first pay and, after

5 P.M., off they go into the new wonderland that lies beyond

the walls of the garrison. The few francs which constitute that

first pay are rapidly spent either in the bistros of town on cheap

Algerian wine, or, more frequently, in the numerous houses of

the red-light district. There the new Legionnaire d'Afrique, for

a short hour, can buy a facsimile of the tenderness and sensual

satisfaction he has probably never known in his pre-Legion

days.

His money spent and broke again, he returns to the bar-

racks only to learn that the following day he is to leave for

Saida, formerly headquarters of the second regiment, but now,

and for many years already, the location of the instruction

companies of the Corps. There he will be instructed and

trained in the traditional ways of the Legion, and after six

months he will know which of the six regiments will be his

home for the rest of his service.

Sous le Drapeau Frangais!

The Legionnaire is a mercenary, a professional soldier. As

such he sells his services for a certain length of time to the

French republic. The government, in consideration of the

Legionnaire's willingness to serve, pays him a sum of money.

This is simply and purely a commercial transaction whose
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terms and stipulations form an integral part of the Legion-

naire's contract.

Just as any other army in the world, the Legion hands out

a daily pay to its soldiers. But it is not the anticipation of this

pay which attracts the future Legionnaire; it is the lump sum
of money which he is to receive under the terms of his con-

tract and which in the Legion is called the "Prime d'Engage-

ment," or the "Enlistment Bonus." This bonus in commercial

language could be termed the financial consideration for the

man's service in the ranks of the Corps.

It is not surprising that this bonus has attracted many a poor

devil because to him it meant having a sum of money in his

pocket, something that, in the majority of cases, probably

never had happened before in his whole life. On the other

hand, the Legionnaire's pay has always been insignificantly,

if not ridiculously, small. Only World War II, or rather the

inflation which swept Europe in its wake, could finally change

this situation.

For a long, long time, eighty years or even longer, the daily

pay of a Legionnaire 2nd class, a private, was a measly five

centimes : one "sou"—the smallest coin of exchange of France's

monetary system. This rate was still in force during the first

World War. This is confirmed by David King^ in his Ten Thou-

sand Shall Fall where he says that "as recruits, we drew the

magnificent sum of one sou a day." Sometime after 1920, how-

ever, this was increased to 25 centimes a day. Doty"^ reports

that in 1925 "my pay in the Legion was exactly three francs

and seventy-five centimes per fifteen days, with the franc

worth about three cents at that."

Perrot-White^ was much luckier. He joined the Corps when
the daily pay had already reached the hitherto impossible

height of fifty centimes a day. But that was not enough. "The

pay of a Legionnaire," he writes, "is the same in all branches.

Until 1938 it was half a franc a day plus a thousand francs en-

listment bonus. A few weeks before I joined it was raised to
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one franc a day with a two-thousand franc bonus. Thirty francs

then equalled one dollar."

Perrot-White is probably mistaken by one year. This writer,

who joined the Corps in September of 1939, for many weeks
collected the royal pay of five francs every ten days, which
amounted to exactly fifty centimes a day. Only later on, as the

war progressed, was the pay raised: first to 75 centimes and
later on to one franc which was supplemented by a weekly

tobacco ration; tobacco in the meantime had become a very

rare commodit)^ This was a long way from the original pay of

five centimes a dav; but unfortunatelv for the Legionnaires

prices had risen in the same proportion. A cup of coffee in a

restaurant cost one franc at the time, which gives a good idea

of the purchase power of the five francs ( or seven francs fifty

centimes for that matter) which the Legionnaire so graciously

received from the pa\Tiiaster's hands every ten days. The
volunteers for the duration were at no time entitled to the

enlistment bonus. This was entirely reserved for the regular

Legionnaires serving a minimum of five years.

This enlistment bonus, or rather its size, was also subjected

to the changes in the value of currency which took place after

the first World War. While for many decades the bonus con-

sisted only of a few hundred francs, at the beginning of World

War II the sum had increased to 2000 francs. The usual pro-

cedure always was to give the recruit a quarter of the money

after he had successfullv passed the medical examination at

the depot, another quarter at the end of his instruction period

( usually SLX months later ) , and the balance at a later date, not,

however, before he had served at least one year under the

French flag.

The fi\'e years following the end of World War II have

brought about fundamental changes within the Corps,

changes which a full century of existence had not been able

to accomphsh. At last the iron tradition of the Legion yielded

to the modern ti-end of the times. These changes affected the

I
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financial position of the Legionnaire in a way hitherto thought

impossible, for the Legion is an institution traditionally tight

and avaricious in matters of money.

The first step toward the abolishment of the old and ridicu-

lous pay-schedule was made during the last war, or rather

after the temporary defeat of France in 1940. "After the fall of

France," writes Perrot-White, "when conscription was abol-

ished by the Germans, France had to rely entirely upon volun-

teers for her colonial army, and naturally had to raise the pay.

In the Legion it became three-hundred francs a month with a

fifty francs' increase with each year of service." The amount

of the enlistment bonus was increased in proportion.

After the end of the war two new factors entered the picture,

both conducive to another change in this financial set-up. One
was the steadily rising spiral of inflation, and the other was the

presence of well-paid occupation armies in Europe. Compared
with the pay of an American soldier, that of the Legionnaire

was comparable only to alms given in charity to a needy

person.

We find in "La Verite sur la Legion Etrangere," published

by the Legion in 1950, a table of the new pay-schedule in force

since that time. The changes are astonishing for anybody

familiar with the ways of the Legion. For the first time in its

history, the Corps puts the Legionnaire financially on the same

plane as any other career soldier. For the first time the Le-

gionnaire is lifted from the depths of an existence in.which he

vegetated as a sort of beggar, always ready to steal just to im-

prove his miserable situation. Service in the Legion has now
become a profession, just as any other occupation undertaken

for gainful purposes.

As surprising as they may seem, here are the new figures as

published in the "Verite" : 3,240 francs monthly pay after the

first year of service in North-Africa, staggered under certain

conditions up to 4,500 francs; 3,840 francs to 5,700 francs after

five years of service. For duty in the Far East, after one year
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of service, the Legionnaire is entitled to the monthly pay of

13,380 francs which, according to the type of his service, can

be increased to 15,844 francs.

The pay of a corporal is about 50 percent higher than that

of a Legionnaire 2nd class, and a sergeant collects approxi-

mately five times as much. This, indeed, is not bad at all for

either of the ranks.

The newly formed parachutist units are being compensated

for their dangerous work by the payment of a special bonus.

They receive on top of their monthly pay 1,650; 2,760; and

5,670 francs for Legionnaires, corporals and sergeants respec-

tively.

The enlistment bonus, too, has been the subject of a sub-

stantial raise. For his five-year-enlistment, the Legionnaire

now receives up to 52,000 francs and another 12,000 francs for

every year of re-engagement after the expiration of his first

term of service.

While all these figures are, of course, inflated, they neverthe-

less represent sizable sums of money in the countries where

the French franc is accepted as legal tender. However, in or-

der to establish a suitable criterion for the judgment of the

actual value of these sums it should be kept in mind that, at

the time this book was written, the banks in North-America

exchanged the dollar for approximately 300 francs. This means

that despite the drastic increases in the pay of the Legion-

naire, his brother, the private of the American army, still is a

king compared with him.

The change in the monetary standing of the Legionnaire has

been only one in a chain of other changes. A new wind has

started to blow through the regiments of the Corps, sweeping

before it the fragments of a traditional conservatism, broken

up by an entirely new concept in warfare and military strategy.

Many an old Legionnaire, veteran of the fights of the last

century and the first quarter of this century, would turn in his

grave could he read, with unbelieving eyes, the following
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passages which are taken from "La Verite sur la Legion fitran-

gere":

"The Legion is anxious to be the vanguard of the moderniza-

tion of the army. The era of the Xebel' rifles with long bayonets

is already closed. Puttees and long marches on foot with heavy

baggage on the back already belong to tlie past. In 1943-1945,

two regiments of the Legion formed part of a French armoured

division and the others had been motorized.

"Actually, one finds in North-Africa beside infantry units,

parachutists, motorized cavalry, several mechanized groups

as well as the Saharian companies which have swapped the

camel for the armoured car."

Besides, the Legion now possesses specialized units for the

handling of amphibian vehicles and tanks; the engineers have

been provided with modern, often American-made equipment

for the rapid construction of roads and bridges; there are sev-

eral groups of armored landing craft as well as new transmis-

sion units, taking advantage of the latest developments in the

use of radio and radar.

So, it can be said that the Legion emerged from the mael-

strom of the last World War as a renewed, streamlined unit,

stronger than ever and certainly more valuable than ever. It

seems that the reliance on the leg and back muscles of the

individual Legionnaires has been entirely replaced by the em-

ployment of machines.

However, motorized or not, the Legion is still basically an

infantry unit, and the recruit has to go through all the phases

of infantry instruction regardless of his ultimate assignment.

That the old and stern conception of work is still very much
alive in the Legion we can observe while glancing over the

pages of "Verite."

Under the heading "The life programme of the Legion-

naire" Verite informs the recruit: "The existence of the Le-

gionnaire in the garrison is entirely placed under the sign of

work, during a campaign under the sign of combat. Idleness,
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in fact, has an evil influence on these men who are more or less

uprooted, anyway; when the hands are idle, the mind works—
consequently activity is the best remedy against cafard."

Here the Legion, afraid of the unpredictable consequences

of the dreaded cafard, seems to be overly cautious, because

when we look at the official time-table of the Corps we find

that there is very little time left for idleness or brooding:

5 A.M. Reveil.

5 to 6 A.M. Cleaning of rooms, breakfast, washing.

6 to 11 A.M. Work.

11:30 A.M. Meal.

2:30 P.M. End of obhgatory siesta during the hot season.

3 to 5 P.M. Work and evening meal at 6 P.M.

9:30 P.M. Appel and curfew.

This time-table gives the Legionnaire little time for himself,

except a few hours of freedom after the evening meal and the

siesta during the hot season of the year. The siesta, demanded
by the medical authorities, is really a God-sent institution;

otherwise continuous work under the mercilessly burning sun

which presses like hot lead on the minds of the men, would be

impossible. But the hours of siesta and the hours of sleep are

always too short. Time and again, this writer had the all-

dominating desire to strangle the bugler, when he, at 5 in the

morning, tore into his dreams with the hateful sequence of the

"reveille." "Soldat leve toi, soldat leve toi," are the words of

the call whose tune is used for the same purpose in the Amer-

ican army and is therefore, without any doubt, dear to many
a former soldier of this army, who many a morning woke up

with a start to hate himself, the army, the bugler and the whole

world.

Apart from the specialized instruction made necessary by

the introduction of modem weapons of warfare into the Le-

gion, the basic infantry training the recruit has to undergo is
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still the same as it was over a hundred years ago. The length

of this period of training is theoretically six months; however,

"Verite" claims that "in principle it is of 3 to 4 months."

During the training (which is usually performed in Saida),

the recruit receives the three inoculations for which the

French army is famous and without which he cannot be as-

signed regular duty in any unit. These injections, given in the

back between the shoulder blades, are a combination of serums

intended to protect the man from a number of diseases to be

encountered under tropical and subtropical conditions, in-

cluding typhoid, smallpox, dysentery and so on.

The inoculations are made at intervals of ten days and are

so timed that the last one coincides more or less with the end

of the instruction period. They always provoke a violent bod-

ily reaction and the regulations confine the inoculated person-

nel to the rooms for two days following the injection. Usually

fever, sometimes as high as 104 degrees Fahrenheit, ensues

and frequently especially susceptible persons have to be trans-

ferred to the hospital when their temperature rises to a dan-

gerous point. The injections leave the man weak and listless

for a few days, but to this writer's knowledge there have been

only isolated cases of death as a consequence of the injections,

which are a must in every colonial army composed of Euro-

peans. This writer remembers the time, when he himself,

feverish and with every bone aching in his body, lay on his

cot, waiting for the effect of the injection to abate while he

cursed the day he had signed that certain contract.

In a very subtle move, the Legion will, quite often, pay the

second portion of the enlistment bonus on the day of the last

inoculation, just when the men are confined to bed. Then they

are too weak to go out into town to throw the money away on

liquor or prostitutes. Thus the Legion more or less prevents

what has happened so often in the past when the men, sud-

denly rich by their standards, wrecked the town under the

influence of alcohol. They would do it every time, uncon-
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cerned about the following morning when they were to wake
up in prison, with a hangover as big as the sandbag they were
to carry on their aching backs for the next eight days by order

of the major commanding the battalion of instruction.

As far as the routine during training goes, what we have

found in the Legion's own **Verite" is here confirmed by Le-

gionnaire Kelly.^

"Reveille sounds at half-past five in the morning," he writes.

"We are then served coffee, followed by drill till half-past ten

when we have dinner, consisting of rich soup, meat, potatoes,

etc. We get no sweets whatsoever. After dinner we peel pota-

toes, and after that drill till half past four, at which time we
have supper, there being the same bill of fare as dinner. We
are free from 5:30 until 9, when we have inspection and then

sleep."

There is a slight discrepancy between Kelly's time-table

and that in "Verite"; Kelly does not mention the so-important

siesta. This can be explained by the fact that Kelly went

through his training during the winter months when, due to

the later beginning of daylight, the whole time-table is shifted

30 minutes to a full hour. Siesta is only in force during the hot

months and not during the short but relatively cold and rainy

winter season.

The actual instruction in the Foreign Legion is in no way
different from that practiced in any other army. However,

there are two definite hardships for the recruit; the first is the

tradition of the Legion which demands that certain move-

ments have to be executed in a certain way and in no other,

and the second is the time element. The Legion cannot lose

much time in training its men except in the lull periods be-

tween campaigns. In emergencies, as for instance during

World Wars I and II, during the campaigns of Morocco and

Syria and even recently during the large-scale engagements

in Indo-China, the recruits are turned into full-fledged sol-

diers on the assembly line at full speed. This in the words of

Vert et Rouge is called "tayloriser" in an adaptation of the
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name of Engineer Taylor, who is the man responsible for the

introduction of the assembly line in the United States.

Fundamentally, little has changed in tlie initial basic train-

ing of the recruit, and Doty's^^ description of his work day,

written sometime around 1925, is still good for all we know.

"Early next morning," he writes, "we were aroused by the

bugle, and the corporal was shouting 'Debout!' At six-thirty

we were already out for drill without arms, as no arms are

given until one has learned the facings. We marched to the

drill field, and there we just naturally caught hell.

"First came an hour of drill at double-quick time, mixed

with a savage dose of setting-up exercises, something grimly

known in the Legion as the Legion's breakfast. After this we
had the different facings and the commencement of squad

drill.

"The really terrific drilling given in the Legion is one of its

traditions. The movements are much the same as those used

in other armies, but the Legion demands precision in each

gesture far beyond that asked elsewhere. The Legion sergeant,

the Legion non-com, is an inexorable fanatic on this subject.

A movement must be done *comme-il-faut,' and his 'comme-

il-faut' is an ideal close to the limits of physical impossibility.

To gain his end, a sergeant of the Legion will make a man
repeat a thousand times if necessary. The recruit will repeat

till he is ready to murder, he will repeat till ready to drop with

exhaustion, but under the sergeant's implacable eye and his

crescendo roarings, he will repeat till he has learned to do the

movement *comme-il-faut!'

"At nine-thirty, having drilled steadily for three long hours,

we re-entered the barracks for company assembly, at which

the report was read, and then at ten o'clock came la soupe.'

This was not misnamed; there was soup. And a piece of boiled

meat and a vegetable. And with this we received a half loaf of

bread and a 'quart' of wine—about half a pint—for the day.

And then Vepos'!

"This mid-day rest, the siesta, is peculiar to the Legion and
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to the clime, and is absolutely necessary in the hot months,

when the mid-day sun makes of the courts, of the whole land,

a furnace. The men are not allowed outside during this period;

they are supposed to remain in the barracks and to sleep. At

two-thirty, we were back at drill, and then steadily at it again

till five, upon which the recall was sounded for the second

'soupe.' After that one was free to go into town till nine, when
came Tappel,' the roll-call. Free, I mean, of course, unless it

was your turn for guard duty, which came around often

enough, and if you had the strength left to stagger out.

"After a few days, the drills without arms became drill with

arms. Gradually we adjusted our lives to our new environ-

ment, and settled down to the monotony of the constant drill.

Sunday was our day of rest. On Sundays we washed our

clothes, ironed our linen and sewed our buttons."

Another peculiarity of the Legion, which will not be found

in other armies, is the almost religious attention which has to

be paid to what is known as the "paquetage." In the absence

of individual lockers, a luxury unknown in the Legion, the

Legionnaire has to arrange his effects in a prescribed way on

the shoulder-high shelf which lines the walls of the dormi-

tories. Arranging the "paquetage" is subject to a certain time-

honored ritual and any deviation can get the culprit into seri-

ous trouble. This is one of the traditions of the Legion in whose

connection the Corps does not accept any joking attitude.

"We passed the day in peaceful housekeeping," writes Doty,

"arranging our chamber, and being put through a thorough

course in the arrangement of the sacrosanct paquetage.

"In the French Foreign Legion, the soldier makes his pack

by folding all of his clothes into squares of precisely the same

size, which are then laid one on top of the other in a manner

exactly prescribed. A glorified sandwich it is, but one with no

rough edges, you may believe, and nothing sticking out. To

make the paquetage in the approved fashion requires much

practice; let the shghtest bit of it be out of line, or a little

crooked along the roll, and blooey! the inspecting corporal or
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sergeant, with one sweep of the hand, destroys the painstak-

ingly built cube and contemptuously scatters it on the floor.

This is rather trying at times, but one must learn to hold one's

temper in the Legion. A bad temper is a luxury that counts

dearly in the Legion; I know men now serving five years in

prison for losing their heads and striking or cursing a non-com
who disapproved of their paquetage."

"Everything was practical," adds Rosen in an attempt to

justify the existence of this nuisance. "All the bother with the

paquetage, the paltry and exact folding up of the equipment

according to a prescribed plan, meant in reality prompt readi-

ness at shortest notice. The Legionnaire has no wardrobe and

is obliged to put a host of things into a ridiculously small space

with methodical neatness. But the result of all this is that he

can find every piece in the dark and stands with his kit packed

according to marching regulations ten minutes after the

alarm."

All this is true; but it fails to recompense this v^iter for the

many hours he sweatingly spent desperately trying to pene-

trate the intricate secret called the building of a paquetage, a

secret which again and again escaped him, while the time

separating him from the next inspection drew dangerously

short. Let's hope that the latest changes in the Legion have

done away with the antiquated system of the paquetage and

that lockers, hooks and wardrobes have finally found their

way into the barracks.

During the course of the instruction the recruits are slowly

initiated to the system of the Legion marches. This point, how-

ever, has been covered already in a previous chapter. It is

therefore sufficient to recall that from the first ten-mile march
on, the length and the character of the following training

marches are steadily stepped up until this particular phase of

instruction culminates in a 35-mile forced march under simu-

lated battle conditions. The period of this last march coincides

more or less with the official end of the training period.

Once the instruction is over, the recruit returns to Sidi-bel-
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Abbes if he has not undergone his training there in the first

place. Again he is temporarily assigned to the "compagnie de

passage," from which he is shipped to his ultimate destina-

tion, unless the specialized unit which had him earmarked at

his first arrival at the depot requests his transfer into its own
ranks. Only in times of emergency is this trip to Sidi-bel-

Abbes skipped entirely. In this case the freshly trained detach-

ments will leave Saida to join by direct route the units they

have to re-inforce, wherever these units may be at the time.

Thus starts the Legionnaire's career in the ranks of the

Corps and from then on he is on his own. If he is lucky and

ambitious, then in due time he can become a non-commis-

sioned officer, a sergeant, an adjutant or even adjutant-chef;

if he is lucky and less ambitious he will finish his five year term

alive and relatively healthy and will go back once more into

the life of the civilian world for a new start; if he is unlucky,

well—there is a grave waiting for him somewhere in the sand,

or under the rocks of the mountains or in the jungles of Mada-

gascar or Indo-China.

And judging from the actual number of graves in the terri-

tories which the Legion polices, there has always been an im-

pressive number of unlucky Legionnaires. Their number,

somehow, seems much greater than that of the lucky ones. . .

.

Sidi-bel-Abhes

Sidi-bel-Abbes, in the words of the official publication of the

Foreign Legion Vert et Rouge, is the child of the sword and

the plow. It has been called many names of which "Mother of

the Legion" and "Home of the Legionnaire" are only a few.

Sidi-bel-Abbes owes both its existence and its importance to

the Legion whose soldiers have constructed its major build-

ings, designed and paved its wide streets, planted its beautiful

rows of palm trees and laid out its well-cared-for parks. Sidi-

bel-Abbes is the Legion s city in more than one respect.
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Business in Sidi-bel-Abbes, which, according to a recent

census, counts now a population of almost 80,000, is geared to

the needs of tlie Corps. Without the sprawling depot the town

would be just another spot on the map, just another French

colonial town, sleepy, lazy and of little importance. The Le-

gion has transformed it into a colorful, vibrant place, where

the mystic of the Orient blends with European civilization,

as is the case in the thriving coastal cities but seldom in a spot

so far removed from the effervescent human interchange of

the big ports.

It would be natural to assume that the relationship between

the soldiers of the Foreign Legion and the population of Sidi-

bel-Abbes is one both cordial and friendly. After all, don't the

citizens of Sidi-bel-Abbes owe their wealth, their protected

hves, their remarkable standing within the French colonial

empire to these mercenaries? But the relation between the

two factions is anything but cordial—it is cold, hostile; spite

and hatred enter the picture only too often. This situation pre-

sents an interesting psychological aspect as well as an imcom-

fortable state of affairs. Maybe Rosen's observations, made
around 1900,^^ will help to illustrate this problem and to con-

vey the amazing atmosphere of Sidi-bel-Abbes to the reader.

Little has changed since 1900 in this respect. True, the city has

grown in size, importance and in population; but the atmos-

phere is still the same.

"Four streets," writes Rosen, "which run exactly north,

south, east and west, to Oran, Daya, Mascara and Tlemcen,

divide the town at right angles. They are the main streets in

which the European shops and fashionable cafes lie. For pri-

vate financial reasons the Legionnaire does not buy in these

shops, and in the fashionable cafes he is treated badly. The

Legionnaire has no business in the main streets—from the hon-

est citizen's point of view.

"Between the blocks of the main streets, however, a laby-

rinth of small courts and alleys is hidden. There the Spanish
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Jews and Arabs live, there trading and bargaining goes on
incessantly.

"In this maze of dark alleys the men of the Legion were at

home, in the treacherous wineshops which depended on the

custom of the soldiers. 'Bar de la Legion,' or 'Bar du Legion-

naire,' or 'Bar du Madagascar' these hovels called themselves.

"Beside the wineshops were Mohammedan restaurants in

which one could eat 'kuskus' and 'galettes,' tough pancakes

with honey; poverty and filth reigned in these places, but they

were good enough for the Legionnaire.

"The honest citizen of Sidi-bel-Abbes, a half-caste of Span-

ish, or Levantine, or French extraction, is anything but fond

of the red-trousered foreigners. He despises the Legion and
its men from the bottom of his heart and has quite forgotten

that the very same Legion built his town for him in the begin-

ning; that there would be no Sidi-bel-Abbes if there had been

no Legion. . .

.

"His woman kind draw their skirts close about them when
they meet a Legionnaire in the streets, as if he were plague-

stricken. The honest citizen is very indignant when the regi-

mental band does not give a concert three times weekly for

him; he has his public park swept by the Legion and takes

good care that all the provisions for the 3000 soldiers are

bought in the town itself and nowhere else. The regiment of

foreigners is a very good thing for the honest citizen of Sidi-

bel-Abbes, but nevertheless he despises the Legion and the

Legionnaire—this citizen of the Foreign Legion's town."

Rosen sounds very bitter in his criticism of the hypocrisy of

the citizen of Sidi-bel-Abbes, but this writer can bear him out

point for point. As a matter of fact, to be faced by this linger-

ing hostility was the greatest surprise experienced by the many
volunteers for the duration. These volunteers were in no way
comparable to the Legionnaire as he has been described in

this book; their reasons for joining were different and so was

their background. Many highly educated men, university
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graduates, business men, artists, and professional men were

among these volunteers who had come to help in the fight

against Hitler. In their free hours they did not frequent the

same places as the ancient Legionnaires, they were looking

for entertainment in spots more in line with those they had

patronized before the war. This brought them in direct con-

tact with what Rosen so sarcastically calls the 'Tionest" citizen

of Sidi-bel-Abbes who did not understand, or maybe did not

want to realize, the change which had taken place. It took a

lot of talk on the part of the new Legionnaires to convince the

good citizen that there was no harm in their presence. But

even then the inhabitants of Sidi-bel Abbes kept at a safe dis-

tance.

However, there was at one time a deputation of irate citizens

who demanded of the colonel commanding the garrison to de-

clare the so-called better entertainment places as out of

bounds for the Legion. This happened just at a time when this

v^iter was in Sidi-bel-Abbes and the story which came down
the grapevine said that Colonel Girard had silently listened

to the deputation.

Colonel Girard was a man of small, wiry build and in his

eyes there was the strange fire of the old desert fox. He was a

hard, tough, but extremely just man, loved and feared by his

Legionnaires at the same time. Above all, however, he was a

Legionnaire himself.

"You don't like my men in your cafes?" he is said to have

asked the deputation. "Well nobody wants you to. I will issue

an order to the Legionnaires making it compulsory to spend

part of their free time in these places from now on. You better

get used to it—it would be high time after one hundred years

anyway." With that he turned on his heels and left the flabber-

gasted deputation to its own devices.

"When the Legion is not occupied," continues Rosen, "the

regimental band gives a concert several times a week in the

Place Sidi Camot. The soldier of the Foreign Regiments puts
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out the fires which break out in Sidi-bel-Abbes, he saves tlie

citizens and their goods when the stream of the Mekerra be-

comes a roaring torrent in the rainy season, and he protects the

helpless townpeople when tlie descendants of the Beni-Amer

tr\- to institute the Jewish persecutions tliev are so fond of. He
does that all, but under the surface, the citizen's contempt of

the Legion remained.

"A flower)' belt of gardens surrounds the town. In broad

alleys stood a group of palm trees and olive groves, planted by
the soldiers of the Legion many years ago in the short inter\ als

of peace. The 'Jardin Public,' the botanical garden of Sidi-bel-

Abbes, has also been founded by the foreign mercenaries. Not

far from the Jardin Public lies the regimental garden, where

the Legion raises its vegetables and plants its potatoes. Right

at tlie end of the to^^Tl, where the gardens come to an end and

the sand begins, there hes the cemeter\^ of Sidi-bel-Abbes, a

large open space, many hundreds of grave mounds he there.

The black wooden crosses are one like the other. This is the

last resting place of the Foreign Legion s dead. I was once

commandeered to work there. An aged corporal who lived in

a cottage in a comer of the cemetery, and who in his old age

filled the post of a giave digger to the Legion, gave me gar-

denins[ tools and a waterins; can. I walked along the Ions; row

of graves, pulling out weeds and watering the grass. An in-

describable feeling of loneliness overcame me.

''So impersonal, so poor, so barren are those graves! The

crosses are so small, so rouglil\" painted . . . die name of the

dead man is %\Titten on a small piece of board and imderneath

his name stands his nmiiber. These poor fellows who e\"en in

the last sleep of deatli have to bear a number which reminded

one of a convict prison. I went from cross to cross and read

the various names. Almost ever)' nation in die world has con-

tributed to the gra\es in this cemeten- of tlie Foreign Legion.

Verdorben—gestorben . . . Ruined—deadi

Besides the Legion, other army units have moved their gar-
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risons to Sidi-bel-Abbes—the Spahis, the Zouaves, the Tirail-

leurs Senegalais and a few others. But no military structure

equals the giant Legion depot with its massive yellow three-

storied stone buildings. To this the Legion has added a large

theater hall, the "Foyer du Legionnaire," a swimming pool and

many other recreational facilities. A library is at the men's dis-

posal which can proudly compete with any pubhc library in

metropolitan France.

The military hospital is spacious and large and well

equipped. And then there is, of course, the red-light district,

the "Village Negre," focal point of attraction for the many tens

of thousands of Legionnaires which have passed through the

city.

In the evenings and on Sundays, the Legion can be found

in the narrow streets of the "Village Negre," mingling with

other soldiers of every imaginable color. There are plenty of

houses and plenty of girls. Traffic is regulated by strong pa-

trols drawn from all the units stationed in Sidi-bel-Abbes and

brawls, usually frequent and bloody in former times, have

been restricted to an occasional fight between two soldiers.

The relation of the Legionnaire to the prostitute in the brothels

of Sidi-bel-Abbes will be treated in detail in the following

chapter.

We have aheady given a description of the recruit's first

impression at the time when he arrives at Sidi-bel-Abbes from

France. Major Pechkoff^^ sees things in a different light.

"We were approaching Sidi-bel-Abbes," he writes, "which

is the mother town of the Legion. That is where all the recruits

of the Legion come. That is where they are first initiated into

the spirit of the Legion. That is where they start their first

manoeuvres, their first hardships, their first contact with the

rules and regulations, with the customs of the Legion, with the

old Legionnaires, who tell them about their former exploits.

"At the station of this town the famous band of the Foreign

Legion, known all through Algeria, was waiting for the train
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to arrive. This band contains among its members men who
have graduated from the most famous conservatories of the

world—men who have abandoned their professions for reasons

unknown, and who are now simply soldiers in the rank and
file like others.

"It seems that the events through which they pass and the

circumstances of their lives are particularly favorable to the

development of their artistic faculties. Having no longer to

concern themselves with the diflBculties of making a living

they can give themselves completely to their inner life. This

life is enriched by all that passes before their eyes—the beauty

of the landscape, the majesty of the desert, the heroism of the

men—all mingled with their nostalgia and the memories of old

suflFerings.

"An orchestra composed of musicians such as these is capa-

ble of evoking the deepest emotions; for they put into their

music more dreams, more regrets, more yearning than are

ordinarily to be found in the human heart.

"When they play the *March of the Legion,' so poignant and

so martial, which expresses the rhythm of the march of the

battahons, sometimes a great sadness comes over the Legion-

naire advancing along the dusty road . . . and a great pride as

well. . . . They translate all the emotions of these men who
have a past so rich and so tormented. The March is the soul

of the Legion."

This seems to be Major Pechkoff's honest belief. However,

it is hard to understand what could motivate an artist to bury

himself in the Legion. Musicians, if they are any good, are

usually very sensitive, temperamental people for whom the

existence in the drab monotony of the Corps is the equivalent

of a living death.

Maybe it is just this conflict between the artists' turbulent

inner self and the hardship and spiritual meaninglessness of a

Legionnaire's life which brings out the marvels the Legion's

band has created. The accomplishment of the "Clique," the
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French term for a military band, is amazing and this has been

confirmed by many authorities on the subject. Not unlike a

strange wildflower blossoming in the unfertile sand of the

desert, the music of the Legion is a colorful spot in the mo-

notonous pattern of regulated boredom which is the garrison

life of the Foreign Legion.

Major Pechkoff is right when he claims that the Legion's

band contains members who have graduated from the most

famous conservatories of the world. This is confirmed by Col-

onel Maire.^^

"The Music of the Legion," writes the Colonel, ^'without any

doubt, can compete with a good nimiber of symphony or-

chestras which, every Sunday, can be heard in the concert

halls of Paris.

"When, several years ago, Jacques Thibeaud, the famous

virtuoso, came to Sidi-bel-Abbes, the Corps commandant sum-

moned Captain Akka, who at that time presided over that

sparkling phalanx.
" What are you going to play?' asked the Colonel. The Cap-

tain smiled maliciously. 'Don't worry, mon Colonel. Ill sur-

prise your violinist!'

"

"The following evening, Jacques Thibeaud opened wide

his ears and eyes. He heard 'Afternoon of a Faun,* 'Daphnis

and Chloe' by Maurice Ravel, and Schubert's 'Unfinished Sym-

phony.'
"

This is really amazing for a military band, which after all, is

only supposed to accelerate the march rhythm of a tired troop

and not to cater to the sophisticated taste of lovers of classical

music. No wonder the citizens of Sidi-bel-Abbes insist on the

weekly public concert on Place Sidi Carnot in the heart of the

city.

The Legion's band is well known in France. Time and again

it has been invited to concert tours including performances in

Paris and the country's major cities. Visitors to the World Ex-

hibition in Paris in 1937 could watch the Legionnaires play
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and admire the scope of their musical knowledge and skill.

But the clique has always been most impressive during the

great military parades in Paris. During one parade, when the

band marched ahead of a detachment of the Legion playing

the famous and time-honored march of the Corps, "Le Bou-

din," throughout the whole length of the Champs Elysees, the

watching crowd, carried away by the martial rhythm, became
wild and the police had their hands full in maintaining a sem-

blance of order while the band could hardly push its way
through the enthusiasticmob bearing down on it from all sides.

The impact of the Clique's music on the tired mind of a

worn-out Legionnaire after a long march is described by
Perrot-White.^^ "The Legion's band," he writes, "which at that

time was among the finest military bands in the world, played

the march of the Legion. It was inspiring music and this was

the first time I had heard it. I was to hear it often in the future

and many times bless the wonderful rhythm which seemed to

have power to wipe out the tiredness of a fifty-mile march."

Witli this simple statement Perrot-White has hit on the

truth. This writer remembers a day when his detachment ar-

rived at the outskirts of Saida after a forced march. The men
were exhausted, almost dead on their feet. There was not one—

not even among the officers and the non-coms—whose feet

were not bleeding. The straps of the sack and the rifle had cut

deep ruts into the backs of the men which the steadily running

sweat had aheady infected. The heat was murderous. The bat-

tahon was more dead than alive.

But this was during the war and the spectacle of tired and

beaten-dov^m soldiers could not be given to the Arab popula-

tion of Saida. Unfortunately the road to the barracks led up-

hill through the center of the town and the slope, to the tired

eyes of the men, had a sinister similarity to the goat paths of

the Himalaya. The mere thought of climbing this slope, let

alone march it in formation, made everybody wince.

Yet the Chque was waiting. A few commands and the men

I
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fell in line. Then the drums rolled, and then came the trum-

pets and the pipes. It was like a cool wind fanning through the

yellow ripeness of a corn field. Curved backs straightened in

a second, muscles first relaxed and then became firm, heads

went up high and eyes were looking straight ahead. The bat-

talion marched through the town as if the men had just been

called out of bed: fresh, springy and proud, while tlie stirring

rhythm of the band's music vibrated in the marrow of the

bones and made the legs move without any apparent eflFort on
their owners' part.

This writer is certain that without the Clique's intervention

he would never have been able to negotiate that hill under his

own power. His hat is ojff to the anonymous musicians of the

Foreign Legion.

Thus, as the Legion itself is essential to the very existence of

Sidi-bel-Abbes, the Clique is essential to the Legion as a whole.

It forms an integral part of the Corps' life. It is a part of Sidi-

bel-Abbes, this city of palm trees, contrasts, prostitutes and

mercenaries.

But Sidi-bel-Abbes, which engraves itself on the mind of

every Legionnaire as the first permanent impression of his life

ahead, provides him with a lasting memory when his contract

has come to an end. While it is true that the Legion exacts a

heavy toll in life, there are enough lucky ones who have man-

aged to escape the tribulations of desert life and who come
back to Sidi-bel-Abbes aUve and anxious to obtain their dis-

charge.

The Legion hates to see them go; it would rather have them

stay on and save the Corps the trouble of training a new man
to take the place of each one who chooses to quit. This might

be one of the reasons why the outgoing men are not treated in

too friendly a manner at the depot while they wait for their

papers, which are moving slowly through the red tape of the

regimental ofiBces.

The number of those who quit is never impressive and al-
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wavs far below that of new recruits. Manv are sta\dncr behind
in a grave, some luckier ones prefer to ser\e fifteen years in

order to be entitled to the Legionnaire's pension. Some choose

Sidi-bel-Abbes as tlieir pennanent home after tlieir discharge,

but in the words of Vei-t ct Rouge, a pubhcation with a good
deal of inside information, "the Legion never made enough
veterans" for this purpose. What a sad truth!

So the Legionnaire waits mitil, one dav, he is called to the

"2eme Bureau,'"' the office of the intelhgence officer, who
usually tries to make him agree to a re-engagement. Some-

times the officer succeeds, especially if there is some doubt in

tlie man's mind as to waniith of the reception the police au-

thorities on the mainland have intended for him. A bad con-

science or a reasonable facsimile of it—an imagined bad con-

science—often make a man sign tlie contract again. This wTiter

has seen it happen. The others, anxious to go back to civilian

life, are discharged a few days after they have declined the

intelligence officer's offer. According to their past conduct

tliey either receive a "Certificat de bonne Conduite" or not.

Recei\"ing it would correspond more or less to an honorable

discharge in terms of the American or British army. This paper

is of some help in obtaining emploMnent in France.

Regardless of liis conduct, however, every Legionnaire

leaving the Corps recei^-es a civilian outfit. The Legion never

lets anyone go witliout a suit of clothes, a hat, a pair of boots

and a shirt. But . . . well . . . let's listen to AiTiistrong.^^

"My new ci\ie outfit was a howl. I got a suit of blue jean (

I

think that's what they call it). The slacks suited the name
admirably—thev were slack in ever}' way. The jacket was cut

exactlv like a mihtan* tunic, only with plain bone buttons in-

stead of embossed brass ones. I kept one of the sliirts from my
kit, and a pair of boots.

"As ever, there were no socks! The head gear is difficult to

describe. It was a sort of cloth cap, rather like tliat worn by a

Cockney on holiday occasions—only not such good quahty.
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I had to choose between one two sizes too large for me, or three

sizes too small. I chose the former, and looked rather like

Jackie Coogan in his young days. But the peak, worn like a

film cameraman wears his, served to keep the sun from the

back of my neck."

Yes, it is true. These suits have not been tailored in London's

Bond Street or on New York's Fifth Avenue. In fact, it is ques-

tionable whether they were ever tailored at all. This writer has

seen these Legionnaires, waiting for their discharge, in their

awkward blue suits, a khaki shirt underneath, nailed military

boots on their feet and above all, crowned by this impossible

headgear which this writer has never found again except on

the heads of some characters of Al Capp's comic strips.

They leave Sidi-bel-Abbes, these new civilians, and they

are shipped across the sea to the Legion depot in Marseille. It

is from there that they are released definitely.

What happens to them from there on is hard to say. A hun-

dred persons under exactly the same circumstances will react

in a hundred different ways. It is safe to assume, however, that

a portion of the discharged Legionnaires manage to adjust

themselves to their new life in one or the other way. Figures

are not available. Some stay in France and find work or they

get into trouble. Some go back to their native country and

there they either find work or they get into trouble, too. As a

former Legionnaire it is easy to get into trouble, especially

when the intoxication caused by the feeling of the newly-

gained freedom has not yet abated. A good number of the dis-

charged Legionnaires, however—and this is a fact—sooner or

later find their way back to the Legion. For those the axiom

applies: "Once a Legionnaire—always a Legionnaire." They

have found that the world is a mighty hard place for a man
who carries the stigma of the Foreign Legion on his shoulders.

Rosen,^^ thorough as ever, has covered this aspect of a Le-

gionnaire's life with great skill. While, as usual, his tale is

tainted with great bitterness, as is his entire book, the basic
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facts are true. If we discount Rosen's bitterness and make
proper allowances for his critical attitude which sprang from

his personal frustration and disappointment, we find a good
description of this ultimate phase of the Legionnaire's career.

"And what is the end of all?" Rosen writes. "The Legion-

naire's life in the Legion begins with the motto 'On travaille

ou on mange pas,' you work or you don't eat,' and at the end

of it he stands in the street like a beggar, and does not know
what in the world to do for a living. Even in the rare cases in

which the climate and the hardships he has undergone have

not ruined his constitution, and his health is still good, he is

quite helpless.

"I have spoken with hundreds of these Legionnaires who
have served their time as they lounged about the courtyard

of the barracks in Sidi-bel-Abbes, rejoicing that they had done

with the Legion forever. They were dressed in a dark blue

suit, which is served out from the quartermaster's office to

those who have served their time, being made of an ugly blue

stuff, which looks like blue sacking. Of course, their clothes

did not fit them in the least, the trousers being either too long

or too short, and the coat looked like a sack, for how could one

expect them to take any trouble about a good fit in the quarter-

master's office. As headgear they wore an enormous flat cap,

such as the sailors in the ports of the Mediterranean wear.

This suit together with boots, a single pair of socks and a shirt,

was all that they possessed after five years of service.

"They had also the right of travelling free of charge to any

town in France, and were given a franc a day as long as their

journey lasted. No Legionnaire, however, is transported to his

real home, which is generally outside France. The majority,

with grim humour, chose some town in the far north, generally

Dunkirk, in order that the journey might be as long as possible.

As a result, the Mayor of Dunkirk wrote and begged the

French Minister of War not to send any more Legionnaires
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there. The authorities had not the faintest idea what to do with

them; in Dunkirk there was not even enough work for the

townsmen themselves.

"A Legionnaire who has served his time is thus absokitely

helpless, being stranded penniless in a totally strange towTi.

His clothes are such as to prevent him applying for any work
but that of a laborer, and the only papers he has to show are

his certificates of dismissal from the Foreign Legion, which

are worth very little in France. There are plenty of fine

speeches made about the glorious Foreign Legion, but there is

a prejudice against having anything to do with a Legionnaire

in the flesh. Everywhere he is shown the door and the poor

devil begins a terrible course of starvation.

"How often have I seen these men come back again with a

batch of recruits to Sidi-bel-Abbes, and their old comrades

mockingly asking them why they were in Africa once more. It

was always the same old story: For days and weeks and even

months starving and half perished with the cold they had

struggled against their fate, and gone from house to house

seeking work until their clothes were mere rags and their boots

worn out. Finally they had despaired of ever finding work, and

had begun to coquet with the thought that in the Legion they

had at least had enough to eat, with the result that in a few

days they had sought out the nearest recruiting office, and had

bound themselves for a further five years of slavery."

Basically this is true, although it does not apply to every

Legionnaire who has left the Corps after completion of his

five-year service. But it still is a far cry from the aura Holly-

wood has created around a Legionnaire and it has nothing

whatsoever to do with the glory scores of novelists have at-

tached to service in the Legion.

Not used to the cold, they long for the sunshine of Algeria;

feeling the continuous pangs of hunger in their stomachs, they

long for the gamelle of the Legion; they sign up again.
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And they are as happy as children on Christmas Day when,

at last, the minarets of Sidi-bel-Abbes and the yellow maze of

the buildings of the depot appear once again before their eager

eyes. Then they are back again in the arms of Sidi-bel-Abbes,

the mother of the Legion, back at the home of the Legionnaire!



4* CHAPTER 8

THE LEGION RELAXES

Women

Rosen's book^ about his life as a Legionnaire is the book of a

man who hates the Legion with all his heart. His hatred shows

in a good many of his commentaries, yet some of his observa-

tions are sharp and to the point. Analyzing the sentimental

part of a Legionnaire's existence he claims that the Legion is

a place "where all the vices of almost every nation in the world

can be found with the exception of one: gambling."

This is understandable because the Legionnaire, as we have

seen, is the poorest of all soldiers in the world and couldn't

even afford to play poker with peanuts as stakes.

Vice in the Legion follows a simple pattern; its components

can easily be put into three categories which, listed in the or-

der of their importance, are Wine, Women and Homosexual-

ity. All other manifestations of vice are only incidental and

closely bound to the locality as, for instance, the incidence of

the use of narcotics, which is almost exclusively restricted to

the garrisons of Indo-China.

Summarizing the importance of vice in the life of the Le-

gion Rosen says that "vicious influences are, however, much
stronger in Indo-China and in French Tonkin. In the inland

districts the stations are quite small and a few Legionnaires

have to look after a large number of natives, surrounded by
all possible vices in their worst forms, to whose influences the

deadly monotony, inevitable on these stations, is added. The
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men live exposed to constant danger occasioned both by the

intrigues among the natives and the murderous climate. The
one seeks relief in spirits, the other swears by opium. The
habit of opium smoking has, in nearly all cases, been acquired

in Indo-China. Spirits, opium and loneliness form the fruitful

soil in which the Legion's vice takes root."

Rosen s report, basically, is certainly authentic. Yet it lacks

accuracy in more than one respect. He fails to talk about the

Legionnaire's relation to prostitutes.

Rosen, as far as descriptions of sex life in the Legion go, is

not the only one to remain silent on this point. Mannington^

and others whose books were published around the turn of the

century either refused to touch the problem or offered only a

few unimportant generalities. This, in the opinion of this

wrriter, was done in deference to the unwritten convention of

the period, in which everything connected with sex was taboo

and unfit for publication.

It is, however, in the brothels and red-hght districts, in the

"Quartier Negre," where the Legionnaire, whenever he can

afford it, attempts to forget his own misery and the dreadful

monotony of his military life.

The Legionnaire sells his body and his soul and so does the

prostitute. Both have a good deal in common and, therefore,

it is only natural that the Legionnaire turns to the cheap

whores of the public houses in the few short hours which he

is able to spare for relaxation.

Unfortunately, however, he is a poor man and the prosti-

tutes don't work for love—they want money and they want it

in hard cash. No money—no music! So only on pay-day or when

he collects a part of his enlistment bonus can the Legionnaire

afford the favors of a woman for hire.

The Quartier Negre, or Village Negre, as the red-hght dis-

tricts in almost every North-African town are called, are an

acknowledged institution, strictly controlled by civihan and

military authorities. The Legionnaire who desires to spend a
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few hours with a prostitute has to report to the sanitary patrol

which is usually stationed at the entrance to the reserved

quarter.

His name is entered in a log book; on his departure he re-

ports again and receives—very perfunctorily—an injection

supposed to protect him from gonorrhea, known as "chaude

pisse" in the Legion's colorful language. This measure, while

probably reducing the incidence of this particular venereal

disease, does not however reduce the danger of syphilitic in-

fection; consequently syphilis has always been, and still is,

widespread in the cadres of the Corps.

There is a rather tragicomic side to the story: if the man
should contract gonorrhea he will receive treatment at the

nearest military hospital whether he has registered with the

sanitary patrol or not. If however, it turns out that he has not

registered, then he goes to prison for thirty days after his cure

has been completed.

Whoever should expect the Quartier Negre to be the scene

of wild and colorful doings would be greatly disappointed;

the narrow streets, lined with brothels on each side, present a

rather dull and deceiving appearance, and were it not for the

red lanterns over the doors the houses would not differ from

any other buildings in a cheap suburban district.

According to Rosen things were diflFerent fifty years ago.

"One quarter of Sidi-bel-Abbes," he writes, "was the ^Village

Negre,' the home of every sort of disease and crime. In this

narrow space the vice of Sidi-bel-Abbes was hidden. Songs

and cries and shrieks filled the air. Before the huts women were

sitting, poor prostitutes, who sold themselves for a few cop-

pers and a drink of absinthe. Here was vice in its most primi-

tive form. Modesty seemed to be a thing unknown. A negress

with a figure full of strength lay there stretched a full length

almost naked; she was too worn out or too lazy to speak, she

merely invited the passers-by with gestures to come into her

hut. Near her a Frenchwoman, in whose face her awful life
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had cut deep furrows . . . beside her Arabian girls crouched,

children almost Italian women with the characteristic gold

earrings of their race. . . . Spaniards with oily, shining hair . .

.

they cried out to me from all sides in a curious patois of low

French mixed with Arabic. The language of the Legionnaire

leaves nothing wanting in tlie way of force and clearness—the

language of the Village Negre was filth condensed. In the cor-

ner there leaned in a dignified repose an Arab pohceman.

"It smeUed of moschus and sweet Arabian cigarettes. In

Arabic the alley was called the 'Street of Seven Dehghts.' One
could but shudder at the contemplation of seven delights! The
honest citizen of Sidi-bel-Abbes despised the soldier of the

Legion but he tolerated the horror of the Village Negre."

So much for Rosen. According to him the Legionnaires were

not permitted to frequent the Village Negre. This, however, is

very improbable because it would run contrar^^ to the well-

kno\Mi mentalit)^ and lack of inhibition of the Frencliman in

matters of sex. The chances are that Rosen's pubhsher has cut

out anv reference to the Legion's sexual activity so as not to

endanger the chances of a good reception for his book.

The description of the "Quartier Reserve" of Meknes in

Morocco, the headquarters of tlie 2nd Regiment Etranger,

which we find in Perrot-White's book^ is much more up-to-

date. Perrot-White served in the Legion during World War II

and his observations coincide point for point with those of this

author.

According to Perrot-White "the district was really a small

town in itself, and I was told that it was the largest in North-

Africa. It comprised about 500 houses, divided into sections

called the nordi and south villages. There were cafes, restau-

rants, dance halls, and medical treatment rooms for men and

women. The whole was surrounded by an eight-foot waU, su-

perimposed on which were large steel spikes and barbed wire.

The idea was to keep out imaudiorized persons, and to pre\ ent

any of the women being smuggled into the city. The only
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means of entry and exit were through the great steel-barred

gates, one for each section. Just inside tliese gates were the

guard houses, occupied twenty-four hours a day by the Legion

patrol and a native regiment patrol.

"The duties of the guard were onerous but interesting. The
guard nimibered twenty men, including a sergeant and a cor-

poral. The sergeant normally remained in the guard house

with such men as were not actually on duty. On each gate

were two Legionnaires and two native soldiers imder the com-

mand of a native corporal. Two more Legionnaires and two

native soldiers were in the reception room, and one Legion-

naire and a native soldier were in the treatment room. The
corporal of the guard with three Legionnaires and three na-

tive soldiers patrolled through the grounds at regular intervals,

and also looked into the cafes while passing.

"The system used to control military personnel was very

simple. Every soldier wanting to enter, whether European or

native, had to show his barracks pass to the guard on the main

gate. Then he was passed into the reception room. His pass

w^as taken from him, and the details on it entered into a large

book. He was then free to go where he liked, with one excep-

tion. On days with an even date he could only enter the north

village if he were European, and only the south village if he

were an Arab. On odd days, the situation was reversed.

"When the soldier washed to leave he had to report to the

medical treatment room. There he was given prophylactic

treatment and signed the register. The attendant issued a slip,

dated and signed, which the soldier had to give up at which-

ever gate he left. Without the slip he could not leave. This

was the only way by which treatment could be guaranteed.

Should the soldier subsequently develop venereal disease or

a kindred ailment, the fact that he had signed the treatment

book saved him from severe punishment.

"All these precautions, however, did not prevent a large

amount of disease among the troops. A man could already be
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infected from other sources before entry. If the period of his

infection was only a matter of hours, or even a day or two be-

fore he entered the village, his registration had to be accepted,

as no doctor could say with certainty the time of infection.

After three days, however, the case was different, as there is

a limit from the date of infection to the date of a visible sign

of disease. Any man who was found infected on entry was
immediately arrested, and sent to the prison hospital."

While Perrot-White's observations are exact, they contain,

nevertheless, one grave omission. He refers to the incidence

of gonorrhea only and neglects entirely the second and most

vicious venereal disease, syphilis. An individual infected with

syphilis may not show any visible signs of infection for up to

six weeks after contact. This means that a person would not

necessarily know that he or she had contracted the disease;

consequently a Legionnaire could infect scores of other per-

sons either directly or indirectly by having intercourse with

prostitutes of the Village Negre. Also, by the same token, one

woman alone could theoretically pass on the scourge to a

whole regiment before the outbreak could be pinpointed to

her.

Whoever had the opportunity of reading the individual

files of the old Legionnaires at the time of their discharge after

fifteen or more years of service could not help being amazed

at the high number of syphilitics among them. Most of them,

however, were cured, but it seems that the rather perfunctory

treatment restricted itself to limiting the spread of the disease.

They are still bearers of the virus, but the stage of their sick-

ness is such that contagion is not possible any more. The dan-

ger has been dammed in, yet the cause was not removed. Con-

sequently, unless all syphilitics after leaving the Legion submit

to proper treatment in time, they will invariably become para-

lytics and suffer the so-well-knovm effects of a syphihtic in-

fection.

"Another weakness in the control," continues Perrot-White,
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"was the fact that civihans, both white and colored, were free

from any control whatsoever. They could bring venereal dis-

ease in with them, and take it out with them, to infect an out-

side prostitute, of whom there were plenty.

"The women of the district were subject to a daily medical

examination. If they failed to pass it, they were placed in a

special building marked ^Forbidden to enter under pain of

imprisonment.'

"The duties of the walking patrol could, at times, become
dangerous. Passions run high in such places, and quarrels over

women were frequent. Although men were searched for weap-

ons on entering, a knife or other weapon always seemed to

appear at the wrong moment. To break up such fights between

men was bad enough, but when two or more women got to

fighting, it was much worse. The guards were armed with

heavy truncheons, and they did not hesitate to use them freely

on men and women.
"As sergeant of the guard in the district, I was able to study

life at first hand. Life was morbid enough there in all con-

science, but the passing pageant was always fascinating. Men
from every country in the world—women of all ages, creeds

and colors. The women themselves could have made a Foreign

Legion, so varied were their nationalities."

How right Perrot-White is on this point cannot be imagined

by an outsider. One has to have seen the never-ending proces-

sion of females in the brothels of North-Africa. Every con-

ceivable nation, every color, every race is represented. True,

the majority is formed by local stock, Arabs, Mauresques ( the

unfortunate cross-breeds of white men and colored women )

,

but the rest hail from the four comers of the globe. This writer,

himself, had the opportunity to talk to a girl in one of the

brothels in Saida who without any doubt had been a univer-

sity graduate in Vienna; in the Village Negre or Sidi-bel-

Abbes, he spoke to a highly educated American woman and

several English girls, not to mention a large number of French,
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Spanish, Portuguese, and South-American prostitutes and
some from central European countries.

Most of the girls are primitive, dull-witted creatures who
have never known a better life and they seem to have no desire

of a change. But a good many do not fit into the milieu. What
freak of fate made them end up in this hell is hard to say—

they never talk about it. Even in the rare instances when they

meet a man from their own country or even home town, and
when wine and reminiscences have managed to mellow their

mood, the story they usually tell is nothing but pure inven-

tion. As a rule, it is the yarn of the deceitful lover who made
her pregnant while unknown to her he was married to another

woman. This story is not only transparent, but as old as promis-

cuity itself. It takes more than that to launch a woman, espe-

cially one with a good family background, on the road to pros-

titution and it takes still more to make her stoop as low as the

brothels of the Legion. If every unmarried girl who was se-

duced by a deceiving lover and found herself with an un-

wanted child were to end up in the Village Negre of Sidi-bel-

Abbes, Meknes or Sousse, the population of these brothels

would be swollen by many tens of thousands.

The fact that Legionnaires and prostitutes have a good

deal in common is responsible for a strange situation. The so-

called "honest" women of North-Africa do not consider the

Legionnaire below the rank of a sergeant as fit for social inter-

course. A romantic affair with a Legionnaire belongs in the

realm of the impossible. He, therefore, is compelled to take

whatever he has left in the way of romantic feelings to the

whores of the Village Negre. Besides, deep inside most of

them, the wish for a conventional home life with a wife and

children still burns. As a consequence, thousands of Legion-

naires have married prostitutes.

While there are exceptions where a Legionnaire has mar-

ried such a woman during his active service, both usually fol-

low an established pattern. The Legionnaire waits for the end
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of his fifteen-year service which entitles him to a monthly pen-

sion, and his "fiancee" meanwhile continues to "work" in the

brothel, saving as much money as possible toward the crea-

tion of a home after the Legionnaire's discharge. The future

husband for obvious reasons is highly concerned with the

earning power of his bride-to-be; this again leads to incidents

which may seem immoral if not inhuman under normal cir-

cumstances. In the Legion s way of thinking, however, they

are neither objectionable nor out of the ordinary. This writer,

for instance, remembers clearly a room mate, a corporal, who
was engaged to be married to a blonde prostitute in one of the

brothels of Sidi-bel-Abbes. Whenever this corporal found out

that one of the Legionnaires intended a trip to the Village

Negre, he insisted on taking him to his fiancee. He never hesi-

tated to give a vibrant description of the woman's bodily

charms, her deep technical knowledge and her intimate se-

crets. Jealousy certainly did not enter his reasoning; it was
the money that counted.

This state of affairs could not escape Perrot-White. He
writes: "Strange as it may seem, romance blossomed in the

district. Many Legionnaires and quite a few civilians took

wives from the district. Needless to say, the men had to pay

a stiff sum of money to the "owners" of the women, and the

local police also had ta give their consent to the separation of

the women from the district. Although married, these women
were still regarded by the police as prostitutes, and they were

liable to arrest and imprisonment if caught on the streets with,

any other man than the man who married them, unless it could

be proved that the husband knew and consented.

"Nonetheless, it is a fact that most of these marriages were

successful. The women seemed to be grateful for their release

from the sordid evil and terrors of the district. The majority of

them had children, and when walking out with their husbands

and families no one would ever know the secret of their previ-

ous lives. Stranger still, even if their previous mode of life was
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known to their community, it made no difference as far as I

could see. They were accepted by their neighbors on equal
terms and equal rights."

While sexual matters are dealt with in a more or less orderly

fashion in the garrison towns, things are different deep down
in the south of Africa where small detachments of men hold

lonely guard for many months or even years without seeing a

woman.
Loehndorff,* who had stayed for almost a year with sixty

other Legionnaires in a small fort in the middle of the desert,

describes an incident which can be accepted as a general pic-

ture of this particular situation.

*1 have now been six months in the little fort of the oasis,"

he writes. "The officers drink freely, threaten one another with

revolvers occasionally and then fall sobbing on one another's

neck. There was a great quarrel among them for the posses-

sion of a woman, as each one wished to be the first to get herl

"She was a courtesan who had wandered through the alfa

grass steppe with all her barbaric adornments of silver ban-

gles, tattooed forehead, painted cheeks, and henna-red palms

on the hand. She wandered through the wilderness as though

she was going for a stroll in a bustling district and not in a

waste land where every roaming nomad would joyfully cut

her swarthy, velvety throat for any single one of the gold coins

about her head.

"She came from Ain-Sefra and remained eight days. She

left about an hour ago. She went, like a wandering Hagar,

together with all the money paid out to us every ten days in

the solitude. . .
."

Six months among men in the small enclosure of a fort in

the desert under a murderous sun, with sniping Arabs and

hungry desert beasts outside, can do grim things to the mind

of a man. Loehndorff went through all the motions of mental

and bodily torture.

"Another courtesan arrived yesterday," he reports, "quite
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alone, like her predecessor, suddenly popping up out of the

hollows of the lonely steppe. She is now entertaining the of-

ficers with her swarthy body. Yesterday she danced in the

moonlight on the roof, a savagely beautiful and graceful

figure."

However, this description of the woman proves that Loehn-

dorff's judgment had suffered badly by the incessant, terrible

heat his brain had been exposed to. These types of women are

usually anything but beautiful. They are, as a rule, middle-

aged and hardboiled native prostitutes who wander from de-

tachment to detachment, from fort to fort beyond the fringe of

civilization. They know the mentality of the men locked up
in a small fort for many months on end and they know that all

the money the men had saved up during the period of their

seclusion is theirs for just a few days', or rather nights', work.

As soon as the ofiicers had had their fun, the woman was re-

leased to the rank and file and passed on from one Legionnaire

to the other. While the Legionnaires are by no means well

paid, the pay of several dozen men accumulated over six or

more months is a fortune to the primitive prostitute and war-

rants in her eyes the hazards of the dangerous trek to the fort.

"While she was twisting and writhing," Loehndorff con-

tinues, "and the ofiicers were drinking, we Legionnaires stood

below in the shadow of the wall—heavily panting, lusting men
with glaring eyes and trembling nostrils . . . and the unex-

pressed thought of each man was . . . would it not be worth-

while throwing sergeants and officers overboard for the sake

of the luring woman and then deserting out into the murderous

desert?"

En colonnes, during a campaign, when the regiment moves

incessantly from one place to the other, the Legionnaire some-

times has a better chance to reheve his sex urge than his less

fortunate comrade in the forts. This is what Loehndorff has to

say in this respect:

"The oasis dwellers are blessed abundantly with children.
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especially girls, and they do not scruple in the least to sell us

their half-grown daughters, who are about thirteen years old

but already mature women. For a few hours spent alone with

the daughter of an Arab in his tent, we pay ^ye boxes of wax
matches or a tin of sardines."

In a later chapter he says: "We pass through oases with

scanty palms and full of dirty, poverty-stricken inhabitants,

who sell us their wives and daughters. . .
/'

Not always, however, is it that easy for the Legionnaire to

sleep with an Arab woman. As a rule, the Arab men are fanatic-

ally jealous; what is more, the natives in the remote parts of

Algeria and especially in Morocco, as we have seen in previous

chapters, hate the French intruder to a point that borders on

insanity. The Legionnaire who touches an Arab woman signs

his own death warrant, and the instances have been numerous

where a Legionnaire was found dead, his body savagely mu-
tilated and his penis and testicles severed.

The commanding oJBRcers of the Legion are well aware of the

disastrous effect prolonged celibacy and seclusion from female

companionship can have on the minds and general behavior

of the men. Measures are being taken to counteract these ef-

fects. The Legion is anything but a convent and, therefore,

these measures are as rough and crude as the Legion itself.

In his book Je suis un Legionnaire,^ Jean Martin gives, in the

opinion of this author, the best description of these measures

when put into effect.

The following is a translation from the French original of

a passage in which Martin talks about the B.M.C., short for

"Bordel Mobile de Campagne," which, translated into Enghsh,

means something like "Mobile Mihtary Brothel." In the in-

imitable style of the uninhibited Frenchman he says

:

"As entertainment we had—if one's mind was aheady suffi-

ciently twisted to permit one to participate—the B.M.C.,

Bordel Mobile de Campagne, which the campaigns in Mo-

rocco produced in their most truculent forms, a sort of poem of

gallic spirit.
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"The females following the military columns were generally

Mauresques; sometimes a Emopean woman who had reached

the last degree of decadence mixed with the crowd of colored

whores; every single one was refuse of Moroccan brothels, old

battle horses who, feeling the hour of retreat approach, tried

to make a few francs by any possible means.

"At Ou-Terbat they were ten or twelve, exposed to the fury

of five-thousand solid young males, bubbling over with ardor

and vitality.

"During calm days they served tea in the center of each

tent, between the curtains which isolated the two 'rooms' on

each side of the tent. This resembled more or less any ante-

room of a bawdy-house in any garrison of the South. But it was

during the two or three evenings following the distribution of

pay to the Legionnaires when this institution became pictures-

que in the true sense of the word.

"In order to avoid bloody fights it was necessary to reserve

one day for each corps: Legion, Spahis, Tirailleurs. An impos-

ing armed body of guards encircled the B.M.C. and supervised

the adjacent territory as well; on pay nights the guards made
the clients line up in front of each tent where they patiently

awaited their turn as in civilized tov^nis and cities one hnes up
at a bus stop.

"The sanitary service overflowing, the personnel was un-

able to exercise seriously the task of preventing disease. There

was not a second to lose for the hard-working prostitutes who
didn't even take time to get up from their cots between two
customers. More than ever time was money! En avant! Quick!

"Hurry up! Give money! ^a va. . . I Get out, slowpoke. I

haven't got time for amusement!

"A rag soaked in a pail of water, the same rag in the same
water for the whole evening—one didn't have time to change.

Like everything else, cleansing too became a simple formal-

ity .. . quick, quick! The next!

"The act was so primitive, so deprived of any illusion that

many preferred abstinence; or they chose the good offices of
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the 'filles de casbah,' the native prostitutes of the Arab vil-

lages, because of the vague illusion of selection it gave them,

although this was extremely dangerous; all of them or nearly

all were rotten down to the marrow of their bones and, in

Islam, jealousy is not a meaningless word. A knife in one's back

could be a rather disappointing end to a passing adven-

ture c . .
."

This writer lived in France for many years, and yet would

have been skeptical in accepting the truth of this description

of the Bordel Mobile de Campagne had he not seen with his

own eyes this institution in full operation during World War II.

The B.M.C. did exist and is still in good use; maybe the girls

are not the same any more but there has always been enough

material to fill the vacancies.

De gustibus non est disputandum—hut the Legionnaire has

no choice. He is a prostitute himself, a mercenary, and when
he feels the urge for the warm flesh of a woman it is only to the

cheap whores of Africa that he is permitted to turn.

Homosexuality

However crude, however primitive the sexual relations of

the Legionnaire with women may seem, this aspect of his life,

nevertheless, belongs in the realm of normal sexual behavior.

It is not the mercenary's fault that he has to seek passing plea-

sure with prostitutes or miserable native women who are sell-

ing their bodies in order to escape starvation.

Prolonged segregation, aggravated by an extremely hot

climate, is bound to build up intensive sexual pressure in any

man however high his moral standards may be. Satisfaction

of his frustrated sexual drive, therefore, is a very natural thing

whenever an occasion presents itself. The reason that the ways

and means by which this satisfaction is obtained are crude and

primitive, even repulsive in the eyes of civilization, is closely

linked to tlie very structure of the Foreign Legion.
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The sex drive, next to the drive for self-preservation, is the

most powerful motivating factor in the life of a human being.

If nature is suppressed over a period of time it will break

through the restricting barriers without letting mind or reason

influence its course. The prostitutes of the Village Negre are

the natural recipients of the Legionnaire's sexual drive—pro-

viding he has the money to pay for their favors.

Unfortunately, as we already know, the Legionnaire is a

very poorly paid soldier, who most of the time does not own
enough money to pay for his visit to a brothel. During World
War II a private—a soldat 2eme classe—was entitled to the

royal pay of 50 centimes a day; the cheapest prostitute in Sidi-

bel-Abbes at that time charged 10 francs for the privilege of

spending a few minutes with her. Arithmetically, a Legion-

naire was therefore only able to satisfy his sex urge every

twenty days, on condition that he went without the cigarettes,

wine or other commodities which make it easier for him to

break the deadly monotony of service in the Legion.

If the Legionnaire has not enough money to visit a prosti-

tute then he has no chance whatsoever for sexual satisfaction

in a normal fashion. Romance between the soldiers of the Le-

gion and the so-called "respectable" female population of the

African towns simply does not exist. There is no fraternization

with Legionnaires. The Legionnaire has always been consid-

ered an outcast by the civilian population and a woman meet-

ing a Legionnaire on the street will even go to the trouble of

making a circle around him, rather than run the risk of being

accosted or molested by him. Legionnaires below the rank of

sergeant are not admitted into European families, as poor or

primitive as they may be.

All this demonstrates that the Legionnaire who has no

money of his own—and very few have—is just out of luck in

matters of sex. If he cannot afford to pay for a few minutes or

hours of a whore's simulated love, the doors of the red-light

district are closed to him. A civilian woman, even if she be-
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longs to the poor and miserable families of Spanish immigrants

which form the major part of Algeria's white population, is

out of the question.

But notwithstanding lack of money and the hostile attitude

of the civilian female population of the garrison towns—nature
demands its rights, peremptorily. It is a scientific fact that in

instances where the normal course of natural drives has been

obstructed—whenever nature's rights were denied over a

length of time—the suppressed urge will break through the

surface in order to create a substitute for the normal situation.

In such cases the substitute is bound to be a distortion of the

original drive.

As a consequence the Legion has turned to homosexuahty

which, if the early chroniclers of the Legion can be believed,

is as old as the Corps itself. Rosen^ at the turn of the century

commented even then on this particular form of sexual activity

which he considered as vice:

"A further cause of depravity is the involuntary celibacy to

which the Legionnaire is subjected. And this celibacy has its

origin in a financial consideration: the five centimes a day."

Homosexuality is prevalent everywhere where large num-

bers ofmen are segregated from feminine society as is the case

in the Legion. The incidence of homosexuality in prisons has

been a matter of concern for many decades and maybe even

centuries; and the homosexual activities in boys' colleges and

similar institutions have worried parents and teachers alike

since the inception of boys' schools.

It is easy to see the Legion makes an ideal breeding ground

for abnormal sex behavior. The environment of a Legionnaire,

the circumstances surrounding him, are such that a normal

man's natural resistance to homosexual activity is easily broken

down. The fact that for years he has to live in close proximity to

scores of men of low moral standards only facilitates and

speeds up the process.

Once the Legion gets hold of a man's mind the effect on him
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is disastrous; individuality very seldom survives in the ranks.

The Legion is a steamroller w^hich, in a giant levelling-out

process, presses every individual thought out of its victim's

mind. After ten years of service a man has lost his individuality

entirely. In previous chapters w^e have already observed to

w^hat extent the old Legionnaires, the so-called "anciens," re-

semble each other in their behavior pattern, their speech and
their thinking; their mental life has been forced into a narrow

channel.

The severe discipline to which he is subjected, the adverse

climate, deadly monotony, vicious influences and above all,

alcohol, tend to undermine the Legionnaire's mental faculties,

to transform him slowly into a dull robot with the intelligence

and mentality of an adolescent if not a child. His moral stand-

ards weaken gradually. Homosexuality grows on him in easy

stages as his system adapts itself to his environment in the

Legion. Besides, the German element is predominant in the

Corps and it is a well-known fact that Germany among all

nations has always had the greatest percentage of homosex-

uals; they are well represented in the Legion and their influ-

ence in this respect is obvious to anyone who has had the

opportunity to spend some time in the ranks.

Every author on the Legion, whether his sentiments toward

the Corps were friendly or hostile, mentions the prevalence of

homosexuality. LoehndorflF,'^ only a few days after his arrival

in Sidi-bel-Abbes, observed that "in the Foreign Legion there

are two abominable, gigantic vices which are either left un-

mentioned or glossed over by the books that deal with the

Legion. They are alcoholism and homosexuality."

While in the garrisons homosexual activity usually takes

place under cover, more or less unnoticed by the rest, the situ-

ation is different in the lonely outposts where men are cooped

up for months in succession. In this connection Loehndorff

reports an incident which could be taken as a perfect sample

of what the Legion is able to do to a man s mind with the co-
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operation of a merciless sun which transforms the desert into

a burning hell.

"And I have had a clash with Ramirez," reports Loehndorff

.

"I could not avoid it. I should have much preferred if the thing

had never happened, for a sergeant-major is almighty in the

Legion. Ramirez is a pervert like thousands of other Legion-

naires, though most of them only become so in the Legion.

"It is a puzzle how he ever took notice of me. My face is

yellow and haggard with red rings around the eyes, through

which gleams the yellow fire of fever, the sign of dysentery and

malaria. Moreover, a short, wiry, black beard and reddish

moustache disfigure me. I am almost twice as big as Ramirez

and in general—at least at present—not a handsome specimen

of a human being. Really he must be stark mad if he sees in

me, whom my own mother would not recognize, a Grecian

youth!

"It happened in this way: I was corporal of the guard and
was inspecting my men. He was with me and as we crossed

the dark, lonely yard, he caught hold of me in such a way that

there could be no doubt as to his intentions. I pushed him
several times, till he desisted. . .

."

Rosen's observations bear out the truth of LoehndorflF's

story. "A certain Lieutenant Duchesne," he writes, "who was

later killed in battle, many say by his own men, and the fact

that the bullet hit him in the back goes to prove the truth of

this statement, has made his name immortal in the Legion in

this connection. Though he has been dead several years, one

still hears of his cruelty. His Legionnaires were all forced to

submit themselves to his vicious freaks, resistance being pun-

ished with the penal section. The obedient, however, were

promoted.

"Even today the same sort of thing can be found here and

there. There are always stories like this to be heard in the

Legion, adjutants and sous-officers being freely named who
are said to owe their promotion to the vicious preference of
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some oflBcer or other. A good deal is perhaps spiteful gossip,

but the stories are so frequent, and the details given are so

minute, that there must be a certain amount of truth in them."

The type of homosexual incident described by Rosen is not

in the same category as the type of incident concerning the

Legionnaire who is driven to abnormal sexual practices by lack

of money, preventing him from seeking and finding a more
or less normal outlet in the arms of a prostitute. There are, of

course, a certain number of men in the Legion, w^ho even in

civilian life are homosexuals and for w^hom the Legion, in this

respect, appears to be a paradise unequalled by any slum dis-

trict of a great European city.

Love affairs among Legionnaires are frequent and the situa-

tion is tacitly accepted as normal by the commanding authori-

ties as w^ell as by the troops. No punishing action is taken if

one or the other of these peculiar romances for some reason

comes out into the light of day. As in all romantic entangle-

ments, jealousy forms a major part of these affairs, and bloody

fights among Legionnaires for the affection of a "female" are

so frequent that they are not even talked about. They belong

to the normal routine of life in the Legion.

Sometimes, just as in normal love life outside of the Legion,

murder is committed as a consequence of jealousy. In this

case, how^ever, action is taken by the regimental commander
in order to punish the culprit, if his identity is known and if

the murder took place within the confines of the barracks.

However, it has often happened that the jealous lover liqui-

dated Thomme fatal" of his love triangle in some dark part of

the town outside the barracks. In such a case, the military

authorities seldom press an investigation. The murder is offi-

cially put down to an act of some jealous or otherwise dissatis-

fied Arab, even when suspicion of the real culprit is strong.

The Legion is perfectly aware of its vice and does not want

to give unnecessary publicity to its weaknesses.

In this regard this writer remembers an incident which falls
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in the category of homosexual triangles. The hero of the case

was a young recruit, a Belgian, who to all appearances had

been a homosexual long before he joined the Legion. He gave

an impression of femininity in his behavior, his talk and his

gestures, which impression was strengthened by the fact that

he had hardly any facial hair. He even managed to wear the

indiscriminating uniform of the Legion in such a way as to

emphasize the slimness of his waist and the shape of his but-

tocks. It was obvious that nature had made a mistake and put

the soul of a woman into the body of a man.

From the day he arrived at the depot in Sidi-bel-Abbes he

was the object of intensive attention on the part of older Le-

gionnaires, all of them confirmed homosexuals of the "male"

variety. Presents were showered on him, work and duties were

performed for him by others, until finally he became the "prop-

erty" of a German corporal who was assigned to the regimental

offices as a secretary. Apparently this corporal was in a good

position to protect his young lover because the recruit stayed

on in Sidi-bel-Abbes when the rest of his unit was transferred

to Morocco.

The whole garrison knew about this romance which went on

in broad daylight and before the eyes of everyone. However,

love is a very unpredictable thing; the recruit fell in love with

another Legionnaire, a room mate, and apparently he made

the situation very clear to his former lover. One evening there

was a violent scene between the three parties concerned

which took place in the crowded regimental canteen.

Two days later, the Legionnaire who had interfered with

the corporal's love life was found stabbed in the abdomen in

a deserted street of the Village Negre. He was taken to the

hospital where, for many weeks, he hovered between life and

death.

Everybody at the depot knew who had stabbed him and

the seriousness of the injury did not leave any doubt as to the

intentions of the attacker. However, after a very superficial
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investigation the matter was dropped and no action whatever

was taken. The corporal remained at his desk in the regimental

office, the recruit remained in Sidi-bel-Abbes, and the two

lovers were reunited happily as though nothing had ever hap-

pened to cast a shadow over their romance.

As far as this young recruit was concerned, the case was

rather an exception than the rule. He was a real homosexual,

while the majority of the Legionnaires indulging in abnormal

sexual practices are driven to it by reasons over which they

have little or no control at all. They are like animals conform-

ing to the laws of nature as best as they can and in the only

way circumstances permit. They were not homosexual by
nature but rather by accident.

Sometimes the suppressed sex drive appears in forms which

are still more disgusting. The fact that men have performed

sexual intercourse with animals has been known for a long

time. This happens quite frequently in the Legion, especially

in the mounted companies where usually an innocent mule is

the object of the pervert's attention.

Jean Martin in his ]e suis un Legionnaire^ tells the story of

a Legionnaire whom he describes as a moron and who had

been assigned to the stables of a small garrison at the Moroc-

can border. One night, he surprised him while the man at-

tempted intercourse with a mule. Humorously, Martin de-

scribes how he watched the scene from the dark. The evidently

drunk Legionnaire apparently failed to convince the mule of

his over-friendly intentions, and the unappreciative animal

kicked him in the stomach so viciously that the would-be lover

was thrown clear across the stall and remained there uncon-

scious for several hours.

This too is the exception to the rule. Sodomy is not wide-

spread in the Legion. It is only incidental to a few persons and
only then when the opportunity arises as in the case Martin

reports.

But homosexuality is widespread among the Legionnaires.
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Not only wide-spread, but recognized as normal practice. This

situation throws a peculiar light on the Legion as a whole
because it seems to prove that there is something terribly

wrong in the system and in its application.

Man was not created to be homosexual. This, without any
doubt, was not nature's aim. A woman is the normal answer

to a man's sexual urge.

The French are very tolerant in sexual matters; yet the

Legion deprives its men of their natural rights. The authorities

seem to care little that by preventing the Legionnaire from

acting normally, he is driven into the arms of homosexuality

and becomes a pervert.

Thus, by denying its soldiers their fundamental rights, the

Legion becomes far more culpable than the individual Le-

gionnaire, whose moral judgment in the majority of cases has

suffered badly during prolonged hard service and who is finan-

cially unable to provide for a more "natural" sexual outlet.

After all, he only attempts to obey a call which, during the

millenaries of human existence, has proved to be one of the

most powerful urges in the lives of human beings.

Alcohol

As controversial as the subject of the Legion Etrangere has

always been, and as divergent as opinions of the various

writers may seem, they all agree on one point: Alcohol is the

Legionnaire's Lord!

The Legionnaire is a heavy drinker and it can safely be said

that every man who has spent several years in the Legion will,

with few exceptions, turn into a confirmed alcoholic. This is

by no means an exaggeration. Students of alcoholism who wish

to study the effect of prolonged use of alcohol on the human

body and mind can find the Legion an unparalleled place for

research. Better than any laboratory, the Corps will provide

everything, complete with thousands of live guinea pigs ex-
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hibiting every imaginable symptom of every phase of the con-

dition.

The generally accepted theory is that a person resorts to the

use of alcohol in order to "forget his troubles." This theory,

while debatable, is certainly true in the case of the Legion-

naire; there has hardly ever been a human being with so many
justified reasons "to forget" as the soldier of the Foreign

Legion.

The life of a Legionnaire is grim and full of mostly unneces-

sary hardships; he is subjected to a harsh and severe discipline

and he fights and toils in a climate to which he has never be-

come fully accustomed. His life is monotonous to the extent

that he thinks himself in a prison as soon as the excitement of

the first few weeks in the regiment have passed. His comrades

are dull, egoistic, mostly introverts, and friendships between

men are rare. No wonder that in the few hours of semi-free-

dom, after his duty of the day is done, he turns to the cheap

wine of North-Africa.

Wine is the Legionnaire's best friend. It helps him, tempo-

rarily at least, to repress his perpetual frustration, to black out

his feeling of hopelessness which is based on the subconscious

knowledge that there is no escape for him; it blurs his hatred

and makes him forget for a while the pathetic uselessness of

his very existence. First he finds what he yearns for in a few

glasses of wine. Soon, however, as it always happens in any

case of addiction, his system requires more and more of the

gentle poison, until he reaches a point where he knows that

without alcohol he is incapable of living.

While it is true that the majority of the soldiers of the Legion

are simple, uneducated fellows—the product of poverty and

misery who even in normal life would offer httle, if any, re-

sistance to the lure of alcohol—even the few who originally

came from better walks of life are gradually but surely forced

into the same habits as the rest. The Legion never discrim-

inates!
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Loehndorff^ realized the full impact of the problem, and in

the chapter "The God Alcohol" of his book he writes the fol-

lowing simple passages which impress one deeply, not only

because of their veracity but much more because of their sad-

ness which borders on fatalism

:

"The God Alcohol, the Lord of the Legion, this Gehenna.

Booze drags us all down! So far I have not taken to drinking,

but I feel that it will come!

"One could write a thick volume about the Legion, full of

abominations, abnormalities, incredible aberrations and mis-

ery, and it ought to be called: The God Alcohol.

"I am a Legionnaire, one of many! But bear in mind that the

Foreign Legion is not, as you imagine, a gathering place for

rogues and convicts; rather is it the meeting place of your bad
conscience, for in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred we were

driven by bitter need, whether of the body or the spirit.

"And our idol is alcohol. It brings all Legionnaires under its

sway sooner or later, however much one may strain against it!

But everyone will fall prey to the monotony and to the me-
chanical treatment by the superiors, who look upon us as

animals at best, as marching machines, whose weapons and

leather furnishings are taken away when they are no longer

able to kill, or when they die under the desert sky or in the

Atlas mountains as a repast for the jackals and hyenas. On the

verge of suicide the Legionnaire will take a little leap for once

into the circle of his comrades who drown their misery in wine.

Only for once, just to see what it is like, he thinks.

"But from one indulgence he passes to another, till at last

he spends all his money on alcohol, which provides him with

a passing forgetfulness and a convulsive, artificial gaiety. And
soon he begins to steal and falls into the abnormal sex-aberra-

tions, which are frequent among the old Legionnaires, who
often have been for years in the desert without seeing a

woman."

At this point many readers, especially those who have been
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soldiers, will certainly say that all this is a lot of nonsense and

cannot be true; no army could be that bad as to force its sol-

diers into the degradation of alcoholism. As well as this point

may be taken, nevertheless, everything that has been said so

far in regard to the importance of alcohol in the Legion is

gospel truth. It is true to a point that an honest attempt to

fully describe the situation would be laughed off as pure

fantasy.

As cheap as the African wine may be, the Legionnaire can-

not aflford a regular supply of it. In order to obtain the quantity

he needs he will literally do anything. It is a fact that murders

have been committed in the Legion for a bottle of wine. The
"pinard," as wine is called in the military slang of the Legion,

is the Legionnaire's lifeblood and when he cannot raise enough

money to buy his "litre," he will steal, cheat, sell his equipment

including rifle and bayonet, and sometimes in extremely bad
cases of addiction he will not even stop at murder.

As we have seen in previous chapters, once in the Legion,

there is no escape. Desertion is almost impossible and every

attempt to evade one's duties is punished in an inhuman fash-

ion which bears resemblance only to the mediaeval practices

of torture. The Legionnaire's only "legitimate" escape lies in

drunkenness where, for a few hours, he is permitted to forget

his misery.

It is a pathetic sight to see the old, pokerfaced Legionnaires

stumble back to their quarters every night just a few scant

minutes before the bugle sounds the "appel." In the majority

of cases they are dead drunk, unable to control mind and

muscle, even lacking control of their bowels and bladder. They
moan and talk incoherently, but the knowledge that they have

to be in the barracks by 9 P.M. sharp drives them on, just as a

powerful but mysterious law of natin*e drives the salmon up the

rivers every year in the spring. It is not the Legionnaires' sense

of discipline which makes them do so, but the experience that,

otherwise, they will be punished. And here again it is not the
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punishment which they fear but the fact that in case of pun-

ishment their privileges will be suspended for thirty days or

even more. And the privilege they are concerned about is the

right to go out into town after 5 P.M. Wine at a cheap price is

only obtainable in the bars and bistros of the town, and with-

out wine life is not worth living.

This writer has seen these men crawling on hands and knees,

like animals, negotiating the stairs to their sleeping quarters,

saliva dribbling from their mouths, vomiting, often leaving

a trail of fecal matter behind, blindly groping for the door to

their rooms. At the sound of the bugle, however, they stood

at the foot-end of their beds, swaying, stinking and half con-

scious to mumble "present" in answer to the sergeant's roll-

call. C'est la Legion!

Alcoholism plays the most important part in the Legion-

naire's relaxation. Yet this part of the chapter dedicated to the

Legionnaire's spare-time activities is the shortest. Everyone

knows what alcoholism means and there is hardly any need

to elaborate. As far as the Legionnaire is concerned, alcohol

is his best friend and, by the same token, his worst enemy.

Together with the effects of the climate, of dysentery, ma-

laria, and venereal disease, it shortens the life-span of the

individual Legionnaire.

The chances of dying from one of the diseases caused by

chronic alcoholism are probably much greater than the chance

of being killed in battle. But this is of little consequence to the

Legionnaire himself; without wine he would probably end his

life with his own hands long before the expiration of his con-

tract, as so many have done who save one bullet for them-

selves to blow out their brains when they felt unable to go on

any longer.

Thus, Lord Alcohol, by helping the Legionnaire to forget

and by providing a make-believe escape, actually prolongs

his existence.

Alcohol is the Legionnaire's best friend!



^ CHAPTER 9

EYE FOR EYE

Punishment

Every army has its own disciplinary code tailored to its own
particular needs. So has the Legion—with the sole difference

that the Corps' punitive practices compare to those of other

armies just about as the punishment provided for troublesome

pupils of the fifth grade compares to the dungeons of the

Spanish inquisition.

Mannington^ in commenting on punitive action in the For-

eign Legion put it very mildly when he stated that "a regiment

of men is not like a girls' school, and it is impossible to main-

tain discipline in a corps composed, as mine was, of so many
'hard cases' unless a certain amount of severity is used."

It is understandable that the task of maintaining a certain

standard of discipline in the cadres of the Legion presents

quite a problem to the officers. After all, the Corps consists of

a great number of men, blown into the regiments from the

four corners of the globe for reasons which very often have to

do with some kind of offense against society. Many of them are

"tough characters"; as for the others, it can easily be seen that

they are liable to succumb rapidly to the influence of the Le-

gion's environment, encouraged by the monotony of routine

and the demoralizing effects of alcohol.

On the surface, the punitive system of the Legion looks very

reasonable and logical, differing only in small instances from

those used in other armies. There is a very definite scale of
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punishment, beginning with extra corvee for small infractions

of the rules, ending with the courtmartials of the military court

in Oran, and taking in along the way a series of penalties such

as "salle de police" or "prison," penalties which vary in sever-

ity and duration with the seriousness of the offense.

This is the official bill of fare which superficially resembles

any other punitive military system. However, what makes the

Legion's system so inhuman and comparable only to the sys-

tem of medieval torture is the fact that punishment on a regi-

mental scale is meted out arbitrarily, without proper investi-

gation and without the alleged offender's slightest chance of

defense. As a rule, the word of a non-commissioned officer is

sufficient to startT a Legionnaire on the way to prison. Cases

have been numerous where a man has ended up in the ranks

of the dreaded "penal battalion" only because a sergeant hated

or disliked him.

As exaggerated as this statement may seem to any citizen of

a modern democracy, it is nevertheless true in every respect.

References to this state of affairs can be found in every book

ever written on the Foreign Legion. The case of Legionnaire

Jean Dubois, as reported by Rosen^ more than 40 years ago, is

the classical example of the unfortunate soldier who has in-

curred the disfavor of a non-com.

'"The favorite trick of non-commissioned oflBcers," writes

Rosen, "when they have a spite against a man, is to inspect his

kit suddenly. Some trifle or other, a tie or a couple of straps,

are quite sure to be missing and there is the 'casus belli.' Now
and then an offender of this sort is leniently treated, and let

off by the regiment with 60 days' imprisonment; in the major-

ity of cases, however, he is tried by the court-martial.

"A typical case is that of 'Jean the Unlucky,' which was the

nickname of a young Frenchman who had been sentenced in

his second year of service to 6 months in the penal section for

stealing a sash. He swore he was innocent, and as far as I can
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tell he spoke the truth. The probabilities were in favor of his

innocence, but that did not help him. He was sentenced. He
survived his six months in the hell of the penal battalion and

was then sent back to his company.

"And now his troubles really began. At the time of his trial

he had, in his rage at the false accusation, made more than one

biting remark about our adjutant—this the color sergeant never

forgot. In spite of the fact that Little Jean was a quiet fellow,

who did his duty to the best of his ability, a good soldier and

a capital shot, he kept wandering backwards and forwards

between the prison and the company, the company and the

prison. Nothing he could do was right. Sometimes his boots

were not properly cleaned, sometimes his bed was a centimetre

out of the dead straight line in which beds must stand, and at

another time he had not stood properly at attention at roll-

call. Such were Little Jean's grave oflFences against the holy

spirit of the Legion's discipline—ridiculous accusations, which

bore the stamp of spite so plainly that even our careless cap-

tain should have noticed it.

"These human machines punished automatically, without

feeling, without thinking for an instant. The sergeant's reports

demanding punishment were signed automatically. When the

sergeant put him down for 8 days' confinement to barracks,

the captain mechanically increased the penalty to 8 days' im-

prisonment, because Jean le Malheureux, coming from the

penal section, had naturally a very bad reputation. Then came
the commander of the battalion, who doubled the dose. The
sergeant's modest 8 days' confinement to barracks had now
grown to i6 days' imprisormient.

"But now came the embodiment of authority in the regi-

ment in the person of the colonel. 'Second Class Soldier Jean

Dubois, No. 14892, 11th company, is sentenced by the colonel

to 40 days' imprisonment for continued slackness and insub-

ordination.'
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"This was read to us the next time the regimental orders

came out.

"You see, the machine worked admirably. Any one who took

interest in the matter could work out the whole thing in ad-

vance. Dubois did this. He knew well enough what was wait-

ing for him—from day to day he became quieter, from day to

day sadder, so that at length he hardly spoke at all to his com-

rades. He could do nothing to protect himself; he hadn't even

enough energy left for flight. Good Lord, he had lost that little

bit of energy he had, lost it somewhere down south in the sun-

burnt wastes, where the penal battahon works and suffers.

"The machinery ground on. Eighty days' imprisonment was

Little Jean's next dose. After that he got 60 days' cellule (soli-

tary confinement on bread and water)—just for a change.

These 60 days were days of starvation. For cellule means hun-

ger and emaciation.

"After his 60 days of diet cure Dubois came back to the com-

pany for just a week. Then the machine began to work again.

This time it was a month he got. Thirty days' imprisonment for

this incorrigible and insubordinate subject! No—one cannot

be surprised that the colonel lost all his patience. So he refused

to confirm the punishment and sent the black sheep of the

company to trial by court-martial. And once more the machine

began to do its work.

"Two years' imprisonment, two years' penal servitude in a

fortress, for Jean le Malheureux!

"Dubois had not a very strong constitution and it is quite

possible that the penal battalion, plus imprisonment, plus

starvation, plus despair, quite finished him off. In that case the

loss of a blue scarf, a spiteful sergeant and the crass stupidity

of a series of officers have been the death of him!

"But if Jean Dubois really got over his years of prison-

assuming that he, during his 2 years of imprisonment and dur-

ing the rest of the period of service, did not incur any addi-

tional penalties—this gives a pretty bit of arithmetic:
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*Jean Dubois' original period

of service 5 years

*Extra service for time spent in

penal battalion 6 months

'Ditto for regimental punishment .... 7 months

'Ditto for imprisonment in fortress ... 2 years

'Total time Jean Dubois had to serve in

place of his original 5 years 8 years, 1 month."

This calculation will make more sense if it is kept in mind
that time served in prison or in the penal battalion is not con-

sidered as served under the Legionnaire's contract. Thus,

every sentence automatically prolongs the duration of the

contract by the number of days or months to which the man
has been sentenced. It goes without saying that while in prison

he is not entitled to his regular pay.

Rosen's story gives a perfect picture of the omnipotence of

the non-coms in the Foreign Legion. The company com-

mander, the captain, usually governs himself by their recom-

mendations. In the majority of cases he does not even know
the man he is sending to prison. And this applies even more to

the major, commanding the battalion, and much more to the

colonel, who sits high up on the hierarchic ladder, not unlike

a mythological semi-god, unapproachable by ordinary mortals.

Granted the case of Jean Dubois is an extraordinary one

which does not happen every day. Yet there are hundreds of

Jean Dubois in the Legion, whose exceptional physical condi-

tion has permitted them to come out alive from the hell of the

penal battalion. For every one, however, who came out alive,

there are three, four or maybe more whose bones have re-

mained somewhere under the scorched sand of the Sahara.

About the punitive system in the Legion as a whole Rosen

has the following to say:

"There actually is a sort of scale of punishment. At the be-
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ginning comes extra corvee, which is quite bad enough. For
httle omissions in the daily routine, for a paquetage not quite

accurately put together, or for a button not polished well

enough, the offender can be sentenced by the sergeant of his

section to perform the heavy duties of the corvee, while his

comrades are making their repairs or having instruction.

"Pretty nearly as frequent as this was confinement to bar-

racks. This comes next in the scale of punishments and is al-

ways connected with the 'salle de police.' Salle de police is

only another name for the general cells in the prisons. Above
all, the offenders are not allowed to leave the barracks in their

spare time. In other respects they do their duty as usual. When
their day's work is finished, however, at 5 o'clock, they are

called out every half hour and sometimes every quarter of an

hour to the drill grounds, where their names are called over by
the sergeant of the guard. Any one who happens to miss one of

these roll-calls finds himself in prison for a week. In their fear

of not hearing the signal the men have not a single minute's

quiet, and can hardly find time to clean their kit for the mor-

row. At 9 o'clock, at the evening roll-call, they must report

themselves in the guard room, and are shut up in the salle de

police for the night. In the general cells, which are filled to

overflowing, sleep among the crush of men and in that nau-

seating atmosphere is only possible for a few hours when the

tired body demands its right in spite of the disgusting sur-

roundings. Next morning at 5 they are dismissed and have to

perform the usual routine work with the rest of the company.

Eight days' \salle de police' are looked upon as a very light

punishment."

While it is true that salle de police is considered a very light

punishment, the ingenuity of the non-coms has spiced the

procedure with a few improvements, which in themselves are

liable to drive the unfortunate victim out of his mind.

"Tiger" O'Reilly^ comments generously on the penalty of

"salle de pohce" and his opinion coincides pretty well with the
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actual situation. O'Reilly, of course, can be considered as a

very competent, if not genuine authority, in all matters of pun-

ishment. In his short but explosive career in the Foreign Le-

gion the fighting Irishman managed to get himself so often

and so seriously in trouble that he not only became intimately

acquainted vv^ith every single phase of the Legion's intricate

punitive system but he also drev^ a twenty years' sentence in

the "Bataillon correctionel"—the dreaded penal battalion—

for breaking the nose of an officer.

We w^ill come back to O'Reilly's observations later on. For

the time being here is what he has to say about the "light"

punishment of salle de police:

"Salle de Police is the mildest form of cells one encounters

in the Legion—and even that is not pleasant. The man who is

on salle de police is forced, the moment his duty is done, to

report at the double to the poste de police, where he and his

fellow unfortunates are promptly locked in one big cell, and

left there until the morning. No blankets or bedding are sup-

plied, and the poor devils have to sleep as best as they can,

on a bare concrete or wooden floor. In the morning they are

released at reveille, and after appel, or roll-call, by the guard,

they are despatched to their platoon to get their breakfast and

to start their ordinary day's duty, to report back to the police

immediately this is over, and so on until their term is finished.

"Now, this does not, on the face of it, sound terrible—nor,

in comparison with other Legion punishments, is it. But the

French are ingenious at the more subtle, as well as the cruder

and more brutal, tortures, and they can make this salle-de-

police-business a trifle more wicked than it appears to be at

first sight!

"For instance, it is the easiest thing in the world to make sure

that the unfortunate prisoner misses his morning *cafe,' or

breakfast—and this, when men are so underfed as they are in

the Legion, is a serious matter!

"Now, the man on salle de pohce is detained just long
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enough to be too late to get any more than the scroungings of

the bread basket. Still, one always has a hope that there may
be just a drop of coffee left to wet his whistle—and it is a sight

to see the poor devils racing across to their respective huts on
being dismissed. In the ordinary way they could hardly run

faster if the devil himself were at their tails with a red-hot

pitchfork!

"With the conclusion of the day comes the 'grand appel —
the principal roll-call of the day—and immediately following

that comes the *soupe,' the last regulation meal of the day. By
the time the unfortunate prisoner has got his 'gamelle' of

faintly steaming soup, with beans or maccaroni floating about

in it, a whistle blows, and the N.C.O.'s all shout at once, and
with obvious relish: 'Salle de police! Allez! Allez!' So that all

the pool devil can do is to snatch up his hunk of bread and

double off to be locked up in a communal cell!"

It is obvious now that it is not so much the lock-up which

is feared by the Legionnaire; it is the sadistic timing of the

thing which makes him live on bread and water during the

period of punishment. Eight days on such a starvation diet

while forced to do the regular duties of a soldier, without

proper sleep and rest during the nights, can hardly be classi-

fied as "light" punishment.

So far we have dealt with the lowest rung of the punishment

ladder. Logically, the following sections of this chapter should

deal with the next steps in the scale, the regimental prison and

finally with the penal battalion. However, in the Legion there

are such a number of "improvised" practices of punishment

that it seems advisable to talk about this subject first.

Improvisations

La Legion Etrangere is a very conservative body and has

always looked with suspicion upon new ideas liable to change

the old and accustomed train of routine. As a consequence.
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a great number of practices of almost medieval character have
been maintained over the hundred and twenty odd years of

the Corps' existence. This especially applies to the methods
of punishment.

It might be expected that punishment, just as any other

branch of activity, would be subject to strict rules and regu-

lations. Unfortunately this is not the case. The reason for this

peculiar state of affairs can be found in the special and un-

ortliodox position of the non-commissioned officers of the

Legion.

As we have seen, these men run the whole show and they

are only slightly, if at all, restricted in their actions by the of-

ficers. This applies to almost any activity in the Legion, but

much more to the ways and means by which a Legionnaire is

punished for an actual or alleged offense—ways and means
which are left pretty well to the discretion of the non-coms.

Consequently, a system of punishment has been established

parallel to the official punitive code of the Corps, in which the

part played by the Legion's non-coms is that of accuser, judge

and executioner at the same time.

This supplement to the ordinary practices of punishment

may have been necessary in the first stages of the Legion s

existence when regimental prisons and penal camps were

scarce. It has, however—the Legion being so conservative in

every respect—been handed down from one generation of

sergeants to the next. These methods—barbaric and cruel with-

out equal in any other army in the world—are still in good

standing as Perrot-White was able to confirm as late as 1951.^

The methods in question, while occasionally used in the

depots of the big garrisons, find their main application during

campaigns, in remote outposts, and generally on occasions

when the unit is not in close proximity to a prison, or when the

nature of the offense, in the eyes of the non-coms, calls for an

exemplary on-the-spot punishment. This frequently occurs

when it is necessary not so much to punish the actual offender
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as to impress the remainder of the men, to keep them in line

and thus kill any possible spark of insubordination before it

can burst into the open flame of mutiny.

Perrot-White describes an incident during a forced march
in the south of Algeria when an old Legionnaire was punished

for a rather unimportant infraction "by being strung upside-

down between two posts and left in that position with his head

just off the ground for nearly seven hours in the terrific heat

of the day."

This type of punishment cannot be found in any official

regulation book. It is improvised on the spur of the moment in

order to deal with a momentary need. This Perrot-White rea-

lizes when he attempts to justify this particular incident. He
adds that: "when dealing with some of the types of men we
had in the Legion, such brutality may have been necessary,

for they did not respond to any other treatment. A little brutal-

ity at the right time might possibly contribute to saving their

lives in the future."

Further on, Perrot-White says: "There were various kinds

of punishment in the Legion, none of them very pleasant. One
was to place a man in a small tent on the floor of which would

be laid sharp stones with severe cutting edges. He would be

compelled to lie full length in this small tent on these stones,

and a guard would be placed at either end to make sure that

he did not leave it at any time. Sometimes a man would be

kept under one of those tents for a week at a time, having bread

and water brought to him twice a day.

"Another punishment would consist of tying a man up to a

wheel of a wagon or against a tree, standing him spread-eagle,

with his hands strapped behind him under the blazing sun all

day. Water would be thrown over him at intervals."

Perrot-White found these practices still in force during

World War H, but Rosen, at the turn of the century, describes

methods of punishment which, in their barbaric ingenuity.
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bear striking resemblance to those used during Perrot-White's

service.

"A curious kind of punishment," writes Rosen,"^ "was con-

sidered in the Foreign Legion to be a radical cure for de-

serters—a kind of mediaeval torture which, by the way, was

not kept for deserters only, but came into use very often. This

was the 'silo' and the 'crapaudine.'

"The silo consisted of a funnel-shaped hole in the ground,

broad at the top and pointed towards the bottom. A regular

funnel. Into this hole, used as a cell for solitary confinement,

the misdoers would be thrown, clad only in a thin suit of

fatigue clothes, without a blanket or any protection at all

against the sun or against the rain, at the mercy of the heat by
day and the cold by night. The poor devils would be left for

several days in this 'prison.' They could not lie down, for the

bottom part of the hole was only one or two feet square. They
spent day and night alternately standing and crouching, now
in pouring rain, now in the burning sun. They very soon be-

came ill from the foul vapors. When at length they were taken

out of the silo they could neither walk nor stand and had to be

carried into hospital. Now and then a silo prisoner died in his

hole."

It seems however, that the silo treatment is not being used

any more in the Legion. General de Negrier, around the turn

of the century, is said to have made a surprise inspection of

the barracks of Saida during which he came across a row of

fifteen silos, one beside the other, and every single one occu-

pied. Apparently the general abolished the silo then and there.

The crapaudine, however, has never been officially abol-

ished and there is a good chance that it is still being used as

one of the ways of breaking a troublesome man's spirit. The
method has been described by Rosen:

"A more primitive but perhaps a still more brutal torture

was the crapaudine," he writes. "The man to be punished was
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simply tied up into a bundle and thrown into a corner, his

hands and feet being tied together on his back, till they formed

a sort of semi-circle. Such a crapaudinaire lay there helpless

day and night, totally unable to move. The most he could do
when he tried very hard was to roll from one side to the other.

For a quarter of an hour a day he would be set free and got

bread to eat and water to drink. A day and a night in the

crapaudine was enough to deprive a man of the use of his

limbs—several days gave him his quietus."

Usually a man who writes a book possesses more than aver-

age intelligence and consequently the various authors of books

on the Legion must be considered to have been educated, in-

telligent men. The Legion's environment of necessity must be

unbearable for such a man; therefore it is understandable that

their respective books reflect in almost every case a hostile if

not spiteful frame of mind. This, of course, influences the ob-

jectiveness of their descriptions of the methods of punishment

used in the Corps. The logical thing to do, therefore, would be

to discount their reports, stamp them as exaggerations, and

charge them up to their own bitter experiences. However, the

reports on inhuman forms of punishment are so numerous,

their descriptions tally in so many details, that they cannot be

discounted as imagination or phantasy. Besides, these refer-

ences are repeated so frequently and with so much earnest

insistence that there can be but little doubt as to their veracity.

A soldier's life is tough but the respect for his individual

rights is upheld in any army as well as circumstances may
permit—except in the Foreign Legion. And this is the basic

difference between the Legion and other armies, the differ-

ence which has made these barbaric punishment methods pos-

sible. A Legionnaire is little more than a matricule number-
he has no individual rights!

The Legionnaire is part of a fighting machine and trained

to obey orders under any kind of circumstances. This end can

only be achieved by breaking down his individual will, and
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with this in view every means becomes justifiable. If he dies in

the process that is his tough kick; he can easily be replaced.

As long as this mentality is understood, the reader will have

little trouble accepting as true the descriptions of the "impro-

vised" system of punishments so dear to the non-commissioned

oflBcers of the Legion.

Loehndorff^ speaks of prisoners who were "buried up to the

neck in the scorching sand" and in another passage of his book

he relates a visit to a desert fort where "a Legionnaire is just

being punished by being trussed up and laid stark naked on

the hot sand. The sun blisters his red skin, and he howls and

howls, curses, begs, prays, and slavers like a tortured soul in

the antechamber of Hell."

It is a fact that these kinds of punishment are never applied

for major offenses but only for trifles and small infractions of

the reglement, usually without a hearing or trial, or any other

attempt to investigate the charge against the Legionnaire in-

volved. It goes without saying that the subject of the punish-

ment has no chance whatever of defending himself or of at

least explaining the particular reasons for his behavior or

rather misbehavior.

Sometimes under the terrible heat of the desert, in the small

outlying garrisons surrounded only by sand and wild beasts,

the minds of both officers and men are similarly affected. This,

just as is the case with cafard, often leads to incidents of the

type described below by Loehndorff.

He reports that after several months of burning hell in one

of these small forts, "comrade Pieter de Gries, a blackhaired

Walloon with a Dutch name, neglected to salute the captain,

whom he had nicknamed 'Machine-gun,' as he crossed the

yard. As a punishment he must now count one by one the con-

tents of a big sack of dates. The Walloon looked at the com-

mandant when he heard the command, his eyes glared, and it

looked as though he was going to attack his tormenter. Then
he grunted: 'No!'
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"He is now locked up in the hottest of the cells, with chains

on his hands and feet, while Machine-gun has already been

walking up and down the yard for hours, stopping frequently

in front of the cell and waiting to hear whether Pieter is going

to whine or yell with rage or despair like his fellow-sufferers

in the other holes. Gries, however, is a tough lad, and he keeps

quiet. He is silent during the night as well.

"It is now midday again, a blazing heat streams down from

the burning sky, pressing one to the earth and making one

feel like a dried-up wash-rag. The Walloon is taken outside

the fort, stripped and buried naked in sand up to the neck. His

eyes had a mocking look at first, but become bloodshot, and

after about half an hour an appalling shriek comes from his

vivid lips. And while we stupefied Legionnaires stand glaring

at him, he yells for mercy without ceasing. He is willing to

count ten sacks of dates, a hundred even, if only somebody
will take him out of the terrible blazing heat that is burning

and stifling him! Machine-gun lets him wail for a while and

then orders him to be shovelled out and laid on his bed.

"The night is over. And the Walloon's spirit is broken. He
now belongs to the Legionnaires who execute every command,

be it ever so crazy, submissively and idiotically, with the

greatest hurry."

This is an excellent example of a punishment improvised by

a man who, incidentally, had come up from the ranks himself.

The offense in itself was so unimportant that under normal

circumstances it would have netted Pieter not more than 8

days' salle de police. However, the particular factors of the

case, long-drawn-out seclusion in a remote fort, heat, nervous

tension and maybe a touch of "cafard," distorted the captain's

sense of proportion as well as depriving him of his reason. His

reaction was typical of the unwritten punitive code of the

Legion.

This author, during his time in the Legion, has never wit-

nessed a flogging, despite the fact that many of the older Le-
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gionnaires frequently spoke about it. However, the references

of other writers are so numerous that the existence of this

variety of punishment cannot be doubted.

O'Reilly^ talks of such a case he witnessed only a few days

after his arrival at the Corps. Since he served in the Legion in

tlie middle twenties, flogging, if O'Reilly's story can be be-

lieved, was practiced in the Legion at a time when the

League of Nations was sitting in Geneva trying to establish a
universal conception of human rights.

"We were marched," reports O'Reilly, "to a sort of square,

somewhere near the centre of the hutments, and adjacent to

the cells. And here we were called to look upon a horrid sight.

In the centre of this square was a great, thick post, and hanging

from this was the inert body of a man. He was hanging from

his hands, his wrists being handcuffed to a staple near the top

of the post. Limp as he hung, the poor devil's feet only just

touched the ground, so it was plain that when he had been

trussed up he had been forced to stand on tip-toe. He was
stripped to the waist, and, as he hung there, his back was
towards us.

"But, if we had not knov^m what it was, we should never

have recognized it as the back of a human being!

"It looked exactly like a huge piece of raw and bleeding

meat, which might have been roughly hacked from the original

carcass by a very blunt knife! From the neck to waist the un-

fortunate man had been flogged to the point of being prac-

tically flayed alive—for not one inch of cuticle was visible in

the whole of the horrible expanse of furrowed and bleeding

flesh.

"But the most terrible sight of all was the flies! Thousands

of the accursed insects feasted and laid their eggs upon his

mutilated back!"

At this point O'Reilly says that he felt faint. Yet he was to

become better acquainted with the whole procedure because

not many months later he found himself strapped to a post
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and subjected to a severe flogging. This was after his fight with

an ofiicer and prior to his being shipped to Oran for court-

martial.

"It was the first time I had ever been flogged," he writes,

"and it was worse than I thought it would be! Every stroke

of the whip cut right into my back and I could feel the blood

soaking down into my loins. It was as though I was burned

alive by inches, and I had to bite deep into my lips to stop

myself from yelling with the agony of it."

What makes these tales of flogging, burying alive, stringing

up while exposed to the sun so hard to believe is the fact that

the men subjected to this kind of treatment are volunteers.

They are men who of their own free will and volition have

burned all their bridges behind them to risk their lives in the

service of a country that is not their own. This alone should

be liable to dispel the general conception of the Legion Etran-

gere as a place of glorious adventure, a picture which has

been painted so frequently.

These types of punishment are not to be found in any regu-

lation book. They are improvisations and have been developed

over the years of the Legion's existence, which, in turn, main-

tains them religiously as part of the Corps' tradition.

Sometimes a man dies after the treatment he has received

but this is not actually intended. Death sentences belong ex-

clusively in the domain of the "Conseil de Guerre" and theo-

retically a soldier can only be sentenced to death in the course

of a regular court-martial. But there are exceptions to the rule

and they, too, are improvisations. Loehndorff claims to have

witnessed such a case during his service and this is the way
it happened:

It seems that Vassili, a Legionnaire of Russian nationahty,

crazed by the sun and the deadly monotony of a prolonged

stay in a desert fort, became convinced during one of his

hallucinations that the world revolution had become a fact.
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The man was obviously out of his mind, but the officers were

of different opinion, especially after Vassili started to harangue

the rest of the garrison and to announce to them the beginning

of the revolution.

Vassili, instead of being turned over to the medical authori-

ties for treatment of his obviously deranged mind, was ac-

cused of inciting to mutiny and brought before a court-martial,

formed on the spot by the officers of the garrison. This impro-

vised military court sentenced the unfortunate soldier to be

shot.

"Six men," v^rites Loehndorlf, "shot Vassili in front of the

wall outside at sunset. The procedure was carried out accord-

ing to prescription. The Russian was blindfolded and tied to

a post that had been driven into the ground. A few paces be-

hind him yawned the grave. Drummer and trumpeter made
warlike noise. Only the priest was absent. The Commandant,
however, wished to take his place and unctuously told Vassili

to say his prayers.

"The Russian laughed at him, whereupon the firing squad

took up their position and the command sounded. Vassili

shouted once more: Xong live the World Revolution!' . . . and

the shots rang out. A violent shudder ran through the bound
body and the chin sank onto the dead man's chest.

"He was buried immediately and with blaring trumpet and

rattling drums we marched back into the fort."

The foregoing examples of "improvisations" have been

chosen for their outstanding character. Actually the range of

the disciplinary "ad libs" is much wider. The punishment ap-

plied varies with the temper, sometimes with the sadistic

streak, of the punishing party and the particular circumstances

surrounding the man on the receiving end. There is a wide

selection of punishments and penalties and it can safely be

said that the Legion, which has always had the reputation of

being very good at improvising, has outdone itself in impro-
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vising punishments to supplement the disciphnary regula-

tions of the Legion Etrangere which, heaven knows, need
neither supplements nor improvisations!

Prison

Not very long ago, in 1932, a British publisher came out with

a book on the Foreign Legion which aroused considerable

interest all over the world. Its title was Hell Hounds of France^

and its anon\Tnous author, who identified himself as "Ex-

Legionnaue 1384," claimed in a swoiti aflBdavit reproduced

on the front page of the book that every single word of his

manuscript represented the truth in substance and in fact.

Hell Hounds of France is a curious mixture. Its author glori-

fies the Legion and what the Corps stands for in one breath

onlv to bitterly criticize it in the next in an attempt, as he puts

it, "to expose the military regime in France's colonies."

In the first chapter of his book, which Ex-Legionnaire 13S4

calls ".\n indictment against France," he wrote tlie following:

"I realize that much of what I am writing will be open to the

severest criticism, that when I describe the purposeless blood-

sheds and murders, the innumerable floggings, the mutilations

and barbarities, iiumoralities and atrocities, for which only

the Legion is responsible, I shall be doubted."

This statement, as honest as it may seem on the surface, is

too generalized to be accepted for the whole structure of the

Legion. No. 1384—judged by his own wTitings—is a very dis-

appointed man and has little sympathy for the Corps which

he joined in 1923 as a volunteer. However, there is a consider-

able amount of tmth in his book, especially in regard to the

disciplinary' and punitive system in the Legion and particu-

larly in his description of the regimental and mihtary prisons.

France has alwavs had a bad reputation in coimection with

prisons and penitentiaries. The prison colony on Devil's Is-

land has often been the focal point of international interest.
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and even today "I'AfiFaire Dreyfuss" is not yet entirely forgot-

ten. No wonder that the same idea of a drastic punishment

code was transmitted to the Foreign Legion where it fell on

fertile ground. However, the Legion is responsible for several

"improvements" in the individual application of French penal

practices.

No. 1384 says that "the Legion is without plausibility" and

this is certainly true when it comes to the treatment of the

Corps' own prisoners in the Legion's own prisons.

But even if the Legion is beyond plausibility, it cannot be

forgotten that the Corps' commanding* authorities are faced

with a perpetual dilemma. The Legion consists lOO percent of

volunteers who, theoretically, deserve some consideration for

their willingness to fight and to die for a foreign country. But

the number of "bad" and otherwise troublesome elements in

the Legion was always such that special disciplinary measures

to deal with them had to be devised right from the day of the

Corps' inception. Apparently, over the century of the Legion's

existence, it was forgotten that these "special" measures had

originally been intended for "special" cases only, and so they

have become general practice today. Time and again a hu-

mane-minded oflBcer, as General de Negrier for instance, has

attempted to change this situation, but in the long run things

have always slipped back into the old and accustomed ruts,

gently pushed by the law of inertia.

As a result, the prisons of the Legion are "beyond plausi-

bility"; this is illustrated by Rosen^ in his description of the

regimental lock-up of Sidi-bel-Abbes.

"On both sides of the entrance to the barracks," reports

Rosen, "close to the road, but separated from it by a high

wall, lay the two little houses with their flat tin roofs which

caught the sun's rays so pitilessly. Inside there were rows and

rows of cell doors in the long narrow corridors. The single

cells were a Httle more than three yards long and one yard

broad; the general cells were perhaps five yards square. There
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was no light and a little hole in the wall and an opening over

the door were the sole means of ventilation. The floor was
flagged or of clay. There was a wooden bench in each cell, a

water jug, and an old tin pail. The single cells and the general

cells were exactly alike in their 'fittings'—whether five men or

fifty were shut up in these cells made no difference! They got,

according to regulations, one water jug and one pail!

"An air-hole 9 inches in diameter high up in the wall and a

tiny crack over the door—five yards square—thirty, forty or

more occupants—any of these cells would at once be con-

demned by a veterinary as unfit even for a pigsty!

"Before reveille at 5 o'clock in the morning all the sentries

on guard were marched up to the prison, and the sergeant

opened the cells, whereupon an awful stench streamed out.

Then they began to clean up. The pails were carried by two

men to the sewer openings in the barrack yard. The bigger

cells were almost always overfilled—they were like a sewer,

flooded, pestilential. To clean the cells there were only a cou-

ple of old brooms in the prison. A few pails of water were

flooded over the floor, carelessly, hurriedly. A little water and

a few strokes with the broom! What is not washed away
trickles through the cracks and crannies in the stone floor and

forms a new basis for pestilence.

"They get no breakfast—they are let out to work on an empty

stomach, frozen through by the chilly African night spent

uncovered on a hard wooden bench, and faint from breathing

in that pestilential atmosphere.

"All those who were sentenced to short terms were com-

mandeered to clean up the barrack yard, to split wood, and to

break stones. The prisoners with longer sentences, and those

in cellule, had to go out to the march of punishment,' march-

ing round in a small circle for two hours on end, carrying heavy

bags of sand, now and then doubhng for the sake of variety.

"At ten o'clock the prisoners were given soup. They never
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got full rations, since as long as they were in prison their mess

allowance ceased as well as their pay.

"The soup is tliin, their bread ration consists of half what

they get in the company; the prisoners in solitary confinement

are placed on a starvation diet—soup every other day—in the

interval they have to live on bread, on a quarter of the Legion s

bread rations.

"After they have finished 'dinner,' their work begins again."

This writer, during his sojourn at the depot of Sidi-bel-

Abbes, had ample opportunity to note that Rosen's observa-

tions were basically correct even some forty years after they

were originally made. However, the dietary regime of the pris-

oners between Rosen's time and the time of World War II had

undergone a considerable change. The prisoners received

exactly the same rations as their more fortunate comrades

outside the prison, with one exception. What they did not re-

ceive were the two "quarts" of wine which French army
regulations so benevolently allot the soldier along with his

daily food ration. Having to go without "pinard" for the length

of the prison term is alone considered as hard punishment by

the average Legionnaire, who does not seem to be able to go

without alcohol for any length of time.

Here again, it should be kept in mind that the regimental

prison is designed only for the petty offenders against disci-

pline; the serious cases are subject to military court trials in

Oran or Algiers, and the subsequent sentences are either

served in the dreaded penal battahon or in any of the numer-

ous military prisons or fortresses of France.

To be sent to the regimental prison, the "tole" in French

military slang, is the easiest thing in the world for a Legion-

naire. A slight offense is usually enough to start the stone

rolling; a missing button, a disorderly paquetage, failure to

salute a superior, arriving at the barracks after 9 P.M. are only

a few of the reasons which make a sergeant recommend 8 days
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of prison, which request is usually granted by the captain of

the company. Quite frequently the sentence is doubled by the

colonel and it has happened time and again that higher author-

ities have again doubled the colonel's verdict. In the case of

repeaters, the unfortunate subject can be sure that the colonel

will go the limit of his punitive authority (which is thirty

days), but it is his privilege to forward the "dossier" to the

general who commands the district with the recommendation

to increase the sentence. This is the redoubtable "demande
d'augmentation severe" which automatically, every time it is

made, is good for sixty days in the regimental lock-up. Sixty

days is the limit to which the general can go on his own author-

ity without taking recourse to the good offices of the "Conseil

de Guerre," the French equivalent of the "Court-Martial."

The thus punished Legionnaire, of course, goes without pay

and wine for the full duration of his sentence, and it has al-

ready been explained that every prison sentence is automatic-

ally tacked on to the length of the five-year contract. The cor-

responding time, be it several months, weeks or even years,

has to be served after the contract's normal expiration. The
Legionnaire cannot win—he is a two-time-loser in any event.

Surprising as it may appear, it is nevertheless a fact that the

old and seasoned Legionnaires are proud of every stretch in

"tole." They will even go to the extreme of claiming that no

one can possibly be a good Legionnaire without having been

in prison at least once. This mentality fits right in with the

spirit of the Legion. However, being cut off from his wine

ration while locked up is considered an unnecessary cruelty

by the Legionnaire who happens to be the recipient of a prison

sentence.

In his Memoirs,^^ M.M., who is always very critical of the

Legion, has his ov^oi gloomy thoughts when he reminisces:

"The sergeant-major," he writes, "who read the punishments

daily at the Report, was a type of mediaeval executioner. His

cold steel eyes narrowed wdth cruel delight when he an-
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nounced the penalties, and looked about him to see the effects

of his words.

"The men condemned to prison were by no means free from

the daily exercises; the dirtiest chores about the barracks were

allotted to them, such as cleaning the lavatories, which on

account of the shocking habits of this low-bred scum were

usually in a terrible condition. Most of the soldiers did not

mind the prison; on the contrary they were rather proud of

it, and it was proverbial that a man who had not been in prison

often was not a good soldier."

To put M.M.'s mind at ease while coming to the Legion's de-

fense, it must be said that the punishment which consists of

letting a soldier clean the latrines is an accepted practice in

every army of the world, as many a former soldier knows by
his own experience. This author remembers only too clearly

the day when he himself—for some minor insubordination-

had been ordered to clean out the plugged-up latrines of his

company in Sidi-bel-Abbes. This chore was made much harder

by the complete lack of any suitable tool, and he was reduced

almost exclusively to the use of his own hands.

On the whole it can be said that the thoughtful "corvee

de latrine" is only a minor point in a prison sentence; but to

serve a stretch in these prisons is a very serious matter. From
the viewpoint of the civilized world the practice is inhuman,

highly unsanitary and, in many instances, cruel. This particu-

lar type of punishment is as tough and hard as everything in

the Legion Etrangere. The description of the prison of Sidi-

bel-Abbes given by Rosen is factual in every respect. Even if

this writer had not observed the described situation during

World War II, he would have to accept as true Rosen's report

in view of the surprising similarity to the observations of

scores of other writers.

Doty,^^ in his Legion of the Damned, parallels Rosen's story

when he tells how "the slightest misdemeanour was promptly

punished, and without indulgence. A dirty rifle cost anywhere
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from four to eight days in prison, dust under the bed, a dirty

mess-kit, soiled clothes in the paquetage, any of these meant
eight days of the 'plute/

"The plute' is the time-honoured punishment of the Legion.

The men so punished are marched around the prison court, in

step and regular formation, for as much as nine hours a day,

each bearing upon his back a thirty-kilogram sack of sand. To
those curious of particulars, I may add that a kilogram is the

equivalent of two and one-tenth of our pounds, so that a thirty-

kilo sack of sand is a seventy-pound sack of sand. For eight

days running! It is a sack designed to cool the hottest head—
and for an unlucky moment I had been a hot-head."

This bears out Rosen almost point for point. Doty subse-

quently makes another statement which agrees with this au-

thor's personal observations. "Never in the Legion," says Doty,

"have I seen men being beaten, nor being driven off into the

desert, as has been shown in recent popular films." And neither

has this writer. Yet, as stated before, the tales of beatings and

floggings among the older Legionnaires are so numerous and

precise, and the references in books of former Legionnaires

so insistent and detailed, that some justification must be given

to the assumption that at one time, at least, flogging was an

accepted practice in the Legion.

O'Reilly, the self-styled "Tiger of the Legion," who, accord-

ing to his own book, has seen more of the insides of the Le-

gion's prisons than any other author, claims to have been the

object of another hitherto unmentioned "joke" of the non-

coms in charge of the regimental prison.

According to O'Reilly, a sergeant who disliked the "Tiger"

immensely would dump a handful of salt into O'Reilly's soup

every time the prisoner received his ration. To make things

more pleasant for O'Reilly the same treatment was given to

his meager ration of water. What this did to the unfortunate

Legionnaire, in conjunction with the sun's burning heat on the

flat tin roof of the prison, does not require any stretch of
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imagination. However, there is a good chance that O'Reilly's

claim is exaggerated or even invented by him in order to create

more interest in his book. This writer has no recollection of

similar happenings during his term of service, and neither

does he recall any of the oldtimers, with ten and more years of

service, making any allusion to this "joke."

However, the "circus," the prison yard in which the pris-

oners are marched around for many hours on end with a heavy

sand sack on their backs, is a reality and a standing institution

in the Legion. "They would be marched round and round the

prison court yard," reports Perrot-White,^^ "for hours at a time

until they simply collapsed from sheer exhaustion."

"Many men, of course," Perrot-White continues, "revolted

against these punishments, but it only brought worse things

in their train. A flogging was not unusual. Frequently used

was the punishment of solitary confinement, usually in a cell

dug underground, without light and with little air."

Perrot-White's book is an honest and factual account with-

out any attempt at dramatization. His reference to the inci-

dence of flogging, therefore, can be accepted at face-value.

The same goes for the punishment of solitary confinement

which is used quite frequently and can be considered as one

of the best methods short of the penal battalion to bring a

stray Legionnaire back into the straight and narrow path of

good conduct.

Solitary confinement means darkness interrupted only by a

30-minute airing in the prison yard every day. Besides dark-

ness it means a starvation diet, loneliness, a stone bench in-

stead of a cot, and no blankets to protect the prisoner from

the frequent sub-freezing temperature of the African nights.

Thirty days of solitary confinement usually end up with the

man being carried to the nearest military hospital; and there

have been cases when dysentery or pneumonia, or both, have

ended the prisoner's term prematurely. However, it must be

said that this inhuman form of punishment is only applied in
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cases wkich the Legion considers extremely severe. Repeated

insubordination, attacks on non-coms while under the influ-

ence of alcohol, for instance, qualify for soUtarv^ confinement

and even this only when the battle record of the Legionnaire

in question makes tlie regiment conmiander hesitate to send

the man to Court-Martial. He has the offender locked up in

the dark cell instead; he knows, and the prisoner knows, that

in case of a Court-Martial the sentence would be much more

severe.

A temporary prison term, be it ser\^ed in the general regi-

mental lock-up or in solitary- confinement, is the limit to which

the individual regiment commander can go. Beyond his au-

thority hes the Court-Martial with its three-pronged whip—the
death sentence, fortress, and the dreaded penal battahon.

Colomb-Bechar

Somewhere do\^Ti south in the sunburnt wastes of Algeria,

not far from the Moroccan border, hes Colomb-Bechar, where

the penal battahon of the Legion works and suffers.

Colomb-Bechar, s^-nommous with "Bataillon Correctionel,*'

the Penal Battahon, is the supreme punishment in the Legion

and the Legionnaire feels about this institution as he feels

about the proverbial "liole in the head."

To say that the Bataillon Correctionel is the supreme pim-

ishment is bv no means a contradiction because what is usually

referred to as the supreme punishment, the death sentence, is,

curiously enough, \er\- seldom used in the Legion. In order to

be sentenced to deatli by the "Conseil de Guerre" a Legion-

naire has to commit a most serious crime such as high treason,

desertion in tlie face of the enemv or premeditated murder.

Hio:h treason and desertion in the face of the enemv ver\' sel-

dom come to the attention of the Court-Martial for the simple

reason that when these cases occur in the course of a cam-

paign they are dealt with on the spot by the commanding of-
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ficer. In a short session of an improvised military com-t, the

offender is sentenced and immediately placed before a firing

squad. The Legion never loses time in such matters.

Murder, on the other hand, or rather the premeditated

variety of it, is the exception in the Legion; a Legionnaire

might possibly kill while under the influence of alcohol or

during a brawl, but there have been only a few cases of

planned murder. Such a crime when committed in drunken-

ness is, of course, subject to Court Martial, but the outcome for

the accused Legionnaire is usually a long stretch of forced

labor in the Penal Battalion. Thus the Penal Battalion becomes

the supreme form of punishment in the Legion.

However, it is a fact that such a verdict, in the majority of

cases, is nothing but a delayed death sentence. Naturally there

are no statistics to show the percentage of survivors in the

Bataillon Correctionel, but a few years of Colomb-Bechar, as

a rule, are enough to finish off a man, or to play havoc with his

constitution to such an extent that his years are numbered
after his release. If he survives his term, he is sure to emerge

a chronic invalid.

Among the chroniclers of the Legion there seems to reign

a certain amount of confusion in regard to the men sent to

serve in the penal battalion. Repeatedly they refer to them as

**Zephyrs" which is certainly not the correct term. This mis-

take has been repeated by Ex-Legionnaire 1384,^^ who writes

the following:

"Why, says France, should a man of military age be absolved

from serving in the army just because he has been convicted

of some crime, while decent boys serve their country? So some

genius in criminal correction originated the Zephyrs, primar-

ily for criminals of military age, and called the body Infanterie

Legere d'Afrique,' or more commonly the 'Bats d'Af,' short

for 'Bataillons d'Afrique.' They get the name Zephyrs because

they are light infantry. They are also light-headed most of the

time. A big number of them are men who have come from the
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terrors of French Guinea prisons. They are given the oppor-

tunity to work out their salvation in the hell-spots of the des-

ert. A man who is even too hot for the Legion to hold also goes

to the Zephyrs. The guards are the biggest and brawniest of

Negroes, who thoroughly enjoy their powers of authority.

Spread-eagling and such practices are common. If a man can

endure the Zephyrs and remain sane, he must be a miracle of

human endurance."

No. 1384 errs when he claims that the Legion sends its in-

corrigibles into the Zephyr units and the same mistake has re-

peatedly been made by other writers before and after No.

1384. Actually the Bats d'Af are the penal battalions for sol-

diers of the regular French army. The Legion handles its own
correction units, which for many years have been based in

Colomb-B6char, a small tov^n several hundred miles south of

Sidi-bel-Abbes.

In the following description of the penal battalion s activi-

ties by Rosen^* this mistake should be kept in mind. Actually,

in his story the word "Zephyr" should be replaced by the term

"Bataillonaire Correctionel," the oflBcial title of the unfortun-

ate Legionnaires sentenced to serve a term in Colomb-Bechar.

"Then come the Zephyrs," writes Rosen, "those condemned

to the penal battalion. Every two weeks a transport of Zephyrs

left the barracks in old ragged uniforms. In the battalion itself

they have to wear the coffee-brown clothes of the convict.

"The 'sections for the reformation of incorrigibles' is the of-

ficial name of this battalion, and deportation to the Zephyrs

is the severest punishment which can be put into execution

without the authority of a Court-Martial."

Here too, Rosen is mistaken. To send a man to the penal bat-

talion is strictly a matter for the military courts. No officer,

high as his rank may be, has the right of doing this on his ov^ti

authority. However, the regimental commander can demand

a man's deportation to the battalion, basing this demand on

the record of the man in question. This request, of course, is
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always granted by the Court and this may have led Rosen and

several others to believe that this punishment can be applied

by the regiment commander without the sanction of a Court-

Martial.

"The official grasp," Rosen goes on, "of the meaning of the

word *incorrigibles,' however, is a trifle strange sometimes.

Under the strictest surveillance these unfortunates carry on

pioneer work in the far south. They make roads, they dig wells,

they build new stations in the most unhealthy parts of Algeria,

far removed from all civilization. They have to work as even

a Legionnaire, to whom the hardest work is so familiar, would

only work under the sternest compulsion. And if extra pioneer

work is needed in the south, if, for instance, a new road is to be

built, the battalion's numbers increase with amazing rapidity.

It is reaUy astonishing how the number of incorrigibles in the

Legion increases just when the military administration needs

men for work.

"Beaucoup de travail—beaucoup de Zephyrs I says the Le-

gion's proverb. Much work—many Zephyrs!"

This sad state of affairs was still prevailing in the Legion at

the time of World War II, some forty years after Rosen had
commented on it. It is a fact that the Trans-Saharien Railway

has been built almost exclusively by the members of the penal

battalions, and it has been claimed by several newspaper cor-

respondents that the number of men who succumbed to the

murderous climate, the inhumanly hard work, malaria, dys-

entery and poisonous insect bites, matched the number of

railway-ties used to support the single track which runs for

many hundred miles through the burning, waterless desert.

Later in his description, Rosen involuntarily rectifies his

own statement according to which deportation to the penal

battalion can be put into execution without the authority of

a Court-Martial.

"The cycle finishes," he writes, "with the heavy mihtaiy

punishments from penal servitude to the death sentence, and
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here the decision of the Algerian Coiirt-Martial in Oran is final.

Its sentences are renowned for their pitiless severity. To be

brought before this Court-Martial the Legionnaire need not

have committed any very grave offence. It is enough if he has

lost some part of his uniform."

That a man should have to go to the penal section because

of the loss of a relatively unimportant piece of his uniform

appears incredible. It is common practice in the Legion never-

theless. The excuse of 'Tiaving lost something" is not admis-

sible in the Corps. Loss of regimental propert)^ is automatically

classified as theft of equipment and as such is liable to Court-

Martial. And Court-Martial means the penal battalion.

It is a rather interesting fact that it was Roger de Beauvoir^^

who first confirmed this state of affairs. As the typical chau-

vinistic Frenchman of the last century he usually glorifies

everything the Legion has ever done. In the light of his sym-

pathetic interpretation of the Corps' achievements his words

acquire the undeniable seal of authenticity.

"Each of the two disciplinary sections," he writes, *Tias an

average of 150 men; of these 300 men a minimum of 200 are

there for selling part of their kit!

"In former years it used to be the custom to let the stomach

pay for the crime. In other words, the culprit was put on bread

and water until the value of the lost object was recovered from

the savings of his mess allowance. However, this penalty was

found to be too barbarous and old-fashioned. Consequently

the Conseil de Guerre took its place which passes out six

months of prison to be served in the penal battalion. It goes

without saying that the Legionnaires long for the old regime!"

Beauvoir's book is more than fifty years old and Rosen's is

only some ten years younger. It is therefore interesting to see

what Perrot-White has to say on the same issue at a much
more recent date, the time of World War II. He deals with

Colomb-Bechar in a conversation witli a Legionnaire sen-

tenced to the penal battalion, while en route to Gerryville.
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The scene opens on the morning when Perrot-White awaits

orders concerning his transportation to a new unit. "The next

morning," he writes, "I was waiting outside the pohce room
by the main gate. I reported to the sergeant and he said we
were waiting for another group of men to join us. In ten min-

utes the other group came in, and then I got another shock.

There were six of them, manacled one to the other, and in addi-

tion, fastened around their waists were heavy chains.

"We were at once hustled into a truck, driven to the station

with an escort of three heavily armed men, and placed into

one compartment. Inside, the men had the waist chains taken

off so that they could walk along the corridor, but the hand-

cuffs were still kept on."

Perrot-White, a greenhorn at the time, his curiosity natur-

ally aroused, started the conversation:

"What on earth are you doing chained up like that?"

"I'm on my way to Colomb-Bechar," the other informed

Perrot-White, his accent strongly American. "It's my second

time there. The first time for desertion I did three years, and

when I got out I tried again."

After a few more questions the Legionnaire gave his version

of the penal battalion: "Colomb-Bechar is worse than Devil's

Island. Physical torture would be bad enough, but the mental

torture is far worse. It is right in the desert, surrounded by
high walls manned by Senegalese troops armed with machine-

guns, and they don't need much to make them use them. You
do everything on the double in your bare feet. The first six

weeks you go into solitary confinement in an underground

dungeon. Then, if you behave yourself and don't go crazy,

they let you come out into the quarry gang for six months. For

the rest of your time you get all kinds of jobs, none of them
easy. You eat on the double, too, and not much of it. You try

drinking a cup of water while you are running around—and

what you drop is not replaced, either."

"How long do you have to serve this time?"
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"That depends on how I behave myseK. They seldom give

a definite term. The minimum is eleven months, but that can

take years to do. You see, if a guy cracks under the strain and

many do—I did the first time—you get another eleven months."

"What do you mean, if a guy cracks?"

"Well, sometimes you get driven too far, and try to smack

a guard—or perhaps you just cuss him out or refuse to work.

You go into solitary, plus a good flogging if it's for hitting a

guard or for refusing to work. Then you have to start the

eleven months all over again. I knew a guy who had been in

there for six years on his original sentence for hitting a sergeant

during his training period. When you have done your time you

must serve that much extra on your enlistment."

It is therefore not surprising that this conversation, as

Perrot-White himself says, did more to keep him out of trouble

while he was in the Legion than any other single factor.

This writer can confirm a portion of Perrot-White's story

because he himself had been assigned several times to escort

duty of Bataillonaires Correctionels. The men this writer had

to escort to Colomb-Bechar were chained just as described by

Perrot-White; the usual means of transportation were cattle

cars in whose comers, bundled up and crouching, the pris-

oners spent the trip—which sometimes lasted several days. The

single-tracked Algerian railways are nerve-wrackingly slow.

On such a trip, the prisoners were only walked for a few min-

utes every day. It can easily be imagined what the sanitary

conditions of the unfortunate devils were when they arrived

at their destination, in view of the fact that the only recipients

of their own urine and fecal matter were their clothes. If they

could not relieve themselves during the few minutes of exer-

cise, the only other alternative was to soil their own clothes.

What the penal battalion really means is hard to explain on

paper. The individual sufferings are comparable only to those

experienced by the members of chain-gangs in medieval times.

The system is cruel to the limit. Native guards unburdened by
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sentimentality and sadistic by nature, and above all, a military

administration which is indifferent to human sufferings, join in

a happy partnership with the forces of nature, a murderous

climate, tropical diseases of every imaginable kind, and the

beasts of the desert, may they come in the guise of a poisonous

scorpion or a hungry hyena. And the bataillonaire works and

slaves without respite in the immense sunburnt wastes of the

desert.

To finish off this chapter, here is O'Reilly's^^ description of

his first look at the penal battalion:

"'As we marched in," he reports, "I had my first glimpse of

the Penal Battalion. There was a detachment of them working

on the new road from Rabat to Marrakech.

"They looked to me strangely unalive, those convicts. They
were so thin that their skin, a leathery brown in color and ap-

parently of a leathery texture also, thanks to constant exposure

to the sun, was drawn so tightly over their bones that they

gave one the impression of being living skeletons covered,

for decency's sake, with imitation skin, of which there had

not been enough to go round! Their bare shaven skulls lent

color to this unpleasant fancy of mine.

"They were stripped to the waist, wearing only trousers and

ceinture. Not one of them looked up as we rode by—they
worked slowly, silently, automatically, like so many mechan-

ical figures.

"They were guarded by Arab and Ghoubi soldiers, with

white N.C.O.'s, all of whom were equipped with heavy whips.

As we passed, one of these N.C.O.'s, apparently just to show

off a bit, took a glance round at the men near him. He selected

one—an oldish fellow, by the look of him, whose back, as he

bent over his work, showed a number of hideous scars. And
then, with a slight swing of the arm and an expert twist of the

v^ist, the lash shot out, the tip of it catching the man between

the shoulder blades with a crack like that of a pistol.

"The victim started a Uttle, as a horse might under the lash.
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and without even looking up, mechanically quickened his

movements a little!"

This is the penal battalion of the Legion Etrangere. The

penal battalion whose maintenance cost France but a baga-

telle. How much of the taxpayer's money would the Republic

have to spend on building roads and railways under African

conditions if regular labor had to be used for the task? Mil-

lions? BiUions? Who knows?

But the Legionnaire is cheap. And much cheaper yet than

his comrade in the regular units of the Legion is the unfor-

tunate devil whom tough luck has placed into the iron claw

of the "Bataillon Correctioneir'



^ CHAPTER 10

THE DOGS BARK
WHEN THE LEGION PASSES

Psychological Excursion

This book is not a psychological study; nor is this writer

trained in matters of psychology or even psychiatry. Yet no
special knowledge of the human mind and its workings is

needed to determine that prolonged service in the Foreign

Legion is in some ways conducive to certain deviations from

normal behavior. In some cases the effects have been extreme-

ly detrimental to the sanity of the Legionnaire.

This observation should in no way be interpreted as a claim

that every Legionnaire, however sane he may have been when
he joined the Corps, will come out of the service a mental case.

A recent survey in the U. S. by qualified scientists has estab-

lished the curious fact that a higher percentage of bachelors,

as compared to a similar number of married men, become
mentally ill. It would be a mistake to conclude that marriage

and married life have prevented mental disease in the hus-

bands tested by the researchers. In the opinion of this writer,

the explanation of the phenomenon is rather simple. The pro-

portion of mentally unstable men, trying to stay away from

the complications of married life, is far greater than the pro-

portion of those who embark on marriage. It stands to reason

that a person with mental trouble will have great difficulty in

finding a mate; consequently a relatively high percentage of

mentally deficient persons remain bachelors.

333
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This is a good comparison to the situation in the Foreign

Legion. Far from claiming that every Legionnaire is bound to

become insane in the Legion, this writer is of the opinion that

a greater number of mentally unstable men join the Corps than

any other military organization in the world. These men bring

with them their predisposition to mental disease and they are

the unfortunate subjects liable to crack up under the Legion's

iron grip when the attempt is made to mill them into the sem-

blance of a Legionnaire.

Human reactions to given situations are variable and highly

dependent on the individual involved. Therefore, no norms

can be established to show to just what extent a man can be

mentally affected by his environment within the Corps. It can,

however, be safely said that prolonged service in the Legion

shapes a man s thinking into a peculiar pattern and influences

his behavior, as well as his reactions, in such a way as to set him
distinctly apart from other, let's say, "normal" persons.

A coal miner can be recognized by the black particles of

coal imbedded in the pores of his skin, a sailor by his swaying

walk. These are the characteristics of their professions. A Le-

gionnaire of long service usually can be recognized by the

primitiveness of his mental behavior. This is one of the char-

acteristics of his profession.

This writer, during his service in the Corps, had ample op-

portunity to talk with old Legionnaires, veterans of the cam-

paigns of Morocco and Tonkin; men who had spent ten and

more years in the Legion. Some of them had the mentality of

teenagers, some could safely be classified as morons, and all

of them were confirmed alcoholics. Whether abuse of alcohol

was the cause of their mental deterioration or whether the

latter had brought on alcoholism was impossible to ascertain.

In all probabihty it was a process involving both factors simul-

taneously.

A Legionnaire, only a few years after his arrival at the Corps,

can be recognized by his eyes. They become as starry, empty
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and expressionless as those of a medium in an hypnotic trance.

The eyes will betray a man's past in the Legion to anyone who
has had contact with the Corps.

Here again it is diflRcult to establish the cause of the symp-

toms. It could be overexposure to the rays of the sun, it could

be a symptom of alcoholism. And, again, it could be a mixture

of all this. However, it is well known that mental diseases are

often first recognized by certain changes in the diseased per-

son s eyes and it could be that this is just what happens to a

Legionnaire.

Compared with the so-called "solid" citizen, most of the

men joining the Foreign Legion can be classified as mentally

unstable persons. Only in a few exceptional cases would a per-

fectly sane person become a Legionnaire. As a rule, the fact

that a man is mentally unstable has been demonstrated by his

inability to adapt himself to his original envirormient at home.

This goes for the adventure-seeker, and the frustrated lover,

as well as for the small-time crook, and even for the perpetual

jobless. They all prefer an "escape" into the Legion to the

mental effort of reasonably working out a solution of their par-

ticular problems.

This urge to "escape," this writer believes, is the proof of a

person's unstable mind, and if the man is in such a condition

it takes very little to unhinge his mind permanently. And the

conditions of service in the Legion lend themselves very fa-

vorably to triggering this reaction.

The borderline between sanity and mental disease is very

thin; time and again, a sudden shock has driven an otherwise

perfectly normal person into the shadows of insanity. An ac-

cident, a sudden death, a financial loss can lead to it overnight.

The impact of prolonged life in the Legion is the equivalent

to several shocks of this nature. Latent mental deficiencies in

a Legionnaire are therefore liable to come out on the surface

sooner or later.

George D'Esparbes^ has made a thorough study of mental
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diseases in the Foreign Legion. In his opinion, one-third of

the total effective of the troop exhibit some symptom of men-
tal deviation from the normal. Again, this does not mean that

one-third of the Legionnaires are insane; it means that only a

little push is needed to unbalance them entirely. Now, this

push may never come—yet if it comes it will cause another

mental casualty.

In his estimate, d'Esparbes does not include the victims of

"cafard." To him, cafard, while a mental disease, is only of

temporary character without permanent consequences, and
he is concerned with mental diseases incurable by medical

standards of his period.

In cooperation with Dr. A. Marie, chief of the asylum of

Villejuif in France, he has studied closely the cases of 66 Le-

gionnaires interned in this institution as incurable mental

cases. He found among them 30 Germans, 13 Belgians, 8 Swiss

and an assortment of seven other nationalities.

The highest percentage of the men was suffering from what
d'Esparbes terms "Degenerescence Mental Predominante,"

by which he means a sort of progressive mental deterioration,

a condition resembling strongly that of senihty. The second

place was taken by the manic-depressives, incurable even to-

day. Both diseases seem to have their cause in a hereditary

predisposition. The rest of the interned Legionnaires suffered

from various mental disturbances brought on by alcoholism or

venereal disease. DeUrium, delirium-tremens, dementia,

mania of persecution, illusions of grandeur are only a few of

the diagnosed cases.

It is, however, the progressive mental deterioration, the pre-

mature senility which forms the majority of the mental cases

and can be termed as the mental disease of the Legion. Every

Legionnaire who has been unable to sever his connections

with the Corps at the end of his five-year term will inexorably

succumb to it. Fifteen years in the ranks of the Legion will

soften the brain and weaken the mind. If it does not turn the
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man into a mentally insane person, it will leave him a moron

for the rest of his life. This, to good advantage, is comparable

to the case of a professional boxer. Regardless how good he is

in the ring, several years of boxing will cause certain injuries

to his brain. The punch-drunk boxer is a familiar sight in our

generation. The Legionnaire is his brother in spirit.

During the years of his service, the Legionnaire will gradu-

ally lose interest in any problem alien to his immediate needs.

"An old Legionnaire," writes Loehndorff,- "with a boozy, blue

nose and a pair of medals staggers along beside me. In a grum-

bling voice he tells me all about himself. He has already served

eighteen years, and is looked upon as a marvel by the others.

He has never been promoted being too simple-minded. His

face is bluish red and his body very decrepit. In behaviour he

resembles a child, an old child, that knows nothing but soup,

wine, and commands. His hair is iron grey, yet he is only forty-

five years old. He received two medals for many years of serv-

ice and fighting in Morocco. He wants to sell them both to me
for five francs, for he has a thirst for wine.

"This old soldier, whom the booze has turned into a half-

idiot and whose talk reveals a childish simplicity, tells me
that there are plenty of wrecks like him in the First Regiment."

This old Legionnaire is the product of prolonged service in

the Legion and the old ones are all alike. Their resemblance

to each other amazed this writer long before he started analyz-

ing the different aspects of the Foreign Legion.

These old Legionnaires don't seem to have any flesh around

their bones; the skeleton is covered with just enough skin so

as to prevent it from falling apart. Their faces are expression-

less and so are their eyes. Conversing with such an oldster—

they are usually around forty or forty-five but give the impres-

sion of much older age—gives one the feeling of talking to a

puppet. They don't eat much, these pokerfaced old Legion-

naires, they only drink. And they don't talk much either—

there isn't much to talk about.
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Loehndorff compares his old Legionnaire with a child and
he is right. Their vocabulary is that of children; they have for-

gotten how to express themselves intelligently. The Legion's

slang has taken the place of whatever language they used

to speak and the scope of their conversation is restricted to

their bodily needs and the small gossip of the garrison. This is

all. They seem to have forgotten the existence of an outside

world. Their mental faculties have deteriorated to a point that

they cannot be classified as anything but morons.

To do the Legion justice it has to be said that these types

have always been men of rather low intelligence and primitive

education. Alcohol, climate, venereal disease and above all,

the drab, monotonous discipline have stamped out the last

spark of individuality in their minds. They did not resist the

transformation which changed them slowly but inexorably

into prematurely senile persons. The men of higher intelH-

gence do not fall into the same category; they either become
non-coms, try to desert, or take their own lives.

The Legion makes a man prematurely old. "I am an old man
today," writes Armstrong^ in Legion of Hell. "Some people

laugh at me when I say that, and tell me that at fifty a man is

only just in his prime! Well, maybe because of the rather

strenuous life I have led in the Foreign Legion, or maybe from

other causes, the fact remains that, though my actual years be

but two score years and ten, I feel infinitely older than that."

"Mr. Armstrong, we may add," we find in the foreword to

Armstrong's book, "is a hale and hearty man, looking perhaps

some twenty years older than he is. But it would seem that his

experiences in the Legion have had a certain effect upon his

mentality, and his manner is sometimes strange."

This is a very subtle description of a man who has aged pre-

maturely and whose mental behavior is that of a sick person.

And this is exactly what the Legion does: it makes a man

age prematurely and it softens his mind to such an extent that
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a Legionnaire who has gone through all the motions of his

profession cannot be considered normal any more. He sinks,

just as the punch-drunk pugilist does, into the class of the

moron.

The changes of a man's mind are slow; there is never a

clear-cut borderline between normal and abnormal behavior.

He just slips slowly and gradually into the new state, but this

transition, as a rule, is marked by incidents which would give

a trained psychiatrist sufficient clues to establish a diagnosis.

Unfortunately there are no psychiatrists in the Legion.

Among the many examples supplied by George d'Esparbes^

is the story of a Legionnaire who was punished for "having

passed his urine into the mouth of a superior while the latter

was asleep." According to d'Esparbes, this was an authentic

incident. The culprit, quizzed by his captain, quite earnestly

explained that he had done it in order "not to mess up the

barracks."

The Legion does not recognize mental deficiency as ex-

tenuating when dealing with similar incidents. The man is

being punished whether he is a moron or a genius. Inciden-

tally, quite a number of half-wits, irresponsible for their crazy

behavior, have wound up in the ranks of the penal battalion.

All this may sound very strange, especially in the light of

the universal conception of the Legion as the best fighting

unit in the world. It is true that the Corps is—and has been for

a long time—one of the best fighting machines in existence.

How can the Legionnaire's reputation as a courageous, valiant

fighter be reconciled with the picture of a slowly degenerat-

ing moron? Is it not an accepted truth that fighting and ad-

versity will bring to the surface all the manly qualities of a

soldier?

This may be the case. But the Legionnaire does not spend

enough time fighting for this improvement to take place. The
days he spends in actual battle are only a very smaU fraction
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of his total service. This is very similar to a pilot who may
have spent twenty or more years in his profession, but the time

he has spent in the air is still measured in hours.

The Legionnaire lives in a very close facsimile of a prison.

Rigid discipline keeps him chained to the Corps at any second

of day and night; it takes care of his initiative, his thinking,

and in due course erases his personality. All this is very in-

tangible and rather hard to visualize. Only one who has lived

in the artificial spiritual vacuum which is the Legion can

appraise this terrible equalizing influence on the minds of

simple men.

Continuous drinking, climatic influences and tropical dis-

eases tend to accelerate this process of mental degeneration.

And should the man have the tough luck to contract syphilis—

a rather common disease in the Corps, as we have seen—then

his goose is cooked anyway. Instead of ending up as a more or

less inoffensive half-wit, the insane asylum waits for him as

soon as the disease has caused enough ravages in his nervous

system to justify his internment.

However, it would be a mistake to assume that every Le-

gionnaire is a presumptive candidate for the nut-house. This

is not so. Five years in the Legion usually do not cause any

serious mental consequences. In some cases men have come

out of the Legion perfectly sane even after fifteen years. The

percentage, though, of those who after fifteen years leave the

Corps as a mental wreck is high. It is much higher than in any

other colonial army in the whole world.

"The Legion has a magnificent record," writes Perrot-

White,^ "but how many thousands of men have been broken

mentally and spiritually while achieving this vaunted glory?"

This is one of the many sidelights of the problems of the

Legion. As a problem it is not considered serious by the com-

mand. If a man gets sick, mentally or physically, he is dis-

charged on medical grounds and eliminated from the ranks.

I
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His place is taken by another recruit, one from among the

number of apphcants who have never stopped hning up in

front of the Legion's recruiting offices, waiting impatiently to

be admitted.

Dekorier Dich!

At the beginning of the present chapter we said that pro-

longed service in the Legion shapes a man's thinking into a

peculiar pattern. One of the most obvious and easily detect-

able symptoms of this process is the change in the man's speech

after a short period of time. He abandons his customary way
of expressing himself in favor of the curious language of the

Legion.

If slang can be defined as the specialized language of a par-

ticular class of people then the Legion's language is slang, but

of a special kind.

The Corps' official language is French; it is the vehicle of

intelligent understanding between the command and the

ranks. Without proper knowledge of French, advancement to

the rank of non-commissioned officer is impossible. But this is

the line beyond which the use of French ceases to be the uni-

versal means of communicating. In the barracks and in the

canteen it is replaced by the slang of the Legion.

At times there have been as many as 52 nationalities repre-

sented in the Corps. Fifty-two nationalities imply 52 different

languages, but since several countries use the same basic lan-

guage the number is actually smaller. Germans, Austrians,

Swiss and, as a rule, Czechs, speak German. Belgians, some
Swiss and, of course, Frenchmen, speak French. Americans

and Britishers speak English. Yet even with these allowances

the Legion remains a veritable tower of Babylon.

No recruit, no matter how intelligent he may be, can be

expected to familiarize himself with French overnight so that
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he may make himself understood. The solution for this lin-

guistic problem was found in the creation of a form of slang,

a kind of unofficial Esperanto of the Legion.

The German element has always been predominant in the

Corps. As we have seen on previous occasions, it formed at

times up to 70 percent of the total effective. It is therefore only

natural that German expressions should constitute the core

of this curious and never imitated language. Quite often its

use has been the only means by which the non-coms have been

able to impress their wishes on recruits during the initial

stages of their training.

This brings to mind an incident which took place in the

barrack yard of Saida and was witnessed by this writer. The
comical hero of the story was a German recruit, unable to un-

derstand or speak a single word of French, and unbelievably

clumsy in his movements. To top everything his name was

"Schoenheit," the German word for "beauty."

The climax came when the sergeant, a Spaniard, tried to

initiate the recruit in the intricate movement of presenting

arms, which attempt ended abruptly as the rifle butt slipped

from Schoenheit's nervous hands and connected hard with the

sergeant's cheek bone. The sergeant, controlling himself with

a superhuman effort, brought his nose within two inches of

the unfortunate Legionnaire's face and asked him almost

chokingly:

"What's your name?"

"Schoenheit, sergeant."

"What?" yelled the sergeant, unable to believe his ears. "A

Schoenheit? A Schoenheit?" And in the slang of the Legion

he continued: "You are not a Schoenheit—you are an arsehole!"

This little story loses some of its effectiveness in translation.

Its beauty however, was in the application of the Legion's uni-

versal slang, even in such trivial matters as the described

verbal interchange in the middle of the bari'ack yard. It shows
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how useful it is, at times, for the non-commissioned personnel

to speak and understand this slang.

The most outstanding expression used in the everyday lan-

guage of the Legionnaires is of German origin. It is the time-

honored "dekorier dich!", which seems to contain the whole

philosophy of the Corps.

Curiously enough, when translated the expression does not

make any sense. "Dekorieren" is a Geiman verb meaning "to

decorate" and "dich" is nothing but the pronoun "yourself."

"Decorate yourself" is the literal translation of the expression.

For the Legionnaire, however, the term "dekorier dich" has

a distinctive meaning. It is his "leitmotive" in everything he

does. There is no equivalent for it in the English language.

The closest we can come would be "help yourself" but this

term does not carry the same spirit as "dekorier dich."

If a Legionnaire comes too late for soup and his stomach is

angry with emptiness and there is no food left, the advice is

"dekorier dich!" He will tax his ingenuity to obtain food some-

how, even if he has to steal it. If he is assigned to guard duty

the night of pay-day when he wants to go into town to get

drunk, he looks for a substitute to take his place; he "decorates

himself." If he finds himself without money for "pinard," he

looks for a sucker to buy him a "litre." Or he sells his labor in

washing another Legionnaire's togs or he touches a green re-

cruit for a few francs, pretending to obtain a desired favor for

the man from the sergeant. All this falls under the classifica-

tion of "dekorieren," but the application of the term is so vast,

the scope is so great, and the varieties so colorful, that it is

impossible to list them all. However, here is Rosen^ on the

same subject:

"Decorating is a fine art in the Foreign Legion," he writes.

"It is a mixture of work, cunning, brains and theft. The way
decorating is carried out is purely a personal affair.

"Decorating meant also occasional theft. In matters of steal-
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ing the Legion draws the Hne very sharply. The theft of equip-

ment, to replace stolen parts, was considered absolutely re-

spectable and gentleman-like. There was no other remedy, as

the man who loses something is punished severely.

"Thieving 'decorating' is a very simple thing and quickly

learned. 1Ve lost a pair of trousers!' cries the recruit in des-

pair. 'Decorate yourself, you fool,' says the old hand. Where-
upon the recruit (after receiving detailed instructions from

the wise, old soldier) walks into the back yard, where the

washing is hanging to dry, and waits in a dark comer with

great patience for an auspicious moment. A lightning snatch

and a pair of trousers hanging innocently on the line are his.

He has decorated himself. It's immoral, of course. It's theft

right enough. It's deplorable—but it is most convenient. The
Legion does not worry about small matters of right or wrong.

The Legion says : 'Each for himself; why didn't you keep an

eye on your washing, you fool!'

"Now such a theft of a single pair of trousers naturally is

but the first link in a long chain of trouser stealing. The man
who has been robbed has no other remedy than doing like-

wise. And so on. ... In a very few days hundreds of pairs of

trousers change owners, until somewhere in the long chain

some one is stuck who buys himself a new pair. Somehow or

other it comes right!

"The Legion considers this sort of theft sportsmanlike and

gentlemanly, a thing permitted, and it is a point d'honneur' to

be smart enough not to get caught by the rightful owner."

This, it may seem, the Legion has picked up from the cus-

toms and morals of the old Spartans. Stealing was permitted in

Sparta; to get caught, however, was pimishable.

The segment among the Legionnaires who oppose the Ger-

man influence of everyday speech are mostly the originaires

of French speaking countries. They sabotage the German part

of the Legion's slang and substitute typical Teutonic expres-

sions with French slang words. "Dekorier Dich," for instance.
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has been successfully replaced by "demerde toi/* an expres-

sion based on the noun "merde." "Demerde toi" cannot be

found in a dictionary and would, translated, be unfit for re-

print, anyway.

The verb's infinitive is "demerder" closely followed by its

brother "emmerder"; both are derivations from the universal

French curse "merde," whose use, however, did not originate

in the Legion. It is familiar to any French-speaking person,

soldier or civilian.

Rosen describes "Merde" as "a word which certainly does

not exist in the vocabulary of polite society, a substantive

describing a most natural function and expressing huge dis-

gust when used as an invective.

"This little word is the favorite substantive of the Foreign

Legion. It is the substantive of the Legion. The Legion wor-

ships it. It is the most used word in the Legion. Out of it the

Legionnaire has even fabricated a verb. When an ofiBcer gives

him a 'dressing down,' the Legionnaire says simply and de-

voutly *il m'emmerde!'

"At Waterloo the commander of Napoleon's Old Guard is

said to have replied to the challenge to surrender, pompously:

'The Old Guard dies, but it does not surrender!' In the Legion,

however, it is an old tradition that he simply yelled: 'Merde!'
"

It is a curious mixture, this slang of the Legion. Every lan-

guage has contributed to its formation until it has become a

language in itself. Not a full language by any means, but just

enough to tide a man over until he understands French well

enough.

Predominant in this collection of basic expressions are, of

course, the curses. "Schweinehund" and "Dummkopf" from

the German are happily supplemented by the French "espece

d'idiot" and the English "son of a bitch" whose French version,

incidentally, is unprintable. An enemy becomes a "Chleu"

from the Arabian and brothel becomes "Bouzbir." However

most of these words are unfit for reprint; "dekorier dich," with-
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out any doubt, remains the only expression which belongs to

the daily fare of a Legionnaire.

In the spirit of the philosophy of "dekorieren," stealing, as

we have seen, is permissible in the Legion. But only to a certain

extent. There is a very fine borderline which can only be
crossed at very grave risk.

"Woe to the Legionnaire," writes Rosen, "who should ever

extend his decorating operations to tobacco or money or even

bread. The whole company would form a self-constituted de-

tective corps and find the culprit out very soon. The rest would
be—silence and hospital!"

David King,"^ in his Ten Thousand Shall Fall, sums up this

situation in a few words. "There are certain hard and fast rules

in the Legion," he writes. "To take money or valuables is steal-

ing. To sneak equipment or any government issue from your

own section or squad is neither etiquette nor healthy. Other-

wise you can shift for yourself. This is called System D, ( De-

brouillez-vous! )

."

King, a little reluctant in using the socially unacceptable

terms of the Legion, has substituted the "demerdez-vous" with

the milder "debrouillez-vous," meaning "to get out of a fix." It

too describes the operation pretty well although it lacks the

punch "demerder" acquires in the sophisticated mouth of a

Legionnaire.

We observe that King, too, draws a borderline beyond

which stealing becomes not permissible. The same goes for

Rosen, who has a significant story to tell in this respect.

"An ugly scene took place," he writes, "which showed only

too well how a thief is treated in the Legion. In the middle of

the night furious shouting made me jump out of bed. Smith

and the others were holding in grips of iron a fourth man who
could hardly speak for terror. 'Voleru!' cried the bugler.

Thief!'

"The word acted like a signal. All at once fists were
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clenched, a bayonet gleamed, a struggle arose and a dozen men
rolled on the ground. The scene lasted perhaps a minute. Then
all was still—the man lay there gasping and covered with

blood. His face was black, so terribly was he bruised. A blow

from the bayonet had split his cheek and a stream of blood

flowed over his blue jacket. The guard came up and the fellow

was carried into hospital.

"The man lay in hospital for weeks. That was the end of it.

That night's lynch law in our quarters was not inquired into.

The punishment of the thief rests in the hands of his comrades.

So decrees the custom of the Legion."

And this is about the size of the problem. Stealing from any

of your immediate comrades is taboo and subject to cruel pun-

ishment. Beyond this small circle of comrades stealing be-

comes a sport. If the haul is to the benefit of the whole unit

then the executor of this deed becomes a public benefactor.

Major Pechko£F^ confirms this spirit in an anecdote. The inci-

dent he describes took place at a small outpost in the Moroc-

can mountains, of which he, at the time, was in charge, as

commanding officer. It happened when a convoy supplying

the post with food and ammunition had arrived. The train

consisted of 300 mules and the muleteers were Senegalese, the

ebony-black French soldiers from the interior of Africa.

"A convoy stopping at the outpost," writes the major, "is a

great resource for the Legion. While the Legionnaire does

not usually steal for himself, and never steals from his officers,

he will take pride in stealing something which is of use to his

unit.

"In the morning when the Senegalese were about to leave

the post, they were astonished to see that the harness and the

saddles were old. When they arrived yesterday they were all

brand-new. The mules were the same in number, but some of

them had become smaller and weaker during the night. They
did not look the same as before. A complete transformation
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had taken place. I do not know whether the Senegalese lieu-

tenant noticed these changes or not. I myself would not have

known what had happened if the sergeant in charge of the

mules, while making his daily report, had not told me.
" 1 reported to you a few weeks ago,' he said, 'about the bad

condition of our pack equipment. Now I can report to you that

nothing is missing and everything is new.'
" 'What do you mean?' I asked. 'We have not received any.'

" 'No, we have not received any, but we have gotten it. We
had to get it. We asked the commissariat several times to re-

place our equipment. There was never an answer. We had to

change it. What better opportunity could we have waited for?

We have replaced everything. The Senegalese have the old.

We have the new.'

"I reprimanded him, but he said: 'I did not order it done.

The men did it themselves—the Legionnaires—each one for

his mule. They have been waiting for this chance for a long

time. And, after all, it is not for ourselves, it is for the good

of the service.'

"Stealing a mule from another outfit is a complicated affair.

All the mules are branded with a number on the hoof: so the

number has to be changed. The mules are of different colors:

they have to be painted! Nothing stops the Legionnaire!

"The Legionnaire never lacks for material or for food. When
he goes to the commissariat to get a supply of oats he always

takes additional sacks and the mules of the Legion are well

fed. When he goes for sugar or coffee he always tries to em-

broil the clerk in charge in an argument in order to get more

than he should receive. When he is to get fifteen heads of

livestock for butchering, he always tries to take two or three

heads more. All this, he claims, is for the good of the unit.

Punishments are inflicted now and again on the Legionnaires.

They take the punishment, but that never stops them.

"Passing a flock of sheep, they always try to slip two or three

lambs under their clothes or into the pack of their mules. Amid
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the silence of the road I would hear sometimes the baa-a-a,

baa-a-a of sheep and I would go to see where it came from.

Discovering the little lambs I would start to question the men.

Nobody ever knew where they came from. Nobody brought

them. Nobody had seen them come."

This is the unwritten "code d'honneur" in the Legion. As

long as it is good for the unit it is permitted. It is the applica-

tion of "dekorier dich" on company scale. However, the code

silently permits the Legionnaire to deviate from its narrow

channel when it comes to "pinard," the all-important wine of

the Legion, the lifeblood of the Legionnaire.

The official ration of wine is two "quarts" daily, a quart not

being the Anglo-Saxon measure but a quarter of a litre. This

is a small quantity of wine, a drop on a hot stone, a mouthful

for an old Legionnaire; it is not enough to give him the taste

of the liquid let alone enough to quench his thirst.

Regardless of the small size of the official ration, the old

Legionnaire always has his "bidon" full of wine. Considering

that the regulation bidon contains two litres, or more than two

Imperial quarts, it is obvious that the man "decorates him-

self" efficiently. He knows the ropes and he knows when and

where to pull them.

In the opinion of this writer the entire business of "dekorier

dich" is only another self-preservation attempt. Money is

scarce in the Legion, the discipline hard and exacting. Be-

tween the demands of discipline and the lack of funds, to get

the things which make life easier the Legionnaire resorts to

the expedient of "decorating." So at least he draws a small ray

of sunshine into his drab and monotonous life.

According to Rosen, decorating is a fine art, and he is cer-

tainly right in that. In the art of decorating the Legionnaire is,

and always has been, at his best. If it were not for these occa-

sional improvements of his standard, brought about by petty

thieveries and small swindles, the chances are that he would

succumb to cafard at a much faster rate than he actually does.
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Decorating not only causes a change in the dull monotony
of routine but it makes life much more interesting. And life

is short in the Legion—so "dekorier dich" before it is too late!

Vive la Legion!

"Qu'importe, quand la Legion passe, que les chiens viennent

aboyer apres d'elle!" Who cares that the dogs bark when the

Legion passes!

This, the illustrious General Rollet, one of the outstanding

men of the Foreign Legion, wrote as a concluding sentence to

Jean Martin's Je suis un Legionnaire.^

Yes, who cares that the dogs bark? They barked on the day
the Legion was bom and they have barked ever since. It is

surprising just how many factions of public life were opposed

to the creation of this regiment of mercenaries.

Curiously enough, there were many Frenchmen who re-

jected the idea of foreigners fighting for the cherished and

beloved soil of France. Even the great Jean Jaures, shortly

before he was assassinated in front of the Cafe de la Paix in

Paris, wrote in his paper L'Humanite that "the Foreign Legion

will doubtless be a source of everlasting difficulty to us; the

idea of forming a body of troops for the French army from

foreign deserters is at any rate an unusual one."

Similar opposition lasted for many decades and only slowly

was it conquered by the impact of the Legion's heroic deeds

on French public opinion. While proving the Corps' value for

the republic, the Legionnaires established the hard fact that

every foreigner dying for the French cause thus saved the life

of a son of France. Without the sacrifice of tens of thousands

of Legionnaires in every decade of the Legion's existence, a

similar number of young Frenchmen would have found death

in the desert, or in the jungles of Madagascar, Dahomey and

Indo-China.

Slowly this resistance against the Foreign Legion subsided
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in France, but it never disappeared in Germany. There the

opposition arose from quite different reasons. Germany was

always violently opposed to the institution; this attitude

stemmed not only from Germany's conviction that a country

should have only a national army and that it was incompatible

with national principles to have a military body composed of

foreigners, but also from the fact that the Legion consisted

predominantly of German elements. This may have given the

Germans the idea that they had a word to say in matters of

the Foreign Legion.

Actually Germany, as so often in the past, stuck its nose into

other people's business. It is true that there have always been

many Germans who enlisted in the Legion; but the young

Germans who did so came voluntarily and on their own voli-

tion. By this very act they removed themselves from German
jurisdiction. However, a man of other than French origin, sign-

ing up in the Foreign Legion, does not necessarily forego his

rights as a citizen of his country of origin. As long as he does

not fight his ov^m country his moral and personal integrity

remains intact.

Nothing prevents a Legionnaire of German birth from re-

turning to his country after his service in the Legion if that is

what he wants to do. In fact, many a German has done so.

These men were certainly good Germans despite their tempo-

rary service for France. It could even be that they were bettei

Germans when they came home, because they had seen an-

other part of the world and travel broadens a man's outlook.

They had met a great number of people from all parts of the

globe and they had learned that other nationalities are just as

good as the German, a truth which nothing so far—not even

two World Wars—could drive home into the minds of the

majority of the German people.

As far back as 1914 Germany summarized its arguments

against the Foreign Legion as follows

:

"Germany denies the right of a modem state to have re-
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course for its defence to the services of foreign subjects. All

states, except France, have renounced the employment of

foreign soldiers."

In the light of Kaiser Wilhelm's and Adolf Hitler's perform-

ances, Germany's indignation over the use of foreign soldiers

fades pitifully away. The soldiers of the Legion are volunteers,

while the millions of Poles, Czechs, Ukranians, Austrians,

and many others who were pressed into the German army by
Hitler, can hardly be called volunteers.

"The contract of enlistment is harsh, as the duration of serv-

ice is too long, the pay insuflBcient and the service imposed

excessive."

This, of course, is true. Service is long. Five years can be a

long time in the Legion. Discipline is hard and the pay small.

This is true and the situation began to change only during

World War H. But as harsh and bitter as service in the Legion

may have been and still is, it has never deterred young Ger-

man recruits from crossing clandestinely into France in order

to enlist in the Legion. Apparently economic and social con-

ditions in Germany over the last century or more have been

such that enlistment in the Legion appealed to Germany's

young men as a welcome change from what they could expect

in their own country.

These are the two main arguments Germany has brought

forward to discriminate against the Foreign Legion. The re-

maining arguments are so ridiculous that it seems unnecessary

to deal with them. France takes advantage of the wretched-

ness of the applicants, Germany claims, and secures their

enlistment while they are in ignorance of the severity of serv-

ice. Recruiting is carried out by crimps who abuse their vic-

tims by getting them drunk and by making false promises. This

results in forming a scandalous mixture of starving men, ad-

venturers and bandits, devoted to drunkenness and the most

infamous morals.

At this point, the reader is already in a position to judge for
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himself just how much of these allegations is correct and how
much is invention and slander.

The Legion is not a convent and neither is any other anuy
in the whole world. Whoever joins the Coips does it with his

eyes wide open. He is even given a certain lengtli of time to

change his mind if he should decide to do so. However, if he

signs on the dotted line he is in for it, of course. Service is not

easy, as we have seen, and a large number of men never come
out of it alive. But there is not one who can truthfully say that

he was forced or tricked into the Foreign Legion.

When asked what gave Germany the right to interfere in

internal French matters such as the Foreign Legion, the an-

swer was of unbelievable naivete. "Germany,'' it was ex-

plained, "has more than any other country, the right to occupy

itself with that which is going on in the Legion, by reason of

the great number of its subjects who sei've there."

It has been authenticated that in 1940, after the fall of

France, when Hitler demanded the return of all German-born

Legionnaires to Germany, 80 percent remained in the Legion,

while only 20 percent demanded their repatriation. This re-

duced Germany's argument to absurdity, just as it would

today.

The Legion has survived these attacks just as well as it sur-

vived the decimating battles of Mexico, of Spain, of Magenta,

long before it started out on the colonial conquest for France.

Its comportment was brilliant in Algeria, in Morocco, in Syria

and in all other parts of the French colonial empire the Corps

was sent to. The Legionnaires' pioneer work is unsurpassed

and can in every respect compete with the achievements of

the Roman colons. And all this has been done despite the claim

that the Foreign Legion is nothing else but a "scandalous mix-

ture of starving men, adventurers and bandits, devoted to

drunkenness and the most infamous morals."

There is no doubt that the mercenaries of the Legion are a

hard and tough bunch. There is no doubt that their moral
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principles and motives are not the same as those of the so-

called "solid" citizen. There is no doubt that they like to get

drunk and that a good brawl gives them the same deep-down

satisfaction as the spectacle of an opera gives to the solid citi-

zen. There is little doubt that they have no sympathy for the

^Tiigher" things in life and that their surplus of manly energy

and drive seeks and finds an outlet in the hired arms of a prosti-

tute in the numerous brothels of Africa, rather than in a ro-

mance in moonlight. There is no doubt that should it become
necessary they would lie, cheat, steal and even kill. But there

is also no doubt that as a unit they form one of the most mar-

velous fighting organizations the world has ever seen. An
organization any officer is proud to command.

Who cares that the dogs bark when the Legion passes?

In the two World Wars, whose repercussions have stirred up
our old world so tremendously, the soldiers of the Legion have

fought brilliantly shoulder to shoulder with millions of sol-

diers of freedom-loving countries. By their courage, their

splendid comportment under fire, they have endeared them-

selves to the hearts of millions. The men with the white kepis

have come from behind their iron curtain to join the ranks of

those who fought and died in the battle against oppression.

Today the dogs don't bark any more when the Legion passes!

And again, the Foreign Legion stands in the first line in the

battle against another menace which looms dark and treacher-

ous in the distant territories of the Far-East. During the past

few years convoys and detachments have been continuously

leaving Sidi-bel-Abbes and the other depots, in order to join

their comrades in the jungles of Tonquin. Again, the Corps

was, and still is, engaged in a battle which has all the charac-

teristics of the fights the Legion has sustained in the hundred

and twenty odd years of its existence. Again it is in a far-away

country, again it is against a savage enemy, and again it has

a vicious climate adding misery to the hardship of the fight.

The number of casualties rose as the days went by and they
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still continue to rise. In the remote outposts of the jungle, in

the swampy plains of the lowlands of Indo-China, sometimes

advancing, sometimes retreating, the Legion fought with all

its skill, its knowledge, its determination and its fatalistic

spirit of self-sacrifice. The fight, although at a standstill at the

time these lines are being written, can flare up again at any

moment. But this time the mercenaries are not fighting for a

selfish conquest policy of the French government. This time

they are fighting as part of the whole western world for the

principle of peace, freedom and the equality of man.

In its traditional silence, the Foreign Legion never pub-

lishes its casualty lists. Anonymously the Legionnaire serves,

and anonymously he dies. But the truth has a way of coming

out into the open. It is common knowledge that the 2nd Cav-

alry Regiment of the Foreign Legion, with headquarters in

Oujda, had to be formed to take over the domestic duties of

the 1st Cavalry Regiment which suffered cruel casualties while

heavily engaged in Tonquin. And in the monthly publication

of the Legion, "Le Kepi Blanc," the tables showing the names

of decorated personnel grow larger every month. The portion

of officers and men receiving awards posthumously is already

much greater than the portion of those who have the satisfac-

tion of seeing the medals pinned onto their chests. Even if the

Legion's command keeps silent in respect to the number of

casualties, these facts are self-explanatory; they speak very

well for themselves.

The doors of the Legion recruiting offices everywhere have

been thrown wide open. The young men of Europe, regard-

less of their nationality, are officially encouraged to sign up for

the Corps, which needs men badly to feed the furnace of Indo-

China.

The times of the old Legion with starvation pay and little

food, with endless marches and inhuman punishment are gone.

A new Legion has emerged from the ruins of the last World

War. In treatment and equipment the Foreign Legion of to-
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day differs only in minor details from the big armies of the

democratic world. The traditional conservatism of the Legion

has been replaced by the progressive conceptions of our cen-

tury. But the old spirit of the Legion is still the same.

It is the spirit of the mercenaries who, in rags and with

hungry stomachs, crossed over to Africa in the far-away year

of 1831—the spirit of battle and sacrifice.

And in this spirit, the Foreign Legion has, at last, taken its

so well deserved place alongside the many millions of soldiers

of the free nations of the world.

La Legion est morte! Vive la Legion!
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passes." Yet, in battle, the Legionnaires

are famed for a courage and heroism

that knows no fear of death. They are

considered by most professional sol-

diers to be, as a unit, the best fighting

force in the world.

When a new recruit applies for en-

listment, he is made to wait 24 hours

to reconsider his decision. The ranks

are made up of men of all nationalities

—Germans, Poles, Czechs, Slavs, Span-

iards, Americans. It is the only army
in existence today made up of mercen-

aries who have voluntarily signed to

serve five years for the government of

France. The discipline is harsh and the

pay meager. The call to battle has

taken Legion units from Mexico to Nor-

way, from China to Morocco. Outside

of battle, life consists of infinite bore-

dom broken only by alcohol and an

occasional woman. And yet, says ex-

Legionnaire Kanitz, "Quimporte, quand

la Legion passe, que les chiens viennent

aboyei apres d'elle! Vive la Legion!"
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